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A B S T R A C T
M otivated by the objective of explaining by group-theoretic means, why quark 
masses are different, this thesis generalises, globalises and clarifies the existing 
theory of the contractions of Lie algebras.
W hereas Lie group contractions were previously viewed in the domain of de­
form ation theory, it has been found th a t Lie group contraction may be viewed as a 
homomorphism from a finite-dimensional Lie group to the contracted Lie group, or 
from an infinite-dimensional Lie group to  the contracted Lie group. For the corre­
sponding Lie algebra contraction, the Lie algebra of the domain of the contraction 
m apping may be a subalgebra of the Current Algebra as used by physicists, or 
a subalgebra of a factor algebra of C urrent Algebra. Intriguing connections are 
thereby made to elem entary particle physics.
A very simple closed form for the necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
contraction of Lie algebras to take place has been found, as well as for the structure 
of the contracted algebra, and special cases of the contracted group.
Another result is th a t for any connected Lie group Q,  there is a sequence of 
nilpotent Lie groups of particularly simple structure, the limit of which recovers 
the sturcture of Q.
For the contraction of representations we provide a pragm atic theorem  which 
provides one, simple test which indicates w hether all m atrix  elements or no m atrix 
elements of a representation of the contracted Lie group will be the limit of m atrix 
elements of a sequence of isomorphic copies of the original Lie group. T h a t is, a 
simple yes/no test which provides an “all or nothing” answer for the question of 
whether there is one among the contraction of representations of the original Lie 
group th a t is equal to a given representation of the contracted Lie group.
Utilising the explicit form of the infinitesimal character of a unitary irreducible 
representation supplied by the m ethod of orbits, it is shown how infinitesimal
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characters may be meaningfully contracted. W ith  assum ptions on the contraction 
process and the orbits, a formula for contracting generalised characters is also 
given.
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C h a p ter  1: In tro d u ctio n  and N o ta tio n
In C hapter 1, we will summarize all the results needed in Chapters 2, 3, 
4 and 5 on Lie groups and Lie algebras in bo th  finite and infinite dimensions, 
representations of Lie groups, differentiable bundles, contractions of Lie algebras 
and Lie groups and contractions of their representations. The objective of this 
chapter is to standardise notation and provide much-needed background m aterial, 
as the thesis makes use of results in five different areas. We therefore make no 
claim to originality for C hapter 1.
Specifically, in §1.1 we define manifolds, Lie groups, tangent vector fields and 
the tangent bundle, leading to  the exponential m apping and the Lie algebra of 
a Lie group and the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula. Various theorems on 
homomorphisms of Lie groups and Lie subgroups associated to subalgebras are 
also given. A small section develops the adjoint and co-adjoint representations, 
co-adjoint orbits and invariant vector fields on homogeneous manifolds. In order 
to  define integration on manifolds, exterior algebra bundles and differential forms 
are introduced. Definitions and properties of particular classes of Lie groups such 
as reductive, nilpotent, semisimple, cocompact nil-radical, semi-direct product 
and exponential Lie groups are given leading up to a brief structure theory for 
semisimple Lie groups and compact symmetric pairs. Section 1.1 concludes w ith 
the definition of tensor algebra, and universal enveloping algebra.
Section 1.2 is a re-development of theorems, definitions and propositions of 
§1.1 as they specifically apply to infinite-dimensional Banach-Lie groups, covering 
manifolds, Lie groups, tangent vector fields, the tangent bundle, Lie algebras and 
the exponential m apping and its properties. Section 1.2 concludes w ith proposi­
tions concerning homomorphisms, Lie subgroups and their corresponding subalge­
bras.
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In §1.3 the concepts leading up to linear and unitary  representations are 
given. An exposition proper of the m ethod of orbits is then  commenced, and 
is interspersed w ith comments and outlines to  further illustrate and clarify the 
techniques of the procedure. In particular, we develop integral functionals, po­
larizations, the /^-derivative and all necessary concepts of induced (/-modules of 
spaces of C°° functions on (7 in order to give a (/-module, w ith (7 acting on a space 
of C°° functions defined on (/, which is irreducible.
The next step is to elaborate on this irreducible (/-sub-module to provide an 
irreducible unitary  representation of (7. This involves a thorough-going treatm ent 
of unitary induced representations as well as an “inducing in stages” theorem.
The next group of definitions and propositions of §1.3 deals w ith involutive 
Banach algebras of L 1 functions on Q leading to the definition of a Generalised 
C haracter of a unitary  representation and theorems giving its specific form for 
wide classes of Lie groups and several classes of their representations.
Finally, §1.3 closes with definitions of generalised functions on (7 with com­
pact support, their algebra structure, the Gärding space of a continuous unitary 
representation of Q and their relationship to the infinitesimal character of a uni­
tary  representation. The last theorem gives a specific, simple and geometrically 
appealing form for the infinitesimal character, which is used in C hapter 5.
In §1.4 we define the affine connection, covariant differentiation, and Rie- 
m annian manifolds. Geodesics, normal coordinates and the exponential map for 
manifolds are developed, and their relationship to  canonical coordinates and the 
exponential m ap for Lie groups is given. Vector bundles are then introduced with 
the im portant (for Chapters 2, 3 and 4) example being given of the q1 th  cartesian 
cross-product bundle of q tangent bundles over a Lie group (7.
We close §1.4 w ith the definition of fibre bundles over a manifold and the 
example of the q-jet bundle, to be used in §3.2.
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Section 1.5 reproduces the Saletan and Inönü-W igner theories of Lie algebra 
contraction, a Lemma on their domain of applicability and a definition and some 
properties of generalised Inönü-W igner contraction. Global definitions and prop­
erties of Lie group contraction as given by Dooley (1983) (Global Inönü-W igner 
contraction, with a mild reductivity condition), and Dooley and Ricci (1985) (con­
traction of a maximal compact subgroup inside a connected semisimple Lie group 
of real rank one) are exposited. Finally, the contraction of representations of a 
compact symmetric pair (Inönü-W igner contraction) is then  developed, as given 
by Dooley and Gaudry (1986), culm inating in a theorem  relating m atrix  elements 
of representations of the contracted group to limits (w ith respect to a contraction 
param eter) of m atrix  elements of the original Lie group.
§1.0 N o ta tio n  and C on ven tion s
• (/, C?l5 Q2 shall s tand  throughout to  denote Lie groups, of finite or infinite 
dimension.
• The sum m ation convention shall always apply except where otherwise indi­
cated. Thus
Generally where any two indices or power term  indices in a polynom ial occur 
together, they should be summed unless stated  to  the contrary. Thus,
\ l/F ———, ——-  stands for,
I • f J .
i,j — i i ,j— u
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§1.1 F in ite -d im en sio n a l Lie G roups and Lie A lgeb ras
In §1.1 we will mostly follow the elem entary exposition of Cohn (1968), as 
Maissen (1962) in his treatise on Banach-Lie groups, translates Cohn’s scheme 
step by step to the infinite-dimensional setting and it is M aissen’s work which 
forms the bulk of §1.2. In places where Cohn’s approach is inappropriate, Sagle 
and W alde (1973), Kirillov (1976), and Helgason (1978) are quoted. In §1.2 we 
will point out w hat changes have to be made to §1.1 in order th a t the Definitions 
and Propositions for Lie groups hold in the infinite dimensional case.
D efin itio n  1 .1 .1  (Cohn, §1.1)
A C°° m anifo ld , is a Hausdorff space At together w ith a family T  of charts, 
each chart of which is a homeomorphism of an open subset of At into Rn such 
th a t T  satisfies:
(a) At each point of At there is a chart which belongs to T '.
(b) Any two charts x l t X 2 °f ?  are C ^ -re la ted . T hat is, if x 15X 2 have domains 
W i , W 2 respectively \ 2 0 X -^1 *s a  ^ ° °  functi° n on X i O ^ i )  a n d  X i  0 X ^ 1 ls a  
C°° function on
(c) Any chart in At which is C°°-related to  every chart of T ,  itself belongs to T.
A su b m an ifo ld  is a subset A ti of At such that:
(a) A ti is a manifold
(b) For any chart (x,A/*) of At, \  \ N  Rn, the coordinate functions x * |^  :
A ti —> R are C°° fu n ction s on A ti. T hat is, for any chart (x 15A/i ) of
A ti, Xi : -A/i —> R”1, the functions x* 0 X” 1 : Rni —* R are C°°.
(c) at each point m j of Af  fl At i ,  there is a subset ^x*1 | ^ i? • • •, X*ni whi°h
forms a chart of A ti a t m i.
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D efin itio n  1 .1 .1 (a ) (Kirillov, §5.3)
Let Rn+ =  {(® i,. . . ,  x n) I x n > 0).
A C °°-m anifold w ith  bou n d ary  is a Hausdorff space A4 together w ith a 
family T  of charts, each chart of which is a homeomorphism of an open subset of 
A4 onto an open subset of Rn or onto a subset of Rn+ which is a neighbourhood 
of zero, relatively open in Rn+ C Rn, such th a t T  satisfies (1.1.1(a) (b) (c)).
D efin itio n  1 .1 .2  (Cohn, §2.6)
A Lie group is a  set Q such th a t
(a) Q is a group
(b) Q is a C°° manifold
(c) The mapping (<7, h) i—> gh of the product manifold Q x Q into Q is C °°. T hat
is, if (x i ,  A/i) is a chart a t g, (X35A2) a chart at h and (x 3, A3) a chart at 
gh and x \ , x 2 are coordinates in X i(A i) and X2(A"2) respectively, then the 
function ( x 2)) is C°° in ( x u x 2).
By virtue of the Implicit Function Theorem, we have th a t,
P ro p o sitio n  1 .1 .3  (Cohn, 2.6.1)
In a Lie group Q, the mapping i h i " 1 is C°°.
R em ark 1 .1 .4
By a deep result of Montgomery, Gleason and Zippin (M ontgomery and Zip- 
pin, 1955), a set Q which satisfies (1.1.2) w ith “C°°” replaced by “continuous” 
can be given a unique differentiable structure such th a t it is an analytic Lie group 
(replace “C °°n in (1.1.1) and (1.1.2) by “analytic” ) and is hence a Lie group in the 
original sense of (1.1.2). In practice, it is often simplest to prove th a t differentiable 
structures are only twice continuously differentiable and hence C °°.
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D efin itio n  1.1 .5  (Cohn, §2.8)
A Lie su b grou p  Ti of Q is a subset Ti of Q such tha t
(a) Ti is a subgroup of Q
(b) Ti is a submanifold of Q.
We would naturally  wish a Lie subgroup of Q to have the following property:
P ro p o sitio n  1 .1 .6  (Cohn, 2.8.1)
Any Lie subgroup of Q is a Lie group.
In order to  discuss the im portant example of one-dimensional subgroups we 
introduce the concepts of dimension, C°° homomorphism and local C°° homomor­
phism. An alternative characterization of Lie subgroup to th a t of (1.1.5) is the 
following one, which is useful in the infinite dimensional case.
P ro p o sitio n  1 .1 .7 (Cohn, 6.3.5)
Ti is a Lie subgroup of Q if and only if
(a) Ti is a subgroup of Q
(b) Ti is a Lie group
(c) The identity m apping of Ti into Q is continuous.
The following theorem  is self-evidently a most useful one.
T h eorem  1 .1 .8  (Cohn, 6.5.1)
Let Ti be a closed subgroup of Q. Then Ti is a Lie subgroup of Q.
D efin ition  1.1 .9  (Cohn, §1.1)
The d im en sion  of a  C°° manifold M. at each point p in Ad is defined to 
be the dimension of the image space of all possible charts at p. This num ber is 
independent of the choice of chart at p.
For Lie groups we have,
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L em m a 1 .1 .10  (Cohn, 2.6.2)
The dimension of a Lie group is the same at all its points.
D efin itio n  1 .1 .11  (Cohn, §2.6)
Let Qi, Q2  be Lie groups. A map /  : Q\ —► Q2 is a C°° h om om orp h ism  if
(a) /  is a homomorphism
(b) /  is C°°, th a t is, for any point g\ E Q\ and for some chart X\ at 9i and X2 at 
f ( g  i), x  2 ° f ° X ^ 1 is a C*00 map. A C°° map /  : Q\ —> ^ 2  whose inverse is (7°° 
and which is not necessarily a homomorphism, is called a diffeom orp h ism  
of Qi onto Q2 •
D efin itio n  1 .1 .12  (Cohn, §2.2)
A n eig h b o u rh o o d  of a point g E Q is an open subset containing g. A 
nu cleus of Q is a neighbourhood of the identity.
D efin ition  1 .1 .13  (Cohn, §1.7)
A local C°° h om om orp h ism  /  of into Q2 is a C°° m ap of a nucleus Af\ 
of Q\ into Q2 such th a t f ( g h )  = f ( g ) f ( h )  whenever g, h ,gh  E Af\. f  is a loca l C°° 
isom orp h ism  when its inverse f ~ 1 : f ( A f \ ) —> Q2 is C°°.
P ro p o sitio n  1 .1 .14  (Cohn, 2.9.3)
Any connected one-dimensional Lie group is C°° isomorphic either to the 
additive group of real num bers R, or to T, the additive group of real numbers mod 
1. In particular, every one-dimensional Lie group is locally isomorphic to  R.
Before discussing Lie algebras, we need to define tangent vectors and deriva­
tives of C°° m aps, and tangent vector fields.
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D efin itio n  1 .1 .15  (Cohn, 1.4.1)
Let C^° denote the set of all real-valued functions defined and C°° on a neigh­
bourhood of g. A ta n g en t v ecto r  at g in Q is a linear mapping 
L  : C£° —> R which satisfies,
L { h h )  = ( i / 0 / 2  (g) + fi( V/ „ / 2
L em m a 1 .1 .16  (Cohn, 1.4.2)
Let (X i5 ^ i )  be a chart at g\ in Q, w ith coordinates (ad). The set of tangent 
vectors at g is an AT- dimensional vector space w ith basis {L;},
L i =  3f |g ’ xi=x (gy  and is called th e  ta n Sent sp ace at g.
It is denoted by Tg{Q) or Tg.
D efin itio n  1 .1 .17
Let (p : Gi —> $2 be a  C°° map. T h e derivative  o f  p  at g E <7, denoted 
dip\g is the map,
M g  : T9 - *  T V(9)
given by (d<p\gL)  : f  >-> L ( f  o <p) VL €  Tg,V / e  C™{g).
T h e d erivative o f  (p at e is simply w ritten as dp,  and called th e  derivative  o f
</?.
We now define tangent vector fields. They are an assignment of a vector in Tg 
for each g in Q, in a differentiable fashion, made precise by the concept of tangent 
bundle.
D efin ition  1 .1 .18  (Sagle and Walde §2.6)
The ta n g en t b u n d le  T(Q)  to the Lie group Q is the set, T(Q) = ^ gegTg(Q) 
denoted by pairs ( g , X) ,  X  E Tg(Q) which is an example of a fibre bundle to  be 
defined in §1.4 and which has the properties tha t:
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(a) T(Q) is a C°° manifold.
(b) There is a C°° surjection 7r : T(Q) —► Q called the p ro jectio n  m ap, given by 
the map 7r : (g,X)  i—> g.
(c) The set 7r_1(^), called a fibre, is the vector space Tg(Q).
(d) T(Q) is locally trivial. T hat is, there is a neighbourhood of g such th a t 
Afi X Rn is diffeomorphic to 7r_1(A/i). Letting (X n*^i) be a chart at g with 
coordinates (x l ), such a diffeomorphism is provided by the map
T r - 'tM )  -  JVk x R», y X )  I ► ( x r 1^ * ) , V ).
It can be seen th a t this map gives T{Q) its C°° structure.
D efin itio n  1 .1 .19 (Sagle and Walde, §2.7)
A v ecto r  field X  is a C°° cro ss-sec tio n  of T(Q). T h a t is, X  is a C ^ -m a p  
X  : Q —> T(Q) such th a t 7r o X(g) = g, Vg E Q.
L em m a 1 .1 .20  (Cohn, §1.7)
The set £ , of all vector fields on <7 is a vector space over R. W ith respect to 
a chart (x 15A/1 ) at g w ith coordinates (ad), X  at x ” 1^ * )  ls given by,
'^ x “ 1(*<) ~  ?*(:r)äx7' wbere the are C°° functions on XiOVi)-
The vector fields C form a Lie algebra which is generally infinite dimensional. 
To see this we first need the definition of Lie algebra.
D efin itio n  1.1 .21 (Cohn §3.1)
A Lie a lgebra is a vector space C together with a bilinear map C x C —> £ , 
( X ,Y )  I-* [X, Y], called the bracket which satisfies
(a) [ X , X ] = 0
(b) [[X, Y] ,Z)+ {[Y,2 ] ,X] +  [[Z,X\,Y\  =  0
It follows from the bilinearity of the bracket and (a) th a t [X, Y] +  [Y, X] =  0. 
A Lie su b algeb ra  is a subspace C\ of C such th a t C C\.
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L em m a 1 .1 .22  (Sagle and Walde, §2.7)
Let C°°(Q) be the set of real valued, C°° functions on It follows from 
(1.1.15) and (1.1.19) th a t X  is a vector field if and only if X  is a linear map of 
C °°(£) into itself which also satisfies,
X ( h h )  = (v/i)/2 + h(X f 2), v/ „ / 2 e C°°(g).
P ro p o s itio n  1 .1 .23  (Cohn, 3.1.2)
The set C of vector fields is a Lie algebra with bracket given by
[X, Y]( f )  = X o Y ( f ) - Y o  X( f ) ,  V / € C °°(0).
L em m a 1 .1 .24  (Cohn §3.1)
Let X  and Y  be a vector fields and ( x x, N\ )  a chart at g w ith  coordinates 
(rcl), then
- ’■(*)£) h
where X  = and Y  = gl( x ) ~ .
Use will be made of the above form of the bracket to  define a bracket of vector 
fields in the infinite dimensional setting.
Associated to any finite-dimensional Lie group Q, is a finite dimensional Lie 
algebra g. g is the subalgebra of C of vector fields which are invariant under 
the operation of left m ultiplication by any element h of Q. The concept of left- 
invariance is m ade precise by the following definition.
D efin itio n  1 .1 .25  (Sagle and Walde, 5.1)
Let : Q —> Q be the C°° m ap of left m ultiplication by h E : 9 ^  hg
and let di^ be the derivative of Let X  E C. Then X  is left invariant when
d£h( X e) = X h.
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P r o p o s itio n  1 .1 .26  (Cohn, 3.2.3)
The set g of left invariant vector fields on Q is a Lie subalgebra of C and a Lie 
algebra of the same dimension as Q, which is hence vector space isomorphic to Te 
via the map (g —> Te, I  h  X e).
Let (x>*A0 be a chart a t e.
The left-invariant vector fields uniquely determ ined by the coordinate form
( 1 . 1 .20),
^(x(x~1(:r)x~1(l/)))t d
dyJ x ~Hy)=edx*’
form a basis of g , and are often called the in fin itesim al tra n sform ation s o f  th e  
group  (in the given chart).
D efin itio n  1 .1 .27  (Cohn, §3.2)
Let {X;} be a basis of g. T h e stru ctu re  co n sta n ts  o f  Q w ith  resp ect to  
th e  basis {X;} are the n 3 real constants Cfj  such th a t [X{,Xj] = C ^ X k -  
The structure constants determ ine the Lie algebra completely.
In order to discuss the connection of g to  Q via the exponential map, the 
following theorem  is necessary.
T h eo rem  1 .1 .28  (Sagle and Walde, 5.9)
Let X  £ g. There exists exactly one analytic homomorphism ip : R —> Q such 
th a t dip : R —> Te is the m ap dip : r t-> rX e, Vr £ R
D efin itio n  1 .1 .29  (Sagle and Walde, 5.10)
The ex p o n en tia l m ap p in g  denoted exp, exp : g —► Q is the map, 
exp : X  ip(l) where X  and <p are as given in Theorem  (1.1.28).
R em ark  1 .1 .30
Note th a t exp is a C°° homomorphism of span {X} into Q for any X  £ g.
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P ro p o s i t io n  1 .1 .31 (Sagle and Walde, 5.13)
There is a bounded connected neighbourhood Wo of 0 in g and a nucleus We 
such th a t exp : Wo —> We is an analytic diffeomorphism.
We shall frequently make use of a convenient chart at e £ Q, called the 
canonical coordinate chart:
D e f in itio n  1.1.32 (Cohn, §6.3)
Let We be a nucleus of Q on which exp is a diffeomorphism, and let {X;} be a 
basis of g. The pair, (exp-1 : We —> g, We) regarding g as an n-dim ensional vector 
space, is a C°° chart a t e in Q and the coordinates (x 1) of the point exp(a;lW ) are 
called c a n o n ic a l c o o rd in a te s .
The most im portant theorem  connecting g w ith Q is the Baker-Campbell- 
Hausdorff formula.
T h e o re m  1.1.33 (Sagle and Walde, 5.18ff)
There is a neighbourhood Wo of 0 in g such th a t for all 1 , 7  G Wo,
(exp X )(exp T ) =  e x p ir (JV, Y )  where
F  is analytic on Wo x Wo and is given by
F i x  y \ = y '
“  n [
where the second sum runs over the integers Pi,qi >  0 w ith pi + qi >  1 for 
i = 1, • • •, n and
n
C ( p i , q i r  • • ,Pn,qn) =  X ](P i +  g«)Pi-9i- *--Pn-qJ
i= 1
t ( X p1, r ?1, • • • , X r " , Y q" ) =  [[• • • [[[XPl, K 51], X P2],F « 2], • • ■Xp" ] , Y q’']
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where we use the notation
[WT, Z a} [[• • • [ u w , t n • • • * n
r  o ccu rren ces o fW  a occu rren ces o f Z.
and where r ( X 1) = X , t { Y 1) = Y.
C orollary  1 .1 .34  (Sagle and Walde, §5.3)
The term s to order t 3 in F ( t X , t Y ) of (1.1.33) are
F ( t X , t Y )  = t X  + t Y  + ]^t2[X,Y\
+ §([*.[*. *11+ [r. M l)
We see from Theorem  (1.1.33) th a t a nucleus of the Lie group Q is determined 
completely by the Lie algebra structure of g.
We now state  several, needed propositions on Lie subgroups and C°° homo- 
morphisms and their connection to the Lie algebra g of Q.
P ro p o sitio n  1 .1 .35  (Helgason, 2.2.5)
Let 7i be a Lie subgroup of Q. Then the Lie algebra h of Ti is a subalgebra of 
g and there is a neighbourhood Wo of 0 such th a t exp(Wo D h) = exp(Wo) fl exp(h) 
where exp is a diffeomorphism on W o -
P ro p o sitio n  1 .1 .36  (Cohn, 6.4.1)
Let gx be a Lie subalgebra of g. The subgroup Q\ generated by elements 
e x p X i,W  € <7j, is a connected, C°° Lie subgroup of Q whose Lie algebra is gx.
P ro p o sitio n  1 .1 .3 6 (a ) (Cohn, 7.1.1)
Every connected Lie group (indeed, manifold) is path-connected.
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D efin itio n  1 .1 .3 6 (b ) (Cohn, §7.1)
Let Qi be a subgroup of Q (Qi need not be a Lie subgroup). The con n ected  
co m p o n en t o f Q\ in Q is the subset,
{9 \ g € Q,3ip e  C qI0,1] 3 r/>(Q) € Q\, and VK1) =  9 }, of Q.
P ro p o s itio n  1 .1 .3 6 (c ) (Cohn, §7.1)
The connected component of Q\ in Q is an open Lie subgroup of Q.
P ro p o s itio n  1 .1 .3 6 (d ) (Cohn, §7.1)
The relation of: gi ~  g2 3ip G C^[0,1] 3 -0(0) =  91 and 0(1) — 92, is
an equivalence relation of Q, and Q is a disjoint union of maximal path-connected 
subsets, called co n n ec ted  co m p o n en ts. If the num ber of connected compo­
nents of finite, Q is said to  be fin ite ly  con n ected ; if countable, Q is cou n tab ly  
co n n ec ted .
D efin itio n  1 .1 .37  (Cohn, §6.6)
An ideal /  of g is a subalgebra of g such th a t [</, /] C / .  g is sem i-sim p le  if it 
has no abelian ideals. The cen tre of g is the set, { T |F  G <7, [T, X]  =  0, VX £ g}.
D efin itio n  1 .1 .38  (Cohn, §6.6)
A h om om orp h ism  o f  Lie algebras g i , g 2 is a linear m ap <f) : g1 —► g2 such
th a t
4>[X,Y] = [4>{ X \  4 V X , Y e g l .
P ro p o sitio n  1 .1 .39  (Cohn, 6.6.1)
Let g be any Lie algebra, and /  an ideal in g. Then (7// is a Lie algebra and 
<7 / /  is a homomorphic image of g under the natural homomorphism I  h  I  
and the kernel of this homomorphism is / .
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P ro p o sitio n  1 .1 .40  (Cohn, 6.6.4)
Let J\f be a closed, norm al subgroup of Q, w ith Lie subalgebra n. Then n is an 
ideal of g and the quotient group Q/J\f is a Lie group with Lie algebra isomorphic 
to gjn.
The following proposition provides useful inform ation on quotient structures 
over Q :
P ro p o sitio n  1 .1 .4 0 (a ) (Cohn, 6.5.2)
Let Q\ be a closed subgroup of Q, and let 4>i denote the natural mapping 
: Q —► Q/Q i -  Then there is a C°° manifold structure for Q/Q\ such that:
(a) is C°°
(b) has a local C°° cross-section at e and,
the analytic structure on Q/Q\ is uniquely determ ined by conditions (a) and 
(b), and the manifold structu re  of Q/Q\ is tha t induced by the manifold structure 
of Q.
P ro p o sitio n  1 .1 .41 (Cohn, 6.8.2)
Let Ti be a connected Lie subgroup of a connected Lie group Q, w ith Lie 
algebra h. Then h is an ideal in g if and only if 7i is norm al in Q.
Before stating the main theorem  for homomorphisms of Lie algebras we quote 
the following Lemma which is often useful in practice.
L em m a 1 .1 .42  (Cohn, 6.3.2)
Any continuous homomorphism of Q\ into C/2 is analytic.
R em ark 1 .1 .43  (Sagle and Walde, §5.1)
By (1.1.25), to  every X  6 Te there is a unique left invariant vector field X  such 
th a t X e = X .  The assignment X  X e is a vector space isomorphism of g w ith Te 
as remarked in (1.1.26). This assignment becomes an isomorphism g —> Te of Lie
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algebras if we define the following bracket on Te : [X, Y] = [ X , Y ] e VX, Y  E Te. 
W ith  this bracket on Te we have the promised theorem.
T h eo rem  1 .1 .44  (Cohn, 6.6.3)
Let 4> : —» Q2 be a continuous homomorphism. Then d4> : g1 —> g2 is a Lie
algebra homomorphism, ker<& is a closed normal subgroup of Q\ and kerd<& is its
Lie algebra which is also an ideal in g1. is a Lie subgroup of Qi and has Lie
Q\ 9algebra d ^ ( g 1). is C°° isomorphic to -— — and has Lie algebra —
ker<& kerd<&
The following form ula is very useful and will be called on in several places.
T h eo rem  1 .1 .45  (Helgason, 2.1.12)
Let : Q\ —> Q2 be a continuous homomorphism. Then 
$ (e x p X ) =  exp( d $ X ) ,  VX E
In dealing w ith the m ethod of orbits in representation theory, we will need 
the concepts of adjoint and co-adjoint representations.
L em m a 1 .1 .46  (Cohn, §6.8)
The operation of inner autom orphism  of Q by an element h of £/, g hgh~l 
is C°°. Let Ad(h)  denote the derivative of this map. Then the map Ad  : Q —* 
GL(g,  R) is a C°° homomorphism of Lie groups, called the adjoint rep resen ta ­
tio n  of Q. The d erivative  o f  th e  m ap Ad, denoted ad, ad : g —> g£(g, R) is the 
map, a d ( X ) ( Y )  = [X ,Y].
D efin itio n  1 .1 .47  (Cohn, §1.5)
The dual of g , denoted g*, called the fu n ction a ls  on g , is the vector space 
of linear maps g —> R. The action of an element ß  E g* on g is denoted:
ß  : X  h+< /?,X  > , VX E g.
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L em m a 1 .1 .48  (Kirillov, §15.1)
The m ap Ad* : Q —> GL(g* , R) defined by 
<  Ad*(g)ß , X  > = <  ß, Ad (g~1) X  >  is a C°° homomorphism of Lie groups, and 
is called the co-ad jo in t rep resen ta tio n  o f Q.
D efin itio n  1 .1 .49  (Kirillov, §15.1)
The orb it o f  Q th ro u g h  ß  denoted Oß is defined to  be the set Ad*(Q)ß C g*.
The following Lemma will show th a t the orbit through ß  may be given the 
structu re  of a C°°-manifold.
L em m a 1 .1 .51  (Helgason, 2.4.2)
Let Q\ be a closed subgroup of Q. Then the left coset space Q\\Q is a C°° 
manifold.
D efin itio n  1 .1 .52  (Kirillov, §15)
Let Q\ be a closed subgroup of Q. An invariant C°° v ecto r  field f  on Q\\Q 
is a C°° vector field on Q\\Q such th a t
£r(g)(x) = dr(g)Z where
r (g) : Q\\Q —> Qi\Q is the C°° action of Q by right m ultiplication on cosets. 
L em m a 1 .1 .53  (Kirillov, §15.1)
Let Qß be the stabiliser of ß  by the co-adjoint action of Q. Then Q ß  is a closed 
subgroup of Q. The orbit of Q through /?, KA*{Q)ß is a C°° manifold diffeomorphic 
to Q ß \ Q .
In §1.3, we shall need some of the concepts of differential forms. We will 
define differential forms and show th a t they form an algebra under the operation 
of exterior m ultiplication. Of course, the definition and properties associated to 
tangent vectors given so far for Lie groups also hold for C°° manifolds.
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D efin itio n  1 .1 .54  (Cohn, §1.5, §1.6)
Let A4 be a C°° manifold. The dual ta n g en t v ecto r  sp ace to M. a t m, 
is the n-dim ensional vector space of linear functionals Tm —> R, X  —* (o ,X ) , X  £ 
T m , a  £  T^.
N o ta tio n  1 .1 .55  (Cohn, §1.6)
Let A4 be a C°° manifold. Let /  £ as per (1.1.15).
Define d f £ T^  by
( d f , X ) = X f .
Let (Xi^*) be a chart at m  w ith coordinates x l . Then x l £ C regarded as a 
m ap from Q to R, and the set {dx1} forms a basis of T ^ , since ( d x \  ~^ ~j) — öj-
Indeed {dx1} is simultaneously a basis for 
T * , Vm £ Jsf.
Vm £ Af,  as a basis for
Differential forms will be defined as the cross-sections of a certain vector 
bundle, to  be given below.
P ro p o sitio n  1 .1 .56  (Cohn, 4.1.1)
Let V  be a vector space. There is an associative algebra E ( V )  w ith unit 
element, generated by the basis elements of V  w ith the defining relations for the 
product of: v A v =  0, Vi; £ V, and E ( V )  is unique up to  isomorphism. If V  is of 
dimension n, then E  is of dimension 2n .
D efin itio n  1 .1 .57  (Kirillov, §5.3, §5.4)
The ex terior  a lgeb ra  bu ndle E(A4) to the C°° manifold A4 is the set,
E(A4) =  (J E ( T ^ )  denoted by pairs (m ,o;), lj £ E (T ^ ) , which is an example 
m E  M.
of a fibre bundle to be defined in §1.4 and which has the properties that:
(a) E { A4) is a C°° manifold.
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(b) There is a C°° surjection it e  : E(M.) —> M. called the p ro jectio n  m ap, given 
by tt# : (m,u>) i-> m.
(c) The set 7r^1(A t), called a fibre is the vector space E(T^ ) .
(d) E'(Ad) is locally trivial. T hat is, there is a neighbourhood M\  of m  such 
th a t Afi x R2 is diffeomorphic to  tt^ 1(A/i ) where n is the dimension of M.. 
Letting (Xi ?*Vl) be a chart at m  w ith coordinates x \  such a diffeomorphism 
is provided by the map,
X R 2\  
n
...  hdx‘'A‘"  A d x " ) » ........’')
k =  1
where £ =  1 , . . . ,  n  and the sum on ij  is implied.
Herewith the foreshadowed definition:
D efin ition  1 .1 .58  (Kirillov, §5.3, §5.4)
A d ifferentia l form  u;, is a C°° cross-section of E(Ad)  (see 1.1.19).
D efin ition  1 .1 .59  (Kirillov, §5.3, §5.4)
Let w be a differential form on a C°° manifold M. of dimension n, such tha t 
if (x,A/*) is a chart at m  E M . , with coordinates x \  to is the map,
lj : X- 1 ^ * )  A11’’" ’1-’ (x l )dxl1 A • • • A d x l j , ii < i2 < • • • <  ij.
In this case, co is called a  (d ifferen tia l) j-form . An n-form u>, necessarily has the 
simple form,
LJ : x _1(^*) ^  A( x t)dx1 A • • • A d xn.
By analogy to  (1.1.5), the form of uj in (1.1.59) provides an alternative character­
ization for j-form s.
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D efin itio n  1 .1 .60  (Cohn, §4.2)
Let {X 1} be any set of j  vector fields on a C°° manifold M.. 
uj is a j-form  if and only if, for each m  6 M ., ujm is a m ultilinear anti-symmetric 
map,
wm : Uj=1Tm —> R, such th a t the map,
is C°°.
We will illustrate how an n-form may be used to define an integral for complex­
valued functions on A t, in an invariant way.
P ro p o sitio n  1 .1 .61  (Kirillov, §5.3; W arner, 1983, §4.1)
Let M  be a C°°-manifold of dimension n which adm its a nowhere-vanishing 
n-form (1.1.59). There is a family T  as per (1.1.1) of charts on M. such th a t an 
rc-form u>, for any covering of M. with charts (XcnN o )  and coordinates ad, uniquely 
defines the quantity,
J  uj = J  • • •  J  X(x1)dx1 • • • dx'
XaWc)
where uj — A( x l)d x l A • • • A d xn.
Further a; is a sum of n-forms u ai co =  where uJa(m) = 0 for m  outside of
a
J\Fa, and we define
called th e  in tegral o f  th e  form  u  on th e  or ien ted  m an ifo ld  M .
Let Q\ be a closed subgroup of the Lie group Q. If the C°° manifold Q\\Q 
admits an invariant ni-form  uj (where r i i  is the dimension of then uj is
nowhere-vanishing and (1.1.61) applies to  Q\\Q. Hence the following definition 
and lemma.
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D efin itio n  1 .1 .62 (Kirillov, §15.1)
Let Qi be a closed subgroup of Q. Let {X 1} be any set of j  vector fields on the 
C°° manifold Q\\Q. In the notation of (1.1.52) lo is a (/-invariant d ifferentia l 
j-fo rm  on Q\\Q  if it is a differential j-form  on Q\\Q  which satisfies,
u;m( J f ^ , . . . , X £ J  =  Lor{g){m)(d r (g )X lm, . . .  ,d r ( g ) X 3m), for all m € Qi\Q.
L em m a 1 .1 .63  (W arner, 1983, §4.2)
Let Q\ be a closed subgroup of Q. If Q\\Q  adm its a (/-invariant differential 
j-fo rm  u;, non-zero a t some point m  £ Q \\Q , then uj is nowhere-vanishing.
The domain of applicability of the m ethod of orbits which is outlined in §1.3, 
contains a wide range of classes of Lie groups. It is therefore necessary to de­
fine these classes in order to discuss their suitability to  the orbits m ethod. The 
following body of definitions and propositions achieves this.
D efin itio n  1 .1 .64  (Sagle and Walde, §10.4)
Let Qi, (/2 be Lie subgroups of Q. Let ((7i ,(/2) denote the subgroup of Q gen­
erated  by all elements of the form g \g 2 g \ l g^ 1» ^9i  € ( 7 i ,  Vy2 G ( 7 2 - 
Define the decreasing sequence of normal subgroups inductively:
Q(l  ^ =  ( ( 7 , ( 7 ) ,  ( 7 ^  =  ( ( / ( * - 1 ) , ( / ( * - 1 ) ) .  If the sequence Q D Q ^  D Q^  D • • •  
term inates at {e}, then Q is so lvab le.
P ro p o sitio n  1 .1 .65  (Sagle and Walde, 10.12)
There is a closed, maximal, solvable, normal, connected Lie subgroup of Q, 
called the radical, R.
D efin itio n  1 .1 .66 (Sagle and Walde, 10.14)
Q is sem isim p le  if its radical is the set {e}. (The Lie algebra of Q is conse­
quently sem isim p le  (1.1.37))
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D efin itio n  1 .1 .67  (Sagle and Walde, §12.4)
Q is a red u ctiv e  Lie group, if for any subalgebra gx of <7, there is a vector 
space complement V  of g1 in g , such th a t [^j, F] C V
D efin itio n  1 .1 .6 7 (a ) (Helgason, §4.3)
Let Q be a com pact, connected Lie group, K  a closed subgroup, and ß : Q —> Q 
a C°° involution. Let K q be the set of fixed points of 0 and let ( K $ ) 0 be its identity 
component. If (K$)o C K  C K q. then ( Q, K)  is called a com p act sym m etr ic  
p air, and 0 a C artan  in vo lu tion  o f  Q.
D efin itio n  1 .1 .68  (Sagle and Walde, §11.1)
In the notation of (1.1.64), define the decreasing sequence of Lie subgroups of 
Q inductively: £ (1) =  (</,</), G{k) =  (G,G(k- i) )-  th e sequence Q D G(i) D G(2) D 
• • • term inates at {e}, then Q is n ilp o ten t.
P ro p o s itio n  1 .1 .69  (Sagle and Walde, §11.2)
A maximal, nilpotent, normal Lie subgroup of Q exists, and is called the
nilrad ical of Q.
D efin itio n  1 .1 .70  (Lipsm an, 1980)
A cocom p act n ilrad ical Lie group Q, is one whose nilradical N,  is simply 
connected and for which Q / N  is compact.
P ro p o s itio n  1 .1 .71 (Lipsm an, 1980)
A cocompact nilradical Lie group Q is a semi-direct product of a compact 
Lie group Gi and simply connected nilpotent Lie group, N ; where the sem i- 
d irect p rod u ct of G1 w ith N,  denoted G\ K N,  is the set G\ x  N  with product 
defined via a homomorphism 4/ : Gi —> Aut(iV) such th a t the map Q\ x N  —> AT, 
( g u n )  -»• ^ (g i ) ( n )  is C°°, and given by (g i i n 1)(g2, n 2) = (g1g2, n 1'k(g1)(n2)).
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D efin itio n  1 .1 .72  (Kirillov, §6.4)
An ex p o n en tia l Lie group is one which is covered by the canonical chart 
(1.1.32).
In order to  discuss, in §1.3, the Principal Series representations for a non­
com pact semisimple Lie group C/, will need some structure  theory for Q. The fol­
lowing group of definitions and lemmas provides for this.
P ro p o s itio n  1 .1 .73  (Helgason, §2.6)
Define the K illin g  form  B  to be the bilinear m ap B  : g x g —> <7 ,
B ( X ,  Y )  = T r(adX adK ). A connected Lie group Q is com pact if and only if the 
Killing form on g is strictly  negative definite, in which case g is also said to be
com p a ct.
P ro p o s itio n  1 .1 .74  (Helgason, §3.7)
A semisimple Lie algebra g has a direct sum decomposition g =  k + p, where k 
is a subalgebra, [fc,p] C p and [p,p] C Jb, which is called a C artan  d eco m p o sitio n . 
The Killing form, restricted  to k is strictly  negative definite. If Q is a semisimple 
Lie group w ith Lie algebra <7 , the connected subgroup of Q w ith lie algebra is 
compact (1.1.36).
The rank of a real, semisimple Lie algebra is given as follows.
P ro p o s itio n  1 .1 .75  (Helgason, 3.4.1)
A complex, semisimple Lie algebra g adm its a maximal abelian subalgebra h , 
such th a t VX £ h, the linear map adX  : g —> g is semisimple, h is called a C artan  
su b a lgeb ra . The dimension of h is called the rank of g.
D efin itio n  1 .1 .7 5 (a ) (Helgason, §3.7)
An involutive autom orphism  0 of a semisimple Lie algebra g is a C artan  
in v o lu tion  if the bilinear form (1.1.73), Be(X , Y )  — —B ( X ,  OY)  is strictly  positive 
definite.
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L em m a 1 .1 .7 5 (b ) (Helgason, §9.1)
Let g be real, semisimple and dO a C artan  involution of g. Then g has a C artan  
decomposition (1.1.74) g =  +  p where is the fixed point set of dO.
D efin itio n  1 .1 .7 5 (c ) (Helgason, §9.1)
Let g — k+ p  be as per (1.1.75(b)). Then the real rank of g is the dimension of 
any maximal abelian subspace of p (all such subspaces have the same dimension).
Roots can also be defined for real, semisimple Lie algebras, as well as complex 
ones.
D efin itio n  1 .1 .7 5 (d ) (Helgason, 6.3.7ff)
Let g be real semisimple and let g = k -f- p be a C artan  decomposition of g as 
per (1.1.75(b)). Let hp be a maximal abelian subalgebra of p. For each functional 
A : hp —■» R define the subspaces g x of g to  be
A is called a root o f  g w ith  resp ect to  hp if A ^  0 and g x ^  0. Let denote 
this set of roots.
L em m a 1 .1 .7 5 (e ) (Helgason, 6.3.7ff)
In the notation of 1.1.75(d), for a real semisimple Lie algebra g,
In order to distinguish positive roots we define Weyl chambers:
L em m a 1 .1 .7 5 (f)  (Helgason, §7.2)
In the notation of 1.1.75(d), let g be a real semisimple Lie algebra. Each 
root A E E defines the hyperplane, { Y  | A(F) =  0, Y  E hp] in hp, the union of 
which divides the space hp into finitely m any connected components, called W eyl 
cham b ers. A Weyl cham ber C  is an open, convex subset of hp with the property 
th a t Y  E C => a Y  E C, for a  strictly positive.
IX =  E £  I [F, X] =  A (F)X , VF E hp}.
A6S
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D efin itio n  1 .1 .7 5 (g ) (Helgason, §6.3)
Let g be a real, semisimple Lie algebra. Let C + be a fixed Weyl chamber as 
per (1.1.75(f)). The p o sitiv e  roo ts  w ith  resp ect to  C + are the set,
E + =  {A I A <E E, A( Y)  > 0 ,  VT € C + }.
We will need the following lemma in §1.5:
L em m a 1 .1 .7 5 (h ) (Helgason, §6.3)
Let g be a  real semisimple Lie algebra with C + as per (1.1.75(g)). Then there 
is a unique element H  of C + such tha t B # ( H , H)  = 1 (see 1.1.75(a)).
C artan  subalgebras are used to define a system of roots for g which are crucial 
to the structure  theory:
D efin itio n  1 .1 .76  (Helgason, §3.4)
Let g be complex, semisimple and let h be a C artan  subalgebra of g. Let a  
be any linear m ap a : h —* C and define the subspaces ga of g to be
g? = { X  e g \ [ Y , X ]  = a ( Y ) X ,  V Y e h } .
a  is called a roo t if ga ^  {0}. Let A denote the set of all n on -zero  roo ts .
P ro p o s itio n  1 .1 .77  (Helgason, 3.4.2)
Let g be a complex, semisimple Lie algebra and h a C artan  subalgebra with 
corresponding subspaces ga . Then,
(a) g = h +  ga (direct sum)
oG A
(b) d im g" =  1, Vo E A
(c) V a , ß e A  3  a  + ß ^ O ,  B ( g a , gß) = 0
(d) [ga , gß] C g a+ß.
We choose a particular C artan  subalgebra and distinguish a subset of positive 
roots in A:
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P r o p o s itio n  1 .1 .7 8  (Helgason, §6.3)
Let g be a real semisimple Lie algebra, and let g =  k  +  p be a C artan  decom­
position of g. Let hp denote any maximal abelian subspace of p, and let h be any 
m axim al abelian subalgebra of g containing hp. Then h ®  C is a C artan  subalgebra 
of g (g) C. Let A be the roots corresponding to h (g> C as per (1.1.76). Distinguish 
a particular element Xo of hp which is regu lar. T hat is, Xo has centralizer in 
k of minimal dimension. Using X 0, define the set A + of p o sitiv e  roots  to be
A + =  { a  I a  e  A, a (X 0) >  0}.
C o m m en ts 1 .1 .7 8 (a )
There are alternative ways of choosing a subset of positive roots in A. Lemma 
(1.1.75(f)) rem ains true for a complex semisimple Lie algebra w ith S replaced by 
A. The positive roots A + may then be defined by (1.1.75(g)) again replacing S 
with A.
In order to  give the structure theorem  of Iwasawa decomposition of a real, 
semisimple Lie algebra, we cut the positive roots down to a still smaller set. This 
is done via a certain Lie autom orphism  of g (g) C:
L em m a 1 .1 .79  (Helgason, §6.3)
Let g be a real, semisimple Lie algebra, and g = k + p  a C artan  decomposition 
of g. Let u be the real Lie algebra u = k + ip.
Then u ® C =  g 0  C. Define the maps er : g ®  C —>p(g)C, r : g ® C - ^ g ® C
by,
er : X  +  iY -> X  -  iY, VX, Y  G g  
T-.X + i Y - + X - i Y ,  V X ,Y e u 
Then 9  =  <j t  is a Lie autom orphism  of g (g) C.
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P ro p o s itio n  1 .1 .80  (Helgason, 6.3.4)
Let g be a real, semisimple Lie algebra and ]^,p,hp,h,  A , A + as per (1.1.78). 
The m ap a 6 : h —> C, a°  : Y  a ( 0Y )  is a root, Vo £ A. Define the subset P + of 
A + :
P + =  {a I a £ A + , a  ^  a 6}.
Let n = ga , no =  n fl <7, and so =  hp 0  no- Then n and n 0 are nilpotent
a6p+
Lie algebras, s0 is a solvable Lie algebra and g is a direct sum of subalgebras, 
g = k 0  hp © n o.
C orollary  1 .1 .8 0 (a ) (Helgason, 6.3.7)
Let g be a real semisimple Lie algebra w ith g and £ + given by (1.1.75(d)) 
and (1.1.75(g)) respectively. In the notation of (1.1.80) we have,
11° =  £ a =  £ - a
AGS+ AGS+
We have the following global version of the Iwasawa decomposition:
P ro p o sitio n  1 .1 .81 (Helgason, 6.5.1)
Let g =  k ® hp ® no be an Iwasawa decomposition of a semisimple real Lie 
algebra g. Let Q be any connected Lie group w ith Lie algebra g and Lie sub­
groups K ^ A p ^ N  w ith Lie algebra k , h p and no respectively. Then the m apping 
K  x A p x N  —► £/, (A;, a , n )  t-> kan  is an analytic diffeomorphism. A p and N  are 
simply connected.
In §1.5 we will define certain representations of a com pact, symmetric pair 
(G,K)  (see (1.1.67(a)). To this end we will need the definitions of roots and root 
subspaces which are analogous to  those for semisimple Lie algebras.
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P r o p o s itio n  1 .1 .82  (Lassalle (1978), §1.1)
Let Q be compact and g its Lie algebra. Let 2 be the centre (1.1.37) of <7, and 
let £ ' =  [£,£]• then,
g = 2 ® g' and g' is semisimple and compact (see (1.1.66) and (1.1.73)).
L em m a 1 .1 .83  (Lassalle (1978), §1.1)
Let (£/, K )  be a compact symmetric pair and let g =  ® p be a C art an
decomposition as per (1.1.75(b)). In the notation of (1.1.82), let = 2 Dp, p' =  
pC\g', and fc' = j^Dg'. Let a be a maximal abelian subalgebra of p\ then a =  zp -fa ' 
where a' is a maximal abelian subalgebra of p ' . Let m ' be an abelian subalgebra 
of A/, commuting w ith a ' and maximal w ith respect to these two properties; then  
£', given by f  =  m ' ® a ', is a maximal abelian subalgebra of g' stable under 0. 
Further, 0  C is a C art an subalgebra of g' 0  C.
C om m en ts 1 .1 .84
By (1.1.76), the root subspaces g'a and roots a  for t 1 0  C are now defined, 
together w ith the set of non-zero roots A. Applying (1.1.78) to g \  we distinguish 
a regular element X 0 of a' by which to define the positive roots A + .
In §1.5, we shall need the following definition to  describe the irreducible rep­
resentations of a compact symmetric pair.
D efin itio n  1.1 .85 (Lassalle (1978), §1.1.)
Distinguish the subset of A + , in the notation of (1.1.83), as
P + = {a  I a e  A + , a  [a'0C 7^
where A + is given by (1.1.84).
In order to give irreducible representations of a C artan  motion group in §1.5 
we shall need a further definition.
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D efin itio n  1 .1 .86  (Lassalle (1978), §1.1)
Let £ + =  (d  | a  = Q' |a/(g) C 5 a  G P + } with P + given by (1.1.85). We designate 
a Weyl cham ber associated to £ + (see (1.1.75(f))). In the notation of (1.1.83), 
let
a '+ = { X  e  a I a ( i X )  > 0 ,  Vo G £ + }
and 0  a , + .
We will need the concept of universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra to 
discuss the contraction of infinitesimal characters in C hapter 4. The enveloping 
algebra is a factor algebra of the tensor algebra of g :
D efin itio n  1 .1 .87  (Helgason, §1.2)
Let g be a Lie algebra. The ten so r  a lgebra T(g)  o f  g is the algebra of
n
m ultilinear maps X , over R, X  : g* —)► R, n =  1 , . . . ,  w ith identity 1 G R. The
i=l ™
product X  (g) Y  of two elements of T(Q)  is given by the product of two m ultilinear 
functions w ith respect to the product of R. Since (#*)* =  g , the linear functionals 
of g* can be identified w ith g and hence g C T(g).
Herewith the definition of enveloping algebra:
D efin itio n  1 .1 .88  (Helgason, §2.2)
Let T(g)  be the tensor algebra of the Lie algebra g and let J  be the two-sided 
ideal (see (1.3.39)) generated by elements of the form,
X  — Y  ® X  — [X, y ] , VX, Y  G g. T h e un iversal en velop in g  a lgeb ra  U(g)  
of g is the algebra U(g) = T( g ) / J .
We shall need the following simplified version of the Paley-W iener Theorem 
in C hapter 5:
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D efin itio n  1 .1 .89  (Rudin, 1973)
Let g be a Lie algebra w ith inner product ( X , Y ) , X , Y  E g , norm  \\X\\ = 
>/(X , Xx) ,  and Lebesgue measure d X , and </) : g —> C a C°° function w ith compact 
support contained in a neighbourhood of 0.
Let
f ( X )  = I  <f{Y)e-*x ’YUY,
then, for N  = 0 ,1, 2 , . . . ,  there exists 77V positive, such th a t
\ f ( x ) \ < 1N(i +  \ \ x \ \ r N.
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§1.2 In fin ite  D im en sio n a l Lie G roups and Lie A lgeb ras
In C hapter 2, we shall need several results on Banach-Lie groups. The prin­
cipal references for this subject are Maissen (1962) and Lang (1962). Most defi­
nitions and propositions of §1.1 still hold true for Banach-Lie groups w ith “Rn” 
uniformly replaced by “B" where B is a Banach space (defined below), and with 
“differentiable” replaced by “Frechet-differentiable” , while o ther propositions hold 
true  but w ith further qualifications. We will define Frechet differentiability below, 
then  restate  all definitions and propositions from §1.1 which apply to  Banach-Lie 
groups and which will be needed in C hapter 2.
D efin itio n  1.2 .1  (Lang, §1.2)
A B an ach  space # , is a complete, normed, linear space. Let the norm be 
denoted, ||f ||,  ( G ß .
D efin itio n  1.2 .2  (Maissen, §l.b)
A map /  : B —> B is F rech et-d ifferen tiab le  at x in B , whenever there is, for 
each x , a bounded, linear m ap L(x)  such tha t
lim
11* 11-0
\ \ f (x + h ) - f ( x ) - L ( x ) h \ \
Wl =  o, h e B .
W hen such an L  exists, it is denoted df (x)  or df\ . df (x)  is th e  d erivative  o f  /  
at x.  It is some times w ritten  w ithout an argum ent as df.
We define the fc'th Frechet derivative of /  inductively:
D efin itio n  1 .2 .3  (Lang, §1.3; H ildebrandt and Graves (1927))
If f  : B —* B is (k — 1) times Frechet-differentiable at jc, then f  is k times 
Frechet-differentiable at £, whenever there exists a continuous m ultilinear map
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k
dk f ( x )  : B —> B, dk f  : (a:, h1, . . . ,  hk) i—> with norm  on
i = i
k
I  B given by 
i= 1
k
| |(ft1, . . . , / i fc)| | jfc =  y ;  II fe* II, such th a t, 
i = i
||dk~ l f ( x  +  hk)(h \ . . . ,  ft* -1) -  dk- ' f ( x ) ( h \ . . . ,  hk~ l ) -  dkf { x ) { h \ . . . ,  fe*)|| 
in the lim it, lim
IK*1....Äfc)IU—o
D e fin itio n  1 .2 .4  (Lang, §1.3; H ildebrandt and Graves (1927))
A m ap /  : B t—> B is F r e c h e t - i f  /  is £-times Frechet differentiable and
dkf  : ( x , h \ . . . , h k) h-> dkf { x ) ( h \ . . . , h k )
k-f-1
is a continuous map of Y[ & into B. f  is F rech et-C°° if /  is Frechet-C k for any
i=i
k.
D efin itio n  1 .2 .5  (Maissen, §2.1)
A Frechet-C °° M anifo ld  is given by Definition (1.1.1) w ith uC°°y replaced 
by “Frechet-C 00” and “Rn” replaced by
D efin itio n  1 .2 .6  (Maissen, §3.1)
A B anach-L ie G roup is given by Definition (1.1.2) w ith “C 00” replaced by 
“Frechet-C°°” .
P ro p o s itio n  1 .2 .7  (Maissen, §3.1)
In a Banach Lie group Q, the mapping x h-> x ~ l is Frechet-C 00.
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In infinite dimensions there are two types of differentiable subgroup, namely 
differentiable subgroup, (generalising (1.1.5) (Maissen, Definition 12.1), and Banach- 
Lie subgroup (generalising (1.1.7)) to be defined below.
If 77 is a differentiable subgroup of a Banach-Lie group Q, then 77 is a Banach- 
Lie subgroup of Q. The converse of this statem ent however, is not true and depends 
on w hether the Banach space is com ptem entable or not, broadly speaking (M ais­
sen, Theorem  12.1). For most applications, the weaker definition of Banach Lie 
subgroup suffices:
D efin itio n  1 .2 .8  (Maissen, Definition 3.12.2)
A subset 77 of a Banach Lie group Q is a B anach-L ie su b grou p  of Q when:
(a) 77 is a subgroup of Q
(b) 77 is a  Lie group
(c) The identity m apping of 77 into Q is continuous.
D efin itio n  1 .2 .9  (Maissen, §3.10)
Let Qi , C/2 be Banach-Lie groups. A m ap f  : Q\ —> Q2 is a Frechet-C °°  
H om om orp h ism  or a Frechet d iffeom orphism  according to Definition 
(1.1.11) w ith “C°°” replaced by “Frechet-C°°” .
Lemma (1.1.41) also holds in the infinite dimensional case and is very useful:
L em m a 1 .2 .10  (Maissen, Theorem 3.10.1)
Let be Banach-Lie groups. Any continuous homomorphism of Q\ into
Q2 is at least twice Frechet-differentiable.
The definitions of tangent vector and tangent vector field for Banach-Lie 
groups represent a significant departure from their finite-dimensional analogues. 
This is because, for example, it is awkward to  characterize the space of linear 
functionals defined on the space of Frechet-C°° functions on B. The definition of
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tangent vector given for Banach-Lie groups is equivalent to (1.1.15) when B is 
finite dimensional.
D efin itio n  1 .2 .11  (Lang, 2.2)
A ta n g en t v ecto r  at g , to the Banach-Lie group Q is an equivalence class 
{(x, A/*,X)}ff of triples (x>Af, X )  where (x^Af) is a chart at g , and X  E B. The 
equivalence relation ~  on the set of all such triples is,
(AT,X,X)  ~  (V1)Xl,* i )  <*=> d(Xl o X-> )X  =  X j
where the derivative d(x t o x _1) of x 1 ° X_1 ls the linear map of B into B defined 
by (1.2.3), and (x, A/*), (x1?-A/i) are charts at g.
L em m a 1 .2 .12  (Lang, 2.2)
Let (x>A0 be a fixed chart at g in a Banach-Lie group Q, and let the set 
of all tangent vectors a t g be denoted by Tg(Q) or Tg and be called the ta n g en t  
sp ace  to  Q at g. The m ap X  i—► {(x, A/*, X )} 3, B —>■ Tg, transports  a Banach space 
structure  to Tg such th a t B and Tg are isometric.
D efin itio n  1 .2 .13  (Lang, §2.2)
Let /  : Q\ —> $ 2  be a Frechet-C°° map of the Banach-Lie groups Q\^Q2 - The 
d erivative  o f  /  at g , denoted df(g) or df  is the linear map df(g) : Tg —> 
given, in the notation  of Definition (1.2.11), by
df{g) ■ {(V2, x 2,<i(x2 0 f  ° x 7 1) \ X i (g)x i ) } f ( 9 ) -
We write df  for df(e) and call df  the d erivative  o f  / .
The definition (1.2.11) of a tangent vector, makes it unnecessary to take re­
course to tangent bundles solely to define vector fields:
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D efin itio n  1 .2 .1 3 (a ) (Maissen, §2.4)
A vector field X  on a Banach-Lie group Q, is a m ap, X  : Q —» (J Tg{Q)
geö
X  : g {(A/\x, «*))}„ denoted X  : g ^  X g
where (A/*, x) is any chart at <7 and £ : Q —> B is a Frechet-C°° map of C/ into 
B. T hat is, for any point g\ £ and chart (x n A/i) at <7 1 , £ o x ” 1 : A/i —♦ B is 
Frechet-C00.
L em m a 1 .2 .14  (Maissen, §2.4)
The set £  of all vector fields on the Banach-Lie group Q is a vector space, 
isomorphic w ith the vector space Cß*(G) of Frechet-C 00  maps Q —> B w ith isomor­
phism given, in the notation of (1.2.13) by
X  »-► (g H-+ ((g)).
The form of the bracket of finite-dimensional vector fields (1.1.24) is the inspiration 
for defining a bracket for the space of vector fields on a Banach-Lie group Q :
L em m a 1 .2 .15  (Maissen, §2.4)
Let X, Y  £ £  be vector fields on a Banach-Lie group £/, given, in the notation 
of (1.2.13) by,
X  : y * * {(V ,x,{(s))}j
Y ■ g {(V ,x, j?(s))}9>
then £  is a Lie algebra, as defined by (1.1.21), with bracket given by,
[X,Y]  : g • - >  {(Af,X,dri(g)((g) ~ d((g)rj(g))}g.
The characterization of the left-invariant vector fields for a Banach-Lie group is a 
straightforward generalisation of (1.1.25):
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D efin itio n  1 .2 .16  (Maissen, §3.3)
Let Q be a Banach-Lie group. Then a vector field X  £ C is le ft-in varian t  
when it satisfies Definition (1.1.25) w ith “C °°” replaced by “Frechet-C00” .
L em m a 1 .2 .17  (Maissen, Theorem 3.3.1)
The set g of left-invariant vector fields on a Banach-Lie group Q is a Lie 
subalgebra of C and hence a Lie algebra called the Lie a lgebra  g o f  Q. g is vector 
space isomorphic to Te via the map (g —> Te, X  X e) which transports  a Banach 
space structure to  g.
The exponential m apping is defined analogously to the finite-dimensional case 
of (1.1.28) and (1.1.29):
L em m a 1 .2 .18  (Maissen, Theorems 3.6.1, 3.6.2)
Let X  E <7, the Lie algebra of the Banach-Lie group Q. There exists exactly 
one homomorphism p  : R Q such th a t dp  : R —» Te is the map, 
dip : r  >-> r X e, Vr G R.
D efin itio n  1 .2 .19  (Maissen, §3.6)
Let Q be a Banach-Lie group. The ex p o n en tia l m ap p in g  for denoted 
exp, exp : g —> Q is the map,
exp : X  ip( 1) where X  and p
are as given in Theorem (1.2.18).
R em ark 1 .2 .20
Exp is a Frechet-C00 homomorphism of the one-dimensional, abelian Lie group 
span {X} into Q, for any X  £ g.
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L em m a 1 .2 .21  (Maissen, Theorem 3.6.1)
Let Q be a Banach-Lie group with Lie algebra g having Banach space structure 
as per (1.2.17). There is an open ball B 0, centre 0, w ith respect to the norm  on g 
such th a t exp : B 0 —> exp(B 0) is a Frechet diffeomorphism.
R em ark  1 .2 .22  (Maissen, Theorem  3.3.1)
A Lie algebra structure may be defined on Te exactly as described in (1.1.43). 
This makes the derivative of a homomorphism 4>, into a Lie algebra homomor­
phism.
T h eo rem  1 .2 .23  (Maissen, Theorem 3.10.2)
Let Q\ and Q2 be Banach Lie groups, and 4» a Frechet-C°° homomorphism 
: Q\ —> Q2. Then d$  : g1 —> g2 is a continuous homomorphism of Lie algebras as 
given by Definition (1.1.37).
The relationship between 4» and d4> is further elucidated by the following 
theorem.
T h eo rem  1 .2 .24  (Maissen, §3.10)
Let 4» : Q\ —► Q2 be a Frechet-C°° homomorphism of Banach-Lie groups Q\ 
and Q2, then
4>(exp X ) =  exp(d<LX) for all 
X  in an open ball, centre 0, of gx.
R em arks 1 .2 .25
We have quoted only the analogous propositions and Lemmas to those of §1.1 
which will be needed in the sequel. The Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff form ula holds 
for Banach-Lie groups (Maissen, Theorem 3.9.1) in a form identical to th a t given 
by Sagle and Walde, Theorem 5.18, and the closed subgroup theorem  (1.1.8) can 
be generalised (Maissen, Theorem 3.12.5) to  the Banach-Lie case to show th a t the
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identity component of 7i is a Lie subgroup of Q provided there is a corresponding 
Lie algebra h for H,  which is closed in g.
Naturally, all Lie algebraic theorems and definitions of §1.1 hold in the infinite­
dimensional case except those th a t make specific reference to g being finite dim en­
sional.
The analogous result to (1.1.44) is given by Maissen, Theorem  3.12.7, where he 
shows th a t if is a Frechet-C00 homomorphism, the identity component
of the kernel of $  is a Lie subgroup of Q\, the identity component of $(G\)  is a 
Lie subgroup of Q2 , the Lie algebra of ker $  is ker c?4> and the Lie algebra of 4>(£7i) 
is
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§1.3 R ep resen ta tio n s  o f  F in ite  D im en sio n a l Lie G roups and th e  M eth od  
o f  O rb its. G en era lised  C h aracters and In fin itesim al C h aracters
In C hapter 3, we will give theorems relating the unitary  representations of 
a sequence of isomorphic Lie groups {Gn} to those of a Lie group C/0, called the 
contraction of Q (The concept of contraction of Lie groups and Lie algebras is 
developed in §1.5 and §2.3 ff). The M ethod of O rbits, which is a technique for 
constructing the representations of a Lie group, has a structure  which lends itself 
well to the program m e of C hapter 3 which neatly exploits the concepts of the 
O rbits Procedure. We give a sum m ary in this section on the O rbits M ethod. We 
also give the definitions of Generalised C haracter and Infinitesimal C haracter for 
infinite-dimensional representations, as the theory for the contractions of Gener­
alised and Infinitesimal C haracters, which are two applications of the contraction 
of representations, will be exposited in C hapter 5. The principal reference for this 
section (§1.3) will be Kirillov (1976).
Induced representations form part of the underpinnings of the m ethod of 
orbits and we commence w ith a sum m ary of unitary  representations and induced 
(/-modules.
L em m a 1.3.1 (Kirillov, §4.1)
Let H, be a complex vector space with an inner product 7i x 7i —» C satisfying
( olX ! +  ß X 2, Y)  = a ( X , , Y)  +  ß (X 2, Y)
V a , / ? e C ,  VXu X 2, Y e H
(x,r) = (7Ä vx,F6H .
Then 7i is a Banach space (1.2.1) with norm ||AT|| =  y/(X, X ) ,  and is called a 
H ilb ert space. All Hilbert spaces considered herein will be assumed separable. 
Consequently an orthonorm al basis {et} of 7i will always exist.
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D efin itio n  1 .3 .2  (Kirillov, §13.2)
A u n itary  o p era tor  U : 77 —> 77 on a Hilbert space 77 is a linear m ap such
th a t
{ux,uy) = (x,y ), vx,Yen.
A u n itary  rep resen ta tio n  7Z of a Lie group Q is a homomorphism R  : Q —> U{7i) 
where U{n)  is the group  o f  u n itary  op erators on H.
D efin itio n  1 .3 .3  (Kirillov, §13.2)
Let V  be a complex vector space. A lin ear rep resen ta tio n  7Zi of £/, is a 
homomorphism 7Z\ : Q —> C(V)  where C(V) is the group o f  linear op erators  
on V. Two representations TZi : Q —> £(V i) and 7^-2 • Q jC(Vj{) are equivalent 
if there is a vector space isomorphism ^  : Vj —> V2 such th a t ^ - 1 7^2 (^ )^  =  
7£i (<7), e Q (equivalent representations are isomorphic objects in the category 
of representations of Q in complex linear spaces (Kirillov, §7.1)). The pair (7£i, V\) 
is called a ^ -m od u le . Two ^ -m od u les are isom orp h ic if they are equivalent as 
represent at ions.
The m ethod of orbits makes use of the m ethod of induced representations, 
principally developed by Mackey in the 1950’s (see Mackey (1976)) for locally 
compact, topological groups. We will employ the concept of induced ^-m odule, 
borrowed from Induced Representation Theory, but the form of the inner product, 
making our ^-m odule into a unitary  representation, will be somewhat different. 
The inner product will be defined toward the end of §1.3.
We now give the definition induced ^-m odule:
D efin ition  1 .3 .4  (Kirillov, §13.4)
Let Q\ be a closed, hence Lie subgroup of Q, and let 7Z1 : Q\ —> U.{7i\') 
be a finite-dimensional unitary  representation of Q\ on a H ilbert space 77i. Let
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C ° ° ( ( 7 , ( 7 b e  the set of C°° maps / ,  /  : (7 —► 7i\
f { g i d )  =  f t i  (01 ) /($ ) , Vpi € Q u  V g  e  (7 .
The in d u ced  (/-m od u le by 7£1? denoted Ind((7, (7i, 7£i), is the linear representa­
tion 7Z \ Qq  ^ of (7,
where 7?. is the homomorphism of Q into the linear operators on the vector 
space given by,
f t  T e x ( g ) : f  ^  fg where
fg(92) =  1 (929), Vg,92 e  Q.
C om m en ts and O utline o f  P roced u re  ...... (1 .3 .5 )
The next group of definitions and propositions describes how to construct a 
unitary  representation of (7 via the m ethod of orbits. The m ethod is to induce a (7- 
module from a 1-dimensional unitary representation of a certain Lie subgroup of (7, 
then to restrict to  an invariant subspace of the induced (7-module. An invariant 
su b sp ace o f  a linear rep resen ta tio n  % : (7 —* C(V)  is a subspace V\ of V  
such th a t H(G)Vi  C V\. The idea is th a t the linear representation f t j ^  : Q —► 
1 ), called a su b rep resen ta tion , will be irreducible. The representation f t | ^  
is irredu cib le when there are no subspaces V2 of V\ invariant under ft|  ^other 
than  {0} and V\ itself. It is a principal aim of the m ethod of orbits to find all the 
irreducible unitary  representations of an arbitary  Lie group Q.
The final stage of the Orbit M ethod is to put a H ilbert space s tructu re  on 
this invariant subspace. This procedure will form the final p a rt of the exposition 
of the orbits process.
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Following the procedure described in (1.3.5), the first step in the m ethod of 
orbits is to  find a subgroup of (7 and a one-dimensional representation of this 
subgroup from which to induce the required (7-module. The source of these rep­
resentations is supplied by the forms ß  £ g* (see 1.1.47):
P ro p o s itio n  1 .3 .6  (Kirillov, §15.3)
Let Qß denote the stabiliser of ß  by the co-adjoint action (1.1.48) of Q on 
£* : Qß = {g I 9 e  G, (Ad*g( ß) , X)  =  (/?, X ), MX e  g}.  The Lie algebra of
Qß is
gß = { X \ X e g , ( ß , [ X , Y ] ) = 0 ,  MY G g}  
and ß,  when restricted  to gß is a Lie-algebra homomorphism gß —► R.
The homomorphism ß : g ß R, provides us with a local homomorphism
Qß —► T (Sagle &: Walde, Theorem  6.8) where T =  {z | z G C, \z\ = 1}. Thus, 
Proposition (1.3.6) points to the source of subgroups and one-dimensional repre­
sentations:
D efin itio n  1 .3 .7
A functional ß  (E g* is in tegra l if there exists a continuous homomorphism 
p : Qß —> T w ith derivative dp = ß\^ . Here, T =  {z \ z € C, \z\ =  1}; and p is 
called a character of Qß.
C om m en ts 1 .3 .8
Equipped with the closed subgroup Qß of Q and the representation p : Qß —>• T, 
the induced (7-module Ind((7, (7/j, p) can be constructed. The next step is to find a 
subspace of C°°(Q, Qß, p) on which the restricted representation will be irreducible. 
This is done by defining a complex subalgebra h(ß)  of g (g) C called a polarization, 
and a generalised Lie derivative (Helgason, 1978, l .B .l)  by every element z of 
h{ß)  such th a t the required subspace is the set of all functions /  : (7 —> C of
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C°°(G,Gß,p)  such th a t the generalised Lie derivative of /  by every element Z  of 
h(ß)  is zero.
We rem ark th a t an alternative condition exists for ß  being integral. This 
involves a cohomological condition (Kirillov, §15.3) on the manifold structure of 
the orbit of Q through ß, Ad*(Q)ß.
We now define a polarization for a functional ß  E g*.
D efin itio n  1 .3 .9  (Ausländer and K ostant, 1971, 1.4.1 and §1.6)
Let ß  E g*. A p o lar iza tion  for g at ß  is a complex Lie subalgebra h(ß)  of 
g ® C such tha t:
(i) h(ß)  D gß and h(ß)  is stable under Ad(Qß)
(ii) (/?, \h(ß), h(ß)]) = 0 and h(ß)  is a maximal vector subspace of g (g) C with 
respect to  this property.
(iii) h(ß)  +  h(ß)  is a Lie subalgebra of g (g) C.
L em m a 1 .3 .10  (A usländer and K ostant, 1971, 1.4.1 & §1.6)
The maximal isotropy condition (1.3.9 (ii)) is equivalent to  the statem ent:
,. g ® C  1 g 
d im e — ;—  =  -  dimR — . 
k 2 iß
We now define the generalised derivative on elements of C°°(G,Qß, p) alluded to 
in (1.3.8), and define the ^-m odule which will be irreducible.
D efin ition  1 .3 .11 (Ausländer and K ostant, 1971, §1.5)
Let /  G C°°(G,Gß, p). The /^-derivative of /  in the complex direction 
Z = Z\  T  1 Z 2 E h(ß)  is
Vz f ( g )  =  f  ((exP s Z \ ) g ) \ s=Q +  ^ j - f ( ( e x p s Z 2)g)\3=0 -  2ni{ß,  Z) f ( g )
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P ro p o sitio n  1 .3 .12  (Ausländer and K ostant, 1971, §1.5)
The /^-derivative is a linear m ap of C°°((7,(7p, p) into itself for any 
Z € g ®  C.
The subspace of C°°(G ,Gß, p) given by
C00(G,Gß,p;h(ß)) =  { f \ f e C ° ° ( G , G ß, p ), V z f  =  0, V Z e h ( ß ) i
is an invariant subspace of the (7-module Ind((7, (7p, p) given by (1.3.4), and this 
(7-module is denoted Ind((7, (7p, p; h(ß))-
We now illustrate an equivalent construction of C°°(G,Gß, p; h(ß)) m  order 
to show how to build a Hilbert space structure from C°°(G, (7p, p; h i ß ))• To do 
this, the inducing in stages theorem  is outlined which states th a t given closed 
subgroups Gl C G2 in G, the (/-module Ind((7, (7i, p), p a character of Gi p - 
G\ —i► T, with induced representation 77 , is equivalent to Ind((7,(72, 77 | ^ )
where Ind((7,(72, 77 | ^ )  is the representation formed by first inducing from G\ 
and p to Ind((72, (7i, p) with representation 77 and then forming the (/-module
In d (0 ,g 2,K T ^ ) .
We first construct Gi and G2 from the polarization h(ß) :
D efin ition  1 .3 .13  (Kirillov, §15.3)
Let gl = hiß)  H 9i so 91 ls a real subalgebra of g. Let G\ be the connected 
subgroup of G corresponding to gq (see 1.1.36) and let G\ be the subgroup of G 
generated by G\ and Gß-
D efin ition  1 .3 .14  (Kirillov, §15.3)
Let g2 =  (hiß)  +  h(ß))  H p, so g2 is a real subalgebra of g. Let (72 be the 
connected subgroup of G corresponding to g2 and let G2 be the subgroup of (7 
generated by (72 and Gß-
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The following proposition establishes the conditions under which a suitable 
character of Q\  will exist.
P ro p o s itio n  1 .3 .15  (A usländer and K ostant, 1971, 1.5.1)
(T h e  gen era lised  P u k an sk y  C o n d ition )
If the orbit Ad*(02)/7 is closed in g *, then the character p  of Qß  extends to a 
character p  of Q \ .
P ro p o s itio n  1 .3 .16  (Gaal, 1973, §6.9)
Suppose Q\  and 0 2 are closed in Q.  Let 77. be the representation of 02 in 
the definition (1.3.4) of ln d (0 2, Q i , p) .
Form the induced representation In d (0 ,0 2,77. 'Ig2) in the following way:
Let C ° ° (0 ,0 2, 77. T ^ )  be the vector space,
C°°(G,Q2,n f0\) = { f \ f e  c°°(£ x g2), f : Q x Q  2 -  c, 
f  (9 , 9192) =  x(9i ) f (9,92)  
f(929,-)  =  77. \ Gg\ (02 ) /($ , • )
— /(</, *02), v#i e 0i, v^2 e 02,Vgf e 0}.
The representation 77. f  g2 is given by, 77. ( h ) f ( g , •) =  f ( g h , •) The map T
^ : C °°(0,0i, p) —> C'oo(0 ,0 2, 77. T(jj)
^(/X #,^) = /(s^sO, ^ ( f ) { g , - )  =  f { - g) ,  Vg e 0, v#2 e 02,
is a vector space isomorphism, and
« jr 'T C  | g 2 ( s ) *  =  f t T g ,  (<?), v s e a ,
hence the representations 77. , 77. are equivalent.
For a theorem on the continuity of 4/, see Proposition (1.3.38(a)).
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Before applying the inducing in stages theorem  (1.3.16) to  find an alternative 
form for C°°(Q,G/?, p; h(ß )), the next two propositions will make this alternative 
form more evident:
P ro p o s itio n  1 .3 .17  (Ausländer and K ostant, 1971, §1.4, §1.5)
Let Q be as per (1.3.13), and suppose th a t p extends to  a character p of Gi, 
and Q\ is closed in Q. gl ® C =  hiß) H hiß), and we have the following equality
{ f \ f e C B°(fi,gß,p), v z/  = o, vzeMP)nhLß)} = c eo(g,eu p).
of (/-modules, C°°(Q,Qß, p\ ( h n h ) ( ß ) )  and C°°(Q,G\,p).
P ro p o s itio n  1 .3 .18  (A usländer and K ostant, 1971, §1.4, §1.5)
Let Q\ , G2 be as per (1.3.13) and (1.3.14) respectively, and suppose they are 
closed subgroups of G, w ith p extending to  a character poiGi-  Let 7 =  ß\ . Then
1 92
(^ 2)7 =  Q\ and h(ß) C g2 <8> C is a polarization (1.3.9) for g2 at 7 .
W rite ho(y) for h(ß). Let f  G C°°{G,Gß, p ; hiß))  then by (1.3.17)
/  G C°°(G1Gi,p). Define the functions, f g G C°°(G2, Gu p) by
f g(92) = f(929), ^9  € G, Vg2 € £ 2,
then f g G C°°(G2, Gi, p\ £ 2(7 ))-
The above proposition prom pts us to make the definition of a (/-module in­
duced from Ind((/2, Gi , p, £ 2(7 ))*
D efin itio n  1 .3 .19  (Ausländer and K ostant, 1971, §1.5)
Let 7Z2 denote the representation 77. (1.3.4) acting on C°°(G2,Gi , P’, 2*2(7 ))*
Let C ° ° ( G , G |^ J )  denote the vector space
c°°(g,g2,n2 ?£) = { /1 /  e c°°(e x / ; g x -  c,
f (g, -)eC°°(g2,g1,~p;
f (92 g,-) = ^2 Tß“ Vg e <7, V92 e 02},
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and let Ind(C/, C/2 , 7^ -2 Tg2) be the corresponding ^-m odule w ith representation 
7Z I a c t i n g  as in (1.3.4).
Herewith the promised theorem  giving the alternative form for Ind(C/, p; /*(/?)).
T h eo rem  1 .3 .20  (Ausländer and K ostant, 1971, §1.5)
Suppose tha t (1.3.13) and Q2 (1-3.14) are closed in Q, and th a t p extends 
to a character p and Q\ (c.f. (1.3.15):
In the notation of (1.3.18) and (1.3.19), the ^-m odule Ind(C/,C/2 , 7^2 Tg\) is 
isomorphic to the ^-m odule Ind(<7, Qß, p; h(ß))  via the vector space isomorphism,
*  : C°°(Q,Gß,p; h.(ß)-  C ” (<?,<?2,7?.2
V(f) (g, 92)  =  f{g2g)
y ( f ) { g ,  •) = /(•$), Vg £ G, V92 e Q2-
To facilitate extending C°°(Q,C}ß, p; h(ß))  to a H ilbert space we develop the 
conepts of unitary induced representations. In order to create the H ilbert space 
structure, we need some m easure-theoretic results:
P ro p o sitio n  1.3.21 (Kirillov, Theorem 9.1.1)
If Q is a Lie group, there is a left-invariant Borel measure on Q denoted dig 
and called left H aar m easure and a right-invariant Borel measure on Q denoted 
drg and called right H aar m easure. Both left- and right-invariant measures are 
unique up to a numerical factor.
D efin itio n  1.3 .22 (Kirillov, §4.5)
Let Q be a Lie group, 7i a Hilbert space and {e;} an orthonorm al basis of 7~i. 
W ith  respect to a measure on C/, a map /  : Q —» 7i is m easu rab le  if each map 
Q —> C, g (/(p ),e^ ) is m easurable for each e{ in {e;}.
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L em m a 1 .3 .23  (Kirillov §9.1)
There is a continuous homomorphism : Q —> R+ of Q into the m ultiplica­
tive group of positive real numbers which satisfies,
dr(gig) = A g ( g i ) d rg, Vg,g i E Q.
P ro p o s itio n  1 .3 .24  (Gaal, 1973, 5.3.4)
Let Q be a Lie group and Qc a closed subgroup of Q. There is a continuous 
function <5,
8  : Q —> (0, oo) such th a t
W  =  V g e G y h e G c -
We now give the H ilbert space structure for an induced, unitary  representation, 
which is essentially due to  Mackey. This vector space generalises the induced 
^-m odule of (1.3.4).
P ro p o sitio n  1 .3 .25  (Kirillov, §13.2)
Let Qc be a closed subgroup of Q, and 77. c : Gc —> U(7ic) a unitary  representa­
tion of Gc on a Hilbert space 7ic with inner product (-,-)c. By analogy to (1.3.4) 
let C2(GiQc'R-c) denote the set of m easurable (1.3.22) maps /  : G — * 7i c which 
satisfy,
f ( hg )  = K c(h) f (g) ,  \/h E Gc, Vg £ G
and /  ( f ( g ) , f ( g ) ) c8(g)drg < oo;
JQ
then £ 2( £ ,£ c,77,c) is a H ilbert space w ith inner product,
( / i , / 2 ) =  f  ( f i ( g ) j 2 (g))c8 (g)drg.
Jg
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P ro p o s itio n  1 .3 .26  (Kirillov, §13.2)
Let Qc be a closed subgroup of Q and 7ZC : Gc —> U (7 ic) a unitary  representa­
tion.
Define the function r,
r(g i ,g) Kgig )
% i )  ’
G Q .
For each g £ G-, the map
c 2( g , g c, n c) -  £ 2( e , e c,7?c),
^  Toc (s)(/)(Si) = f , ( g i W r ( g i , g )  
where f g(gi )  =  f ( g i g )  (in analogy to (1.3.4)), is a homomorphism,
denoted  7£ T^c: Q ~* ld(£2(G, Go 7£c)), and  is
called th e  u n itary  rep resen ta tion  o f Q in d u ced  by 1ZC : Gc £/(7Yc), denoted 
Ind C \ G , G c , n c).
The answer to  the natural question of continuity of an induced representation 
is supplied by the following definition and lemma.
D efin ition  1 .3 .27  (Kirillov, §13.2)
A unitary representation 7Z : G U(7i) is con tin u ou s when the map, 
G X 7i —> 7 i ,  ( # , / )  I—> 71(g)f is continuous in both  variables.
L em m a 1 .3 .28  (Kirillov, §13.2)
The unitary  representation In d £ 2(£ , Gc-,7ZC) is continuous if 7Zc is continuous.
The measure 8(g)drg generates a quasi-invariant measure dfi, on GC\Q and 
there is another form for the inner product of (1.3.25):
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D efin itio n  1 .3 .29  (Kirillov, §9.1)
Let Qc be a closed subroup of Q. A m easure dg on GC\G is quasi-invariant 
if d g( Xg )  = rrigdfi(X), Wg E G, VX E Gc\G, where m g : Gc\Q —♦ C is a Borel- 
m easurable function, dg is invariant if d g ( X g )  = dg(X) .
L em m a 1 .3 .30  (Kirillov, §13.2)
Let s : Gc\G —* G be a cross-section m ap which is Borel measurable. Then 
there is a quasi-invariant measure dg on GC\Q such th a t
{ f i ( g ) , f 2( g ) ) j ( 9)drg = ( f i ( s ( x ) ) J 2( s ( x ) ) ) cd g ( X )
W hen GC\G adm its an invariant measure, the induced representation of G by Gc is 
simpler:
P ro p o sitio n  1 .3 .31 (Gaal, 1973, §6.2)
Let Gc be a closed subgroup of G , and 1ZC : Gc — > 7/(7~Cc) a unitary  represen­
ta tion  of Gc• Suppose th a t GC\G  adm its an invariant Borel measure g. The vector 
space C 2(G iG a'R 'c)  of m easurable (1.3.22) m aps /  : G —+ 77c which satisfy,
f(hg) =  7l c(h)f(g), Vh E Vg E G 
and f  (f(s(x)),  f(s(x)))cdg(X)  < oo
J Q c \ Q
where s is any fixed, Borel-measurable cross-section s : GC\Q —> G-, is a Hilbert 
space with inner product,
U i , h ) =  I  (/i(«(®)), h{s ( x) ) ) dß{ X) .  
jQ c\e
P ro p o sitio n  1 .3 .32  (Gaal, 1973, §6.2)
Let Gc bo a closed subgroup of G-, 77.c : Gc —+ U(7ic) a unitary  representation 
of Gc-, and C2(G,Gc,1lc) be given by (1.3.31).
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Let g E £/. The map,
n  f Gc (g ) :  c \ G ,  gc, 7ZC) -> £ 2(g, gc, n c\
K  T g e (ig ) ( f )  =  f g , w h e r e
f g ( g i )  =  f ( 9 \ g ) ,  Vflfi <E Q
is the u n itary  rep resen ta tio n  1Z f^  : Q —> U(£2(Q, Qc, TZC)) in d u ced  by  7£c, 
denoted In d £ 2(C?, C/c, 7£c).
The first step in providing a Hilbert space structure for Ind(C/, £/2> 7^ 2 Tgl) — 
Ind (G, gß, P', h{ß)) (see (1.3.20)) is to find a H ilbert space structu re  for 
C°°(Ö2 i Gl-, P\2*2(7 ))- Fortunately, the form 7 (1.3.18) provides a -invariant m ea­
sure /i on Qi \Q2 enabling a simpler definition of the Hilbert space.
L em m a 1 .3 .33  (Kirillov, §15.1)
Let Q2 1 Q1 be closed subgroups of Q, as per (1.3.13) and (1.3.14). From 
(1.3.18), Qi — (^ 2)7• Identifying T1{Q\\Q2) with g 1\ g 2 (where 7 is the coset Q{), 
let X , Y  E g2, and let £(X ), £ (F ) be invariant vector fields (1.1.52), such tha t
C7(x)  = x + äll,£7(y) = y  + Ä1.
Define the m ap u Q : Ta(Gi\Q2) X Ta (< /i\£2) —>
« « ({ « (* ) , £tt( r ) )  =  (a , [X, F]>
where a E 0 7, and 0 7 is identified w ith (7i \C72. Then the m ap a 1—> toa is a 
C/a -invariant 2-form on Q\\G2 -
The C/2-invariant 2-form provides the (^"invariant measure fi on Q\\Q2 as 
heralded:
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P ro p o s itio n  1 .3 .34  (A usländer and K ostant, 1971, §1.5)
Since g1 is the radical of the anti-sym m etric bilinear map: g2 x g2 —■► R, 
(X , Y )  I—► (7, [X, y ]) , g2/9 \  is even dimensional whence G\ \ $ 2  is even dimensional, 
of dimension 2n\  say. The 2ni-form  to A • • • A u> (product n\  times as per (1.1.56) 
and (1.1.58)) is invariant (1.1.62) under the action (1.1.52) of $ 2. By (1.1.63) and 
(1.1.61) a measure p is determ ined on C?i\C/2 which is C/2-invariant.
C orollary  1 .3 .35  (Kirillov, §15.6)
The anti-sym m etric bilinear form (X , Y )  1—> (/?, [X, V]) defines a two-form to 
on Gp\Q, a manifold of dimension 2n 2, say.
The 2n2-form, — -to A ••• Aw (product n 2 times) defines a measure p  on the 
n 2\
orbit Oß = Qß\Q.
Herewith step  one in providing a Hilbert space structure  for 
In d (ö ,a 2, f t 2 T °c\):
L em m a 1 .3 .36  (A usländer and K ostant, 1971, §1.5)
Let £ i ,£/2 be closed in C7, and as per (1.3.13) and (1.3.14). Suppose th a t p 
extends to  a character p of C/\ (c.f. (1.3.15)). Let p be the (^-invariant mea­
sure on Q\\Q2 of (1.3.34). Form the induced representation In d £ 2(£72,C /i,p) of 
(1.3.32), completing £ 2(£ 2,£/,/5) if p is not Borel m easurable. The subspace 
s°° = C°°(G2 ,G\,P', h2(7))n£2( ^ 2 ,Gi,p)  forms a ^ -su b m o d u le  of In d £ 2[C,2,Gi,p)-  
The closure of this subspace, denoted £ 2(£ 2, £ 1 , p; provides a u n itary
rep resen ta tion  o f £ 2, denoted In d £ 2(<72, Q\, p; 2*2 (7 ))-
Now the final s te p  to yield a Hilbert space structure  for
ind(g,g2, n2 t£ )  ^ ind{g,gß,P-, h(ß)).
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L em m a 1 .3 .37  (A usländer and K ostant, 1971, §1.5)
Let Q\ , C/ 2 Le closed in Q, and as in (1.3.13) and (1.3.14). Suppose th a t p 
extends to a character p of (c.f. (1.3.15)). Let 7^2 T b e  the representation of 
$ 2  acting on C?{C>2 -,G\-)p\ /^ ( t ))- The desired unitary  representation of Q is the 
induced representation,
I n d £ 2(£ , G2, 7£2 Tg\) as m  (1-3.26).
C om m en ts 1 .3 .38  (Kirillov, §15.3)
The relationship of Ind(^ , ^ 2 ,7^ -2 T ^ ) °f (1-3.20) to In d £ 2(C/, G2 , 7^ -2 T ^ ) is th a t 
722(^,^2?7^2 Tg[) is “generated” by a subspace of C°°(@,@2 ,7^2 ]g[ ) of (1-3.19). 
Specifically, this subspace is C°°(G ,^2,7^2 f <g\) where 7^2 ]gl is the restriction of 
the representation IZ2 Tg\ to the subspace S°°  of (1.3.36). In d £ 2(C/, £/2 5 7^ -2 T ^ )  is 
the unitary  representation of Q induced from the unitary  representation 7^ -2 Tg\ ° f 
G2 • The m ethod of orbits as outlined here provides all the irreducible representa­
tions of a very wide class of Lie groups including compact, solvable and co-compact 
nilradical groups as well as the Principal Series of representations of non-compact, 
semisimple Lie groups to  be discussed below (see Dooley 1983). These irreducible 
representations are given by In d £ 2(C/, G2i ^ 2  Tg])
If the representation In d £ 2(C/, ^ 2 ^ 2  t g[) is constructed using any other func­
tional a  of Op , the representations will be equivalent. Thus the representation 
constructed by the m ethod of orbits depends only on the orbit Op of Q through 
ß. It is appropriate at this point to note the following proposition which will be 
useful in C hapter 3. It is a generalisation of (1.3.16):
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P ro p o s itio n  1 .3 .3 8 (a ) (Gaal, §6.9) (Inducing in Stages Theorem)
Let Ind(C/2 ? £ 1  ? p) be the induced representation 7Z (1.3.32) of Q2 with
respect to  the ^ - in v a r ian t measure y  on Qi \^ 2  as per (1.3.34). Now form the 
induced representation of Q, IndC2(Q ,Q2,7l  as Per (1-3.26).
On the other hand form the induced representation of Q, In d £ 2(C/, , p) as
per (1.3.26). Then, In d £ 2((?, $ 2, H  T q2x) and Ind C2(Q ,G\,p)  are equivalent (1.3.3) 
and the isomorphism map 4// is an isometry of Hilbert spaces.
We will now address the necessary concepts leading up to the definition of 
Generalised Character and Infinitesimal characters and their relationship to the 
m ethod of orbits. In C hapter 5 we will study the contraction of generalised char­
acters.
A generalised character of a representation 7Z of a Lie group Q is a functional 
on an ideal in L 1 (Q, drg). We give the definitions of L l (Q,drg) and the ideal, then 
the definition of a generalised character for 71 and Q illustrating th a t it determines 
the representation 7Z up to  equivalence. Further we illustrate an explicit formula 
for the generalised character of a representation which makes the study of gener­
alised characters particularly attractive. This explicit form makes the study of the 
contractions of generalised characters a possible tool for further conjecture on the 
domain of applicability of the formula.
D efin itio n  1 .3 .39  (Gaal, 1973, §1.1)
A B anach  a lgebra A  w ith  in vo lu tion  is an associative algebra which is 
a Banach space (1.2.1) over C such th a t \\xy\\ <  ||x|| • ||y||, VT,y E A  and which 
has a continuous m ap A  —> A,  x x * such th a t (Arc +  fiy)* = \x*  +  Jiy*, 
(xy)* = y*x*, (a;*)* =  x , VT,y E *4, A,// E C. An id ea l X  of A  is a vector 
subspace of A  such th a t for any w E X, xw  E X  and wx  E l ,  Va; E A.
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L em m a 1 .3 .40  (Kirillov, §10.2)
The set L l (Q,dtg) = { /  | /  : Q —> C, JG \ f (g) \dtg < 00} is a Banach algebra 
w ith product given by the convolution of two functions,
and involution, f*(g)  = A g ( g ) f ( g ~ 1) w ith A g  given by (1.3.23).
L em m a 1.3 .41  (Gaal, 1973, §1.8)
Let 77 be a Hilbert space, and let £(77) be the algebra of continuous linear 
maps A  : 77 —> 77 with norm  given by the op era tor  norm ,
The A d jo in t of A  is the unique linear map A* : 77 —■» 77 defined by (x , A y ) =  
(A *x,y), Vx , y  E 77. jC(7i) is a Banach algebra with involution A  h-> A* which in 
this case is an isometry.
The following homomorphism of algebras will be used to  define the generalised 
character.
/  G L l (Q^dig) (1.3.40) w ith norm || • l^. The linear operator (Jn(f )  : 77 —> 77 
defined by
is bounded as an operator on 77. Furtherm ore, the linear m ap a n  : L l (Q,dig)  —* 
77) is a bounded homomorphism of algebras, c r ^ f )  is formally denoted,
im i =  sup m *ii.
P ro p o sitio n  1 .3 .42  (Gaal, 1973, 5.5.4)
Let 77 : Q —> 7/(77) be a continuous unitary representation of Q and
Herewith the definition of generalised character:
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P ro p o s itio n  1 .3 .43  (Gaal, 1973, §7.5)
Let TZ : Q —> U(Ti) be a continuous unitary  representation of Q and let {e,} 
be an orthonorm al basis of 77. Let X& be the set of all /  E L l (C),dtg) such th a t
oo
(Tn(f) is of trace class, th a t is, tr(cr7j .( /))  =  Y K eii an ( f ) ei) <  oo. The trace
t = i
class operators on 77 form an ideal of C(Ti) and consequently X^ is an ideal of 
L l {G,dtg). Define the functional x-n • ~ ► C, Xn : f  ^  = / ( ^ ) -
The functional Xn is called the gen era lised  ch aracter  of 7Z. The represen­
ta tion  7Z is said to  have a gen era lised  character if X^ is non-zero.
The im portance of generalised characters is underlined by the following propo­
sition:
P ro p o sitio n  1 .3 .44  (Gaal, 1973, 7.5.14)
If the irreducible representation 1Z : Q —> U{7i) has a character, then  7Z is 
determ ined to within equivalence by the restriction of to  any ideal on which it 
is defined and does not vanish identically.
There is a wide class of Lie groups and irreducible representations for which 
Xn and Tu  are non-zero.
For Lie groups, X^ is always non-zero:
T h eo rem  1.3 .45 (Kirillov, §11.2)
Let Q be a Lie group and let Cq° (^ )  be the space of C°° functions Q —> C of 
compact support. A C°° function /  : Q —> C is said to have com p act su p p o rt if 
the set {g \ g E G, f (g)  ^  0} is contained in a compact subset of Q. The set 
is an ideal in L l (Q,deg), and for any irreducible representation 71 : Q —» Z7(77), 
C0° ° ( S ) c X * .
Kirillov (§15.6) has conjectured a universal formula for x -r f°r all representa­
tions of all Lie groups:
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T h eo rem  1 .3 .46  (Kirillov, §15.6)
Let 77 be any unitary  representation of a compact, simply connected Lie group 
or of an exponential Lie group, Q. Then, if Q is the orbit corresponding to  77, (see 
comments (1.3.38))
xAf) = m)= [  [ e ^ V f i X X
J Q  J  g
where /  E (^^(^(O)) and #(0) is a neighbourhood of 0 in g on which exp is a 
diffeomorphism, g is the measure (1.3.35) on the orbit D, and P q E C°°(g) is 
invariant under inner automorphisms.
This formula is truly universal for a large num ber of cases:
C orollary  1 .3 .47  (Kirillov, §15.6)
In the notation of (1.3.46), if the representation 77 corresponds to  an orbit Q 
of maximal dimension then the function Pu E C°°(g), given by
PU(X)  =  d o t’ (
sinh ad( y ) . 
a d ( f )
satisfies Pu(X) = Pq(X)  for any representation with corresponding orbit fh
The universal character formula also holds for the Principal and Discrete 
Series of representations of a non-compact semisimple Lie group. We define these 
series below:
P ro p o sitio n  1 .3 .48  (B arut and Rackza, 1986, §19.1)
Let Q be a non-compact, semisimple Lie group, and let Q =  K A N  be an 
Iwasawa decomposition of Q as in (1.1.81). Let M  be the centralizer of A  in 
K.  The subgroup P = M A N  is called the m in im al parabolic  su b grou p  of 
Q. All finite-dimensional unitary  irreducible representations of P  are of the form 
K ( m a n)  = x(a)P i(m),  m  E M , a E A, n E N  where x is a character of A  and 77i
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is a continuous, irreducible finite-dimensional representation of M.  A P rin cip a l 
S eries rep resen ta tio n  of Q is the induced unitary  representation In d £ 2(C/, P, 77) 
as in (1.3.26).
P ro p o s itio n  1 .3 .49  (H urt, 1983, §14.1)
Let 77 be a continuous irreducible unitary representation of Q in a Hilbert 
space 7~i which has an orthonorm al basis { } .  77 is a d iscrete  series rep resen ­
ta tio n  if every function g »—> (77(<7)e,-, ej)  is square integrable on Q w ith respect to 
Haar measure (1.3.21). Let K  be a maximal compact subgroup of Q. A discrete 
series representation exists for Q if and only if rank (Q) = rank (K ) (see 1.1.75).
Herewith the promised theorem  for the universal generalised character formula 
for the principal and discrete series representations of a semisimple Lie group:
T h eo rem  1 .3 .50  (Rossmann, 1978)
Let Q be a non-compact semisimple Lie group such tha t:
(a) Q has only finitely many connected components
(b) Ad(C?) C Int(# <g) C) where Int(g (g) C) denotes the analytic subgroup of 
QC(g (g) C) whose Lie algebra is the homomorphic image ad (g <g) C) of g (g) C.
(c) The centre of the connected component of the identity of Q is finite.
Then if 77 is a principal or discrete series representation of Q, Xn has
form (1.3.46) w ith Pq = Pu as in (1.3.47).
We now give the definitions and propositions leading up to  the presentation 
of infinitesimal characters. We illustrate how a generalised character can be found 
as a solution of a generalised differential equation involving the infinitesimal char­
acter, leading to  the classification of a wide class of representations of complex 
semisimple Lie groups. The techniques of the m ethod of orbits provide an explicit
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form for the infinitesimal character for any Lie group and any irreducible repre­
sentation. This form is particularly am enable to the application of the contraction 
process, studied in C hapter 5.
The infinitesimal character is a homomorphism of the centre Z(g)  of the uni­
versal enveloping algebra U(g)  into the field of complex numbers. The enveloping 
algebra is isomorphic to an algebra of generalised functions on Q :
D efin itio n  1 .3 .51 (Kirillov, §10.4)
Let Q be a Lie group with Lie algebra g. f  is a g en era lised  fu n ction  on  Q 
w ith  com p act su p p ort K  if /  is a linear function /  : C°°(G) —> R such th a t there 
exists a smallest compact subset K  of Q for which f(4>) =  0, for all (f> £  C°°(G) 
which vanish together w ith their derivatives on K. Let <£(£/) denote the set of all 
generalised functions <f> on Q w ith compact support, and let 4>(C?, K ) be the subset 
of 4>(C/) of those (f> w ith com pact support K.
<&(G,K) can be given an algebra structure, which for K  =  { e} is isomorphic 
to the Universal Enveloping algebra of g :
L em m a 1 .3 .52  (Kirillov, §10.4)
Let G be a Lie group w ith Lie algebra g , and 4>(C/) as per (1.3.51). Let 
L g : C°°(G) —> C °°(£) be the maps,
l ,W(9i) = tta-'gil  V«; e e , v ^  c°°(g).
Given /  6 $(<?) define the m ap C f  : C°°(C/) -» C °°(ö) by Cf (<j>)(g) =
Then the con vo lu tion  of two elements f \  and f i  of 4>(^) is given by,
f i  * f 2 (<f>) =  and
$(G)  is an algebra over R. 4>((7, K ) is a subalgebra of ^*(^).
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T h eo rem  1 .3 .53  (Kirillov, 10.4.1)
Let Q be a Lie group with Lie algebra g. Then,
$(£?, {e}) is isomorphic to U(g) given by (1.1.88).
Any continuous unitary  representation 1Z : Q —> U(7i) of a Lie group Q has a 
corresponding representation of <$(£/) in a dense subspace of 7~i called the G ärding  
space. The restriction of this representation to  4>(<7, {e}) gives a representation 
of U(g), used to define the infinitesimal character of 7Z :
D efin itio n  1 .3 .54  (Kirillov, §10.5)
Let 1Z : Q —* U{J~C) be a continuous unitary  representation of Q. The G ärding  
space 7f°°, is the set of all £ £ 'H such th a t the map 7i —> C, <71—* (77,7Z(g)t,) is 
C°° for each 77 £ 7~i.
T h eo rem  1 .3 .55  (Kirillov, 10.5.1)
For a continuous unitary  representation 7Z : Q —► U (7i), the Gärding space 
7i°° is dense in 7~C.
P ro p o sitio n  1 .3 .56  (Kirillov, §10.5)
Let 1Z : Q —> U{l~i) be a continuous unitary  representation of Q. Let be the 
C°° map ^  —> C, 1—> (77, 7Z(g)£) where 77, £ £ 7^°° and (•, •) is the inner prod­
uct on 7i. The representation 7Z generates a representation
1Z00 : 4>(C/) —> £(7f°°) by the formula,
to, t t°°(/)0  = /(»•,.«), v/  e $(<?).
( C(7i°°) is the algebra of linear operators 7i°°  —> 7f°° defined on all of 7Y°°).
The restriction of TZ00 to $(£/, {e}) is a representation of U(g)  by (1.3.53).
The following theorem  enables as to  use 7Z°° to  define the infinitesimal char­
acter.
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T h eo rem  1 .3 .57  (Kirillov, 11.3.1)
Let TZ : Q —> U{7i) be any irreducible unitary  representation of a  Lie group 
Q. The restriction of 7Z°° (as per (1.3.56)) to the centre Z(g)  of U(g) ~  $(C/, {e}) 
is the subalgebra of C{7i°°) of scalar operators on 7i°°.
Finally, we can define the infinitesimal character of an irreducible representa­
tion:
D efin itio n  1 .3 .58  (Kirillov, §11.3)
Let 7Z : Q —► U(7i) be an irreducible unitary  representation of Q. By (1.3.57), 
there is a homomorphism \ n  : Z(g)  —> C given by
* “ ( / )  =  a* ( / ) . i , v / e z ( j )
where 1 : 7i°° —> 7i°° is the identity map. The map is called the in fin itesim al 
character of the representation 7Z.
The im portance of the infinitesimal character is underlined by the following 
lemma:
L em m a 1 .3 .59  (Kirillov, §11.3)
Let 71 : Q —> U(7i) be an irreducible unitary representation of Q which has 
a generalised character (see (1-3.43)). X-k. h as dom ain C£°(Q) (1.3.45). Let 
\ k  be the infinitesimal character of 7Z as per (1.3.58). The convolution (1.3.52) is 
defined for functionals C J°(t/) —» R and,
2 * Xk W  =  -\k (2)xk ( '» ,  (1.3.60)
VZ 6 Z(g), V</> €  Cg°(Q).
C om m en ts 1 .3.61
For complex semisimple Lie groups, generalised characters of irreducible uni­
tary  representations have been found as solutions of equations (1.3.60) in the class
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of linear functionals on C£°(G) th a t are invariant under inner autom orphism s of 
Q. This m ethod leads to a complete classification of a wide class of so-called sim­
ple representations containing all unitary  representations and representations in 
Banach spaces. A sim p le  representation 7Z : Q —> U{7i)  is one for which 7Z°° 
restricted  to Z ( g ) has range contained in the scalar linear operators on 7Y°°.
We now construct a homomorphism Aft : Z(g)  —» C corresponding to  an orbit 
Q associated to an irreducible representation 7Z in the sense of (1.3.38). The form 
of Aft has a direct geometric appeal and if 7Z has generalised character Xn given 
by (1.3.46) then Aft coincides w ith A^, the infinitesimal character of 71. We will 
use the following theorem  to construct Aft :
T h eo rem  1 .3 .62  (Kirillov, §15.7; Duflo (1971))
Z(g)  is algebra isomorphic to  the algebra Pj(<7*) of polynomials on g* which 
are invariant under the co-adjoint action of Q.
P ro p o s itio n  1 .3 .63  (Kirillov, §15.7)
Let 7Z : Q —> U(7i)  be a unitary  irreducible representation of Q which has 
a generalised character giyen by (1.3.46) and (1.3.50), and let O be the orbit 
associated to  7Z in the sense of (1.3.38). Elements of 7^ ( g * ) are constant on orbits.
Let ß  be any point on the orbit and let us identify Z(g)  w ith "Pj(g*) as per 
(1.3.62). Define the map Aft,
'-Z(gJ —> C
A« :p ^  p(ß),  p e  Vj (g*) .
Then Aft coincides w ith An  as given by (1.3.58).
This geometric form of A^ will be seen to lend itself easily to the contraction 
process in C hapter 5.
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§1.4 D ifferen tia l G eo m etry  and D ifferen tiab le  F ibre B u n d les
In this section we will summarize a few, needed results from differential ge­
om etry as well as topics from the theory of fibre bundles in order to give the 
definitions of the q1 th  product tangent bundle and q-je t bundles. Extensive use of 
the q'th. product tangent bundle will be made throughout Chapters 2, 3 and 4. q- 
je t bundles will find an im portan t application in §3.2 on more general contraction 
definitions. The principal references for this section will be Helgason (1978) and 
Golubitsky and Guillemin (1974).
In order to define a derivative of curves on Q (called the covariant derivative) 
in an invariant way we need the concept of a connection:
D efin itio n  1 .4 .1  (Helgason, §1.4)
Let £(M.)  be the vector space of C°° vector fields on the manifold M. 
(see 1.1.19) and let £ (£ (A 4), £(A 4)) be the vector space of linear m appings of 
£ ( A i)  into itself. An affine co n n ectio n  V is a linear map V : £ (A f) —> 
£ (£ (A 4), C (X i )), X  •—► V x  which satisfies:
(i) V/lX+/ 2y = / 1V x +  / 2Vy, V X , Y  € C { M \  Vf u f 2 e C °°(M )
(ii) X x ( f Y )  = f X x (Y)  +  ( X f ) Y ,  V X ,Y  € C( M) ,  V / € C°°(M)
(see 1.1.22).
N o ta tio n  1 .4 .2  (Helgason, §1.4)
Let (x^AO be a chart at a point m  of A4, w ith coordinates x l. The C°° 
functions T* are defined by
V *  { £ ] )  =  r ' i (x )ä ^  (see (1.1.16).
We will use the connection to  define the covariant derivative, relating this deriva­
tive to  conventional differentiation w ith respect to  the coordinates ar1, which will 
involve the T^-.
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D efin itio n  1 .4 .3  (Helgason, §1.7)
Let X  E C(A4) and let <p be a C°° map of an open interval I  of R into Xi.  
The curve t —> <p(t) is called an in tegra l curve of X  when
(dp\t ( f t ) is the tangent vector to the curve t i—> See (1.1.15)—(1.1.17) ).
L em m a 1 .4 .4  (Helgason, 1.7.1)
Let V be an affine connection on a C°° manifold A4 and let X , Y  (E C(A4). 
Let t I— p(t),  7 —> .Ad be an integral curve of X  as in (1.4.3). W ith  respect to 
the chart (1.4.2) at <p(t), let Y  be denoted Yx-\(x*) =  Y k( x ) - ^ ,  in the notation
of (1.1.20). Abbreviate T fc(x  0 ^ ( t) )  to T fc(t), (x o p) l(t) to x*(t) and r ^ ( x  o p(t)) 
to  Then,
Riem annian connection, it is always possible to choose a chart so th a t the covariant 
derivative appears the same as the usual derivative:
L em m a 1.4 .5  (Bishop and C rittenden, 1964, 7.1.1, Theorem  2; Gaal, 1973, 
8.5.3)
Every Lie group Q is a R iem an n ian  m an ifo ld . T hat is, Vp E Q there is a 
positive definite symmetric bilinear form Tg x Tg —» R, (X , Y)  i—> ( X, Y)  which is 
C°° in the sense th a t for any chart (x > ^0  af Q w ith coordinates r l , the functions 
9ij{x) = (gjfr, are C°° functions of x l on x(A0-
dxk ^ (0
d
is called the covariant d erivative  of Y  w ith respect to  X.
Every Lie group adm its a Riem annian connection and in a manifold w ith a
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Every Riem annian manifold has a metric space structure. The m etric space func­
tion is called the R iem a n n ia n  m etric.
L em m a 1 .4 .5 (a ) (Bishop and Crittenden, 7.1.1, Lemma 1)
Let M  be a C°° manifold. Let p  : [0,1] —> A4 be C°° and define the arc 
len g th  of (p to be |y>| =  J 1 (X q^ X q^ cU where X ^ t) 1S the tangent vector field 
to  <£>[0,1]. The definition is the same if <£> is continuous and piecewise C°° (called 
brok en -C 00). Let m i ,m 2 6 A4, and let
T (m i,m 2) =  {Q\p is broken-C00, <£>(0) — m ii ¥>(1) =  rn2},
then  the map, fi : A4 x A4 —> R U { + 00},
p ,(m i,m 2) =  inf |<£>|
V7€r(mi,m2)
is a metric on A4.
L em m a 1.4 .6  (Bishop and C rittenden, 1964, §7.3, §6.4.4)
At any point m of a Riem annian manifold A t, it is always possible to  choose 
coordinates (A*, x) called norm al co ord in ates such th a t the covariant derivative 
of Y  with respect to  X  at <£>(£) in the notation of (1.4.4) is,
In particular, canonical coordinates at e in a Lie group Q are norm al coordinates.
C orollary  1 .4 .7
Let <£> : [0,1] —> Q be a C°° curve, and let X ^ t )  be the tangent vector field 
to <£>[0,1]. Then the q1 th  covariant derivative of X  w ith respect to X  in normal 
coordinates is
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asin the notation of (1.4.4). We denote X ^ t) as Vcp(t) and
V q(f>(t). If we wish to w rite the (q +  l)-tup le  of the point <p(t), together w ith the 
vectors V </>(£),..., X q(p(t), we shall often put this as (V °, V , . . . ,  V q)(p(t).
Analogously to canonical coordinates at e in a Lie group Q, there are also 
norm al coordinates defined by the exponential m apping at each point m  of a 
manifold A4. We shall define the exponential m apping and give its properties in 
the next group of definitions and lemmas:
We will need the concept of geodesic to define the exponential map:
D efin itio n  1 .4 .8  (Helgason, §1.5)
Let I  C R be an open interval containing 0. Let cp : I  —> A4 be a C°° m ap 
into the C°° manifold A4. p  is called a geod esic  if
V v v(<)(V<^(0)¥,(t) -  o.
L em m a 1 .4 .8 (a ) (Bishop and Crittenden, §8.1, Theorem  2)
Let Ad be a C°° manifold and mi, m 2  £ A4. Then the geodesic joining m 1 to  
m 2  minimises the arc length over all broken-C°° curves joining m j to m 2 .
L em m a 1.4 .9  (Helgason, 1.5.3, §1.6)
Let At be a C°° manifold with affine connection. Let m £ A4 and let X  £
Tm, X  ^  0.
There exists a unique geodesic ipx • I  —► A4 for some I  as in (1.4.8) such th a t,
^x(O ) =  m , v?x(0) =  X.
We define the ex p o n en tia l m ap at A4, expm : Tm —> A4 by, expm : X  c^x(l)-
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P r o p o s itio n  1 .4 .10  (Helgason, 1.6.1)
Let At be a C°° manifold with affine connection. Let m  6 A t. There exists 
an open neighbourhood A/o of 0 in Tm and an open neighbourhood A/*m of m in 
A t such th a t expm : A/"o —*• Afm is a diffeomorphism.
L em m a 1.4 .11  (Helgason, §1.6)
In the notation of (1.4.10) let Xm = expm so th a t (x m,A/m) is a chart at 
a point m  of a Riem annian manifold A t. Then (Xm^A/”™) is a norm al coordinate 
chart at m  in the sense of (1.4.6).
The following lemma will be useful in C hapter 2:
L em m a 1 .4 .1 1 (a ) (Helgason, §2.1)
Let Q be a Lie group. The exponential m apping for Lie groups and expe as 
given by (1.4.10) coincide. Further, for any g E Q and I  £ Te,
expg(d£gX) = g exp (X ) (see (1.1.25)).
We now introduce the concept of vector bundles giving as examples the tangent 
bundle and the q'1 th  product tangent bundle.
D efin itio n  1 .4 .12 (Golubitsky, §1.5)
A C°° vecto r  b u ndle is a pair of C°° manifolds E  and A4 together with a 
C°° surjection 7r : E  —» M. which satisfy:
(a) 7r_1(m ), denoted E m , Vm G At is a vector space with addition and scalar 
m ultiplication continuous with respect to the topology on E m induced from 
E.
(b) Vm E M ,  there is a neighbourhood Afm of m  in At such th a t 7 r i s  
diffeomorphic to Afm x Rn for some positive integer n.
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D efin itio n  1 .4 .13  (Golubitsky, 1.5.13)
Let 7Ti : E 1 —* M 1 and 7r2 : E 2 —► M 2 be C°° vector bundles. A diffeomor- 
phism  <f) : E 1 — > E2 is a vector bundle isomorphism if:
(a) There exists a diffeomorphism ip : A t1 —* Ad2 such th a t ip o = 7r2 o </>
(b)  Vm E M i ,  (p\ E lm -+ £ 2 ( m )  is linear.
R em ark  1 .4 .14
The tangent bundle (1.1.18) to a C°° manifold M  is an example of a C°° 
vector bundle.
Herewith the definition of the q1 th  product tangent bundle.
L em m a 1 .4 .15  (Golubitsky, §1.5)
Let Q be a Lie group and let T q(Q) be the set,
Tq{G) u («.n r»)>
g&G  * = 1
w ith m ap 7r : T q{Q) —> Q,
7T : , X q) »-> g.
Let (x 5A/*) be a chart at g E Q with coordinates x l . By analogy to (1.1.18), define 
the m aps,
C9 Rn? by
: (*-V ) , A ' l ' T j - . . .  •, -  (x - V ) ,  .. . ,*} •) .
W ith  topology generated by the maps Cg, 7r : T q(Q) —* is a C°° vector bundle.
Je t bundles, which will be used in §2.8 are not in general vector bundles but 
ra ther are examples of fibre bundles:
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D efin itio n  1 .4 .16  (Golubitsky, 2.2.8)
Let E,A4  and F  be C°° manifolds and 7r : E  —> A4 a C°° surjection. E  is a 
fibre b u n d le  over A4 w ith  fibre F  and p ro jectio n  ir if
(i) for each m £ A4 there is a neighbourhood Afm of m  such th a t 7r~1(Afm) is 
diffeomorphic to Afm x F
(ii) Let 7rm : Afm x F  —> Afm be the canonical projection and let 
0 m : 7T~l (Afm) —> Afm x F  be the diffeomorphism of (i), then
7T — 7Tm  0  0 m  •
Jet bundles are derived from the set of C°° maps between two manifolds A4i and 
A t2 - Firstly we need an equivalence relation for C°° maps from A4\ to A4.2'-
L em m a 1 .4 .17  (Golubitsky, §2.2)
Let A i i ,  A42 be C°° manifolds, let / ,  g : A4\ —> M 2 be C°° m aps with 
/ ( m i )  =  # (m i) =  7772 and let q be a non-negative integer. The relation de­
fined by: ( /  ~g,mi <7) (dk f ( m i )  =  dkg(mi) ,  k =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  q) is an equivalence 
relation (see (1.2.3)).
P ro p o s itio n  1 .4 .18  (Golubitsky, §2.2)
Let A4\,A42 be C°° manifolds of dimensions n\ and 772 respectively and let 
J q(A4i ,A i2)m 1,m2 denote the set of equivalence classes by as per (1.4.17)
of C°° maps f  : A i \  —> A42 w ith f ( m i )  =  m 2. Let 
J q{ A4i ,A 42) =  U(ml ,m2)EMl xM 2J q( M i ,  A42)m1,m2 (disjoint).
Let V qx be the vector space of polynomials in ni variables of degree at 
most q and let V qiTl2 =  0 ”=i . Then J q(A4i, A42), called th e  q-je t  b u n ­
dle, is a C°° fibre bundle as per (1.4.16) w ith fibre the Euclidean space V qx n2 
and projection m ap given as follows: For each p £ J q(A4i, A t 2 ) 3777!, m 2 for 
which p E J q(A i i ,  A i 2 )mi,m2'i the map 7r : J q(Ai  1 , ^ 2 ) —> A i i  x M 2 given by 
7T : p —> (7772, 7772) is a C°° surjection. The differentiable structure  is exhibited in
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the following way: Let M\ x M2 be a neighbourhood of ( m i ,m 2 ) in A4\ x Mi2, 
and (x ^ A /2 ) the respective charts and let p 6 7r- 1 (A/i X A/2 ) with 
/  : Mil —► A^2  a representative of the equivalence class p. P u t /1 2  — X2 0  f  0 
and let Pqf { 2 be the polynomial of degree q given by the first q term s of the Taylor 
series (th a t is, all the homogeneous polynomials P l(x 1 ) in the variable 3:1 of the 
chart (X i,M )  which by definition satisfy
P l(Axi) =  (A)JP*(zi), j  =  1
of which there are q in num ber) of the coordinate function /* of /  a t Xi(m i) after 
the constant term . The diffeomorphism ^(mi>m2) of (1.4.16) is given by,
( ' s , » , )  :x- l (.Vi x V 2) -> M  x V2 x v*lfl,„
■P(*(/>), Pqf• • ■ > P2 f n )
C o m m en ts  1 .4 .19
Observe in the notation of (1.4.18), th a t an element of J q(A4 1 , ,m2)
is uniquely determ ined by the polynomial which is all the term s to order q of the 
Taylor series of y 2 o /  o x ” 1, X i(m i) f°r some C°° m ap f  : Ml 1 —> A42 . A g-jet 
bundle is ju st an invariant way of describing this.
Associated to any C°° map f  : Ml 1 —> A42 is the q-jet of /  :
L em m a 1 .4 .20  (Golubitsky, 2.2.1)
Define the map j q : C°°(Ml\, Mt2) —> C°°(A4 1 , J g(A4i, A42))
j qf ( m  1 ) =  {equivalence class of /  in J 9(.M i, A f2)mi>/( mi)}-
The m ap j qf  : Ml\ —> J q(Mli, Ml2) is C 00 and is called the g-jet o f  / .
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§1.5 T h e C on traction s o f  Lie A lgeb ras and Lie G roups  
T h e C on traction s o f  R ep resen ta tio n s o f  Lie G roups
In this section, we will summarise the basic ideas and results of contractions 
of Lie algebras and Lie groups, and contractions of representations for a compact, 
sym m etric pair. The main references will be Saletan (1961), Dooley and Ricci 
(1985) and Dooley and Gaudry (1986).
P r o p o s itio n  1 .5.1 (Saletan, §A.2)
Let g be a Lie algebra w ith underlying vector space V  and let U : [0,1] x g —> g 
be a C°° m ap linear in the second argum ent with U(t)  invertible for t E (0,1] and 
singular for t = 0. If the limits,
lim U ~ \ t ) [ U { t ) X ,  U(t )Y]  exist, V X ,T  E £,
then  a new Lie algebra g0 is defined, given by g0 = V, w ith bracket,
[ X , Y ]o =  lim U ~ 1(t)[U(t)X,  U(t)Y],  V X ,F  E V.
gQ is called the co n traction  o f  g by U or the co n tra cted  Lie a lgebra. This 
condition is necessary and sufficient for g0 to be a Lie algebra.
R em ark  1 .5.2
In order to obtain specific results, Saletan considered the special case of 
U(t) = u +  t l  where I  is the identity map and u : g —> g linear. This restric­
tion on U(t)  is minor:
L em m a 1 .5 .3  (Levy-Nahas (1966), §B)
Let W  : [0,1] x g —> g be any C°° map linear in the second argum ent, such 
th a t W ( t )  is invertible Vt E [0,1]. The contraction of g by U\, Ui(t) = u -\- t l ,  is 
isomorphic to  the contraction of g by L 2 , ^ ( t )  =  u t W( t ) .
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N o ta tio n  1 .5 .4
Let q be the smallest integer for which u 9+1 g =  uqg. Letting V  be the under­
lying vector space of V, pu t V\ =  uqV  and V2 =  ker u q. Then V  =  V\ ® V2 . Denote 
the restriction of the bracket of g to  Vi by [•, *]j.
W ith  the above restriction in place, Saletan obtained the following result:
T h e o re m  1.5 .5  (Saletan, §B.5)
Let g be a Lie algebra w ith underlying vector space V, and U : [0,1] x g —► g 
of the form U(t) = u + t l .  In the notation of (1.5.4) and (1.5.1) the contraction g0 
of g by U is defined and is a Lie algebra if and only if,
u2{X ,Y }2 -  u[uX , Y ] 2 -  u [ X , uY \ 2 +  [uX , uY}2 =  0, V X , Y  e g.
The bracket on g0 is given by,
[X ,Y ] 0 =  u - 1[ « V ,u r ]1 - u[ X , Y \ 2 + [uX , Y } .
Let g ^  =  ^0, and denote the contraction of g ^  by U. Then is the
/  * \  /  \
contraction of gq by W  : [0 ,1] x g —» <7 , W  : t 1—* u3 +  t l .  gq is isomorphic to
fc =  0, 1, 2, . . . .  u^V  is a subalgebra of g and g ^ \  i , j  = 1, . . .  ,q and ker
is a solvable ideal of j  =  1 , . . . ,  5, i =  0 , . . . ,  q\ j  +  i < q. No algebra g^
is semi-simple. In this case, g0 is called the S a letan  co n tra ctio n  o f  g.
Special cases of Saletan contraction corresponding to particular choices of 
u are Inönü-W igner contraction (hereinafter called I - W  contraction) and gener­
alised I - W  contraction which perm it a more group theoretic statem ent of Theorem 
(1.5.5):
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L em m a 1 .5 .6  (Kupczynski, 1969)
Let U : [0,1] x g —> g be of the form U =  uo +  U\t +  • • • +  u qt q 
where Ui : g —> g are linear maps, which satisfy
Imiz; fl Im Uj  =  {0}, i ^  j
q
Imuj =  g , Imuj +  ker Ui =  g.
i = 0
Then the contraction g0, of g by U is defined and is a Lie algebra if and only 
if
i + j
[Imui,lmwj] C Imwj? Vz, j  >  0 such th a t (z +  j )  < q- 
J =o
g0 is th e  gen era lised  I—W  co n traction  o f g. For q = 1, g0 is defined and 
is a Lie algebra if and only if Im u0 is a subalgebra of g , and is called the I—W
co n tra ctio n  o f  g.
C orollary  1 .5 .7  (Kupczynski, 1969)
In the notation of (1.5.6), for the contraction of g w ith q — 1, g0 is defined 
and is a Lie algebra if and only if Im u0 is a subalgebra of g , and is called the I—W  
co n tra ctio n  of g. Observe th a t Imzzo is a subalgebra of g_ also for generalised I - W  
contraction (q >  1).
A simple, global version of I - W  contraction is due to  Dooley (1983):
P ro p o s itio n  1 .5 .8  (Dooley, 1983)
Let Q be any Lie group, red u ctive  w ith  resp ect to  a Lie su b grou p  Q\. 
T h a t is, g — gx +  V\ and ad(C/i)Vi C V\. Let V  be the underlying vector space of 
g. Then the inner product x V\ (see 1.1.71) w ith respect to  the adjoint action 
of Qi on V\ has Lie algebra which is the I - W  contraction of g by the derivative 
U ( t ) = d<f)(t) : V  —> V  of the C°° maps
<Kt) :  Q\  tx Vi - >  Q, (j){t) : (gx,v)  i - >  (expGtv)g1.
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A global version of Saletan contraction for the special case of contraction inside 
a connected semisimple Lie group of real rank one has been given by Dooley and 
Ricci (1985).
We need the following proposition before defining a family of maps (j){t) anal­
ogously to (1.5.8).
P ro p o s itio n  1 .5 .9  (Dooley and Ricci (1985), §2)
Let Q be a connected semisimple Lie group of real rank one (see 1.1.75(c)) 
and let Q =  KAN be an Iwasawa decomposition of Q . For each g E £/, let k(g) 
denote the K  component of g in the Iwasawa decomposition. Let N  = 9(N ) where 
0 is a C artan  involution (1.1.67(a)) of Q, and M  the centralizer of A  in K.  The 
m ap k : N M  —> K  is a C°° diffeomorphism of N M  onto a dense submanifold of 
K.
P ro p o s itio n  1 .5 .10  (Dooley and Ricci (1985), §2.5)
Let Q be a connected, semisimple Lie group of real rank one and let H  be the 
unique element of g as per (1.1.75(h)) with respect to the C artan  decomposition 
g = k +  p where ]c is the Lie algebra of K  in the Iwasawa decomposition above. 
The co n traction  m aps (j>{t) : N M  —» K  are defined for t > 0 as
(f>(t){nrn) = k(exp(tH)nm(exp —tH))
where the map k is given by (1.5.9), and is a C°° diffeomorphism on to a  dense 
submanifold of K.  The derivative d(j>(t) of <j>(t) is,
d(f>{t) : n +  m  —» k,
dcf)(t) : X  -> Ad(exp t H ) X  +  0(Ad(exp t H ) X )
where 9 is the C artan  involution (1.1.75(b)) w ith fixed point set k and,
VX, Y  E n +  m,
lim d(f>-\t)[d(f)(t)X, d(f)(t)Y] = [X,Y].
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The last formula of Proposition (1.5.10) illustrates, on comparison w ith (1.5.1) 
and (1.5.8), th a t the d<f)(t) define a contraction at the Lie algebra level. A similar 
result holds at the global level:
P r o p o s itio n  1 .5 .11 (Dooley and Ricci (1985), §2.7)
Let Q be a connected semisimple Lie group of real rank 1. Let the no tation  
and the maps : N M  —> K  be given by (1.5.10). Then for all n i , n 2 E N , and 
m 1,m 2 E M ,
lim (t>tl {<i){t){nim\)(}){t)(n2rri2)) = n i m i n 2m 2.
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T h e co n traction s o f  R ep resen ta tio n s  o f  Lie G roups
We now give the main ideas and results for the contractions of representations 
of Lie groups in the case covered by Dooley and Gaudry (1986), as m entioned 
earlier.
Using Dooley’s (1983) contraction process of (1.5.8) for a compact sym m etric 
pair (£ , K )  (see (1.1.67(a))), Dooley and Gaudry (1986) show how any element in 
the class of generic irreducible representations of the contraction (1.5.8) of Q w ith 
respect to  K  is the limit of a family of representations of Q.
In order to  relate the representations of Q and Qo we need the representation 
theory of Q. A class of representations for Q or for C/0 is determ ined by a class of 
finite-dimensional representations of a subgroup of <70:
L em m a 1 .5 .12  (Dooley and Gaudry, §2.1)
Let (£/, K )  be a compact symmetric pair (1.1.67(a)) and K  K V  the contraction 
(1.5.8) of Q, w ith Lie algebra k -fi V. Let a be a maximal abelian subalgebra of U, 
A = expo, and let M  be the centralizer of A, in K.  An irreducible representation 
of M A  has the form,
rj (g> e1^* : m e x p X  —> et^ x ^rj(m)
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where X  G a, (f> G a* and 77 G M  (the irreducible unitary  representations of M ). 
Further for m  =  e x p T  G M  D A, 77(771) is the identity m ap on the Hilbert
space of the representation 77 of M.
'HJ1 is a finite-dimensional subspace of C °° (M , C), the C°°-functions from M  
to  C.
The representation theory for Q is precisely th a t given by the m ethod of orbits 
outlined in §1.3. A more specific form is made possible by the structure  theory of 
compact Lie groups and holomorphic induction (which is equivalent to the m ethod 
of orbits (1.3.38)).
P ro p o sitio n  1 .5 .13  (Dooley and Gaudry, §2 .1 )
Let (C7, K ) be a compact symmetric pair. Let n+ be the subalgebra of g1 ® C 
of (1.1.83) given by,
2+ =  X  2«
c*€P+
where g'a is specified in (1.1.84) and P + in (1.1.85).
Let X  G g <S> C act as a left-invariant vector field in the sense of (1.1.22). In 
the notation of (1.5.12), define the map V x  : C ° ° ( Q —► C °°(^ ,7 fT7) by
X x F( g) (m)  = [Ad(m)X] • F(g) (m) ,
for F  : Q —> 71^, \/g G G, Wn G Mo, the connected component of M.
Define the subspace C °°(^ ,M A , 77 ® el<?!>;n + ) (which is also given by (1.3.12)) of 
C°°(G, 7irj), to be
C°°(Q, M A , 77 ® e ^ ; n + )  =  {F  |F is C ° ° ,F  : Q ->
77 ® et(t>(m a )F (m a ) = F (g ),
Vy G £ ,7 7 1  G M 0,a  G A 
V x F  =  0, V l G n + }
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For each representation rj ( g )  el^ (1.5.12) of M A, there is an irreducible representa­
tion ^  (j) ^TJ of ^  •
0 -0 ,, : Q —> C(C°°(G,MA,r)® e.'*’,n+))
9) : F >-> Fg
where Fg(h) = F(g~l h) Vg, h 6  (/.
We now give the generic irreducible unitary  representations of X  X V. These rep­
resentations are given by (1.3.37).
P r o p o s itio n  1 .5 .14  (Dooley and Gaudry, §2.1)
Let (Q,K)  be a compact symmetric pair, and K  ix V  the contraction (1.5.8) 
of Q. In the notation of (1.5.12), let 77 be an irreducible unitary  representation of 
M  on the finite-dimensional Hilbert space and let (f) € (a+ )* in the spirit of 
(1.1.86). Let the Hilbert space C2(K  x V, M , 77) be given by (1.3.31) (w ith left 
cosets replaced uniformly by right cosets). Then to each representation 77 (g) el<*> 
(1.5.12) of M A , there is a unitary  irreducible representation p^)T? of K  x V  :
: I < k V - >  U(C2( K  k V , M , j ) )
Pt ,g(k ,v) f (k0) =  e iWAd(‘ o 1)”) / ( f c - U 0 ),
V / 6  £ 2(A  k V,M,rj),  v € V, M 0 e  A'.
In order to state  a theorem  which shows how a given representation of Go =  K  x V  
is approxim ated by a family of representations of Q, we need a Lemma relating 
the space C°°(G,MA,r]  (g> el<^ ;n+) to the Hilbert space C2( K  x V, M , 77).
L em m a 1 .5 .15  (Dooley and Gaudry, §2.2)
Let ( £ ,  K ) be a compact symmetric pair, and K  X V  the contraction (1.5.8) of 
Q. Let = C°°(G, M A , 77 (g) el<i>\ n+ ), and 'HA =  C2( K  x V, M , 77). The mapping
7^0 ,7? : ^ 0 ,7/ ~^ Tf7* is an injection.
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Further, if <j> is any Jif-class 1-weight of Q, and s is a K -fixed vector in with
s(k) = 1, Vfc £ K  (by (1.6.2) s is complex-valued), then
'R't/> -(-< /),7/ ^  ' f    'R'tp,T]f‘
The approxim ation theorem  may now be neatly sta ted  w ith the following notation:
N o ta tio n  1 .5 .16
Fix an inner product (X , T ) =  —B q( X , Y )  on g where B q is the killing form 
(1.1.75(a)) and identify g* with #, with respect to this inner product. Let ||X || be 
the corresponding norm.
T h eo rem  1 .5 .17  (Dooley and Gaudry, §2.2)
Let ( 0 , K )  be a compact symmetric pair and Go =  K  K  V  the contraction 
(1.5.8) of Q. W ith g ® e l<i> given by (1.5.12), let p^  be a corresponding representa­
tion of K  D< V. For a family of representations <T(^ 0_ of Q given by (1.5.13) with 7 
being any K -class 1-weight of Q\ for any /  £ 7 ^ 0)T?? i^ 0)T? and any M i, M2, M3 > 0; 
there exists a constant c determ ined solely by /  and the M i, such th a t whenever 
<j> £ (af1")* (see (1.1.86)), and
IMI <  IKV’o +  i ) / M\  <  m 2, ||0 o +  7 -  M II <  ^ 3
we have
\ \P4>,r)(k, v ) f  — 7T,^o-|-7,T?crV’o - |-7 ,^ (^ (0 (^ 5
where || • ||HJ? is the norm  on k i71 of (1.5.15) and is given by (1.5.8).
For the contraction theory of (1.5.9) to (1.5.11) inside a connected semisimple 
Lie group of real rank one, there is a corresponding theorem  for the approxim a­
tion of a representation of N M  by a family of representations of K  analogous to 
(1.5.17). See Dooley and Ricci (1985).
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C h a p ter  2: C on traction s o f  Lie G roups and Lie a lgebras
§2.1 M o tiv a tio n  for th is  W ork
The two m otivations for this study are physical and m athem atical. The first 
purpose was to take the initial steps in answering the question of Elementary 
Particle physics: “W hy are quark masses different?” It had been postu lated  (see 
Hegerfeldt and Henning, 1968) th a t an explanation of this fact would be obtained 
by combining the Poincare and internal sym m etry group SU( n)  as subgroups 
of a larger group whose irreducible representations would contain one spanned 
by the quark wave-functions each with different eigenvalues of the m ass-squared 
operator, as opposed to the same eigenvalues of the m ass-squared operator for all 
representations of SU(n) .
Theorems soon appeared showing th a t in an irreducible representation of the 
larger group all particles will have the same mass (see B arut and Rqczka, 1968). 
These were rigorous theorems which made the assum ption th a t the space-time 
sym m etry group was the Poincare group, taking no account of cosmological effects. 
However, cosmological effects which might appear to have a vanishingly small ef­
fect on interactions at high energies can determ ine the existence or non-existence 
of certain particles (Giirsey, 1964). Further, the idea of combining dynamic and 
internal symmetries to explain quark masses should not be totally  abandoned in 
view of the partial success of Greenberg (1964) who showed th a t an abelian sub­
group can be added to 5/7(3) to give a reasonable mass formula for a baryon octet. 
Hence the main th rust should have been to combine the cosmological sym m etry 
group w ith SU(n) .
In the early evolution of the Universe, (if we are to assume the “Big Bang” 
model), very near to  its tim e of creation, the density of m atte r would have been 
so great th a t the gravitational force would have been com parable w ith the strong 
force, and cosmological effects at this time could then have determ ined the exis-
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tence of particles of significantly large rest-mass. If we make the assum ption tha t 
the distribution of m atte r a t this time was homogeneous, then a de Sitter-type 
model of the Cosmos might be expected to apply. This model is distinguished by 
its simple sym m etry group.
It has been shown by M. Levy-Nahas (1967) th a t the only algebras th a t con­
trac t to  the Poincare algebra are those of 5 0 (4 ,1 )  and 5 0 (3 ,2 ) . Hence, if there 
is a cosmological group sym m etry which becomes the Poincare group V  in the 
lim it of vanishing space-time curvature, as the Universe expands, it must be either 
5 0 (4 ,1 )  or 5 0 (3 ,2 ) , the de Sitter groups. The idea which m otivated this thesis 
was to  investigate w hether 517(n) and 5 0 (4 ,1 )  or 5 0 (3 ,2 )  could be combined 
non-trivially in the process of contraction, yielding a m ass-squared operator lead­
ing to  different quark masses and limiting to the m ass-squared operator for the 
Poincare group as the space-time curvature tends to zero. The naive approach 
of seeking a larger Lie group containing SU(n)  and 5 0 (4 ,1 )  (or 5 0 (3 ,2 ) )  is un­
likely to  work, as it is known tha t any semi-direct product of SU (n) w ith 5 0 (4 ,1 )  
(respectively 5 0 (3 ,2 ) )  is somorphic to their direct product. The hope is th a t a 
correct formulation of Lie group contraction will show a way of combining these 
sym m etries somewhat in the spirit of supersym m etry theories (see M üller-Kirsten 
and W iedem ann (1987), p l51). The success of this type of enquiry would depend 
then, on a deep understanding of the global theory of Lie group contractions and 
of contractions of representations of the group (see comments a t the end of this 
section).
All early treatm ents of Lie group contraction, however, were only at the Lie 
algebra level except for Mickelsson and Niederle (1972), bu t no satisfactory global 
treatm ent existed until Dooley (1983) who treated  only Inönü-W igner contraction 
for the special case where the group was reductive w ith respect to the preserved 
subgroup (see also Dooley and Rice (1983), Dooley and Gaudry (1984, 1986) and
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Dooley and Rice (1985)), and Dooley and Ricci (1985) which contained general 
results for a contraction of the maximal compact subgroup inside semi-simple Lie 
groups. (Subsequent to  discovering general, global contractions of Lie groups the 
author became aware of the above-mentioned works of Dooley et al. The results 
of this thesis however, generalise their definitions of Lie group contractions very 
substantially but do not achieve results such as (1.5.17) and Dooley and Ricci 
(1985) Theorem  8.1, because of the level of generality a ttem pted . Thus,there 
were no global theories of Lie group contraction w ithout restrictions on the group 
concerned.
Consequently, the secondary m otivation was to provide a m athem atically 
sound, global approach which was as physically m otivated as possible. This ap­
proach succeeded, and it is encouraging th a t it uncovered a to tally  unexpected 
connection to current algebras (Dolan 1984) establishing the desired link back 
to  Elem entary Particle physics; as well as providing the neat group-theoretical 
structure postulated to somehow exist by Saletan (1961, p l2 ). The question of 
the existence of this group-theoretical structure however, was not subsequently 
investigated by Saletan or any following author until recently (see references cited 
above).
It now appears possible th a t the formalism of Lie group contraction will allow 
internal and dynamical sym m etry to be combined somewhat along the lines of 
supersym m etry theories because of the dem onstration th a t the contraction process 
for Lie algebras can be viewed as a homomorphism dX  from a subalgebra of the 
current algebra of su(n)  x so (4 ,1) or su(n)  x so(3, 2) to the contracted algebra.
For I-W  contraction, there is a subspace T  of this algebra which has as image 
by the contraction homomorphism, the generator of the tim e-translation subgroup, 
which may be loosely interpreted as a m ass-operator. The elements of T , do not 
commute with s u( n ) and it is hoped th a t in a correct physical theory, appropriate
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elem ents of an algebra containing T  will be singled out to supply a canonical 
m ass-squared operator which has physical significance, supplying the correct quark 
masses for representation spaces spanned by the quark wave-functions, and which 
contracts by the homomorphism dX to  the m ass-squared operator for flat space- 
time.
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§2.2 W ork  D o n e  b y  o th e r  A u th o r s  and  W ork  D o n e  to  P r e se n t
The seminal work for Lie group contractions was done only on Lie algebra 
contractions by Segal (1951). Inönü and W igner (1953) were able to obtain  many 
more results than  Segal be restricting to  a special case, and Saletan (1961) proved 
several theorems in a much more general setting than  Inönü-W igner. Levy-Nahas 
(1967, p l218), proved th a t Saletan’s definitions were the most general possible 
w ithin his framework, except for the “more singular contractions” , a special case 
of which she treated  in th a t paper. Theorems for the general case of “more singu­
la r” Saletan contractions were given by Kupczynski (1969). A list of references to 
fu rther early work along much the same lines as the above-mentioned authors, can 
be found in the book of Gilmore (1974). Similarly, other early work dealing with 
contractions and expansions of Lie algebras (and specific Lie groups) and their 
representations was done by Herm ann (1966), Bacry and Levy-Leblond (1968), 
M ukunda (1969), Doebner and Melsheimer (1967), Lykhmus (1969), Ström  (1965, 
1970), Evans (1967), Wolf (1971), and Rawnsley (1972). In all these cases contrac­
tions of representations in general were either very specific or trea ted  in a  limited 
way, and all general treatm ents were at the Lie algebra level.
Mickelsson and Niederle (1972) were the first to  give a general, global defini­
tion of Lie group contraction, but it had the disadvantage of needing pre-knowledge 
of w hat the contracted group was to be, ra ther than  having the facility of calcu­
lating it from the original Lie group, and given family of mappings. Further, their 
trea tm ent was still essentially local, not global. Celeghini and Tarlini (1981 and 
1982), addressed the problem of contraction of group representations by defining 
the contraction in the representation of the group, thus giving a class of con­
tractions of the original group which depended on the particu lar representation. 
At about the same time Dooley (1983) outlined a global approach to  the Inönü- 
W igner style of contraction of Lie groups and their representations, and pushed
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this through for the case when the group, and the preserved subgroup of the con­
tractions formed a Riem annian symmetric pair (see also Dooley and Rice (1983) 
and Dooley and Gaudry (1984, 1986)). Dooley and Ricci (1985) then addressed 
the case of contraction inside semi-simple Lie groups of real rank 1. See also Ricci 
(1986). Vide Cazzaniga (1985) who duplicated independently of the author, a 
few of the results of this thesis only for the special case of a connected, compact 
semi-simple Lie group where the contracted group is abelian. Applications of Lie 
groups to  gauge theories in elem entary particle physics can be found in the works 
of Celeghini, Magnollay, Tarlini and Vitiello (1985), Celeghini, Tarlini and Vitiello 
(1984), and Tataru-M ihai and Vitiello (1982).
The results of this thesis fill in some of the gaps in the theory of contractions 
of Lie groups and their representations. It is shown herein th a t very general, global 
contractions can be carried out on any Lie group and these contraction processes 
can be described w ithin the framework of a very natura l and simple geometric 
and group theoretic structure. Considerable insight is thereby gained, of both  the 
global and Lie algebraic structure of Inönü-W igner and Saletan contractions (es­
pecially in Section 3.1) including being able to “state  in a simple group-theoretical 
way the content of these (Saletan’s (1961), p l2  and Eqs (17)) equations.” the 
probable existence of which Saletan and many subsequent authors had postulated. 
The physical m otivation of the definition of Lie group contraction given here bears 
fruit in exhibiting unexpected connections w ith infinite dimensional Lie groups 
and Current Algebras which are bo th  in use by physicists in their investigations 
of gauge theories. The connections described in section 2.4 point strongly to the 
unexpected role of Lie group contractions in finding non-perturbative solutions of 
the free-field Q uantum  Chromodynamic field equations. In C hapter 3, the cum­
bersome formulae and m ethods of Saletan are replaced by very simple ones and 
the algebraic structure of the contracted algebra is almost self-evident in strong
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contrast to  Saletan’s structure theorems which are somewhat surprising in the 
context of his theory.
Finally, in an area th a t is considered to  be notoriously complex and technically 
difficult (see the remarks of Celeghini and Tarlini (1982, p l80 )), the principal 
streng th  of the approach of this thesis is th a t of the very great simplification it 
provides in the m ethods and understanding of the process of Lie group contraction 
(particularly  by re-casting all contraction processes as homomorphisms and by 
providing simple closed forms of the equations for generalised Saletan contraction).
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§2.3 In itia l D efin itio n  and E xam p les.
S p ec ia l C ase o f  E m b ed d in g  in Larger Lie group
E x am p le  o f th e  P oin care  G roup C on traction
In w hat follows, we make precise for the Poincare group the undefined m ethod 
used by physicists for contracting the example of the one dimensional Lorentz 
group which is:
“To take the limit c —* oo in
G = € ( - c ,c )
This will be done by making a physical analysis of the process of taking “the limit 
c —> oo” , and applying it to  the Poincare group. We will then generalise this 
process to obtain the definition of contraction.
The process of “taking the limit c —♦ oo” in a fixed  cosmological model of 
the universe is not a physical one, as the speed of light should appear constant 
for any model of the Cosmos. Thus, as c varies w ith some param eter t, it is 
na tu ra l to consider a distinct, disjoint model of the universe for each value of c(£); 
a limit universe being obtained for c —» oo. To implement this, simplistically take 
each universe Ut as the subset {£} x R4 of R5 letting c(t) —> oo monotonically 
as t —> 0. As the speed of light in each universe is c(£), then the equation of the 
expanding light sphere is x \  -fi x \  +  x \  — c2( t )x2 — 0, so the m etric is given by 
5 2(£) =  x \  +  x \  +  x \  — c2(t)x
Let c (l)  be the conventional value of the speed of light, and C the full Lorentz 
group of invariance of 52(£), for the universe U\. Define the maps <pt : Ui —> Ut to 
be:
y . . C(l) .
<pt { \ , X i , X 2 , X z , X i )  H ->  ( t , X  i , X 2 , X 3 , —— X 4 ).
c(t)
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Representing (ft as a 4 x 4 m atrix, (ftC(f~[l will be the group of invariance of s 2(t) 
in U f  In order to obtain a new group for the universe £7o, one might be tem pted 
to  take the limits (in M (4 x 4), the 4 x 4  real m atrices), l i m ^ L ^ 1 f°r each L  
in C such th a t the limit exists. Somewhat surprisingly these limits together yield 
only the 3-dimensional ro tation  group w ith space and tim e reflections, not the full 
Gallilei group as desired. The solution to  this minor dilemma is obtained from a 
closer physical and m athem atical exam ination of the structures so far defined:
In the case of the 1-dimensional Lorentz group C l , acting in the x\  — t plane, 
if C\  is the 1-dimensional group of invariance of s2(t) and L 1 £ Cl , L\  £ C\  and 
v the velocity param eter of then
9 t L ' ( v ) 9 f = L \ { ^ - )  (2.1)
c (i)
Thus, as we take the limit t —* 0 in i f t L l (y)if~^1, not only is the speed of light 
(massless particles) approaching infinity but the speed of all non-zero rest mass
v c(t)
particles is approaching infinity as well because of the term  —7——. Thus in the
c (l)
limit universe, all velocities are infinite, and hence it is na tu ra l to  obtain only the 
ro ta tion  group and reflections as the limit group. From equation (2.1), we see th a t 
if we take v or T J(u) as a function of t we might obtain  a limit universe w ith finite 
velocities. Hence we are led to consider taking limits of the form, lim LptL l
where L 1 E C \ x [0,1] say (the once-continuously differentiable functions from [0,1] 
to  C1).
Alternatively, from the m athem atical viewpoint, observe th a t the maps (ft 
may be used to define a map 4»,
$  :(0 ,1] x C —> (0,1] x M ( 4 x  4)
$  :( t ,L)  ( t , ( f tL<f t l )
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and th a t the set $ ((0 , 1] X C ) will be a fibre bundle if we induce its topology by 
$  from (0 , 1] x C. In this setting, taking the limit t —> 0 of LptLip~[l is the same as 
running along a section as t —> 0 of the fibre bundle $ ((0 , 1] x £ ). W hen we obtain 
the limit points of these curves, we are tacking on a “limit fibre” {0} x £ 0 to the 
bundle. The sections of $ ((0 , 1] x C) are more general than  this so we are thereby 
enjoined to take limits of the form lim , possibly solving our dilemma
by allowing L to vary w ith t.
We are now in a position to  make precise the example of the contraction of 
the Poincare group, which will serve as a prelude to  the general definitions:
Let V  be the full Poincare group and let $  be the map,
$  :(0 ,1] x V  -> (0,1] x M (5 x 5)
$  :(t, P) ( t , y tP y ~ l )






Now V = A  Lee1 ) i GR4
and we wish to compute all the limits,
lim J),
Af ( 5 X 5 )
(* )
for every P  £ C-J>[0,1], such th a t the limit exists. Define the set V 1 C C)?{0,1] to 
be
T>1 = {P I P  G Cp[0,1] and the limit (*) exists}
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and define the contraction Vo of V to be
Vo = {Po \Po=  lim ( t ^ t P i O v T ' l P e V 1}
M  ( 5 X 5 )
There is a natu ral m apping X  from D 1 to Vo,
X ( P ) =  lim (0)¥.(P(<V r1)-
Af ( 5  X 5 )
For V 1 we obtain,
v 1 = {p\ Pe c lv[o,l], P(o) g 0(3) x ( T k t )}
where T  is the discrete, tim e reversal subgroup; T  is the group of time translations 














with. P E V 1, where the Li are subm atrices of L(t) G £ , £(t) = (^i, ^3>^4)TM>
and L\  is a 3 x 3 m atrix, we obtain
' (  vi a\ \ R G 0(3)  '
R  v2 a2
x ( v l ) =  {X(P) | v3 a 3 G R0 il Ö4
\ \  0 0 1/ Oj G R >
We recognise the group Vo = X{V>1) as the full Gallilei group with tim e transla­
tions. Notice th a t V 1 is a group and the map X : V 1 —■* Vo is in fact a homomor-
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phism: For if P, Q 6 P 1,
X(PQ)  = lim(0 ,¥> ,P (< )Q (% (_1)
= lim(0,¥>,P(i)vrV«(3 ( % r 1)
= (°, (lm  )(Jim ¥><«(< V,-1 ))
=  X(P)X(Q).
We shall see in section 2.5 th a t D 1 is a Banach-Lie group and X  is a C ^-F rechet 
homomorphism.
We have succeeded in making precise definitions of contraction for the Poincare 
group obtaining the full Gallilei group as the contraction, and uncovering the un­
expected group structure of X  : V 1 —» Vo- The general definitions of contraction 
will now be given.
We now want to re-cast the above example in the most general possible setting:
In itia l D efin itio n s
Let Q be the Lie group (of dimension n) to be contracted and E  a finite­
dimensional Euclidean space. Let a be a positive integer and let [0,1]CT denote
rrf= 1[o, l ] .
D efin itio n  2 .3 .2
Let (f) : Q x [0,1]^ —* E  be a C°° m ap such th a t is a C ^-em bedding
(i.e. </>(-,£) is 1 — 1 and dcf)(-,t) is 1 — 1 at every point) of Q into E  for all t in 
(0, l ]0-, which is zero on the identity. For given ij such th a t =  ~Q-> w ith q
a positive integer, define the m ap \k,
=  t'i
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We call '!'(•, £) for each t , a L aurent m ap, as \I/ has a Laurent-type series in t 
when <j> is jointly analytic in its arguments.
Let the map $  be the graph of 'I', so th a t,
$ 0,0  =  ( $ 0 , 0>0 -
E xam p les o f  L aurent M aps and th e  B asic  Idea  o f  G en era l C on traction
W hen Q is countably connected (1.1.36(d)), Q can be em bedded in a Euclidean 
space of dimension 2n or less (the topology of a countably connected Lie group has 
a countable base and a theorem  of G rauert (1958) shows th a t Q can be regularly, 
analytically embedded in R2n). Let £ : E  x [0, l ] 0- —> E  be a C ^ -rn ap  such tha t 
£(■, t) is 1 — 1 and d£(-, t) is 1 — 1 at every point. Regarding Q as a submanifold of 
E , (f) is generated by restricting £ to Q x [0, l]*7; and hence there is an abundance 
of Laurent m aps, 'L.
Let <7=1 .  The idea of contracting Q is to induce an isomorphic product on 
using the maps ^ ( ^ t ) ,  and to compute the “lim it” of these isomorphic 
groups by calculating lim \&(</(tf),£) for all g E Cg[0,1] (the set of all q-
times continuously differentiable maps from [0,1] to Q) such th a t the limit exists; 
the set of all these limit points is to be the contraction Qq of Q. The following 
example of the contraction of the circle T to the straight line illustrates how this 
works:
Identify R2 with the complex plane and consider the circle 
S1 =  {z I \z -f 1| =  1}. Define the map 'L to be
By analogy to  the case of the Poincare group, V 1 will be the set of all [0,1] 
curves z(t)  such th a t the limit lim exists.
Therefore V 1 = {z  | z E C § i[0 ,1], z(0) =  0}.
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Let z , w  E S1. The product on the circle is given by
i r(z,w) = (z  +  l ) (w  +  1) — 1 
=  zw  +  z +  u>,
and from this formula it follows th a t V 1 is a group.
Let z t , w t E ^ ( S 1,^). Then the isomorphic product on ^ ( S 1,^) is given by
7Tt{zu w t) =
The contraction of 51 will be
Go = {z I z = lim  ^ \  w E X>] }t ^ o  t
= {zI * =  lim { Z i + c ^ m  + =  0}
= {2 | 2 =  (0 +  «0(0))} =  {2 I 2 E «R} 
which is the imaginary axis.
The product on Go should be given by computing all limits 
lim n t(fy(z(t),  t), t)) w ith z , w  E V 1 :
Then, lim ^ ( ^ ^ ( t f ) ,  £), t)) = lim -j-(z( t )w( t )  +  z(t )  +  w(£))
= i(0)ic(0) + h^(0)2(0) +  i(0) +  tc(0) 
=  i(0) + iö(0)
from the definitions of 7r, 7r<, 'L and V 1.
Since Go — {z \ z — d>(0), w E }, £/0 must be an abelian Lie group. 
Observe now, again by analogy to the Poincare case, th a t the natu ra l m apping 
defined by
X : V 1 —> Go
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is a homomorphism:
X(zw) = lim — (z(t)w(t)  -f z(t) +  w(t))
=  i(0) -f tc(0)
= limiW+lim!£W 
t —>0 t t —  0 t
= 3£(z) 4- 3i(w).
We now wish to  consider the geometric picture of the contraction of S1 to zR.
As t approaches zero, ^ (S 1,^) is a circle of ever-increasing radius —, w ith centre
—, which in the limit becomes the straight line z'R. The collection of circles for
t £ (0,1] forms the half-plane with im aginary axis and the interior of the unit 
circle, centre —1 +  z’0, removed.
A more natural geometric object is formed by considering the graph of \üf. 
Then the graph of the set (J*e(o , t ) , t )  U Qq gives a definite geometric shape
of an inverted vase, the C-plane-parallel sections of which are the sets (T(S 
and all the “lip” of the vase is (zR,0). A covering by coordinate patches is given 
by the maps:
/  gi7r tanh ßt  __ 2
“-------- , 0  for t £ (0, 1], // £ (-00,00)
Xl 1l (//,0) H-> (i jlTT, 0), // £ ( — 00,00)
f  g i7r(tanh/xZ+1) __ ^
X 2 1 : \ (/M) •-> (-----------------------, t )  for t £ (0, 1],// £ (-00,00)
The mapping x i is:
Xi : {w, t ) i-> ( -  tanh-1 (— log(ru/ + 1)), r)
T Z7T
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where the cut in the C-plane is the negative real axis.
Overlap of the charts occurs for fit < 0 and fit >  0. For fit <  0,
Xi ° X2_1(/i, t) =  — ta n h _1(tanh  fit -f 1)
and for fit >  0,
Xi 0 X2 " 1 it1-) 0  =  ~ ta n h _1(tanh  fit — 1), 
so the charts are C°°-related. It is readily verified th a t the projection map,
( f  . < ) t
(i fi , 0) 1—► 0 is C°°.
Hence the set U<e(o i](^r(S1,^),<)U^o is a C°°-fibre bundle. The topology induced 
from the charts on U/e(o ^ ( ^ ( S 1, t), t) is the same topology as th a t induced from 
T x (0,1] via the maps \I/.
W ith  the example of the contraction of the circle to  the real line in hand, the 
m otivation for the following definitions is clear.
N . B . E x cep t for sec tio n  3 .2  we w ill h en ceforth  tak e a  =  1.
In the following definitions, the map $  is fixed.
D efin itio n  2 .3 .3
Let £/(o,i] C E  x (0,1] be the set,
£(o,i] =  {$(£/,*) I t £ (0,1]}
w ith the topology of the trivial bundle induced by the m apping $  from Q x (0,1]. 
C/(0,i] is a C ^-m anifo ld  w ith projection map 7r : <L(<7 , t )  1—> t.
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D efin itio n  2 .3 .4
Let S q be the set of all continuous sections s of £/(o,i] which correspond to a 
C 9-section g of Q x [0,1] such th a t s(t) = for t E (0,1] and the limit
t —► 0+ of s(t)  exists.
D efin itio n  2 .3 .5
Let Qo he the set of endpoints (t =  0) of all curves which are elements of S q. 
We call Qo the co n traction  of Q. Define £/[o,i] — £(o,i] U Qq.
D efin itio n  2 .3 .6
Let V q be the set of all C g-sections of Q x [0,1] corresponding uniquely as in 
Definition (2.3.4) to a continuous section of £/(o,i] in S q•
D efin itio n  2 .3 .7
Define the map
x : v q - >  g0
X :  g ^  lim
E X [  0 , 1 ]
X  is called the con traction  m ap p in g  and V q the d om ain  o f  th e  con traction  
m ap p in g .
E x am p le  o f  D efin ition s
In the example of the Poincare group contraction, the group structure  of 
G L ( 5, R) has to  be exploited to show th a t the map X  is a homomorphism. We 
will now contract the Poincare group another way, using only the geometry of R25, 
and the group structure  of V,  to give an example of the above definitions.
Take the m atrix  representation of the Poincare group as before, but regard 
this representation, as an embedding of V  in E  = R25.
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Define the map T to be:
/
T :
t l \ (
L\ ß-2 ^  i f  L.
h t—> L lt
L$ L2 £4 L$ L 2 4
0 0 1 / V o  0 1 J
It is readily verified th a t \ I i s  not a homomorphism in contrast to  the previous 
trea tm en t of the contraction of V.  Now V 1 can also be calculated as the set of all 




g G C j,[0 ,1]
( R 0  0  \
9 9(0) =  0 ± 1  4  1 >
Vo 0  l j
< R  G 0 (3 ) , 4 GR
D 1 is a group with respect to  point by point m ultiplication, because the endpoints 
of elements of V 1 form a group in this case. As in the example of the Laurent 
m aps, the idea is th a t the product on Vq, the contraction of V,  will be given by










h ( t )  
L2(t) (i{t)
0 1 /
/ii(o) l4(o) i(o) \
0 ±1 4 ( 0)
Vo  0 \ )




4 ( 0 )  G R 
£ i(0 )  G 0 (3 ).
Thus V q will clearly be the full Gallilei group if the conventional product agrees 
with the product t t q . N ow , the conventional product on V q is
%gW)
( h ( 0 ) L \ ( 0 )  h (0 )L '4(0) ?  L4(0) L 1(0)£'(0) + L4(0)i'4(0) + i (0)
o ±1 ±4(0) + «,(0)
\ 0 0 1
and
X(ffff') =  lim V(g(t)g'(t) ,t)
/  L\L[  +  L 4L'3 ( h L ' t  + L i L ' J / t  ( h i '  + L 4t'4 + £ ) / t  
=  lim L iL \  +  L 2L'3 0 L 3i'  +  L 2i \  + i 4
‘~ °  V 0 0 1
/ Li(o)ii(o) L j(o)ii(o)T i4(o) Li(0)i'(o) + i 4(0)4(0) + (^o)
= 0 0 ± 4 (0 )+  4(0)
V 0 0 1
where £ 2(0 ) =  ±1, L'2(0) =  T l j  so the products are the same, and V q is indeed 
the full Gallilei group. We have also verified th a t the contraction m apping X  is a 
homomorphism.
Sp ecia l C ase o f  E m b ed d in g  in a Larger Lie G roup
In the case of Saletan contraction of Lie algebras (1.5.5), we saw th a t nec­
essary and sufficient conditions were required to hold on g in order th a t g0 be 
a Lie algebra, bu t th a t these conditions were quite obscure. There is however, 
an im portant class of special cases of Definition (2.3.2), which we now give, for 
which it can be proved th a t V q and Qq are always bo th  Lie groups and X  a Lie 
homomorphism with no conditions on Q at all.
C ase 2 .3 .8
• Each Laurent map T (- ,t)  is a C°° monomorphism of Q into a Lie group Ql 
which is embedded in E , via a C°° diffeomorphism into.
• For all g in V q, the limits in E , lim T(^r(^),t), are contained in Ql -
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E xam p le o f C ase 2 .3 .8
Let Q be any analytic subgroup of GL(n,  R) and let E =  Rn . Let g>(t) be a 
C°° curve in M (n  x n, R) for t £ [0,1], where det <p(t) is a polynomial w ith term  
of lowest order q in t, and </?(0) is singular (In (3.1.7) we will see th a t if c/?(0) is 
merely singular the same contraction will result as if det <j>{t) were polynomial to an 
appropriate order). This (p(t) simply generalises the ipt of the Poincare example. 
Define ^  to  be
W
=  (det (p ( t ) )~1 (p(t)g (a,d]
(Adj is the classical m atrix  adjoint) 
and this 'L is of the form (2.3.2). Let g £ T>q. Then
d e t^ ( g ( t ) , t )  =
=  det(g(t)),  t £ (0,1]
therefore lim det ty(g(t) , t )  =  det(<?(0)) ^  0 
and hence 'L satisfies (2.3.8).
We will now prove two assertions concerning Z>9, X  and G o '
P ro p o sitio n  2 .3 .9 (a )
Observe th a t Cg[0,1] is a group w ith respect to pointwise m ultiplication. Let 
the Laurent maps T (-,t)  be monomorphisms of Q into Gl as m  (2.3.8). Then,
T>q is a group (a subgroup of C ^[0 ,1]),
Go a group, and 
X  a homomorphism.
C orollary  2 .3 .9 (b )
W ith 'L given by Proposition (2.3.9(a)), V q and Go are bo th  Lie groups and 
X a Banach-Lie homomorphism (see 1.2).
2
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P r o o f  o f  2 .3 .9 (b ):
Theorem  (2.5.30) which holds w ithout any restrictions on the Laurent map, 
and Proposition (2.3.9(a)) together assert th a t V q is a Lie group and Qq is a Lie 
group w ith product given by
X(g)X(h)  =  lim 'b(gt)h, (in E)
= ( K m * ( g ( t ) , t ) ) ( Y un *( h ( t ) , t )  (in Qh ).
So the product function on Qq thus given, is the same as th a t of Ql - Theorem 
(2.5.30) also asserts th a t X  is a Banach-Lie homomorphism. ■
P r o o f  o f  2 .3 .9 (a ):
The set of C q sections of Q x [0,1] form a group under point by point m ulti­
plication, so we only need to show closure in V q and inclusion of the identity. Let 
g and h be in T) q. Then by definition lim and lim both  exist.
E  E
Now,
(lim^(g(t),<))(lim^(/*(<),()) ‘ =  lim ^(jr(<),<)(^(ft(i),0 1
C L g L g L
= lim 
g l
= lim \tl(<7(<)/j_1(t), i)
and hence the limit exists, because
lim T(^(f) , f )  =  lim $(g(t ) , t )  for any g 6 V q,
E  G L
'L is a  monomorphism, the product and inverse functions on Ql are continuous, 
and Qi  has the relative topology in E.  Therefore gh~l £ V q, so T)q is a group.
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Now, for the same reasons,
X(gh 1) =  lim V(g(t)h
E
= lifj *)) *)) 1
C l
= (Jim *(sW>0)(l““ *(*(*)>*))_1
«I «i
= (l im1'(9( 0 , 0 ) ( l i m ^ ( / » ( 0 . 0 ) ~ 1
E  E
= m m ) ) - 1
Further,
X(e) =  lim T ( e ,0  = lim e =  e, 
t-+o t—o
hence X  is a homomorphism. Q0 will now be a group because it is equal to  X(T>q) 
by definition. M
E xam p les  2 .3 .10
The example of Case (2.3.8) generalises the example of the contraction of the 
Poincare group. A more specific example of this general case is the contraction of 
the De Sitter group to  the Poincare group.
Let the De Sitter group be 5 0 (3 ,2 , R); each element leaving invariant the 
m etric A4 = ( +  1, +1, + 1 , —1, —1); and let T be given by T (g , t) = (p(t)g<p~1(t),
( l \1 0
g E 5 0 (3 ,2 , R) with ip(t) In a similar way to  Saletan
contraction, the subgroup w ith respect to  which the contraction is taken, is not 
chosen in advance, but is dynamically determ ined by Q and the choice of In 
this case it is 5 0 (3 ,1 ) , and for this and other Inönü-W igner-type contractions, 
the contraction subgroup is isomorphic to the set of all constant curves which are
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elements of V 1 (see §3.1). For another choice of 'F, the constant curves in V 1 may 
only consist of the identity element, resulting in the contraction of Q to  Rn (again, 
see §3.1).
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§2.4 C o n tra ctio n  o f  Lie A lgeb ras. H ow  G en era lised  S a letan  C on traction  
o f  L ie A lgeb ras M ay b e V iew ed  as a H om om orp h ism
In tro d u ctio n
In order to  show how Saletan contraction is encompassed by the general, 
global definitions, Definitions (2.3.3) to  (2.3.7) will be differentiated to define the 
contraction of Lie algebras. W ithin this context, Generalised Saletan contraction 
(1.5.1) will be dem onstrated to be a homomorphism of an infinite-dimensional 
Lie algebra dq to  the contracted Lie algebra g0. It is remarkable th a t for Lie 
algebra contractions as general as (1.5.1), a very simple Lie-algebraic necessary 
and sufficient condition can be given (2.4.8) for g0 to  be a Lie algebra in term s of 
dq. The infinite-dimensional Lie algebra dq is effectively a subalgebra of Current 
Algebra (Dolan, 1984), which appears in elem entary particle physics. It is then 
na tu ra l to ask w hether there is an interm ediate Lie algebra of finite dimension such 
th a t the contraction m apping may be effectively viewed as a homomorphism of 
this algebra to g0. Such an algebra exists (denoted dP( dq)) and is a subalgebra of 
a factor algebra of the Current Algebra. This section will then be concluded with 
two very general theorems giving among other things several, equivalent, necessary 
and sufficient conditions for g0 to be a Lie algebra and the contraction m ap to be 
a homomorphism. One of these conditions is a generalisation of the most general 
Saletan conditions (1.5.1) for contractions. We point out th a t the results (2.4.7) 
and (2.4.8) hold a fortiori for the very general class of Lie algebra contractions 
given by (1.5.1) which includes the special case (1.5.2) originally considered by 
Saletan (1961). An im m ediate corollary of (2.4.8) is th a t g0 is a Lie algebra if 
and only if dP( dq) is a Lie algebra for the case of Saletan contraction (1.5.1). As 
d P ( dq) is finite-dimensional, this is a very desirable result indeed. We conclude 
this section w ith a discussion of the relationship of the algebras dq and dP( dq) to 
current algebra, and the implications for Elem entary Particle Physics.
I l l
D efin itio n  2 .4 .1
Let </(o,i] C £  x (0,1] be the set
2(o,i] =  {d$(g, t)  I * e  ( o , i ] }
w ith the topology of the trivial bundle induced by the m apping d $  from g x (0,1].
D efin ition  2 .4 .2
Let sq be the set of all continuous sections 5  of <7(0,i] which correspond to a 
C 9-section X  of g x [0,1] such th a t
S(t )  = d $ ( X ( t ) , t ) ,  for t E (0,1]
and the limit t —> 0 of S(t )  exists in E.
D efin ition  2 .4 .3
Let g0 be the set of endpoints of all curves which are elements of s q. We call 
go the con traction  of g.
D efin ition  2 .4 .4
Let dq be the set of all C^-sections of g x [0,1] corresponding uniquely as in 
Definition (2.4.2) to a continuous section of <7(o,i] m  £?•
D efin ition  2 .4 .5
Define the map dX : dq —> g0
dX : X  I—► lim d<L(X(t), t )
E
dX  is called the d erivative  o f  th e  con traction  m ap p in g  and dq the dom ain  
o f  th e  con traction  m ap ping.
E xam p le o f G en era lised  S a letan  C on traction s
The im portant and easy applications of the above definitions are the generalised 
Saletan contractions foreshadowed in the introduction to  this section.
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D efin itio n  2 .4 .6
S a letan  co n traction  (Saletan, 1961) can be g lob a lly  characterised by the fol­
lowing two conditions:
(i) The image of the tangent space at e in Q by the derivative of the
Laurent m aps, is the same for all t in (0,1].
Letting the image space of the s as in (i) be V  C E  :
(ii) The family of inverse maps c?4r-1 (*,t) : V  —» g can be extended to  < 6 [0,1]
such th a t •) E C |[ 0 ,1] Vu £ V.
N ote: Inducing via the \I/(-,t) from Q an isomorphic Lie group structure on
£), and identifying Q w ith 4/(C/, 1), we have a sequence of isomorphic 
Lie groups U(t) : Q —» U{i)Q where U(t) =  o 4f_1(- ,l )  w ith each
Lie algebra sharing the same vector space V. We may then identify 'L 
w ith U. Let the derivative of U(t)  be u(t).
The following tw^ o propositions hold independently of (2.4.6) for maps U(t) = 
u _1(^) given by (1.5.1):
P ro p o sitio n  2 .4 .7
For the case of Saletan contraction, if Saletan’s necessary and sufficient con­
ditions (1.5.1) hold then, dq is a Lie algebra (viz., a subalgebra of the Lie algebra
has the Saletan Lie algebra structure and
dX is a homomorphism.
Proof:
W ith the above identifications dq is given by
dq = {X I X  E C®[0,1], lim u( t )X(t )  exists}
y t —► o
E
(Here “lim ” means th a t the limit is taken in the Euclidean space E  of (2.3.2).) Let
E
X , Y  be in dq. Then the curves u( t )X(t )  and u( t)Y( t )  are in C5[0,1].
C q[0,1] with bracket taken pointwise) g0
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Now if Saletan’s necessary and sufficient conditions hold, namely tha t 
lim u(t)[u~1( t )X ' , u~l (t)Y'] exists for all X '  and Y'  in <7, then  by viewing
these conditions in term s of the structure constants on g the limit 
lim u ^ l u -1 (t)W(t),  u~l {t)Z{t)\ exists for all continuous curves W{t),Z{t).  Thus
the limit will exist for the curves u( t )X( t ) and u(t)Y(t)  and hence the limit, 
lim u(t)[X(t),Y(t)]  exists. Hence dq is a Lie algebra. The Lie algebra structure of
£o is given by,
[X, y ] 0 =  lim u(t)[u~1(t)X, u~1(t)Y]. Let W(t) ,Z( t )  be continuous curves in g , 
then,
lim a ( ( ) [« -1( i ) f f ( ( ) , i | - 1(t)Z(()] =  [W (0),Z (0)]o, 
and pu tting  W( t ) =  u(t )X( t ), Z{t) =  u (t)Y (t) w ith X , Y  £ dq we have, 
lunu(t)[X(t),Y(t)} = [lim w (^ )X (t),lim w (t)r(t)].
T h a t is, the m ap dX which is defined by
dX : X  t—> lim u(t)X(t),
t - +  o
is a homomorphism. ■
C orollary  2 .4 .8
For the case of Saletan contraction, Saletan’s necessary and sufficient condi­
tions hold i f  and on ly  if dq is a Lie algebra.
P roof:
If dq is a Lie algebra then since curves u~1( t )X  and u~1( t )Y  are in dq for all 
X , Y  in g, the limit lim w(£)[u-1 (t)X, u~1(t)Y] exists. The converse follows from
(2.4.7). ■
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Before dem onstrating the connection of dq to C urrent algebra, we will prove 
the two theorem s mentioned in the introduction to §2.4 giving necessary and suf­
ficient conditions for contraction.
It is im m ediate from (2.4.5) th a t the domain of the contraction m apping dX 
is in general an infinite dimensional vector space. It is na tu ra l to seek some finite 
dimensional space and a projection m ap dP  such th a t dX  is a composition of maps,
The following definition and lemmas provide this finite-dimensional space, 
which plays a greatly clarifying role in the necessary and sufficient conditions for 
contraction to take place.
D efin itio n  2 .4 .9
Let V q(g) be the Lie algebra of all polynomials in t w ith coefficients from g , 
factored by the ideal of polynomials of degree strictly  greater than  q. From the 
vector space viewpoint V q(g) is the space of polynomials of order q in t, on g. Let 
{X} be a coset of X  by the ideal.
We will see later th a t V q(g) is the Lie algebra of the bundle n?=1T(C/) where 
T(Q)  is the tangent bundle to  Q equipped with a suitable product. Later, in section 
3.2 we will define a similar algebra th a t will be related to Jet bundles over Q.
L em m a 2 .4 .10
The m ap dP,
R em ark




Note th a t dP effectively just maps X  to the sum of the first q -f 1 term s of 
its Taylor series.
Now dP( X)  =  I  and
1=0





- £ { £ I
i=0 j=0 j'  ’ (* -  i)!
]**'} (2.4.11)
Com puting [ dPX, dPY] ,  and dropping term s of order greater th an  q in t.
[ d p x ,  d P Y \  =  E  E  {
£=0 m=0 /
and pu tting  £ +  m =  i and l  =  j ,
g g
[dPV, dP K] =  E E {E
jr=0 i=j j!
ifEMnn
( i - i ) !  J 1
This is equal to  the R.H.S. of (2.4.11) upon reversing the sums. Therefore 
d,P[X,Y]  =  [dPX , dPY],  and as dP  is linear, dP  is a homomorphism H
L em m a 2 .4 .11
There is a m ap dXp : dP(dq) —> </0 such th a t dX is the lifting of dXp to dq. 
Viz., d X = d X p o d P .
P roof:
Define <££p to  be the map,
d £ P : { dP( X) }  h-> d £ (X ), X  G dq.
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To show that dXp  is well-defined, we show th a t if {d.P(X)} =  {dP(Y)}  with 
X , Y  € d \  then dX(X)  = d X( Y ).Suppose {dP(x)} = {dP(Y)} ,  then
E -y(0 (Q).ii\ E i\ f  +  r(f)




f )  + ( x ( 0  -  £
i = 0
and similarly for Y(t) ,  we get
X (t)-r(t)  = r
i=0 1=0
r (i>(o)
Observing th a t d 'I'(t) has the form
d$( t )  =  t qd(f>(t)
where </>(£) is a  C ^ -m a p  of ^  x [0,1] into E , and using L ’H opital’s rule and the 
Leibnitz rule,
d £ (X  -  y )  =  lim dT(*)(X(*) -  Y{t))
x ^ \0 ) t '
1=0







Thus dX(X) = dX(Y)  as we wished to show, and so dXp  is well-defined. It clearly 
satisfies dX = dXp o dP. ■
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N ote: A s a sim p lifica tion , w e w ill h en ceforth  w rite  $  and 4/ w ith  th eir  
first argu m en ts only, th e  secon d  argu m en t b e in g  im p lied , w h ere it w o n ’t 
cause con fu sion . T h is  sligh t abuse o f  n o ta tio n , w hich  occu rs th rou gh ou t  
th is  w ork, is am p ly  co m p en sa ted  for by th e  ga in  in  clarity .
D efin itio n  2 .4 .12
The contracting map (2.3.2) d$  induces a map,
d $ 3 : dq sq as follows:
d$s(X)(t)
d*(X( t ) ) ,  < 6 (0 ,1 ]
lim d$(X(t)),  t = 0
£ X [ 0 , 1 ]
where X  6 dq.
D efin itio n  2 .4 .13
A bracket can be defined for pairs of elements 5, U in s'7 where it exists:
[5, C/](<)
lim d $ \ d $ - 1S(t),d<i>-1U(t)}, t = 0
£ X [ 0 , 1 ]
N o te  2 .4 .14
Before proceeding to  the two theorems, we note from Definitions (2.4.2) and 
(2.4.3) th a t it is im m ediate th a t g0 is a vector space and has a basis; bu t the 
following example illustrates th a t the dimension of gQ may be less than  the di­
mension of g. Consequently we can only give generalised Saletan-like conditions 
for contraction when the dimensions are the same:
E xam p le  2 .4 .15
We may contract the Poincare group Q, which has dimension 10, to the full 
Gallilei group without time translations, which has dimension 9, by taking Qi =
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as in example (2.3.10). Performing the contraction at the Lie algebra level, the 
derivative of the embedding m ap is
d^{t )  : X  I—► <ptX(pt \  X  £ g C M (5 x 5, R)
x€ C J [ 0 ,1], 0 Tl \
R  0 t2
X R  6 0 (3 )  X (0) = 0 r 3
£oooo
T,  <E R Vo 0 0 0 0 /
and hence
/  "1 r l \ R  e  0 (3 )
R  v 2 t 2
X X  = V i  r 3
0 0 0 0 0
\ 0  0 0 0 0 /
which is the Lie algebra of the Gallilei group without tim e translations, which has 
dimension 9.
N o te  2 .4 .16
Further to Note (2.4.14), we have to  point out a further, expected lim itation 
to the two theorems. In Corollary (2.4.8) we proved a very simple, group-theoretic 
necessary and sufficient condition for contraction to take place. This was because 
we could choose the image of each Laurent map to be the same space for each 
t E (0,1]. Now, it is not possible to  globalise this Lie-algebraic Saletan contraction 
(in the hope of finding similar, simple conditions) to the extent th a t is
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the  same set for all t E (0,1], due to  the fact th a t Q may be compact and the 
form of the embedding m ap in (2.3.2) implies th a t \k(C/,t) will be unbounded for 
t E (0,1] (the set {4/(C/,t) | t E (0,1]} will in general be unbounded in E).  As 
a consequence, the conditions of the theorem for contraction to take place in full 
generality will be stronger than  those of Corollary (2.4.8).
Following Saletan (1961, (17)) the theorem  below gives several, equivalent neces­
sary and sufficient conditions for contraction to take place. W hat is remarkable, 
is th a t conditions (1) and (2) are entirely group-theoretic in nature, while the 
contraction process is very general indeed.
T h eo rem  2 .4 .17
The following statem ents are equivalent
(1) dP(dq) is a subalgebra of V q(g) and ker dXp  is an ideal of d P (d q).
(2) dq is a Lie algebra and ker dX  is an ideal of dq.
(3) sq is a Lie algebra w ith bracket as in Definition (2.4.13) and the set 
£ker =  {5 I S  E s q, 5(0) =  0} is an ideal of s q.
(4) go is a Lie algebra w ith bracket induced unambiguously as in Definition 
(2.4.13) from any two curves in sq with endpoints on two elements of gQ.
In cases when dim # =  d im ^0, the following condition, which is a generalised 
Saletan condition, is equivalent to each of the above four statem ents:
(5) There is a set of n sections Si E s q which for t E [0, e) (for some 0 <  e <  1)
form a basis of the fibres of <7(0)i] over each t, and of g0; and if has
m atrix u(t) w ith respect to these bases and a basis {Ah} of g, then
lim u ( t ) \C tmru - 1( t ) J u - l (tykexists.
R n
R em ark
For a substantially improved version of this theorem , which uses results found 
later in the thesis, see Appendix A.2. Note Corollary (2.4.8) where restrictions on
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the Laurent maps lead to simpler necessary and sufficient conditions. See also §3.1 
where mild restrictions on the Laurent maps fulfill (1) completely for the case of 
Inönü-W igner and generalised Inönü-W igner contraction.
Proof:
We will prove (1) => (2) => (3) => (4) => (1) for the general case, and then 
(4) (5) => (1) for the case, dim # =  d im ^ 0.
P r o o f o f  (1) => (2):
Let Z £ dq. For any Z £ C q[0,1], Z  is in dq if and only if
lim t ~ 9d<j>(t)Z{t) exists.






Then Z{t) = X( t )  +  E(d). Observe tha t Y( t )  has all derivatives up to the g’th  
order at t = 0 zero, hence Y  E k e rd £  and Y  £ dq. Note th a t, more generally, 
ker dP  C ker dX. Then the lim it,
lim t qdß(t)X{t)  = lim t qd<f)(t)Z(t) — lim t qd</>(t)Y(t) exists,
E  E E
and hence X  £ dq. Conversely, if X  £ d9, then  Z £ d9, as the lim it,
lim t ~q dß(t)Z(t)  = lim t~q dß( t)Y {t) — lim t~q dß( t )X(t )  exists.
E  E  E
Thus Z £ d9 if and only if X  £ dq.
Now let Z \ , Zi £ dq, then Z{ decomposes as above to  Z{ =  X* -f Yi.
Therefore olZ\ ß Z 2 — (o X i +  /LX2 ) T  (oYj T  ßY 2 ).
Since d P (d 9) is a  vector space, {oX i +  ß X 2} £ dP(dq),
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we have a X \  +  ß X 2 E dq because dq +  ker dP  C dq as we saw above.
Therefore aZ\  +  ß Z 2 E dq since aYi  +  ßY2 E kerdP .
Now, [ZU Z 2\ = [XU X 2\ +  [Xu Y2] + [Yu X 2] + [Yu Y2] and from re-writing the 
bracket in term s of structure  constants we see th a t the last three term s have all 
derivatives up to  the q*th , zero at t = 0. Further, because dP(dq) is a Lie algebra 
and k e rd P  C k e rdX, we have [ X \ ,X 2\ E dq
Therefore [Zi, Z 2\ E dq and hence dq is a Lie algebra.
Now suppose ker d3fp is an ideal of dP(dq). Let Z i, Z2 E ker dX w ith Z{ — X{ +  Yi 
as above. aZ\  +  ß Z 2 = ( a X i +  ß X 2) +  (oYi +  ßY2) and aZ\  +  ß Z 2 E kerd3£ 
if and only if a X \  +  ß X 2 E ker dX. Now {Ah} E ker d £ p  and {A 2 } E ker dXp,  
therefore {aX i +  ß X 2] E k e rdXp  since k e rdXp is a subspace of dP(dq). But as 
ker dX + ker dP C ker dX, we have a X \  +  ß X 2 E ker dX. Hence ker dX is a subspace 
of dq.
Let Z\ £ ker dX and Z2 E d*7, then
[Z!, Z2] =  [A i, X 2] +  [Yi, A 2] +  [A !, y 2] +  [Yi, Y2]
as above. Again, the last three term s have all derivatives up to the g’th , zero at 
t = 0. Then [Z i,Z 2] E kerdjC if and only if [Ai ,A 2] E kerdX. But [{A i } ,{A 2}] =  
{[A i ,X 2]} E kerdjCp. Hence [Al5A 2] E ker dX as kerdX  -f k e rd P  C kerdX. 
Therefore [Z i,Z 2] E kerdX, thus proving (1) (2).
P r o o f  o f  (2) => (3):
Let Ut V  E sq and let A  =  d $ ~ l U, Y  = dQ j 'V .  Now a X  +  ß Y  E dq and 
since d $ s is linear
d $ s(o X  +  ß Y )  = a d $ 3 X  +  ß d $ sY  = aU  +  ß V
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and so aU +  ßV  E sß.
Now [X, Y] E dq and hence d4>s([X, Y']) E sq. But
d * ,[x ,r](t)
f o r i  6 (0 ,1 ]
lim d $ [d $ _1C/(i), d $ _1V(f)] for t =  0
£x[o,i]
and with the product on sq as given in (2.4.13), this establishes th a t [U, V] E sq. 
Thus sq is a Lie algebra. Note th a t the set {5 | 5  E s g, 5(0) =  0} is precisely 
d4>,,(ker dX).
Now let U E sq, V  E d u ik e r  dX) w ith X  and Y  as above. Then [X, Y] E 
ker dX
and so d $ s[X,Y] =  [U,V] E d $ s(kerdX).
Therefore d<L,,(kerdX) is an ideal by linearity of d $ s. This proves (2) => (3).
P r o o f  o f  (3) => (4):
Let X o,Yq E g0. There must be U, V E s g w ith U(0) =  X o ,P (0 ) =  Yo- Now 
+  /?V E sg, whence a X 0 +  ßYo £ do and do is a vector subspace of E. Let the 
bracket on g0 be, [Xo, Yo]o =  [U, V](0). We must show th a t this is well defined. 
Suppose th a t U2, V2 E sq and U2(0) =  X 0, W2(0) =  Y0. Then U =  U2 +  Uz, V = 
V2 +  V3 where Uz,Vz are in {5 | 5  E sq, 5(0) =  0}.
Now [U, V ] =  [f72, V2 ] +  [U2 , V3 ] +  [^3 , V2 ] +  [L/3, V3] and since 5ker is assumed 
to  be an ideal of sq, we have ([Z72> V3] +  [Us,V2] +  [U$, V3 ]) E s ker and therefore 
[{7, y](0) =  [U2,V2](0) whence the bracket on g0 is well-defined. Clearly, the 
bracket is anti-sym m etric and satisfies the Jacobi identity because [U, [V, W]](t) -f 
[W, [17, y]](^)-f[y, [W, U]](t) =  O for t E (O, l] and the left hand side of this equation 
converges to  [X0, [Yo, Z0]]o +  [Z0, [X0, Yb]]o +  [T0, [Z0,X 0]]0 (where W(0) =  Z0) by 
the continuity of addition on E.  This completes the proof of (3) => (4)
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P r o o f  o f  (4) => (1):
Let X , Y  be arb itrary  elements of dq; then d P (X ), d P { Y ) will be arb itrary  ele­
ments of dP(dq). Now adX(X)  +  ßdX{Y)  G <70 by assum ption. i.e.
+  ß Y )  G £ 0- Then » X  +  ß Y  G d9 and so a d P (X )  +  /?dP (F ) G d P (d 9) by 
the linearity of dP. Hence d P (d 9) is a subspace of V q(g). Now [dX(X), dX(Y)\  G g0 
by assumption. But
[dX(X),dX(Y)\  = lim d$[X(t) ,Y(t )]
= dX[X,Y],
therefore [X, Y] G d9 and since dP is a homomorphism, [dP(X) ,dP(Y) \  G d P (d 9). 
Hence d P (d 9) is a subalgebra of V q(g).
Let Z  G k erd X  Then dP(Z)  G ker dXp. Now, by assum ption, [dX(Z),dX(X)] = 
0 for any X  G d9. But by definition, 0 =  [dX(Z),dX(X)] = dX[Z,X],  so [Z,X]  G 
k e rdX. Since dP  is a homomorphism, k e rdXp  is an ideal of d P (d 9) if ker dXp 
is a subspace of d P (d 9). But this is im m ediate because dX[aZ\  +  ß Z 2 ,X]  =  0, 
VZi,Z2 G kerdX, VX G d9. This proves (4) =>• (1).
P r o o f  o f  (4) => (5):
Let indices w ith respect to a basis of E  be given by Greek letters and indices 
w ith respect to  those of g , by Roman letters. Let {X t° } be a basis of g0, and 
extend this basis to a basis {X a } of E.  There must be n sections Si G sq with 
Si(0) =  X ?, and 5 ,(0) =  6 ? X a.
Let Si(t) = 7®(<)X0 where 7 (t) G g£(E,  R ),7^(0) =  0 for ß  >  n and 7®(0) =  
6?. Let de tn be a function defined on gt(E,  R) which gives the determ inant of the 
top, left-hand n x n subm atrix. Clearly, de tn is a continuous function on gd.(E, R), 
and as d e tn(7(f)) ^  0 for t — 0 there must exist 0 <  e <  1 such th a t d e tn(7(f)) ^  0 
for t G [0, e). Thus, for t G [0, e), 7(f) has top left-hand n x n sub-m atrix with 
rank n, and so 7 (t) must have rank n. Therefore (5 ,(f)}  is a linearly independent
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set for t £ [0, e). Let {Yi} be a basis of g. Now,
= x o7? (0 « .( t& cs« -1(t)?u-1(t)J
Therefore the limit t —> 0 exists for (£)*• for all a , and in partic­
ular for a  =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  n. But the top left-hand n x n submatrix of 7 (t) is invertible 
and hence,
lim u{t)pmCkiu~l {t)ki u-'-{t)tjexists,
IS 71
thus establishing (4) ==> (5).
P r o o f o f  (5) =>• (1):
We will actually prove (5) => (2) then (2) => (1), using the fact that dP is a 
homomorphi sm.
Let X, Y  £ d?, then [X(t),Y(t)] is defined for t £ [0,1] and [X, Y] is in 
CJ[0,1]. Thus if
lim d$[X(t),Y(t)]  exists, then[X,Y] is in dq.
E x [  0 , 1 ]
Now let U = d<LsX, V = d$sY. Then we have,
d$[X(t),Y(t)] = dQldQ- 'Ui fydQ- 'Vt f )]
where U(t) = A V(t) = fij(t)Sj(t).
Therefore d$[X(t),  Y(£)] =  (t)*\i(t)uj(t).
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Now lim Sp(t) exists and lim A e x i s t s  because U and V  are in s g, so by the 
assum ption of (5), lim d$[X(t) ,  Y(t)] exists. Therefore [X, Y] E dq. Let a , ß  E R. 
Since d $( aX( t )  +  ßY( t ) )  = a d $ X ( t )  +  ß d$ Y ( t )  the limit lim # ( a X  +  ßY)( t )  
will exist, hence dq is a Lie algebra.
Now ker dX is a subspace of dq since dX is linear. Let X  E ker dX, Y  E dq. 
Then we must show th a t lim d<b[X(t),Y(t)] = 0.
JBX[0,1]
Now, d $X( t )  = A a n d  d<&Y(t) — / i j ( t )Sj( t ), and 
lim d $X( t )  = A,-(0)5i(0) =  0
E X [ 0 , 1 ]
whence A;(0) =  0.
Again, let U = d $ 3X ,  V  = d $ sY, then
d$[X(t),Y(t)] = d ^ d ^ U ^ d ^ V i t ) ]
= S l( t ) , d ^ ~ 1 S i( t)]A i(tV ;W
= (sPw ( t ) pmc?ev -\t) '[u -1(tyj )(\i(t)H(t)).
Now the limit, as t —> 0 of the first bracket exists, while the second bracket is zero 
for t =  0
we have lim d$[X(t) ,  Y(t)\  = 0
E  X [ 0 , 1 ]
and ker dX is an ideal of dq.
Since dP is a homomorphism, dP(dq) is a subalgebra of V q(g), and since 
dP(ker dX) = ker dXp,  then ker dXp  is an ideal of dP(dq). Thus establishing
(5) =►(!)■ ■
Before stating the second theorem , which completes the hom om orphism -structural 
picture of Lie algebra contraction presaged by Theorem  (2.4.17), we need a map 
which takes an element of sq to its endpoint in g0.
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D efin ition  2 .4 .18
Let de be the map,
de : sq £o> de: S  -> 5(0).
T h eo rem  2 .4 .19
W hen any of the conditions of Theorem (2.4.17) holds, the following diagram  
commutes:
where dX , d X p , and de are homomorphisms and d $ s is an isomorphism.
Proof:
It is im m ediate from the definitions th a t
de o d<&3 — dX =  dXp  o dP,
and th a t d4>s, de and dXp  are linear maps. By (4) of Theorem  (2.4.17), with 
X , Y  <Edq, U  = d $ sX ,  V  = d<S>sY ,
dP{dq)
d X [ X , Y ] =  lim dQldQ- 'Ui t ) ,  dQ - ' V i t ) ]
=  [tf (0), V(0)]
=  [dX(X),  dX(Y)\ .
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Further,
dXP[{X),  {F}] =  dXp{[, F]} by (2.4.17(1))
=  dX[X,Y)
= [dX(X),  d£ (F )]
=  [dXP{ X }, dXP{Y}\
From (4) of the Theorem  (2.4.17), it is im m ediate th a t de is a homomorphism, 
and
d$,[X,Y]
d$[X (t),F (< )], < 6 (0 ,1 ]
lim d<S>[X(t),Y{t)}, for i =  0
£ X [ 0 , 1 ]
d$[d$_1I/(t),<»_1V(f)], < 6 (0, 1]
lim <f$[<i$_1J7(*),<f$- I V(t)], 0
E  X [ 0 , 1 ]
=  [V, V]
=  [d$,(X),  d $ .(K )]
and clearly d$s is 1 — 1.
Thus the diagram above commutes and all the m aps are homomorphisms as 
asserted. H
R em ark s 2 .4 .20
Theorem (2.4.17(1)) enables us to make a group theoretic statem ent of the 
Generalised Saletan conditions (2.4.17(5)) in term s of the finite dimensional Lie 
algebra, dP(dq), or in term s of the infinite dimensional Lie algebra, dq. This result 
is entirely new.
Theorem (2.4.19) allows us to express Lie algebra contraction as a homomor­
phism  from a finite dimensional Lie algebra dP(dq) to  the contracted algebra g0, or 
as a homomorphism from an infinite dimensional Lie algebra dq, to  the contracted
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algebra g0. This broadens the picture of Lie algebra contractions to more than  just 
deformations of Lie algebras (Dooley, 1983).
The group-theoretic structure  of Lie algebra contraction has thus been shown 
to be surprisingly simple. This simple structu re  may be promising for Elementary 
Particle Physics because of the additional connection to spontaneous sym m etry 
breaking and current algebras:
C on n ection  o f  th e  A lgeb ras dq and dP( dq) to  C urrent A lgeb ra
Let V(g)  be the Lie algebra of all polynomials of positive degree in t E [0,1]. 
The complexification of V(g)  is precisely the algebra th a t arises when one 
computes the Lie algebra of all moments of the currents of a Q uantum  Field 
Theory (Q FT) w ith dynamical sym m etry Q (Dolan, 1984). This is the algebra 
which physicists call Current Algebra.
D efin ition  2 .4 .20
Let dq{V) = d q H V(g).
The central theorems in the contraction of Lie algebras are (2.4.17) and 
(2.4.19). We have the following corollary:
C orollary 2 .4 .21
Theorem (2.4.17) and Theorem  (2.4.19) still hold true when their statem ents 
are modified by the uniform substitu tion  of dq(V)  for dq.
Proof: This follows from the observation th a t dX(dq) = dX(dq fl V(g)).  I
R em ark s 2 .4 .22
Corollary (2.4.21) illustrates th a t the restricted domain of the contraction 
mapping, dq(V),  quite naturally  occurs as a subalgebra of current algebra. It is 
only when we are taking global considerations into account, th a t dq and T>q are 
more convenient; especially in proving th a t V q is a Banach-Lie group.
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Now V(g)<S>C is known to be an infinite-dimensional sym m etry of the self-dual, 
free field, Yang-Mills equations of Q uantum  Chromodynamics (Q C D ) (Dolan, 
1984). On the o ther hand, Hongoh, M atsum oto, and Umezawa (1978) and de 
Concini and Vitiello (1976) have shown tha t in guage theories such as QCD, which 
exhibit spontaneous breakdown of symmetry, the sym m etry group th a t appears in 
observations proves to  be a contraction of the dynamical invariance group.
The entirely new connection of contractions to C urrent algebra presented here, 
raises the intriguing possibility th a t contractions of Lie groups have a non-trivial 
role to play in obtaining non-perturbative solutions of the QCD field equations.
Even more intriguing is th a t is is conjectured (Dolan, 1984) th a t the full 
symmetry group of the unrestricted, free-held Yang-Mills equations of QCD will 
have Lie algebra (where Vi{g)  is the Lie algebra of Laurent polynomials
in a non-zero real variable), while contraction of Lie algebras is straightforwardly 
generalised to take Vi{g)  as its domain. This will be done in section 3.2 where it 
will be seen tha t there is no interm ediate Lie algebra of finite dimension to play 
the role of dP(dq), but nevertheless theorems analogous to  (2.4.17) and (2.4.19) 
can be proven.
Note th a t the Lie algebra dP(dq) is a subalgebra of the quotient of Current 
algebra by the ideal of polynomials of degree greater than  q.
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§2.5 G eneral C on tra ctio n s as H om om orp h ism s from  B anach-L ie G roups  
and as H om om orp h ism s from  F in ite -D im en sio n a l Lie G roups
The objective of this section is to give theorems analogous to  Theorem  (2.4.17) 
and (2.4.19), bu t for global, as opposed to  local, contractions. Before producing 
these theorems however, we will prove several propositions and introduce the nec­
essary structures.
We first give the global analogue of V q(g) as given by Definition (2.4.9), which 
will enable us to  produce an analogous statem ent to (2.4.17(1)). We will see below, 
th a t the group so defined, whose Lie algebra could have an im portan t role to  play 
in finding non-perturbative QCD solutions may also have an im portant role to 
play in the representation theory of semi-simple Lie groups.
D efin itio n  2 .5.1
Let T(Q)  be the tangent bundle of C/, and let T q(Cj) be the bundle formed by 
taking the cross product of q copies of the tangent space Tg at each point g of Q 
(the topology and manifold structu re  of T q(Q) is induced from trivialising charts 
of T(Q)  in a straightforw ard m anner. See Lemma (1.4.15)).
In Proposition (2.5.8) we will see th a t T q(Q) has Lie algebra V q(g), once a 
Lie group structure  has been given for T q(Q) in Propositions (2.5.3) and (2.5.4).
R em ark 2 .5 .2
In the following proposition we will define a product on T q(Q) using differentio- 
geometric methods. This product can be given explicitly in term s of the Lie struc­
ture of Q, and this will be dem onstrated in Proposition (2.5.4). The definition 
given in Proposition (2.5.3) however, is conceptually im portan t, as it provides a 
basis for the means of proving th a t V q is a Banach-Lie group; a fact which would 
be difficult to prove directly, as the criterion for a C^[0,1] curve to  be in T>q
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involves highly non-linear conditions on its first q derivatives at t =  0.
P ro p o sitio n  2 .5 .3
T q(Q) is a Lie group with product defined in the following way: 
Let u ,v  £ T q(Q). Then there are curves g , h  £ C^[0,1] such th a t,
(V, . . g (  0 ) =  tt(m)
(V, . . ■.V’ W * ) U o  =  «, h {  0) =  7r(u)
and the product given by,
is well-defined. Here V is covariant differentiation along a curve and V 1 the i ’th  
covariant derivative, while 7r is the projection m ap 7r : T q(Q) —► Q, all as defined 
in Section 1.4.
Proof:
By Definition (2.3.2), Q can be imbedded in E  and hence it must have a 
Riem annian structure; the Riem annian connection corresponding to this structure 
is symmetric, hence Q can be covered by normal coordinate charts (see (1.4.6)). 
D efin ition  o f S p ec ia l chart at u £ T q(Q) :
Let a norm al coordinate chart ( x l) at g(0) be given. Then covariant differ­
entiation becomes ordinary differentiation w ith respect to  this chart (1.4.7). This 
normal chart induces a trivialising chart (1.4.12(b)) at any u w ith 7r(it) =  </(0) by
choosing the same basis r )  f°r each of q copies of the tangent space Tg for g
in a neighbourhood of g(0) in Q (see (1.4.15)).
Suppose th a t u £  T q(Q) has coordinates (tt°, u 1, . . . ,  u 9), u l £ R n , with re­
spect to this chart. Then defining via the chart a;*, a curve g(t ) ,g  £ C ^[0 ,1]
by,
0 1 u2t 2 u qt q
x(t) — u u t -1----—----b • • • H----- j-
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we get ( V , . . . ,  V ?)$f(^)|t_ 0 =  u, w ith g(0) =  7r(tt). We now show th a t the product 
is well-defined. Let g , h be given as above, and suppose g \  h' E Cg[0,1] also satisfy
(v,...,v«y(f)|1=0 = «,
(V.....V»)fc'(<) U 0 =  «, h'( 0) =  »(«);
then V*j(t)|(_0 =  V'ff'(t)|(_ 0, V ik( t ) \ tm0 = V ih' (t) \ t_ 0, i = 0 , . . .  ,q.
Let normal charts x l , y l at g(0) and h{0) respectively, be given, so tha t 
the curves g ,h ,g ' , h '  are denoted by x ( t ) , y ( t ) , x ' ( t ) , y ' ( t ) .  Let the product on Q 
w ith respect to x l and y l be given by p(x l ,yj ) .  Then ( V , . . . ,  V g)g(f)/i(t)| and
( V , . . .  ,X7q)g' ( t )h' ( t ) jf_ Q are given in special coordinates as above by
d dq
p(x(0),y(0)) + —  p(x( t ) , y( t ) )  |(=0 + ••• +  — p{x(t ) ,y{t ))
d dq
and p(x'0),y'(0)) +  — p(x ' ( t ) , y ' ( t ))|(=0 +  • • • +
respectively. But these expressions are identical as
and
dlx ( t ) I dlx' ( t )  I
dt l ^=0 dt1 't=0’
dly{t) I _  dly'(t)  ■ 
dt1 ^=0 _  dt* ^=0’
Thus, uv  is well-defined.
Now T q(Q) is an analytic manifold, so we only need show th a t T q(Q) is a 
group whose product is analytic.
Let u , v , w  E T q(Q) have associated curves g , h , k .  Then the product is asso­
ciative because
(uv)w = ( V , . . . ,  V q)(ghk)( t ) \ t=Q = u(vw).
Let e(t) be the curve in Q such th a t e(t) — e for t E [0,1], and define the iden­
tity  in T q(G) to be 1 =  ( V , . . . ,  V g)e ( t) |t_ Q; then the inverse of u is given by 
( V , . . . ,  V 9)ör-1 ( t ) |<=0. Hence T q(Q) is a group.
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Let u and v be given in special coordinates by (w°, it1, . . . ,  u q) and (t;0, u1, . . . ,  v q).
Observe tha t
t= 0
is analytic in the variables x(0), y(0) and is a multinom ial in the variables x ^ ( 0 ) ,  y ^ (0 ) ,
d *
i =  1 , . . . ,  q. Let us w rite cr*(wJ , v k) = y ( t) ) |t_ 0. Then the expression for
uv  in coordinates is
(cr°(iP, v k), a 1( u \ v k), . . . ,  cr9(uJ , v k))
and this function is analytic in (u-7, v k) since the functions cr*(tzJ , vk) are analytic. 
Therefore T q(G) is a Lie group. ■
The following proposition elucidates the structure  of T q(G) and is central to 
describing the structure  of Go, as we will see explicitly in section §3.1.
P ro p o sitio n  2 .5 .4
There is a C°° -isomorphism jpg from T q(G) to the Lie group represented by 
(q +  l)-tuples (g , X \ , . . . ,  X q), g G G, X{  6 g w ith product given by,
(gl , X 1, X 2, . . . , X q) - ( g 2, Y 1, Y2, . . . , Y q)
= (g m , F1( k d g 2{ X ) , Y ) ,  . . . , F q( k d g 2( X ) , Y ) )  (2.5.5)
t’ X j  A t kYk
?! ’ ^  k\
where F  is the function given by the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula (1.1.33, 
1.1.34),
exp F ( X ,  Y )  — exp X  • exp Y.




The set of (g +  l)-tup les w ith the natura l product (2.5.5) and simple manifold 
structure is clearly a Lie group. Let u £ T q{Q). There is always a curve g £ Cg[0,1], 
such th a t (V °, V , . . . ,  V 9)<7(£)|t_ 0 =  u with
/x  / v  i 2X 2 t qX Qx
g(t) =  31 exp(tX i +  — -4------1- — p ) (2.5.6)
where 7r(it) =  g\ w ith 7r as in (1.4.15). The isomorphism is given by
ipq :u>-> ( g i , X i , . . . , X q)
which is 1 — 1 and well-defined since (V °, V , . . .  , V 9)gr(0) is uniquely determ ined 
by ( g i , X i , . . . , X q). q is clearly C°°.
To see the homomorphism property, let
f2 y fqy
h(t) =  92 exp(tYi +  pp- + -----1- pp)
where (V°, V , . . . ,  X q)h( t ) \ t_ Q = v, for some v £ T q(Q) and observe th a t,
t j X n , , ^ t kYk
g(t)h(t) =  g1g2(g2 1 exp(Y^—^ ) 92)exp(J2 ~ ^ r )
j J '
=  S1S2 e x p F ( y t- A d g 2(X j ) , y t- ^ )
where F  is given by the BCH formula (1.1.33, 1.1.34) (t can be taken as small 
as necessary for the BCH formula to apply, as we are only concerned w ith what 
happens for t =  0). Expressing g(t)h(t)  as above in the form (2.5.6) and using 
(2.5.5) establishes the homomorphism property. ■
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C orollary  2 .5 .7
For q — 1, the product (2.5.5) is:
(Si.-X i) • (92,U )  =  (»1S2, Ad^JXd) +  FO,
which is the semi direct product of the Lie algebra g by the group Q, w ith respect 
to the adjoint action.
For q=2:
(g1, X 1, X 2)-(g2, Y 1,Y2) = (g1g2,Adg2( X 1) + Y1,Adg2( X 2) + Y2 + [Adg2( X 1) ,Y1}).
For q=3:
(gu X u X 2, X 3) - {g2,Yu Y2,Y3)
=  (g3g2, Adg2(Xi)  +  Yi, Ad g 2 ( X  +  [Adff2(X i) , F,],
Ad g2( X 3) + Y3 + |[ A d fir2(J*Cl ),i^2] +  |[ A d ff2(X 2), F,]
+ i [ A d S2(X 1), [Ad<?2(ATi), F i]] +  [F„ A d ^ A d )]]) .
Proof: Use (1.1.34). ■
In view of Proposition (2.5.4) and earlier remarks, the Lie algebra structure of 
T q(Q) comes as no suprise:
P ro p o sitio n  2 .5 .8
T q(Q) has Lie algebra isomorphic to V q(g), w ith exponential map
^  t JX j  , v  „  ( t JX j ) „ „  ( tJX j ) xl ,
Lxp : ——— I—> (e x p A o ,V e x p  —— , . . . ,  V 7 e x p — —— J| (sum convention
tJ  • *J • fJ  •
on J ) ,  where exp is the exponential m apping for Q.
Proof:
Let coordinates for T q(Q) be labelled a 1' , ß Jj where / ,  J  = 0, . . . , q  and 
i , j  = 1 , . . . ,  n and n is the dimension of Q.
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Choose special charts at e in Q and 1 in T q(Q), by taking a norm al chart (2d) at
d
E  and taking ( 2 d ,  u Jq) as coordinates for points (2 in a neighbourhood of
1. We will proceed by calculating the left-invariant infinitesimal transform ations 
(1.1.26) and then calculating their com m utators for a chosen basis of the Lie 
algebra g.
Let ?7/l be the product function of T q(Q) with respect to  the special chart 
above. We wish to  compute the transform ation function (1.1.26)
W ith respect to the special chart above a ,/?  may be represented by polynomial 
curves ß Jt J , a H 1 (sum convention on / ,  J ; tildes indicate vectors in Rn).
Let rjl be the product function on Q, and i/d the corresponding transform ation 
function. Then 77/l is given by the coefficients of t 1, up to order q, in the Taylor 
expansion of
r/l( q Kt K , ß Jt J ).
We now assert th a t
<i>Jj =
' Coefficient of t 1 J in
Taylor expansion of /iptj ( a K 1 )
for J  <  / ,




V’Jj; =  j p j (< * ,ß ) \ß=0
_  1 ( Ö1 i ( K . K  o M ± M \ \  \
I \ d ß J^dt^^* 1
1  ^  ^  f  ~ K  x K  o M . M \ I
I ' .dt 'dßJi V *^ * ^'i-ö
1 d ‘ ( dtf dßu tL .
~  I ' .dt^dx* dß Ji " ^ 0o
r Coefficient of t1 J
0
in ^ lj ( q h t K) 
for J  <  I  
for J  >  / ,
as we asserted.
Take as basis for T q{Q),
X'i-W äär*




coefficient of £/x L 7 in ■ t M)
dx lV~ '
for /  <  (ÜT -  L),
I 0 for I  > ( K -  L).




(7^7)! V - 1 - n I- d a Kk
( /  -  L)! dt1- 1
M - L
zrrV>e{<x t ) ( K  — J  — I)\ dtK~ J~I d x i I <=° Qa Kk •
(2.5.11)
In (2.5.11) the sum convention applies; for the first bracket, the sum on I  is from 
J  to q and the sum on K  is from L to q. For the second bracket the sum on I  is 
from L to  q and the sum on K  from J  to q. In the first and second brackets the 
constraints I  <  K  — L  and I  < K  — J  apply respectively.
Now we have,
q q q K —L
E E = E E.
I = J  K = L  K = L + J  I —J
I  < K  — L  I  < K  — L
and making the change of variables K  = K , N  =  I  — J  the sum becomes,
E E
so tha t we may apply the Leibnitz rule to the first bracketed term  of (2.5.11) to 
obtain,
( K  -  L
(sum on K  from L -f J  to q).
Similarly, for the second bracketed term  of (2.5.11) we obtain,
- 1  dh L J r / if ( M,M\1 I d
-  L -  J)! dtK~ L- J * E E "  4 )}l<=0da**( K
Adding these two term s together, and using the identity,
iT 1  -  =
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1 A K - L - J ) ft
[ X j j , X Ll] = (K _ L _ j y  (Q “  >/>„(“  t ) | (=0 daKk
=  E
K = J + L
r C™- X (L+J)m for L + J < q  
\  0 for L  +  J  >  q
(2.5.11(a))
confirming th a t the Lie algebra of T q(Q) is precisely V q(g), w ith isomorphism 
X]_,m > t LXom, taking {Xom} as a basis for g.
To prove th a t Exp is the required map, we use (1.1.28) and (1.1.29). Clearly 
Exp is an analytic m ap of V q(g) into T q(Q). It is also a hom om orphism  of the one 
dimensional subspace through 1 since




t JX . 
J\
and E xp((s! +  s* ) ~ j r ~ )  =  (V °> • • •> V 9)(ex p (s i —y p )  exp(s2^ - p -))\ t=Q
t JX j t JX
— (V°, V , . . . ,  V 9) exp(s1 j p ) | <=0 • (V °, V , . . . ,  V ?) exp(s2 ) |<=0
J!






f J  X  j
W ith respect to  the special chart the derivative of E x p (s———) at s = 0 is indeed
f j  •
t JX j  
J\ '
Hence Exp is the exponential m apping for T q(Q) ■
C om m en ts 2 .5 .1 1 (b )
Proposition (2.5.4) leads us now to an im portant and interesting result, namely 
th a t for any Lie group Q, there is a sequence of nilpotent Lie groups Qn which have
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as limit the group of all analytic curves in Q w ith endpoint the identity. Further, 
these groups have a very simple manifold structure and their product is given in 
term s of the Lie algebra bracket of g. Since a neighbourhood of the identity of Q 
can be re-constructed from this group of curves, we have a sequence of nilpotent 
Lie groups which recovers in the lim it, a neighbourhood of the identity of Q. As all 
the representations are knowm for nilpotent Lie groups and are relatively simple 
in structure, this raises the compelling question of w hether new, concrete repre­
sent atisons of say, a semi-simple Lie group Q could be obtained as limits of the 
representations of the Qn. Indeed, it is possible th a t several, unexpected series of 
representations of to tally  arb itrary  Lie groups may be found in this way. We hope 
to address this question in future publications.
Herewith the heralded proposition:
P ro p o sitio n  2 .5 .12
The sets QJ — Hj=1g, w ith product given by
X Y  = (F1( X , Y Fj (X,Y) ) ,  (2.5.13)
(in the notation of (2.5.4)) are nilpotent Lie groups. The set £/°°,
°° 00 f j  y-
e°°  =  { V | V  e ] q £ -  E ^ i 2 < 0 0 ’ Vf e  [0,1]}
j = 0 j= 1 J '
can be equipped w ith a product, X  • Y  — ( Fi ( X , Y) ,  F2( X , Y ), Fs ( X, Y) ,  . . . )  





E t ’X jj !
OO
E j!
is the limit of the s in the sense th a t for any Y  E t/°° 3 {X j} , X j  E QJ 
such th a t lim p ( X j , Y )  = 0.
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There is a neighbourhood Af\ of 0 in g for which the set




is a local topological group. Further, there is a topology on the set i )  of all
analytic maps g : [0,1] —► Q with g(0) =  e, and g[0 ,1] C exp(A/i) w ith pointwise
product, such th a t the map,
0 ° ° (M )  -+ A°°(Afi),
Y.  + i
x ^ e x p  (E^r)
1 =  1
is a bi-continuous isomorphism of local topological groups.
P ro o f:
By taking g\ = g2 — e in (2.5.5), we see th a t QJ is a group. Topologically QJ 
is just (g) J ~  Rn J . The product, being given in term s of the functions Fj which 
are linear combinations of brackets of the variables ( X i , . . . ,  X j ,  Y\ , . . . ,  Yj)  to a 
level of nesting up to the j ’th  order, must be analytic on (g) J . Hence the QJ are 
Lie groups.
By (2.5.4), QJ is C°° isomorphic to the analytic subgroup (Te)J of T q(Q). 
The Lie algebra of (Te) J is spanned by the polynomials in t , to order t J in g which 
vanish at t = 0, as can be seen from Proposition (2.5.8), and this Lie algebra is 
clearly nilpotent. Since QJ is connected, it is nilpotent as claimed. Let I , F  E G°°.
oo
Since F  is analytic on g x g at (0,0),  F ( Y 1
=  =  3 = i
tj Xj  
ß  ’
is analytic in t for t
small enough, and Fj ( X, Y)  exists for all j .  Hence the product is well-defined on
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t* X
Let g(t) =  exp(tXi  +  p p
(2.5.16)
£ °° .
+  • • * )
h(t) = exp(tYi +  ^ p  +  •••)>
wh«re, f-ü iM i = log(ör(t)/i(t))
J=l
for t small enough.
Exploiting (2.5.16), Q°° is closed under products and inverses, and is as­
sociative and hence a group. To see th a t QJ —> G°°, let Y  G Q°° and define 
X j  =  (Yf, Y25 • • •, Yj ,  0 ,0 ___). Then lim p(Xj ,  Y)  = 0, immediately.
j —► 00
G°°(N\) is a loca l to p o lo g ica l group:
Let No be as in (1.1.33). Choose a connected neighbourhood N\ of 0 and a 
compact subset B 0 containing 0 such tha t
Ni C Bo C No.
For X ( t ) , Y (t ) analytic in t G [0,1], let N$(X)  denote the open subset of the metric 
space, Q°°
N s(X)  = { Y \ p ( Y , X ) < 6 } .
Given Ne(X • Y)  we m ust find Nsl (X),  Ns2(Y)  such th a t
n 6i (X)  n  Q°°{N)  • N s2(Y)  n  c  N e( x  • y ) n  G°°(Ni).
Let W  G N 6l(X)  n  a ° ° (M ) , and Z G N S2(Y)  n  0°°(.A/i), then
sup I Z(t)-  F ( i)) | <  e 
<e[o,i]
for ^1 , ^ 2  small enough. F  is uniformly continuous on Bq, hence 81,82 can be 
chosen so tha t
\F(W(t),  Z(t) - F(X(t) ,  Y(t))\ <e  Vi €  [0,1]
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establishing the desired condition.
Secondly, we must have W.Z[0,1] C M\.  The continuity of the product on 
and (2.5.16) provide th a t can be chosen small enough to ensure this.
To show tha t
(Ns(X)ng°°{tfi)) 1 c N ^ x - ^ n g 00^ ) ,
the proof involves the same steps as above. Hence Q°°(Afi) is a local topological 
group.
is a loca l to p o lo g ica l group:
Let /i be the Riem annian m etric on Q as in 1.4.5(a). Define a distance function 
Pi for two analytic curves h,g  : [0,1] —> Q
P i ( g , h ) =  sup p(g( t ) ,h( t ) ) .  
te[ o,i]
For <yr[0,1], h [0 ,1] C exp(jVo), Pi is just p  when expressed in exponential coordi­
nates (1.4.11(a)). The proof th a t ✓ 400(A/,i) is a local topological group is formally 
similar to th a t for £/°°(./\/i), exploiting the uniform continuity of the product on
exp(Ro)-
Because p \  expressed in coordinates is ju st p  (the minimum distance (geodesic) 
between two points in g is ju st the straight line), the map
00 X Vv~exp (E - r )
1=1
is an isometry. The homomorphism property follows from (2.5.16). H
We are now in a position to sta te  the global version of Theorem  (2.4.17) modulo 
three preliminary definitions and two lemmas. This theorem  gives us global, nec­
essary and sufficient conditions for contraction to take place in a group-theoretic
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framework, thus achieving Saletan’s programme, now at a global level, of find­
ing these neat and simple necessary and sufficient conditions which he postulated 
should exist. Definition (2.3.2) and examples such as (2.3.8) and §3.1 show th a t 
these conditions hold w ith a surprising am ount of generality. In fact, it has not 
been at all clear until the present work, what form these global conditions should 
take (except for the results of Cazzaniga (1985) for the special case described in 
the introduction to §2.2).
The global version of Definition (2.4.12) is as follows:
D efin itio n  2 .5 .17
Recall the convention, adopted at Definition (2.4.12) of writing 4? and with 
their first argum ents only, the second argum ent being implied, where this won’t 
cause confusion.
The contracting map $  induces a map
: V q •-> S 9
given by
$»(?)(*) =
< 6 ( 0 , 1]
lim •% (<)), t = 0 
v where the limit is taken in E  x [0,1],
The following definition is the global analogue of Definition (2.4.13).
D efin itio n  2 .5 .18
Define the product, where it exists, of any two elements Si,.s2 of S q to  be,
si{t )s2(t) = 4>(^_1( s i ( t ) ) $ _1(s2(t))), t G (0,1]
s i(0 )$2(0) =  lim $ ( $ _1( s i ( t ) ) ^ _1(s2(t))), t = 0
E X [ 0 , 1 ]
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In Lemma (2.4.10) we defined the “projection” m ap dP  : C |[ 0 ,1] —* V q(g). We 
now want to define an integral of this map, in order to s ta te  the global version of 
(2.4.17(1)).
D efin itio n  2 .5 .19
Let P  be the map,
R em ark  2 .5 .20
The map P  is a na tu ra l one in view of the Lie structure  on T q{Q) given in 
Proposition (2.5.3). In canonical coordinates at e, for an analytic curve g , P  is the 
map
so th a t it is intuitively clear th a t dP  is the derivative of the Banach-Lie homomor­
phism (1.2.9), P  : Cg[0,1] —> T q(Q). This will be proved below, at Proposition 
(2.5.65), after a Banach-Lie structure  for Cg[0,1] has been defined. We now need 
the global analogue of Lemma (2.4.10).
L em m a 2.5 .21
The map
We have the following global analogue of Lemma 2.4.10, which is necessary to 
re-render Theorem (2.4.17).
P : C § [ O ,1 ] - T * ( 0 )
P  ■ 9  * -* (v°, V,..., v?)</(o)
P  : C g[0 ,1] —> T q(Q)
P  '■ g (v°, v ,..., vg)ff(o)
is a homomorphism.
Proof: Im m ediate from the proof of (2.5.3).
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L em m a 2 .5 .22
There is a map Xp  : P(T>q) —► Qq such th a t X = Xp  o P  
Proof:
Define Xp  by,
Xp(P(g))  =  X(g) (2.5.23)
We need only show th a t Xp  is well-defined. This will follow if we can show th a t 
P(g) = P(h)  implies £(<7) =  X(h)  for all g , h G V q :
Now P(g) = P ( h ) implies g(0) =  /i(0), so letting {x,ad} be a norm al chart at
9(0),
$ o x  *(*(<)) =  (< q<t>(x 1(x(t)) , t ) , t ) .
Therefore
1 dq
lim $ o x ‘ (x (i)) =  ( - — 4S(x ‘( i( ( ) ) ,  | (=0,° ) ,
v fn 1 1 * *£x[o, i ]
for g G P 9 with x(<?(0) =  ^(0 -
And so J£(g) depends only ( V , . . . ,  V 9)^r(0) and g(0).
Since P(g) = P{h)  implies ( V , . . . ,  V % (0 )  =  ( V , . . . ,  V q)h{0) this gives 
X(g) = X(h ) as required. ■
A comparison with Theorem (2.4.17) readily shows th a t the following theorem  is 
indeed its global analogue.
T h eo rem  2 .5 .24
The following statem ents are equivalent:
(1) P { V q) is a subgroup of T q(Q) and ker3fp is a norm al subgroup of P(T>q).
(2) V q is a subgroup of the group Cg[0,1] and k erT  is a norm al subgroup of V q.
(3) S q is a group and the set, <Sker =  {>5 | s G S q, s (0) =  es(0)} is a normal 
subgroup of S q (where the curve es(t) is the identity of S q).
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(4) C/o is a group, w ith product induced per (2.5.17) unambiguously as in Defini­
tion (2.5.18) from any two curves in S q and w ith inverse induced per (2.5.17) 
from the inverse of any curve in S q.
R em ark  2 .5 .25
See also Appendix A.2 for a neater version of this theorem  using results which 
appear later in the thesis. Note th a t u E kerX p if and only if X p { u ) =  3 :p (l). 
Similarly, g E ker X  if and only if X(g) = X(e).  We will see in §3.1 th a t in the case 
of Inönü-W igner and generalised Inönü-W igner contractions, mild conditions on 
4* fulfil (1) completely. We have already seen a large class of similar examples in 
Proposition (2.3.9(a)).
P r o o f  o f  T h eorem  (2 .5 .2 4 ): We will prove (1) => (2) => (3) => (4) (1)
P r o o f  o f  (1) => (2):
Now P  is homomorphism of C^[0,1] onto T q(Q). Therefore P -1 ( P ( P 9) is 
a subgroup of C ^ [0 ,1]. We must show P - 1 ( ( P 9)) =  V q. Now, certainly T > q  C 
P - 1 ( P ( P 9)), so we m ust show T>q D P _1(P (D 9)). Let g E P - 1 ( P ( P 9)) whereby 
3 h E T>q such th a t P(g) = P(h) .  Since P  is a homomorphism 3 k E ker P  such tha t 
g = hk.  We now show th a t for h E P 9, k E kerP , hk  E T>q. Choose two normal 
coordinate charts ( x i 5 x )i (X2 , y) at h(0) and k(0) respectively. Now h E V q if and 
only if
dJ
dtJ (^xi 'WO.*) It = 0 =  0 , J  =  0 ,. <7-1. (2.5.26)
Let the product on Q in coordinates be given by £. So we m ust show
dJ
^ 7 <^(x 1(C( (^*)»y (*))),*)|t=0 = °> (2.5.27)
(where x  is a chart at h(0)k(0)).
mi i . . . . . . .  . . .  dh x ( 0) dLy(0) .Ih e  above expression is a multinom ial m the variables — — , ——^— with
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coefficients being C°° functions of the variables rc(0),y(0). As k E ke rP , dJy{0) 
dtJ
0, J  = 0, . . . , q
Therefore 1(C(^(*),y(<)))I0 | ,=o
= T 7-A(xr1( ^ w ) ) | (=0
=  0 by (2.5.26);
hence g = hk  E and P g is a subgroup of Cg[0,1].
Now suppose th a t ker3:p is a norm al subgroup of P ( V q). P - 1 (ker3:p) is a 
normal subgroup of V q and ker3£ C P _1(ker3:p) and we are left w ith showing 
th a t k e r£  D P - 1 (ker3:p). As before, we only need show th a t for k E ker3C and 
p E kerP , kp E ker3L Take two normal coordinate charts { x i,^ } , {X2?y} at &(0) 
and p(0) respectively.
We must show th a t
CiH
^ ' K x C C M O .  yM)). 0 | ,=0 =  0
dJ
(where X  is a chart at fc(0)p(0)) given th a t -^-jy(0) =  0, J  =  0 , . . .  ,q
dqand — ^ riw<)) ,<) | (=0 =  ().
This is exactly analogous to  the proof of (2.5.27).
P r o o f  o f  (2) => (3):
Let s i , s 2 £ S q with — 9i and (^2 ) =  #2 - By (2.5.18),
(% 2 W ) =  s i(t)s2 {t) for t E (0,1],
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and since g\g2 £ T>q, si(0).s2(0) is defined and agrees w ith (2.5.18). Hence the 
product is defined on S q. The identity is e3(t) = 4>a(e)(£), and if s = <LS(<7), th e 
inverse of s is ^ 3(g~1). The product is associative, because we can take the limit 
t —> 0 in the equality
{s1(t)s2( t ) )s3(t) = s i ( t ) ( s2(t ) s3(t)), t £ (0,1].
Therefore S q is a group.
We now show tha t <Sker is a norm al subgroup of T>q. Let s £ S q and 
Si £ «Sker- We must show th a t ( s s i s -1 )(0) =  ea(0). Now for t £ (0,1] 
( s s i s -1 )(*) =  §( (ggig~l ){t)) where $ a(g) = s and $ s(gi) = Sj. Since s i(0 ) =  
ea(0) =  3£(e) =  X(g i) then  g\ £ k e rX  By assusm ption, there is a ^  E k e r£  
such th a t ggig~l = g2. Therefore $*(##! <?- 1 )(0) =  4>a(#2)(0) =  ea(0) and so 
5Sis_1 £ «Sker and <Sker is a norm al subgroup.
P r o o f  o f  (3) =>> (4):
We must first show th a t there is a well-defined product on Go- Let g \ , g2 £ Go- 
There m ust be s i , s 2 £ S q w ith s i(0 ) =  <7i , s2(0) =  g2. Define
0i <72 =  ^ (0 )52(0 ) (2.5.28)
We must show th a t if s3(0) =  <7i, s4(0) =  g2 then  si(0).s2(0) =  53(0)54(0), where 
5i(0 )s2(0) is defined in (2.5.18).
Now if si(0 ) =  s3(0), and $2(0) =  s4(0), 3ss,S 6  £ 5ker such th a t
S l  — S 3 S 5 , S 2 — S 4 «Sß
Therefore s i s 2 =  s 3sss4S6
=  S 3 S 4 ( s 4 1 S 5  S 4 )-Sg
— S 3 S 4 (.S7.S6 ) ,  S7 £  <Sker
whence S i(0)s2(0) =  s3(0)s4(0) because s7s6 £ 5ker-
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So the product is well-defined. Define the identity on Go to be es(0). If 
go = <s(0), s E S q, define g ~ l = ( s -1 (*)) \f=Q. Clearly g0g ö l =  90*90 = ea(0) 
and the product is associative because the product on S q is associative. Hence Go 
is an abstract group.
P r o o f  o f  (4) => (1):
We will show th a t T>q is a subgroup of Cg[0,1] and ker3f is a norm al subgroup 
of T>q, then use the fact th a t P  is a homomorphism.
Let g,h  E V q. In order to show th a t gh E V q it is sufficient to show tha t 
lim <&(g(t)h(t)) exists.
£ x [ 0 , l ]
Let si =  4>s(<7), s 2 =  4>s(/i); th en «5 1 (0 )5 2 (0 ) is defined and
s i(0 )s2( 0 ) =  lim $ ( $ - 1(5 l(<))$“ 1(^ (< ))) by(2.5.18),
£ x [ o , i ]
=  l>m $(g(t )h(t) ) .
E X [  0,1]
Hence the limit exists and gh E V q. Independently of w hether Go is a group or 
not, V q always has an identity by (2.3.2).
Let g E V q. Then X(g) = go £ Go and g ^ 1 = s - 1 (0), where s(0) =  go and 
s -1 E S q. By (2.5.18), s _1(£) =  whence g~l E T>q. Then T>q is a
subgroup of Cg[0 ,1]. Let k E k e rX  and g E T>q and Si = <&s(k),  S2 =  $ 3(g).
Then
4*3(^ _1^ ) ( 0 )  =  s^"1(0 )si(0 )s2(0) =  s i(0 ) =  e0
giving X(g~1kg) = e0 whence g ~ l kg E k erjf and kevX  is a norm al subgroup of 
V q. (1) now follows by using the fact th a t P  is a homomorphism. ■
W ith  one further definition, we are now able to state  the global generalisation of 
Theorem  (2.4.19)
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D efin itio n  2 .5 .29
Let e be the map
€ : S h-> 5(0).
T h eo rem  2 .5 .30  (see §1.2 for definitions)
If any of the conditions of Theorem (2.5.24) hold then:
V q is a Banach-Lie group and a Banach-Lie subgroup (1.2.8) of the Banach- 
Lie group Cg[0,1].
P ( V q) is a closed, analytic subgroup of T q(Q);
Go is a Lie group with manifold structure inherited from P(T>q) by X p ) ’
S q is a Banach-Lie group;
X,  and e are C°°-Frechet homomorphisms;
is an analytic homomorphism; 
and the following diagram  commutes:
A b o u t th e  P r o o f o f  th eo rem  (2 .5 .3 0 )
We will prove Theorem  (2.5.30) by proving a num ber of lemmas and propo­
sitions first, followed by a proof which draws all these results together.
Our first objective is to prove th a t Cg[0,1] is a Banach-Lie group and V q is
on V q as given in (2.3.9(a)) and (2.5.24) is straightforw ard but the Banach-Lie
V q
P ( V q)
a Banach-Lie subgroup under the conditions of Theorem  (2.5.24). The product
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manifold structure for T>q appears obscure. This is because the conditions for 
a curve g(t) to be in V q are complicated and highly non-linear. Letting (ad) 
be a chart at g(0) and the embedding m ap </> of Definition (2.3.2) be w ritten  in 
coordinates as 0(ad,t), the necessary and sufficient condition for g to  be in V q is
dJ(f)(xl(t)i t) 
dtJ t =o
— 0, «7 =  0, — 1. (2.5.31)
These conditions are C°°-functions of od(0), and multinom ials in the (x l(t))(J  ^|<=0 
variables.
We overcome this problem by finding an isomorphism Xq:q of Cg[0,1] into a 
new group of curves on T q(Q). By contrast to V q, Xq:q( V q) has a simple struc­
tu re  and we show it to  be a Banach-Lie group. We also show th a t Cg[0,1] and 
Xq:q(Cg[0,1]) are Banach-Lie groups and Xq:q a Banach-Lie isomorphism, which 
allows us to  establish th a t V q is a Banach-Lie group.
We rem ark at this point th a t all applications of Lie group contractions as 
developed in this work can be pursued w ithout ever using the facts th a t V q is 
a Banach-Lie group and X  a Banach-Lie homomorphism. The connection of dq 
to Current Algebras however (see (2.4.22)) and the im portance of the Banach-Lie 
groups whose Lie algebras are Current Algebras, to Q uantum  Field Theory (Dolan, 
1984), impel us to verify by necessarily lengthy means th a t these properties are 
indeed true.
We will require a slightly more general m ap than  Xq:q in order to prove th a t 
Cg[0,1] is also a Banach-Lie group.
D efin itio n  2 .5.32
Let r  be any integer, r > q and let Xr:q be the map
J r'q : Cg[0,1] —» C£7(5c)[0> 1]
I r ! , : j ( 0 - » ( V ° , V , . . . , V * ) S(t).
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Thus X r:q(g) is the curve which is the g-tuple of vectors (V °, V , . . . ,  V q)g(t) at 
g(t)  for each t E [0,1].
The following Lemma illustrates the simple structure  of Xq:q(T>q). The product 
for the groups of curves Cg[0,1] and is the pointwise product.
L em m a 2 .5 .33
The map X r:q : Cg[0,1] —► given by (2.5.32) is an injective homomor­
phism, and the set X q:q( V q) is given by
Xq:q( V q) = (V °, V , . . . .  V q)g(t)
gee# o , i ]
(V ° ,V ........V * ) j ( 0 ) 6 P ( 5 ')
(2.5.34)
P roof:
Let g, h 6 Cg[0,1]. We wish to show th a t
= (V °, V , . . . ,  V »)(S(t)k (t))
=  l r ' q
To see this, choose curves kt , l t E Cg[0,1 — t] for each t in [0,1] with 
k t(s) = g(s +  t ), £t(s ) — h(s +  <). Clearly each kt ,£t can be extended to  a Cg[0,1] 
curve and letting V s be covariant differentiation along a curve w ith param eter s , 
we have, by definition of the product on T q(Q), for each t E [0,1],
T  q( g ) ( t )T -q(h)(t)  =  (V», V . , . . . ,  V l ) ( k t(s)et (s)) \s=0
=  (V j, V „  . . . ,  V ’ )(g(s +  +  <))|s=0
=  ( V ? , V „ . . . , V f ) ( f f ( t ) k W )
=  i r:q(gh)(t).
Hence T r:? is a homomorphism. X r:q is 1 — 1 since Xr:q(g) = X r:q(h ) means 
(V °, V , . . . ,  V 9)^(t) =  (V°, V , . . . ,  V q)h(t)  for t E [0,1] which implies g{t) = h(t).
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To prove (2.5.34), let g E T>q, then P(g) E P ( V q), th a t is (V °, V , . . . ,  V 9)g(0) E
Conversely, the supposition g E Cg[0,1] w ith (V °, V , . . . ,  V 9)^(0) E P{T>q) 
implies g £ V q since k e rP  C V q. This establishes (2.5.34) and completes the 
proof. ■
We are now in a position to prove a theorem which will enable us to show th a t 
Cg[0,1], l q:q(Cg[0,1]) and l q:q( V q) are Banach-Lie groups. We first establish 
some notation and a pivotal lemma.
N o ta tio n  2 .5 .35
Let E be any analytic subgroup of T 9(<7), and let Cy.|> denote the set,
C £ 9e =  {u I u E l r:q( C rg[0 , l ] ) , u ( 0) E E}
R em ark 2 .5 .36
E will play the role of P{Vq) as given in (2.5.34) in establishing th a t Z q:q{T>q) 
is a Banach-Lie group.
We are now going to show th a t C j.E is a Banach-Lie group, but first we will 
need a Banach-Lie algebra (see 1.2.17)) as Lie algebra of C j !E .
N o ta tio n  2 .5 .37
From Proposition (2.5.8), all the subspaces t j  = sp an { X jj | j  = 1 , . . .  , n )  are 
vector space isomorphic to  g via the maps f  j  : X j j  X 0j • Choose a norm  | • |' 
on the Lie algebra of T q(Q) such th a t |X |' =  |^ j (X ) |r. This choice will make the 
norm defined below on Crd a standard  one . We identify w ith g.
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L em m a 2 .5 .38
Let tq(g) be the Lie algebra of T q{Q) and a  be the Lie algebra of E. Let Vj  




° d l !£ V
v0ec^\  0 , 1]
r ( o )  e  £
w ith norm
(2.5.39)
is a Banach space and a Lie algebra w ith the bracket taken pointwise. The bracket 
is continuous w ith respect to  the Banach space norm.
P roof:
The function (2.5.39) is a standard  norm. Let {Vn} be a Cauchy sequence. 
Then by the properties of this norm, there is a Vq G Crg[0,1] such th a t,
r
lim y sup dJVn(t)
dtJ dtJ
(2.5.40)
Letting Vj(t ) =  jT ^ jb o (0  we will have found the required limit V  of the sequence 
{Vn} if y (0 ) E £• This follows immediately from (2.5.40). Hence the norm ed vector 
space is complete.
Let V,W E Crd2-V  We have V = £  V>, W =  E  W K.
”  J = 0 K = 0
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Now





7  1 1 M - K )  J K
1 d1
= j i j j j [V o( t ) ,W 0(t)] on using(2.5.11(a))
Since [V(0),W (0)] G £ , [V,W] E Crdj .a and hence C^j.a is a Lie algebra. On 
^di-cr x ^d i  cr take the natura l norm,
IK W i l l  H i m i W I  (2.5.41)
Since the bracket [U, V] is bilinear; by Lang (1962) it will be continuous if it is 
bounded. The boundedness follows on writing
ii[v,m = E  supj =0 *^0,1] 1 = 0E H
d’ Voit) d<~J- V W 0(t)
dt1 dt(J-D
r J
= y ;  sup I 
j =0<e[o,i] J=0 u  d t 1 5
* (7 = ö Wo(OJfo*] I
and using standard  inequalities to obtain ||[V, W ]||i <  M (||V || +  ||W ||) for some 
M  > 0. This completes the proof. ■
P ro p o s it io n  2 .5 .42
Using the criteria of (1.2.6), 1S a Banach-Lie group w ith Lie algebra
and topology induced from the exponential map,
exP q(V)(t) = Exp (e W ) (2.5.43)
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where Exp is the exponential m apping for Tq(Q).
Proof:
W e first show  th a t C j’.jj is a group .
From Lemma (2.5.33) J r:q(Cg[0,1]) is a group. Since E is a group, curves 
which are elements of l r:q(Cg[0,1]) w ith endpoints of E will form a subgroup. By 
(2.5.35) C j ;2  is a group.
To verify  th at expg is a m ap o f  Cdj <<7 in to  Cj.|«, evaluate Exp w ith respect 
to the special chart of Proposition (2.5.8) based on an exponential (1.1.32) chart
at e. In these coordinates V f  exp d ) |a_ Q has the same coordinates as 
V expV o(t). Then expg may be re-expressed,
From (2.5.43) we see th a t exp (V)(0) G S  whence expg is indeed a map into Cj. |j. 
Let 1 be the identity of C j.£ . We will use expg to provide a coordinate map
at 1.
To co n stru ct a chart at 1, let Afo be a neighbourhood of zero in t q(g) such 
th a t (Ao)(Aro)_1 is contained in the open set where Exp is a diffeomorphism and 
such th a t Ao(Ao)_1 is contained in the open set on which the Baker-Campbell- 
Hausdorff formula holds (1.1.33). Define Af\, the dom ain of the coordinate map 
Xi at 1 to be
exp ,(V )(f) =  ( V ° , V , . . . ,  V») exp V0(t). (2.5.44)
V: =  exp9{F I V € CV[0,1] C V„}
and define Xi to be
Xi : u expg ! (u)
where
exPg 1M ( t )  =  Exp (2.5.45)
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W e now  c o n s t r u c t  c h a r ts  a t  a r b i t r a r y  p o in ts  u o f  Let £u be the
operation of left translation  by an element u in . The na tu ra l choice for a 
coordinate neighbourhood Afu a t u and coordinate m apping X« is
Afu = £u{Afi)
X u - . K ^  (2.5.46)
Xu =  exp“ 1 o£„-i
N o te  t h a t  th e  m a p s  x i a n d  Xu a re  1 — 1 by (2.5.43) and the group property 
of Cj . fj. To see X i(M ) =  XuCAfu) is o p e n  in  C jj9^ , let V  G X i(M ) =  Xu(Afu) 
and note tha t as A/o is open in t q(g) and [0,1] is com pact, there is an e >  0 such 
th a t the open ball in t q(g) of radius e at each point V( t )  is contained in A/o- By 
(2.5.39) the open ball in Cd of radius e is contained in Xi(A/*i) =  Xu(Afu) which 
is hence open.
W e now  show  t h a t  o v e r la p p in g  c h a r ts  a re  C °°-F i'ech e t r e la te d  to  co m ­
p le te  th e  m an ifo ld  s t r u c tu r e  o f  Cj.f-.
Suppose tha t M u and Afv overlap. Let V  E X v 1(Afv)-
Therefore Xu o Xv 2( ^ )  =  exPq 1 ° ° expq(V)
= exp“ 1 o£u- i v o expg(V ).
Now 3 x  B x £ wAo and x  € uA/o;
/ .  3 n 1,n 2 G A/o 3 «Wi =  a; =  v n 2
and so u ~ 1v = n i n ^ 1 E A/o (A/o)“ 1 which is contained in the neighbourhood of 1
on which Exp is a diffeomorphism. Then 3 Wo E C rg[0,1] such th a t
Xu o x ; 1 (V) ( i )  =  exp“ 1((V ° , . . . ,  V 9) exp W0(f ) ( V ° , . . . ,  V 9) exp V0(t))
= exp“ 1( (V ° ,. . . ,  V 9) exp W 0(t) exp V0(t))
, d i d 2 1 dq x , , . _r / sn
=  (e*pW -o(Oe*pVo(0)
=  ( 2 - 5 - 4 7 )
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where F  is given by the BCH formula.
T h e  fo rm u la  (2 .5 .4 7 ) is c lo se ly  r e la te d  to  th e  fo rm u la  fo r  th e  p ro d u c t  
w ith  re s p e c t  to  c o o rd in a te s ,  and this is useful as the proof th a t Xuv(xü1(^)Xv  
is a Frechet-C°° function of (U,V)  is very similar to the proof th a t Xu 0 XÜ1( ^ )  
is a Frechet-C00 function of V. Thus it is only necessary to give an outline of the 
proof of the former assertion. We have,
Xuv(Xn1(^ ')x 7 1( ^ ) ) ( 0  =  exp“ 1^ ^ ) - !  o£u o expq(U) o £v o expq(V))(t)
= exp~x (v~1 (t)Exp(U (t))v(t)ExpV(t))
=  exp“ 1( (V ° ,. . . ,  V q) ( v ~ \ t )  exp U0(t)v0(t) exp V0(t))) 
where v0 E Cg[0,1] and (V ° ,. . . ,  V 7)u0(t) =  v(t)
= exp“ 1( ( V ° ,. . . ,  V q) exp(Adv0(t)(U0(t))) expV0(t)))
=  (1, J t , ■ ■ ■ , ~ ) F ( A d ( v 0(t))U0(t), V o « )  (2.5.48)
which is very similar in form to (2.5.47). To show th a t Xu ° XÜ1 is C ^-F rechet we 
first show tha t it is once Frechet differentiable then proceed by induction.
Let Q = Xu°  X v 1 and
Qj (V) ( t )  = X ~ F ( W 0(t) ,V0(t)) (2.5.49)
We must show th a t there is a bounded, linear m ap L on Cdj . a such th a t
lim
IIH I I - o
\\Q(V + H) -  Q(V)  -  L(H)\\
m =  0 (2.5.50)
W riting D J =
j  1 dJ , d 1 d2 1 dq x
" HdP = w easse rt th a t if
\Qj (V  +  H)(t )  -  Qj(V)t-  < , (2.5.51)
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where K j  is a multinomial function of lowest order 2 in any of the n(q +  1) 
components of DH0(t), th en  (2 .5 .50) holds.
To see this, write
\\Q(V + H) -  Q(V) -  HH)\\
11*11
ES-o SUP \Qj(V + H)( t ) -Qj (V
<6[0,1]__________________________________
E m=o SUP I*m(0I'te[o,i]
ES-o SUP \K<e[o,i]________
Em=o suP
I 6 [ 0 , l ]
Now K j  can be w ritten
Kj ( D H 0(t)) =
where the K j l are multinomial functions of DH0(t) of lowest order 1, and the 
sum on Ii  is implied, and where H(t)  =  H , extending N otation (2.5.37). 
Then,








where the sum on Ii  is taken over
all three pairs (Ii) together
j =o








which has limit zero as ||i7|| goes to zero as we wished to  show.
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W e w ill now estab lish  (2 .5 .5 1 ) . We take L to be the linear m ap
L : CcLI:at
r r .q 
°  d.T-.O'
(2.5.52)
To see  th a t L is b ou n d ed  take





and use the fact th a t the coefficients of have a m axim um  on [0,1]. Let N
be the largest of the maxima, then
M i
M
Therefore ||T (if) || < 2|7y|||üf ||, hence L is bounded.
(2 .5 .5 1 ) is proven by usin g  T aylor’s T h eo rem  w ith  th e  in tegra l form  o f  
th e  rem ainder:
Now, writing F(Vo(t)) — F ( W0(t), V0(t))
Q j (V  +  H){t) -  Qj(V(t))  -  Lj (H)( t )
=  D J{F{V0(t) +  -  f(V o (t))  -
d T
dVoi (<)
DJ f 1 r)2T
—  I  (1 -  A2)^ J(r0(0 +
B i  J ' {1 _  + \ H 0(t))
dV'dV>
, J M ,i  
^ m Zo J^b J0
. . . .  / ( 1 _ A2) ö 7 - M ^ ( r o W  + A^ o(<)) d \ D M~J Hoi{t■dV'dVi
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_  ( l - A 2) nJ- M ^ ( ^ o W  + AiJo(0)
13 2 dV'dVi
R ijM(V0(t), A, Ho(t), D h Vo(t), D LHo(t)) is a m ultinom ial in the variables D TVo(t), 
D JHo(t) w ith coefficients analytic in the variables (Vo(<), A,
For our purposes we view R^ M as an analytic function ZfjM of (2 +  (q -f l)n )  
variables:
Z?jM( t , \ , H 0( t ) ,DKH0(t))
=  RfjM(V0(t), A, H0(t), D KV0{t), D LH0(t))
As we will be taking the limit \\H\\ —> 0, we can restrict H  to  be in a closed 
ball of radius r  and hence \DrH0(t)\' <  r. Thus Z/jM is an analytic function on 
[0,1] x [0,1] Xqi=0 R r where B r is the closed ball at 0 in g of radius r  and has a 
maximum on this closed set, say . Hence
IQj (V  +  H)(t) -  Qj(V(t))  -
I M  
M = 0  7 = 0
proving (2.5.51). T hus, overlap p in g  charts are once Frechet d ifferen tiab ly  
rela ted .
To show  th a t \ u  ° X v  1 1S Frechet-C °°, we proceed by induction. Assume 
th a t Xu 0 Xvl {V) is ^-times Frechet differentiable. For each V  the fc’th  derivative 
of Xu 0 Xy 1 continuous, m ultilinear map
d kF(W0(t),V0(t))
dV0il(t)---dV0ii(t) ff.1, , « " ' « ! ) )  (2-5.53)
w ith the norm on F ltei Cii-£  Siven by IK #1, • • • >#*)!!* =  H != i I l l 'l l  and we
ß J (^?,..-ü(V o(0 +  • • • H*it(t) -  f * . . . i t (Vo(t))Hlh (t) ■ • ■ H0\ t (t))
where Kj  as in (2.5.51) is a m ultinom ial function of the (k + 1 )n(q +  1) variables 
D H q 1(t), D H q ( i ) , . . . ,  D H q (t) and where no term  has order less th an  2 in the
n(q +  1) components of D H k+1(t), and th a t (2.5.54) holds for all i f 1, .. . ,  H k € 
r r -q
The proof tha t L^+i is a bounded multinom ial function of ( i f 1, . . . ,  H k+l) is 
very analogous to the proof th a t L  is bounded w ith the addition of the fact th a t 
multinom ial maps from I I t o  g are bounded.
The proof of (2.5.54) is again standard  and entirely analogous to the proof 
of (2.5.51), resting on the fact th a t T  is a C°° function on g. Hence Xu ° XÜ1 1S 
Frechet-C°°.
W e now  show  th a t th e  p rod u ct is F rech et-C 00.
In view of the remarks following equation (2.5.47), the proof th a t 
Xuv(xZ\U)x~\V))( t )  as given by (2.5.48) is a Frechet-C°° function of (17, V), 
is once more very similar to the proof of (2.5.50) except th a t V  is replaced by 
(U, V), i f  is replaced by ( if , K)  and 11if 1 is replaced by ||( if , iv )||2 as given by 
(2.5.53)ff. The modifications required, of the proof of (2.5.50), are formal only and
m ust show, letting
W O )  =
d^FgvogiVoit))
dV0il (<)••■ 9V0,k (t)
th a t
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we omit them  for brevity. Hence the product is Frechet-C00. W ith  the topology 
on C j.£  induced by the coordinate charts, C j.|. is a Banach-Lie group by (1.2.6) 
and (1.2.7).
W e now  ca lcu la te  th e  Lie a lgeb ra  o f  Cj.^.
By (1.2.17) the basis of the Lie algebra is the set of left-invariant vector fields 
of Cj.|>. By analogy to the finite-dimensional left-invariant vector fields and on 
account of (2.5.52), we assert th a t these vector fields are represented locally by 
the maps ( H, w ith domain Cdj >(y, defined by
£j(U)( t )  = D J (
dF(U0(t),V0(t)) 
dV0 i(t)
Hoi(<)) =  tU (defn)
Vo( t )=0
where H0 G Crg[0,1], and DH0(0) G £ . (2.5.55)
The play a role analogous to the transform ation functions in the finite­
dimensional case. The have Cd as image space because of the form of (2.5.55) 




H0i(t), for each t,
v0(t)=o
(2.5.56)
is the derivative of left translation  in T q(Q) by the element exp(?7o(t)), whence 
( V0, . . . ,  V q)exp(U0(t))\t=0 is in E, and £(J7)(0) is in a.
Let Ty be the tangent space to C j.|. at u; then in the notation of §1.1, (1.2.15) 
and (1.2.16), we p o stu la te  th e  left-invariant v ecto r  fields to  be
{ZH}u = {(N i ,X i A H(Xi (u))}u (2.5.57)
where , Xi) are given by (2.5.45), and £H by (2.5.55).
Note tha t
«"I He  c^y =
since the linear m ap (2.5.56) is invertible for all t in [0,1].
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W e now  show  th a t th e  { t , H } are left-in varian t v ecto r  fie ld s.
Now {£H} will be left-invariant if
t i H}v = de„ -!{ £ "} „  (2.5.58)
Let X i(u ) — U, X i(v) =  V, X i ^ )  =  W, H  6 . W ith respect to  coordinates
(Afi, x i) ,  the operation of left translation by w at T£ is given by the map
(dtx- Hw)(H)) j  =  (2.5.59)
which follows from (2.5.48) and the proof of (2.5.51). (2.5.58) will follow if we can 
show that
ZH(V)  =  (2.5.60)
Let W  =  X i ( x i" '( ^ ) x r 1([/_ 1 ))> then by (2.5.59)
(dexV(W)t H(U))j(t)
j  dF(W0(t),Uo(t))dF'(Uo(t),Z0(i)),
= D  l ---------arr u \ ------------------ f lv  , u \ -------- \z„(^=oH ° A t ) ) ■dU0l(t) dZoj(t) lz °«>=
Note tha t,
E xpZ (i) =  ( V ° , . . . ,V » ) e x p Z 0(t) 
Wo(t) =  exp-1 ( exp Vo(t)(exp f /o (0 )_1) 








W e now  ca lcu la te  th e  Lie a lgebra o f  Cj.^.
Let {£^}u, {£R }u be two left-invariant vector fields, given by (2.5.57). Then, 
from §1.1, (1.2.15) and (1.2.16),
[{?"}*, {£*}«] = {<*£“ (£ * )(« .)-  (2.5.61)
where d£H is the Frechet derivative of . W ith  the form of d£H clear from the 
example of (2.5.52), we have
( d { » ( { « ) ( u ) - d { " ( { " ) ( u ) y ,( t )
J ( d2Fi(Uo(t),V0(t)),
~ D  ( arr k m = o AoiWdUot(t)dVoi(t) lv »<‘>= dVok(t) lv»<‘>=;0Ho *(t)
a 2F > (l/o (t) ,y 0( l ) ) . 
dUoe(t)dV0,(t) 1'''„«)= .„ * M 0
a ^ ( t 70(<), Vo(*» ■ 
9V0t(i) k(<)= :0I<o * (0 )
=  D J (C :
'* 3V0«(<)
0Hoi(t)Kok(t))
by the expression for the bracket of left-invariant vector fields on Q,
ilr\um
where
[H,K]lj(t) = D J(C‘kH 
= D J([H0( t ) ,K0(t)]).
Thus the Lie algebra of C j.^  isomorphic w ith the Lie algebra C^j.a of (2.5.38) 
by the isomorphism H  i—> {£H}.
W e show  th a t expg, g iven  by (2 .5 .4 3 ) is th e  ex p o n en tia l m ap p in g  for
by showing th a t for any V £ ^X-«r’ exP 1S the unique Frechet-C00 homomorphism 
of spanjV } into C j.£ , w ith derivative at 1 being V. Now
expg((si +  s2)V)(t)  =  Exp((s! +  s2)V(t))
= Exp(si V  (t))E x p (s2 V (t))
=  exPg(5i ^ ) ( t ) e x p g(s2V)(t)
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and expg is the required homomorphism.
By definition of the chart ( x i^ ^ i )  of (2.5.45) at 1, expg is trivially Frechet- 
C°°, w ith derivative F  at 1. This completes the proof of Proposition (2.5.42) ■
The promised fruits of Proposition (2.5.42) are the following:
C orollary  2 .5 .62
Cg[0,1] is a Banach-Lie group.
Proof: P u t q = 0 in (2.5.42), then set r = q. ■
P ro p o s itio n  2 .5 .63
The m ap (2.5.32) Xq:q : Cg[0,1] —» Cj-THö) *s a Frechet-C00 isomorphism of 
Banach Lie groups.
Proof:
By (2.5.33) and (2.5.35) Xq:q is an isomorphism.
Let (XgMg)  be a chart (2.5.46) at g £ C^[0,1] and let (X j,:,(9) be a 
chart (2.5.46) at Xq:q(g) £ C j'qTq^gy Then by the definition of these charts and the 
homomorphism property of Xq:q,
x«:.w  ° xq'q° x ; \ x m  = E x p - 'a v 0, . . . ,  v») exp
where Exp is given by (2.5.8). Observe th a t Exp is the map,
Exp : s JD JX(t)~ (V®,. . . ,  V*)exp( sJD JX ( t ) ) l 3=0 
where D J is given at (2.5.51), and
(V®,. . . ,  V l ) e x p ( s JD JX ( t ) ) \ s=0 =  ( V ° , . . . ,  V ?)expX (< ).
This is because, in exponential coordinates at e in £/,
exp(s; D / X ( t) ) |a_ 0 =  V 7 ex p X ( t )  (no sum on I).
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Xiq-q(g) ° Z q:q ° x 7 1(^")(0  ~  DX{t )  where D is also given at (2.5.51). By (2.5.62) 
and (2.5.39), Xx?:9(s) ° Z q:q o is a linear isometry of the Banach spaces Cdj . g 
and and is Frechet-C00, a fortiori, together w ith its inverse. ■
In order to show th a t Z q:q{Vq) is a Banach-Lie subgroup of C j . i n  the 
sense of (1.2.8), we prove the following result.
P ro p o s itio n  2 .5 .64
C j .^ 2 is a Banach-Lie subgroup of C j\qTq^  in the sense of (1.2.8) for any 
analytic subgroup E of T q(Q).
Proof:
We only need show tha t the injection j  : C j.|; —> Cj .j , , ^  which is the identity 
on Cj.jy is Frechet-C00.
Following the proof of Proposition (2.5.63) the m ap, Xj (u)  0 3 ° X Ü 1 1S a linear, 
injective isometry of the Banach space C rdj . a into the Banach space Cdj . fq g^^  and 
must be Frechet-C00. I
We now fulfil the promise made at (2.5.20) to show th a t P  is a Frechet-C00 ho­
momorphism, and dP  is its derivative. We also need this proposition to complete 
the proof of Theorem (2.5.30).
P ro p o sitio n  2 .5 .65
The m ap P, defined by (2.5.19) is a Frechet-C00 homomorphism of C j[0 ,1] 
into T q(Q) and the m ap dP  defined by (2.4.10) which is a continuous homomor­
phism of C q[0,1] (=  C qdj .g) into t 9(g), is the Frechet derivative of P  at e.
Proof:
We have already shown at (2.5.21) th a t P  is a homomorphism. To see th a t P
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is Frechet-C°°, let g E Cg[0,1] w ith chart ( X g ^ g )  given by (2.5.46). By analogy 
to (2.5.46) let the chart (xP(g)->-^’p(g)) a t P( q) in T q(Q) be given by
X P ( 3 ) ( ^ )  = Exp l o ( . P { g - i )
■^P(g) ~  ^P(g)BI?
where B\  is a neighbourhood of 1 in Tq(Q) on which Exp is a diffeomorphism. 
Then
XP( g)  o P o x g l = Exp 1 o t p (g- i ) o P o t g O  exp9( y )
=  E xp-1 ( ( V ° , . . . ,  V ?)exp  C(<)|(_ 0) 
by the homomorphism property 
= DV(t )  | (=0 (2.5.66)
from the proof of (2.5.63)
This map is linear, and will be Frechet-C00 if it is bounded. 
Boundedness follows from the inequalities,
\ XP( g)  o P o  X j 1(V’) r  =  \DV{t)\t=0\'
I dJV ( t ) 





=  m i .
Since P  is a linear map with respect to charts ( x u N i )  a t 1 £ T 9(C/), and (Xe,Ne) 
at e E Cg[0,1], its derivative is the same map. From (2.5.66), the derivative of P  
is given by the map,
V ~ D V ( t ) \
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which agrees with the definition of dP at (2.4.10) on utilising (2.5.37) and the 
isomorphism ^  t LX m of (2.5.8). dP is continuous because it is linear and
bounded. ■
We will now prove Theorem (2.5.30) by pulling together all the Definitions, Propo­
sitions and Lemmas from Definition (2.5.32) to Proposition (2.5.65).
P r o o f  o f  T h eorem  (2 .5 .30 ):
We show tha t P{Vq) is a closed, hence analytic subgroup of Tq(Q) :
P(T>q) is a subgroup of T q(Q) by assum ption and we show th a t it is closed. 
Let {t/m} be a sequence in P(T>q) converging to  a point u in Tq(Q). Let u be given 
by (2.5.4), by ( g , X  j , . . . , X g). From (2.3.2) u is in P(Vq) if and only if
~[p<l>( 9 exP ( ^ 7 n ) ,* ) L = 0  = 0’ «7 =  0 , . . . ,  5  — 1. (2.5.67)
(2.5.67) determines q analytic functions f J of u, which are m ultinom ial in the X u .  
W rite (2.5.67) as,
f J( g , X u . . . , X q) =  0, <7 =  0 , . . .  , 9  — 1. (2.5.68)
Hence um —*■ u implies f J(um) —> /( i t )  =  0 whence u is in P { V q) and P ( V q) is 
closed.
We now show th a t V q is a Banach-Lie group:
By Corollary (2.5.62) and Proposition (2.5.63) the map,
T q:q : C g[0,1] —> Cj ,9T<i(g) ls a Frechet-C 0 0  isomorphism. By (2.5.34), Xq'q{ V q) — 
C j.p (p ,) . By Proposition (2.5.64) w ith S  =  P(X>?), Xq'q{Vq) is a Lie subgroup 
of C j =  Xq:q(Cg[0 , 1 ]). Since Xq:q is a Frechet-C 0 0  isomorphism T>q is a Lie 
subgroup of Cg[0 , 1 ] and is hence a Lie group.
We define a topology for Qq :
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By assum ption, ker.£p is a normal subgroup of P{T>q). We show th a t it is a 
closed, and hence analytic subgroup of P { V q). Let {Um} be a sequence in k e r^ p  
converging to a point U in P ( V q). Proceeding as for (2.5.67) and (2.5.68), there 
is an analytic function / ,  such th a t U € ker X p  f { g , X i , . . .  , X q) = 0. Then
Um —> U implies f ( U m) —> f { U)  = 0 whence U 6 ker X p  and ker 3£p is closed in 
P { V q).
We may now give the analytic structure  of the quotient group, P ( V q) /  kerXp  
(T hat g 0 is finite-dimensional follows imm ediately from the fact th a t P ( V q) is Lie 
subgroup of the finite-dimensional Lie group T q(Q)). To see th a t X  and X p  are 
both  homomorphisms, let g ,h  £ V q, with $i =  4>5(</),.s2 =  $ 3(h),
therefore X(gh) = lim 4>(<I>_1(.Si(t))<I>~1(,s2(£)))
£x[o, i ]
=  s i(0 )s2(0) by (2.5.18)
-  X(g)X(h)  by (2.5.24)
whence it also follows th a t X(e)  =  e0 where e0 is the identity of Q0. Then by 
definition of X p ,  Xp ( P( g )P( h ) )  = Xp( P( g ) )Xp( P( h ) ) ,  Xp{  1) =  eo- By the choice 
of topology for X p  is an analytic homomorphism.
S q is a Banach-Lie Group and 4>3, X, P, and e are C°°-Frechet:
We have already seen in (2.5.65) th a t P  is always Frechet-C 00. Induce the 
topology and manifold structure  of S q from V q via 4>5. Inducing the group struc­
ture  for S q via 4>s as in (2.5.17); (2.5.18) makes S q and V q Frechet-C 00 isomorphic 
Lie groups, and a C°°-Frechet diffeomorphism. B oth X  and e are Frechet-C00 
because X = X p  o P  and e = X  o . ■
It is appropriate at this point to  include a theorem  which connects the global 
contraction theory of this section, w ith the Lie algebra contraction theory of §2.4.
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T h eo rem  2 .5 .69
Let Expg, Exp and exp0 be the exponential m appings for V q, P ( V q) and Qq 






P { V q) •
expo
Proof:
W e first show  th at dP(dq) is th e  Lie a lgebra o f  P { V q).
Let u be in T q(Q) with u = (g, X \ , . . . ,  X q) as per (2.5.4). u is in P{T>q) if 
and only if,
^ 7 0 (x _ 1(^ ex p (—^ - ) ) , t ) | t=0 =  0, J  =  0 , . . .  ,q -  1, (2.5.70)
(from the proof of (2.5.30)). (2.5.70) generates a C°° function /  on T q(Q),
f  : T q(Q) -> HqN
(where N  is the dimension of the vector space E )
j J  J.I V
f J( g , X u . . . , X q) =  ^ 7 ^ ( x _1(? e x p (—^ -!- ) ) , t ) | (=0 (2.5.71)
The condition (2.5.70) makes /  a trivial homomorphism of P { V q) into HqN as it 
satisfies,
/ ( l )  =  0, by (2.3.2) 
f (u v )  = 0 =  f (u )  +  f (v) .
Let V  G tq(g) be in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of 0, so th a t
/  o Exp(V) =  exp(dfV)  = d f V , (exp is exponential m apping for RqN)
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since exp is the identity on RqN. By (2.5.71) V  is in the Lie algebra of P ( V q) if
and only if
df V = 0 (2.5.72)
We calculate the derivative of /  at 1: 
Since u is near 1 /  becomes
j J  J.I V
f  \ X 0, X, . . . ,  X , )  =  (x - 1 (exp(X 0 +  -  j p ) ) ,  0  L .  ■
* t ' X ,
W rite t p 1 to  m ean ——— and let ( x l) be coordinates at e w ith respect to x>
Then
T=o
d f \ X It) dJ d l f  _ x,
-dx^r = dpdx7^{x (exp(~ m u
dJ ( d(f) , _i , T 7A / NN s t K Ni
= 5F(ä^(x_ M ^ U
J \  dJ~K , d<l> , , t l X Is . . .
A ' ) * ^ W (X"  (exp( — )•*))!<=o
(no sum on J, A )
Therefore 3/ *
a * * * U=1
J \  d J K ,d(f)(x
' )  dt J~K ^ ) L o  (2.5.73)
Then V  is in the Lie algebra of P('Dq) if and only if
d f— L ^ V k * = 0  (sum on AT)
o X Kk ,u -i
(2.5.74)
With d X r k  ^ =1 giVen by ^2'5'73 '^
Now from §2.4, ^ 7  |t=0 =  T hat is>A"!
/ d<ft(x *(0),*) V*rfc*A \ I = 0
dt J 1 dz* A! ' I<=0
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which becomes
J \  h , d<j){x *(0),t)
K )  dtJ~K ' dxk ) \ t=oVKk =  ° (sum
K k )
whcih is exactly (2.5.74). Hence the Lie algebra of P{T>q) is dP(dq).
W e now  show  th a t dq is th e  Lie a lgebra o f  V q.
Xq:q is a map from Cg[0 , 1] to  Cj \9Tq^gy Cg[0,1] has Lie algebra
Cdj . g = C |[0 ,1] and Cj.qTg^  has Lie algebra by Proposition (2.5.42).
Hence the derivative homomorphism d l q:q of the Lie algebras is a map
d l ^  : C J[0,1] -
and is a Lie algebra isomorphism. We know from (2.5.42) th a t the Lie algebra of 
Xq[q(T>q) is Cdj .dP(d<iy Then dq will be the Lie algebra of T>q if we can show tha t,
d l q q(dq) — Cqdj :dp(dgy
First we calculate the derivative of J q:q. Choose charts (2.5.45) (J\fe,Xe) and 
(W i,X i) at e in C ^[0 ,1] and 1 in Cj'qTq^  respectively.
Then
XI O I q:q o x l \ X ) ( t )  =  E xp_1((V °, exp X(t) )
— D X {t)  from the proof of (2.5.63).
As x i 0 o x e 1 is a linear map, its derivative is the same. Hence
d l q:q(X)( t )  = DX(t) .
Let X  6 then
D X ( 0) =  dP( X)  e  P{dq) 
and from (2.5.75) and (2.5.38), we have
=  C j & r u . )
whence dq is the Lie algebra of T) q.
(2.5.75)
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To show  th a t g0 is th e Lie a lgebra  o f  Go we only need show th a t dXp  is the 
derivative homomorphism of Xp.  This will show th a t ker dXp  is the Lie algebra
dP( dq)
of kerX p. And as Go = P(T>q) /k e r  Xp,  Go must then have Lie algebra
which is precisely g0.
Now Xp  is the map,




/ X i  \  \  I (2.5.76)
and dXp  is the map,
dXp : ( X t , X u . . . , X t ) ~  ) , t ) I <=0 (sum  on I )
f g \ dq 1 d(f)(x
\ I )  d tq_I d x l
(2.5.77)
If we now calculate the derivative of X p  at 1 from (2.5.76), we will arrive at (2.5.77) 
in exactly the same way as for (2.5.73).
Hence dXp  is the derivative of X p  and g0 is the Lie algebra of Go- 
By Proposition (2.5.65) dP  is the derivative of P  and so the diagram  com­
m utes by Theorem (1.2.24). This completes the proof of (2.5.69) ■
R em ark  2 .5 .78
At this point, we make the observation tha t E xpg, the exponential mapping 
for V q is given by (2.5.43) as,
E x p q : dq -> V q 
ExP q{X) ( t )  =  exp
The following lemma is a useful corollary of (2.5.69):
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L em m a 2 .5 .79
There is a neighbourhood Ao of 0 in g such th a t, l im e x p ^ ^  ^ d$(X( t ) )  = 
exp0 dX(X) ,  VX <E d \  with X (0) <E Af0-
Proof: Now $  is a homomorphism, and by (1.1.45),
exP*(£,<) d®(X(t ) )  = $ (e x p X (t)) .
Therefore l im e x p ^ ^  ^ d$(X( t ) )  = lim $ (exp  X( t ) )
= X(exp X )
=  exp0 dX(X)  by (2.5.69) ■
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C h a p ter  3: A p p lica tio n s o f  C on traction s and E x ten s io n s  o f  C on traction  
D efin itio n s.
§3.1 G lobal In ö n ü -W ig n er  and G en era lised  In ö n ü -W ig n er  C on trac­
tio n s . G en era lised  S a letan  C on traction s.
In this chapter, we show how the theory of §2.4 and §2.5 gives a simple 
and elegant description of global IW and global generalised IW  contractions (see 
(1.5.6)) elucidating the structures involved. The advantage of these descriptions 
is th a t they by-pass completely the necessity of finding Laurent maps 4/(-,t) and 
of solving non-linear equations to  find V q and P {Vq). Further, for the case of 
generalised Saletan contraction of Lie algebras, given by (2.4.6), (2.4.7) and (2.4.8) 
(which is the full generalisation of the original Saletan contraction given by (1.5.5) 
and of the contractions of Kupczynski (1969) and Levy-Nahas (1967)) we show 
the remarkable fact th a t explicit, simple, compact formulae exist to describe dq 
and kerdX  greatly improving on the standard  descriptions of
$  =  { v  I X  6 C |[0 ,1], ^-(d<f>(t)X(t)\(=0 =  o, =  0 , . . .  -  l }
and ker dX = { x  | X  € C |[0 ,1 ], W ) ^  =  Q|
which have the disadvantage of giving a ra ther too general formula for the -X’^(O ), i = 
0 , . . . ,  <?, and only as solutions yet to be found of a linear system of equations. By 
contrast, for the case of generalised Saletan contraction, dq and kevdX  can be 
given in closed form. It is this closed form which then enables us to give a global 
version of Saletan contraction, relatively rich in structure, in the same way as IW 
and generalised IW contractions are treated  above.
All the results of this section are entirely new and unexpected. It appears 
likely th a t this global form ulation of Saletan contraction (w ith struc tu ra l details)
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in particular, will enable an exhaustive and thorough treatm ent of the generalised 
Saletan contractions (2.4.6) of representations of Lie groups, going much further 
w ith the contraction of the representation theory than  is achieved in C hapter 4, 
and fulfilling Saletan’s (Saletan, 1961) original programme.
D efin itio n  3 .1 .1
The group Go of (2.3.5) with a = q = 1 in (2.3.2) is called the g lob a l Inönü- 
W ig n er  (IW ) co n tra ctio n  o f Q.
A proposition giving the structure of global IW contractions in this still very 
general setting can be given with only mild restrictions on the Laurent maps 
(2.3.2):
P ro p o sitio n  3 .1 .2
Let (J) be given by (2.3.2) and let Go be the global IW  contraction of Q. Suppose
th a t
(a) the set, Gi = {g | g 6 G <K<7, 0 ) =  0} is a subgroup of G, and
(b) g (E k e r£  => g(0) =  e (see (2.5.25)).
Then, Go and P { V l ) are Lie groups, k e r^ p  a norm al Lie subgroup of P(T>1) 
and X p  a C ° °  homomorphism. Further, Go ls the semi-direct product G\,o K T  of 
Lie subgroups G\,o and T  of Go, where Gi,o is C ° ° -isomorphic to  G\ and T  is a 
connected, abelian and non-compact norm al subgroup of Go- 
P roof:
We show th a t condition (2.5.24(1)) holds:
Now
P ( V 1) = {(ffl, X ) l 9 l e g 1, Xeg}(3.1.3)
in the notation of (2.5.4). By (2.5.4) P ( V 1) is a subgroup of T( Q) Gi is a
subgroup of G-
Let (x ,r/) be a chart at e.
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Now by condition (b), g E ker3: if and only if
' d x l dt ' ' t=0
(where x(<7(0) =  x (t))-  W hence,
k e r£ P =  { ( e , X ) | X E £ l } (3.1.4)
By (2.5.7), k e r£ p  is a norm al subgroup of P(X>1). By (2.5.30) or by observa­
tion, g 0 and P{T>1) are Lie groups and I p  a  C°°-homomorphism, and kerXp  is 
a closed, normal Lie subgroup of P ( V l ). By (3.1.3) and (3.1.4), Q\to =  G\ and 
T  =  {(e, X )  I x E ^} /{ (e , X ) | X  E g^} and the action of on T  is given by 
the action of Q\ on cosets of {(e, X )  \ X  E g] by { (e ,X ) | X  E <7j}. M
C om m en ts 3 .1 .5
Given a Lie group Q with Lie subgroup Q\ , one may define the contraction Qq 
of Q directly by putting,
£o =  {(9i , X )  I 9l E Q\ , X  E £ } /{ (e ,X )  | l E £ l )
which is self-evidently a Lie group by the structu re  of T( Q ) (2.5.7). The beauty 
of giving Qo directly as a factor group of a Lie subgroup of T(Q)  by a norm al Lie 
subgroup, is th a t the need to search for appropriate Laurent m aps is obviated. 
This approach allows us to globalize generalised IW contraction in the following 
proposition:
P ro p o s itio n  3 .1 .6
Let Q be a Lie group with Lie algebra g and let g0 be the generalised con­
traction  of g by U as per (1.5.6) w ith Si = Im U{. Let Qs0 de the connected Lie 
subgroup of Q w ith the algebra So- Then, in the notation of Proposition (2.5.4), 
the Lie group given by the factor group Qo, of the Lie subgroup
GdiPid«) — {(<7o,^i> • • • y Xq) I go E Qsq-, Xi  E Sq +  Si +  • • • +  Si]
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of T q(G),  by its norm al Lie subgroup,
Qker dXp — Y \ , . . . , Yq) | Y{ G So +  ’ * * +  S i_ i} , 
has Lie algebra g0.
R em ark  3 .1 .7
Here GdP(d?) plays the role of P(X>g), GkerdXP the role of k e r£ p , and X p  may 
be seen as the natura l homomorphism
%P : GdP{d?) / £ker dXP Go-
P r o o f  o f  (3 slc6):
To see tha t GdP(d?) is a group, let
( * o ,Z i , . . . ,Z g) =  ( g o , X u . . . , X q) . (ho,Yu . . . , Y q).
Zi  is given by (2.5.4) as a m ultilinear function of (A d(h0)A"j, 1^). Since 
[So, So +  • ■ • +  Sj] C So +  • • • +  Sj  by (1.5.6) and Gs0 is connected, 
A d (£ s0)(So -f • • • +  Sj )  C S0 +  • • • +  Sj .  Then Zi  is a linear com bination of terms 
Ad(/io )Xi  +  T, and [Wh , [Yh  , [•••,  [Wjk, Yjk+l]•••]] w ith Wj t G S0H------ b S j t , where
Jfc+1 k+ 1
^  je =  i. Because of the condition — i and the fact th a t [S*,S*] C Sk+e
e=i i=i
(and hence
[S0 H-------b Sfc, S0 H-------b St] C S0 H-------b Sk+e),  we haveZ* G S0 H-------f  Sj, whence
GdP(d?) is closed with respect to products. Since the inverse of (g0, X \ , . . . ,  X q) 
is (gQ1, — A d g ^ X i , . . . ,  —A d g ^ A g ), it is contained in GdPid?)- The differentiable 
structure  of GdP(d.«) is im m ediate from the definition of GdP(d?)- Hence GdP(d^) is 
C 00-isomorphic to  a Lie subgroup of T q(G). To show th a t GkeidXP is a group, we 
may reproduce the argum ent for GdP(d?)i this tim e showing th a t all elements of the
fc+i
form Qi  =  [Wn , [Yh  , [•••,  [Wjk, Yjk+1 ] • • •]] where ^  3i =  *, are in S0 + -----b Sj_i
t=i
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as opposed to So +  • • • -f S;. This follows a fortiori since Wjk G So -f • • • +  Sjk- 1 
and if there were m  argum ents in the above bracket expression, Qi would be in 
So +  • • • +  S i - m • The differentiable structure of Gkex dXP is also self-evident and 
hence it is a Lie subgroup of GdPid?)- To see th a t Gker dXP is a norm al subgroup of 
GdP(d/i)-> we use the formula for Exp : V q(g) —> T q(G) given by (2.5.8) which shows 
th a t the C°°-isomorphic image of Gker dXP by V’T* of (2.5.4) is the image by Exp 
of the ideal
£ker dXp ~ {^1  +  +  ’ * * +  t9Yq \ Y{ G So +  ' • • +  S{-\  }
(by abuse of notation we identify a polynomial of order tq with its coset by the 
m ap d P ) of the Lie algebra gdP{jP) =  T  t X \  T  • • • -f- t qXq | X  i G So T  ■ • * 4- S j} 
and this image is all of ^ ^ ( G d P  (£>))• 9dP{d.i) is a Tie algebra because for the 
spanning elements { VXi }  (no sum), I ,-  G S0 +  • • • +  Sj as an element of gdp
V Xj]  =  t t+i \ X i , X j \  and [Xi , Xj \  G So +  • • • +  Sj+j by (1.5.6). For the 
same reasons g^erdxP is a Tie subalgebra of gdp^d^t and is an ideal because for the 
spanning elements { t lYj }  (no sum), Yj  G So +  • • • 4- S j - 1 as an element of <7ker </£/>>
[t'Xi, t ’ Yj] =  Yj]and [X„ 6  • • +  Si+J- i .
Then C/ker dXP is a norm al Lie subgroup of GdP(d,i)- To see th a t Go bas Lie algebra 
go, we find the Lie algebra dP(dq) and ker dXp for generalised IW  contraction and 
show th a t they are the Lie algebras of GdP(d,:?) and GkerdXP• To com pute dP(dq) 
we may restrict dq to be in V(g) (2.4.22). By the definition of U(t), if X  G V(g), 
and II5 .^ denotes the canonical projection IIs;. : g —> S j,
X  G dq USj{ X {l\0 ) )  =  0, j  =  1 , . . .  ,q\ i =  0 , . . . ,  j  -  1.
Then dq =  { U s .X o P tU s .X ,  +  • ■ ■ +  t qn SqX q +  t q+'Y \ X UY eV{g)} .
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= {Zo + tZi  + • • • + 1% + tq IZi e + €
hence
dP( dq) = {Zo -T tZ\  +  • • • +  t qZq I Zi E So +  * * * +  ‘S't}
which is the Lie algebra of GdP(d?) by the definition of GdP(j/*) and the definition 
of Exp : V q(g) —> T q(G) of (2.5.8). We now compute kerdXp.  Using ker dXp = 
dP(ker dX),  X  E ker dX C dq C V(g) if and only if
ns,(X W (0)) =  0, j  =  0
whence ker dX =  { in Sl)V 0 +  <2n Sl X i  +• • •+ t* ris , . 1X ,_ 1 + t q+iY  | X i t Y  e V ( g ) }
= )W, + • • • + tqwq + t q+1Y  I Wi e So + • • • + S i - u  Y  e V(g)}.  
Therefore ker d3tp =  dP(ker dX)
= {tW \  +  • . . +  t qW q I Wi e  So H------- b s,_! },
which by the definitions of GkexdXP and Exp (see (2.5.8)) is the Lie algebra of 
Gker dXP - Hence Go has Lie-algebra g 0 as asserted. ■
G en era lised  S a letan  C on traction  o f  Lie A lgeb ras  
D iscu ss io n  3 .1 .7
In this sub-section, we give the most general possible version of Saletan con­
traction  (2.4.6) of Lie algebras, completely free of the necessity of being derived 
from global contraction in the sense th a t all the definitions (2.4.1) to  (2.4.5) are a 
priori derived from Definition (2.3.2).
Let u : [0,1] x g —> g be C°° map, linear in its second argum ent, w ith u(t)  
invertible for t E (0,1] and singular for t =  0. In definitions (2.4.1) to (2.4.5), to 
obtain  Saletan contraction, we take E  — g and d4>(X, t) = (u ~ 1( t )X ,  t), X  E g.
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We must first show th a t u 1(t) = ■- for some C°° m ap d(f) : [0,1] x g —» g 
linear on g, and some q.
Let p { t ) =  det u(t).  Then <£*(0) =  0. Let q be the integer such th a t </?(*) (0) =  
0, i =  0 , . . . ,  q — 1 and <£>^(0) ^  0. W rite u ~ 1(t) as,
u ~ 1( t ) =  ——  adj(u(t)) (classical m atrix  adjoint)
_  ( J l _ \  adj(u(0)
t q '
q
If we show th a t ——  is C 00, then we may take d(/>(t) =  (-^-jadj(u(£)), and our 
VA v
definition of d $ ( X ,  t) = (u ~ 1( t ) X , t ) ,  X  £ g will fit Definitions (2.4.1) to  (2.4.5). 
This choice is confirmed by the following lemma:
L em m a 3 .1 .8
Let p  : [0,1] —> R be a C°° m ap such th a t <p(t) ^  0, t € [0,1], <^d (0) =  0, 




i - +  0
p{t)
t q ’
t e (  o, l]
t =  o
and the function (<pq(t)) 1 are C°° on [0,1].
Proof:
To see th a t p q is C°° on all of [0,1], proceed by induction. Take the Taylor 
series for p{t)  to order t q w ith the Lagrange form of the rem ainder C(tq+1), which
has order *»+>. Then lim ^
t—o t q q\
order t q+1,
, and taking the Taylor series of <p{t) to
H m  V q W - V q i ° )  =  V?(<7 +  1 ) ( Q) 
<-+ o t  + 1 ) !
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and ^ q \ t ) = _>_1 (1np^(t) — q^it))  which has Taylor series,
^ (<?+1)(0) t ^ q+2\ 0) 0 ( ^ +3)
(? + l)! + (9 +  2)! + t«+‘ '





+ Ü T 7 W +  o ( < 2 )
and ipq is C°° on all of [0,1]. To see th a t (<pq(t)) 1 C°° on [0? 1], observe th a t
= (-i)(v»,(0)"VPw,
= (2)(v’J(t))_V i1,(*)^1)W -  ( y ,« ) “M 2)(<)
dl
and the expression for - ^ - ( ^ ( f ) ) -1 will be a multinom ial in the variables
O g W ) 2> O gM ) 3, • * -, (^g(^)) (l+1\ V > g 2) W> ••• with integer co­
efficients. Since <pq(t) ^  0 ,t  £ [0,1], (ipq( t ) )~ l is C°° on [0,1]. ■
Since the more specialized Saletan contraction given by (1.5.5) represents a large 
class of contraction examples (1.5.3) we illustrate how it fits in w ith the current 
scheme:
E xam ple 3 .1 .9
Let U(t) = u + t l  and notation be given by (1.5.2) to (1.5.5). Then the 
contraction of g w ith respect to




where q is the smallest integer such th a t uq+1 g = uqg , and
d<j>(t)\ Vi = t q(u +  t l )  1
dm\v2 =  'Zi-uy-H"-’
3 =  1
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is a C°° map, d(f) : [0,1] x g —» g, linear on <7; and g0 of (2.4.3) is isomorphic with 
£0 of (1.5.5).
Proof:
By (1.5.4), g =  V1 ® V2. Take the power series of tqU~l {t) =  £9(u +  t l )_1 on 
y2, observing that u\y2 is nilpotent of order q. The proof that contraction (2.4.3) 
is precisely contraction (1.5.5) is given by Theorem (2.4.17(5)). ■
We now give the characterization of dq and ker dX, but first we need a technical 
Lemma:
Lemma 3.1.10 (C°° analogue of Corollary (2.4.21))
Let d^  denote the set 0,1] with dq given by (2.4.4). Theorem (2.4.17)
and Theorem (2.4.19) still hold true when their statements are modified by the 
uniform substitution of d^  for dq.
Proof:
Follows from the observation that dX(dq) = dX(dq fl CJ°[0,1]). ■
Theorem  3.1.11
Let dq,gQ, and kercDS be given by Definitions (2.4.1) to (2.4.5), but with 
d(f>(t) =  t 9u-1 (^), u(t) being specified by (3.1.7). Let
uC“ [0,l] =  {Y I Y(t)  =  e  C“ [0,1]}
and uC~(0)[0,l] =  {Y  | Y{t)  =  u(t)X€ C“ [0,1], Jf(0) =  0}.
Then d ^  =  UC |°[0,l]
and ker dX =  i/C’J°(0)[0,1].
Proof:




< u x{t)X(t),  t e  [0,1]
y (<) =  {
y l im u  1(t)X{t ), £ =  0
(3.1.12)
In the notation of (3.1.7),
- l (t)=w-t q adj(u(*)) t E (0,1].
By (3.1.8),
- 1 /^  / ^ - l adj M 0 )
u W =  (<PgW) -----Ji-----
where (v??)-1 € Cjf^O, 1]. Then the function t i—► ((£>g(£))-1 adj(u(£))X(£) is C°° on
[0,1], and the limit, lim exists. P u ttin g  Z(t)  = (y?g(tf))- 1 adj(u(£))X(£
we have Z  E C ^°[0,1] and Z^l\ 0) =  0, « =  0 , . . . ,  q — 1.
Applying Lemma (3.1.8) to each coordinate function of Z, it follows th a t 
Y  E C ^°[0,1]. Then X( t )  = u( t )Y( t ) and hence X  E uC ^°[0 ,1], proving th a t 
= u C “ [0 ,1], Clearly wC“ (0)[0 ,1] C kerd X  Let X  E k erd X  Then X  E 
uC™[0,1]. From (3.1.12) X( t )  = u( t )Y( t ), t E [0,1], Y  E CJ°[0,1] and Y ( 0) =  0, 
showing th a t ker dX C wC£°(0)[0,1]. This establishes the theorem. ■
C orollary  3 .1 .1 2 (a )
For generalised Saletan contraction (3.1.7) of a Lie algebra g (where the con­
ditions of (2.5.1) are assumed to hold), the set u(0)<7 is a Lie subalgebra of g.
Proof:
Since uC ^°[0 ,1] is a Lie subalgebra of C^°[0,1], endpoints of elements of this 
set must be a Lie subalgebra of <7, hence u(0)g is a Lie subalgebra of g. I
E xam p le  3 .1 .13
The structures of dP(dq) and ker dXp  are easily com puted using (3.1.11), and 
are particularly simple since the structures are the same w hether u is C°° or is a 
polynomial of degree q in t.
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Let {X }g denote the element in V q(g) which is the coset of X  E C£°[0,1] by 
kerdP . Elem ents of V q(g) are uniquely determ ined by polynomials X  of order q. 
W ithout loss of generality, u(t) may be assumed to be a polynomial of degree q in
t.
Then,
dP(dq) = { { y } ,  I Y( t )  = u ( t ) X ( t ) , X  € V(g),  X  of degree q.}
and
ker dXp = {{E }g | Y(t )  = tu(t )X(t) ,  X  E 'P(g), X  of degree q.}.
For the special case of Saletan contraction in the form (1.5.5), the expression for 
dP(dq) w ith dq given at the beginning of §3.1, in term s of <?’th  order polynomials 
representing V q(g) has the elegant form,
d P ( £ )  = { {V }, I X( t )  =  Xo +  X , t  + ■ ■ ■ + J 2 ( ~ u y X j = 0}
q '  3=0
and similarly
k e rdXP = { { * } , I X  £ dP(dq), Y ^ ( - U)3~l x i =  °-}
j=o
W hile the corresponding closed forms are immediately seen to be solutions to the 
above equations:
X t q
dP(dq) =  { { X } J \ X( t )  = X o + X 1t + - - - + ' - ^ ~ ,
Xo =  uYo, X j  =  uYj +  Y j - 1 , j  = 1 , . . .  ,q, Yj G g}
and
ker dXP = {{X }, I X ( t )  = X 0 + X \t  + • • • +
Q ’
X 0 = 0, Xi = uYo, Xj  =  uYj - 1  +  Y j - 2, j  = 2 , . . .  ,g, Yj E #} 
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W ith the explicit description of d^  and ker dX  for generalised Saletan contraction 
in hand, it is not surprising th a t we can construct a contraction of Q which has 
Lie algebra g0 given by the contraction of g w ith respect to  the fully generalised 
Saletan contraction procedure (3.1.7), directly and explicitly, w ithout the use of 
Laurent maps:
D efin itio n  3 .1 .1 4
Let u q : V q(g) —» V q(g) be the map
uq : { X ) ,  «  { u X } q, X  € V(g)
where u X  is the element of C J°[0 ,1] given by u X  : t t—> u( t )X( t ) .  (In practical 
com putations only the first q +  1 term s of the Taylor series of u at t =  0 need be 
used in place of u(t).)
Let Uq : T q(Q) * T q{Q) denote the C°° map (in the notation of (2.5.4)),
Uq : ( e ,X 1, . . . , X g) ^ ( e , F 1, . . . , F g)
t qY  t qX
where {tYi -\------- h 1 }q = u q{ t X i H------- -^--- - p j g
T h eo rem  3 .1 .15
Let Q be a Lie group with lie algebra #, and g0 the generalised Saletan con­
traction of g as per (3.1.7) where the conditions of (1.5.1) are assumed to  hold. Let 
QdP(£i) be the connected Lie subgroup of T q{Q) w ith Lie algebra dP(d^°) =  dP( dq) 
given by (3.1.11). Let Uq : T q(Q) —> T q(Q) be the C°° map given by (3.1.14). Then 
Uq( T q(Q)) is a  closed, connected, normal, nilpotent subgroup of QdP(dß) and the 
factor Lie group, = Gdpqd^ / ^q iT^Q))  has Lie algebra g0.
Proof:
Uq( T q) is clearly closed and connected in T q{Q). To see th a t it is norm al in 
GdP(W) observe th a t the Lie algebra of Uq{Tq) is S  = { V  \ V  G u qV q(g), V  =
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u q{X}q ,  X (0) — 0} and as u qV q(g) is a Lie algebra, S  is an ideal of u qV q(g) = 
dP( dq). Hence Uq( T q(Q)) is normal in Qd P( d ß ) -
S  is nilpotent because representative polynomials of elements of 5  have high­
est order q and lowest order 1, in t. Hence 5  is q-step nilpotent. T ha t the Lie 
group Qo has Lie algebra g0 follows from (3.1.11) and (3.1.13). ■
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§3.2 M ore G en era l C on traction s
In this section, we investigate more general contractions th an  those of (2.3.5) 
by taking a >  1 in (2.3.2) and by generalising dq to include the Laurent polyno­
mials on g as promised at the end of §2.4. The generalisation of (2.5.24(1)), the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for contraction, and thereby (2.5.30), will be 
seen to  involve the jet bundle J q([0, l]*7,^ ) of (1.4.18). The advantage of consid­
ering this type of contraction is th a t it broadens the possibilities of contraction 
“inside a larger dimensional Lie group” as given by (2.3.8), (2.3.9(a)) and (2.3.9(b)) 
which has the appealing property of having no necessary and sufficient conditions 
required to hold for contraction. A further filip for its investigation is the hope 
of understanding more of the structure of dq (2.4.4) by studying contractions for 
a > 1, bu t w ith i\  =  i2 =  • • • =  ia = 1 in (2.3.2), possibly elucidating contractions 
w ith (7 =  1 and q >  1.
Even more relevant yet, is the fact th a t, in view of the conclusions in Re­
m ark (2.4.22) th a t contractions of Lie groups may have a non-trivial role to play 
in  obtaining non-perturbative solutions of the QCD field equations (the pe rtu r­
bative approach does not work for particle interactions at the energies in which 
particle theorists are most interested), more general contractions (a  >  1) involve 
je t bundles which form the background scenario for the definition of Bäcklund 
m aps, themselves most useful for solving non-linear partial differential equations 
not unlike these field equations of QCD.
The final part of this section will be to show how dq can be generalised as a 
subalgebra of the Laurent polynomials, giving the revised versions of propositions 
and definitions leading up to  a new Theorem  (2.4.17) and (2.4.19).
We proceed by generalising in turn , the propositions and definitions of §2.3 , §2.4 
and §2.5, pu tting  a >  1, in so far as they have bearing on the above-mentioned 
aims, om itting infinite-dimensional theorems such as (2.5.42).
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D efin itio n  3 .2 .1  (Definitions of Q(o,i]a > $ q, Go, R q and X.)
In Definitions (2.3.3) to (2.3.7) uniformly replace (0,1] by (0,1]^ (the cross- 
product of (0, 1], cr-times) and [0, 1] by [0, l]*7.
We now give an example of contraction, which shows th a t different contrac­
tions for a >  1 will result depending on how t approaches zero.
E xam p le  3 .2 .2 (a )
We contract the m atrix  form of £ 0 ( 4 ,1) in the spirit of Example (2.3.8) with 





Let g £ 5 0 (4 ,1 ) , and G\  and 2 x 2 subm atrix of the 4 x 4  m atrix
/  G\  O2/.S G z/ t  \  
Then T ( ^ ,6,t)  =  I sG^  O5 s / tGs  I
\ t G j  t /sGs  O9 J
Com puting C/0, if we take the limit (s , t )  
obtain
£0 =
/  R  Ti r 2 
\ 0  L
(0, 0) such th a t — approaches 1, we
R  £ 5 0 (2 )
Ti £ R2
L  £ 5 0 (1 ,1 )
On the other hand com puting Q0 so t h a t -----► a  where a  ^  1 and a  > 0, we get
£0 =
( R  r, r2 \  R
L e  5 0 (1 ,1 ) ,  l
\ 0  A L A - 1)A = { f _ p
V  Ot /
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which is distinct from, bu t isomorphic to the previous contraction.
Finally, com puting Go by taking -  —► 0 gives us
Go =
( R  T! 
0 4l 
\ 0  r
R €  5 0 (2 ) , Ti 6 R2 
r  E R, t i  E {“b 1, — 1}
These last two contractions could not have been obtained from the Exam ple of 
Case (2.3.8) w ith <7 =  1 and ip(t) in simple diagonal form. Consequently, it is 
worthwhile generalising (2.3.9):
C on ven tion  3 .2 .2 (b )
In view of 3.2.2(a) we will choose, for all su b seq u en t co n tra ctio n s in  §2.8, 
to  take the limit £ —> 0 in such a way th a t, in the notation of (2.3.2),
A ' ■ ■ ■ A *
/ ll . . .  /*«■ 
‘' l  t <T
<7 <7
approaches a finite num ber if k{ = q, and diverges if ^  k ; <  q. This would
i = i  i = i
be the case for the example of ti =  i = 1 , . . .  ,cr, where n(i) is a positive
integer function of i and t is univariate. The objective of this convention is to make 
the generalisation of the theorems of C hapter 2 as straightforw ard as possible while 
still embracing significantly different examples such as (3.2.2(a)).
P ro p o s itio n  3 .2 .3  (Generalises the case of when the images of the Laurent maps 
are contained inside a Lie group.)
Let the Laurent maps T(-,£) of (3.2.1) satisfy Case (2.3.8) w ith t E (0,11er. 
Then, in the notation of (3.2.1), V q is a subgroup of the group Cg[0 , l ] a , the 
group of g-times differentiable maps from [0,1]CT into Q w ith respect to pointwise 
m ultiplication, and further Go is a group and X  a homomorphism.
P roof:
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The proof of (2.3.9(a)) holds true w ith [0,1] and (0,1] uniformly replaced by 
[0, l]a and (0,1]  ^ respectively and and X  given by (3.2.1). ■
C o m m en ts 3 .2 .4
In order to keep the notation simple, V q has been chosen in (3.2.1) as a subset 
of Cg\0 , l ] 0-. Instead of Cg[0 , l]*7, we could have chosen the more stream lined set 
of maps [0, l ] 0- —> Q th a t are ij-tim es differentiable in the j ’th  component of t, for 
j  = 1 , . . . ,  cr (in the notation of (2.3.2)). The superfluity in the use of C^[0,1]<T 
is exactly analogous to using Cg+r[0,1] in the definition of V q for <7 =  1, and no 
inform ation is lost.
We will offset the statem ent of the analogue of (2.3.9(b)), by the treatm ent of 
contractions of Lie algebras for the case er >  1 (which will show th a t the definitions 
and propositions (including proofs) can be straightforwardly adapted  to  the case 
of cr >  1), as this will m otivate the constructions necessary for the generalisation 
to a finite dimensional equivalent of (2.3.9(b)).
D efin itio n  3 .2 .5  (Definitions of <7(0)1p  , g0, dq and dX.)
In Definitions (2.4.1) to (2.4.5), uniformly replace (0,1] by (0,1]°" and [0,1] 
by [0,1]".
Saletan contraction (1.5.1) can be generalised trivially to the case a >  1 and 
will be used in Propositions (3.2.7) and (3.2.8).
P ro p o s itio n  3 .2 .6  (Saletan C ontraction for cr >  1)
Proposition (1.5.1) remains true when [0, l]*7 and (0, l]*7 are uniformly substi­
tu ted  for [0,1] and (0,1] respectively.
Proof:
g0 is a vector space by definition.
Now [.X , Y ]o =  lim U(t)Y],
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and the bracket is antisym m etric and bi-linear. The Jacobi identity for g0 follows 
from taking the limit t —> 0 in the identity,
Y  u-\t)m t)x,u(t)n  =  0.
C y c l i c p e r m  
( X , Y , Z )
The generalised versions of (2.4.7) and (2.4.8) still hold true:
P ro p o s itio n  3 .2 .7
Let generalised Saletan contraction be given by (2.4.6), w ith [0,1] and (0,1] 
uniformly replaced by [O,!]*7 and (0,1]^ respectively. If Saletan’s condition of
(3.2.6) holds, then  dq is a subalgebra of the Lie algebra C q[0,1]°" w ith bracket 
taken pointwise, g0 as given by (3.2.5) has the Saletan Lie algebra structu re  of
(3.2.6) , and dX is a homomorphism.
Proof:
Uniformly substitu te  [0, l]*7 for [0,1] in the proof of (2.4.7. ■
P ro p o s itio n  3 .2 .8
Let generalised Saletan contraction be given by (2.4.6) w ith [0,1] and (0,1] 
uniformly replaced by [0, l]a and (0, l]*7 respectively. Then Saletan’s condition of
(2.8.6) holds if and only if dq is a Lie algebra.
Proof:
See the proof of (2.4.8) which still holds for a >  1. ■
Our aim is to prove theorems analogous to  (2.4.17) and (2.4.19). To this end, 
we generalise dP  and dXp.  The generalisation of dP  as given by (2.4.10) is less 
obvious than  for the preceding results.
L em m a 3 .2 .9
Let V q(g) be the Lie algebra of all polynomials in a variables, t £ [0 ,1 ] ,  
factored by the ideal of all polynomials in t of to ta l degree in the o variables
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greater than  q. T h en  th e  m ap ,
d P - . c m , \ ] ^ v i { g )
dP : X  i->
I q iffE Er=0E ’i=, k ‘=n  ~
where A'! =  K 1\K2\ ■ ■ ■ K at-
X - ( 0 )
dNX(t)
d t f ' d t “ 2 ■■■&“ ' t = 0
(and where {X}, for X  a polynomial in £, denotes the coset containing X  by the 
above mentioned ideal) is a Lie a lgebra h om om orp h ism .
Proof:
Let X , Y  be polynomials on g, in t of order K \ , K 2 respectively. Let X  1—> X  
denote the operation of dropping off term s in X  of order above q in t ( th a t is, term s
a
t j 1 • • -t*” are dropped if kj >  q). To prove th a t dP[X,Y]  = [dPX, dPY],  the
i=l
problem is reduced to showing tha t,
[x,r] = [x,n
Now X  = X + 0 ( t q+1) and Y  = Y +0(^g+1) where 0(£g+1) denotes term s t ^ t ^ 2 • • • t„ a ,
w ith K j  > q.
I
Therefore [X,Y] = [X +  0(t^+1), Y  +  0(£g+1)]
=  [X ,F ] +  C1(^+1)
=  [X ,E ] establishing the result.
We generalise the map dXp :
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L em m a 3 .2 .1 0
The map dXp  : dP(dq) h -> g0 given by
dXP : {dP(X)}  •-> dXo(X ),
in the notation of (2.8.9), is well-defined and satisfies dX = dXp  o dP.
Proof:
The proof of (2.4.11) remains valid when we replace the first q +  1 term s of 
the Taylor series of X  and Y  E C qg[0,1] by the expressions for d P ( X )  and d P ( Y ) 
given by (3.2.9) making t E [0, l]a. d^( t )  has the more general form,
<7
ij = —q (taking ij <  0 w ithout loss of generality) and the proof holds when
3= 1
we replace by a linear combination of all derivatives, — r-------- r— on account
Ol 2 * Ol &
of Convention (3.2.2(b)). H
We can now generalise Theorem  (2.4.17):
T h eo rem  3 .2 .11  (Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for Contractions)
Theorem (2.4.17) holds with the following uniform substitutions: V q(g) for 
V q(g), [0, e)* for [0, e) and (0 ,l ] a for (0,1]; where (0,1]°" and [0,1]°" have been 
substitu ted  for (0,1] and [0,1] respectively in Definition (2.4.13).
Proof:
We give the necessary uniform substitutions in the proof of (2.4.17). All 
changes include [0,1 for [0,1], (0 ,1]  ^ for (0,1] and t m ultivariate for t univariate.
Proof of (1) => (2): Replace t lZ^l\ 0) by the expression for dP(Z)  in (3.2.9);
i = 0
replace “derivatives up to g’th  order” by “derivatives gf*l1y ^ <r where r  <  g” ; 
replace t ~q by t\x • • • (ij <  0).
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Proof of (2) => (3): As per the changes specified above.
Proof of (3) => (4): Changes as given above.
Proof of (4) => (1): As given above.
Proof of (4) => (5): As given above; and [0, e) replaced by [0,6)^.
Proof of (5) => (1): As per changes above. ■
Theorem  2.4.19 holds w ith very little  modification:
T h eo rem  3 .2 .12  (Differentiable Properties of Contraction)
Theorem (2.4.19) is true for a >  1.
Proof:
Modify the proof of (2.4.19) by replacing (0,1] and [0,1] by (0, l]*7 and [0, l]*7 
respectively. M
C om m en ts 3 .2 .1 2 (a )
In (3.2.12), the domain of dXp  is contained in the Lie algebra of multinomials
on g in a variables. In view of Comments (1.4.19) we expect th a t the domain of
the globalisation X p  of dXp  will be contained in J q([0 ,1 Y The generalisation
of T q(Q) of (2.5.1) is U J ?([0, l]a t G)o,g, denoted J g([0,1]CT, Q)0tg (as given by
geG
(1.4.18)), which is a subset of the q-}et bundle J g([0 ,1]°",Q). We will now show 
th a t J g([0,1]°\ Q ) o,g is a Lie group, Then suitably generalise the m ap P  of (2.5.21), 
then prove a condensed version of (2.5.30), our principal aim being to show the 
role of jet bundles for the case a > 1.
P ro p o sitio n  3 .2 .13
Let J ?([0, l]*7, £/)o,e? =  U J g([0, l]*7, Q)o,g in the notation of (1.4.18), with
geG
elements { / i }, { /2}, f i  G Cg°[0, l]'7, and product { / i } • { /2} =  { / 1/ 2 } where / i / 2 
is the map f i f 2 : [0, l]a —> Q,t ({f i }  is the equivalence class of f i  by
the equivalence relation (1.4.17))
T h en  J q([0,1]°",C/)o,£ is a Lie group.
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P roof:
By formal analogy to the proof (2.5.3) th a t T 2(Q) is a group it follows 
th a t J g([0, l]*7, Q)o,g is a group with respect to the above product, with iden­
tity  {e} 6 </g([0 ,1]°",£7)o,e? where e is the m ap e : [0,1]* —► Q which is constantly 
the identity. To obtain the manifold structure of J g([0, l]*7, G)o,g, let { /}  be an 
arb itrary  element of J g([0, l]CT,^ )o )5, and (Xj-AO a chart at g in Q. Let / x =  X 0 /  
and f l be its coordinate functions. For convenience, identify V qn (see (1.4.18)) as 
a coordinate space by suitable choice of basis polynomials. Define the map
tt: J q([0,l]a ,G)oto - + G
77 : {/} £ iG)o,g ► g,
then the coordinate maps are given by
X* : k- ' W  -  Rn x V ln
X* • { / }  € Jq([0,1]", g)o,g -> (x(ff), -P ,/ i ........^ g /J ) (^ e  (1.4.18)).
The are surjective maps by (1.4.18), which induce a topology on J g([0, l]*7, Q)o,g- 
Overlapping charts ( x i ,  tt-1 (M ), xi  , y \ , . . . ,  y?)  and (x 2 > ^ “ H-A/i), x 2, y2, ■ • ■, 2/?) 
at { /i}  and { /2} respectively, correspond to overlapping charts ( x i , A/*i) and 
(X2 7 «A/2 ) in £/. W riting x 2 0 ( x D -1 in coordinate form,
(x2,y\,  • • • ,  2 / ? )  =  ( ^ 2 ( ^ 1 ) ,  3/2 (2 / 1  )> • • • >2/2 ( 2 / 1 ) ) -
x2 is a C°° function of x\  and the y l2 are linear functions of y i, induced by a 
change of variables in the Taylor series of . Hence overlapping charts are C°°- 
related. To see th a t the product is C°°, let ( x j , 7r - 1  (-A/3 ), £ 3 , y\ . . .  , y j )  be a chart 
at { / 1 H / 2 }. Then,
X3 ((xSr)_1(x l>!/l X xJ)_1(*2> !fe))
=  (x3( X i \ x 1) x s \ x 2)),Pq((xT1ofx, ( x ^ o f X2))1x3, . . . , P , ( ( x : i ofXl)(x - 1ofX2))nJ
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(where f Xi =  \ i  0 f i )  and the y\  will be multinom ial functions of y\ and y2 and 
C°°-functions of X\ and £2, while X3  will be a C°°-function of x \  and X2  only. 
Hence J g([0, l]*7, G)o,g is a Lie group. ■
Regarding elements of T q{Q) as equivalence classes of C°° maps [0,1] —> Q, we 
have the obvious corollary:
C orollary  3 .2 .14  (Case a = 1)
J q([0 ,1 ],</)o,0 is precisely T q(Q).
The generalisation of P  (2.5.19) uses 5-jets:
D efin itio n  3 .2 .15
Let /  : [O, l]*7 —► Q be C°° and let j q f  be the 5-jet of /  given by (1.4.20), with 
respect to J 9([0, l ]0-, Q).
Let P  be the map,
p  ■ f~  j qm -
We employ P  in the following, compact generalisation of (2.5.30).
T h eo rem  3 .2 .16
Define the map X p  : P ( V q flCg°[0, l]*7) —> Q0  by (2.5.23) w ith P  as in (3.2.15) 
and V q given by (3.2.1). P  is a homomorphism and X p  is well defined. Let 
V q0 0 = V q n  Cg°[0, l]*7. If either,
(a) I ^  is a subgroup of C^°[0, l]a and ker3C is a normal subgroup of X ^ ,  or
(b) P(D ^0) is a subgroup of X9([0, l]*7, @)o,6i and ker X p  a norm al subgroup, then 
Qo and P ^ D ^ )  are Lie groups and Xp  a C°° homomorphism. Further, (a) 
and (b) are equivalent.
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P roof:
To show th a t Xp  is well-defined, the proof of (2.5.22) may be modified by
dq(f) dq
replacing —— by a linear combination of all derivatives of the form — t---------—,
6 dt" y dt[l ■■■ dt’a°
“of order g” and w ith the observation th a t (in view of (1.4.19)) if g, h E C^°[0,1]°" 
and P(g)  = P{h)  then all derivatives of \  0 9 to order q will agree with those 
of x  0 h. In view of the expression for X(g)  in coordinate form, X(g) = X ( h ) as 
required, and X p  is well-defined.
P  is a homorphism: Let / i ,/2 € C ^°[0 ,l]<r.
Then P ( f  1/2) = {equivalence class of / i / 2 in J , ([0, l]" , G)o,flf2(o)}
=  { / l } { / 2 } = P ( / l ) P ( / 2)
in the notation of (3.2.13); and P (e) = {e}. We now show th a t (a) and (b) are 
equivalent. T hat (a) => (b) follows from P  being a homomorphism and the defini­
tion of Xp.  To see (b) => (a), we follow the proof and notation of (2.5.24), (1) => 
(2): Now P ~ 1(P (V qX)) is a subgroup of C^°[0,1]°”, and to  see th a t P -1 (P(X >^0)) 
equals V ^  we only need show V ^  D P~l (P (V q00)). This is accomplished by es­
tablishing (2.5.27) with ~ ~  replaced by all derivatives of the form — ^  •
Now if k 6 kerP , then
d Jy(0 )
dt{1 ■ ■ ■
= 0 ;  J  = 0 , . . . , q ;  Vj,->  0 9 =  Now
i = i
dJ
dt{1 • • ■ dt’S ix  1( C ( ^ { * ) . y ( * ) ) ) » * ) | t= 0
will be multinomial in the term s
dh x(0) dK y(0)
at■■■dtl*  a n d  at f 1
whence all terms
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including any one of the la tte r variables will vanish. Hence
m h d. , Qtu #x(C(*(*).y(<))).«)|,=0 = dtu d. . 9tjrJ (-x ‘(C(*(*).y(°))).*)|(=o
a-7
a*71 • • • dti° ^ H ) ) . 0 | (=0
=  o,
by (3.2.2(b)) as we wished to show, and V ^  is a subgroup of Cg°[0, l]*7. To show
th a t kerX  is a normal subgroup of 'D%0, we again follow (2.5.24), bu t must show 
th a t
lim —  
0 t\'
<Kx \ ( ( x { t ) , y ( t ) ) ) , t ) \ t=0 =  o (3.2.17)
given th a t
and th a t
d Jy( 0)
d &  .. • dtV
=  0 ; J  =  0 , . . . , q  Vj, >  0 9 =  J,
i=l
----- 777 “HXi 1 (*(*)),*) I teo =  °-L \ L(J
By expanding the LHS of (3.2.17) in term s of partial derivatives of x(t) and y(t) 
and t = 0 as before, we get,
lim —--------—
< - + o  . . .  t l?
(/ 2  ^  ( T
<t>(x 1( £ ( * W >S/(*)))>*)|(=0
=  }™  t h , 1 . ^ ^ x  1( e ( * ( * ) .y ( o ))),<)|te0
= .1. tip> (xr1(^(«).«)|t=0
=  0
and ker 3: is a norm al subgroup of V ^ .
If we show th a t P (T >^0) is closed in J g([0, l]*7, G)o,e then P (T )g0) will be a Lie 
subgroup (1.1.8).
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Let { /}  € P(Pgo) w ith {/} € e/g([0 ,1]°", ^)o,^ and ( x , A f , x l ) a chart at g. { /}  
is in P(X ,J0) if and only if
^ ^ ( X - 1(X°/«),*) Lo = °
er
J =  0 , . . . , g  -  1, =  J, ji >  0.
i=l
In term s of the chart y 71" of (3.2.13), the above conditions determ ine C°°-functions 
of the ( xyy)  satisfying, Fjl ...jtr( x 1y) = 0 in the same way as for (2.5.68). 
Then any sequence in P f P ^ )  converging to { /}  in *7g([0, l]cr,^)o,c? will converge 
to  a point of P (P ^ 0) and hence P ( P ^ )  is closed by the same argum ent as in 
the proof of (2.5.30) at (2.5.68). Similarly, ker3fp is closed in P (P ^ C) and is a Lie 
subgroup of P (P |o ) .  W ith the topology and manifold structure  of P (P ^ G) /  ker ^ p ,  
Qo is a Lie group and Xp  a C ^-hom om orphism . B
Equipped with the necessary theorems we conclude this section by giving the 
generalisation of (2.3.9(b)) promised in (3.2.4).
C orollary  3 .2 .18
Let each Laurent map \I/(-,t) be a C°°-monomorphism of Q into a Lie group 
Ql as in (2.3.8) w ith (0,1] replaced by (0, l]a . Then Q0 is a lw ay s  a Lie group and 
the contraction m apping is given by X  — X p o P  where X p  is a C°°-homomorphism 
of the Lie groups, P (P ^ C) onto Q0.
P roof: Proposition (3.2.3) and Theorem (3.2.16). B
T h e R ole o f  L aurent P o ly n o m ia ls  in C on traction s o f  Lie A lgeb ras.
The objective of this section is to  fulfil our undertaing in (2.4.22) by showing 
how dq may be generalised to include the Laurent polynomials on g in a non-trivial 
way. The idea being to highlight the possible physical im port of the applications 
of this contraction theory. We first give the following class of examples:
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E xam p le  3 .2 .19
Let (f> be given by (2.3.2) and suppose th a t d(f>{t) is polynomial in t. Let K  
be the highest positive order of t in the Laurent polynomial . In evaluating 
g0 of (2.4.5), if we allow X  : (0,1] —* g to  be a Laurent polynomial in t , then
the limit lim ■ can only exist for Laurent polynomials X ( t ) of minimum
E
degree —K  in t. Then dX( X)  becomes,
dX( X)  =  lim
d(j){t)
e 'xT o0 . ]  t*+K(tK(
where t h X ( t )  is polynomial in t. In view of Corollary (2.4.21) it appears th a t in 
this case, an expansion of the domain of dX to  include the Laurent polynomials
d(f){t)
leads to  a contraction closely related to a contraction w ith respect to t q + K with
dom ain dq+h (V ) (2.4.20). We now give the general theory which will enable us to 
prove this in precise form.
D efin itio n  3 .2 .20  (Re definition of g^Q j], s q, g0, dq and dX)
Let <jf(o i] be given by (2.4.1); sq by (2.4.2) but w ith g x [0,1] replaced by 
g x (0,1] and “C 9-section” by “Laurent polynomial section” ; g0 by (2.4.3); dq by 
(2.4.4) w ith g x [0,1] replaced by g x (0,1] and w ith “C 9-section” replaced by 
“Laurent polynomial section” ; and dX  given by (2.4.5).
Let VL{g)  denote the Lie algebra of L aurent p o ly n o m ia ls  on  Q, in a single 
variable t E (0,1].
C o m m en ts 3 .2 .21
We will now generalise Theorem (2.4.17) for this case of an expanded domain 
V q of the contraction mapping. Let V qL(g) denote the subalgebra (it is not an 
ideal) of 'Pl (^) of polynomials of degree greater than  q. Note th a t if we generalised 
dP  as a map dP  : Vi ( g )  PL{g)/ ,  the range of dP  is now not finite-
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dimensional. As the initial m otivation for defining dP  was th a t its range should 
be finite-dimensional, we omit the use of dP  in the following theorem.
T h eo rem  3 .2 .22
Let 9(o,i]iiiq■> and d£  be given by (3.2.20). Then w ith respect to  these
definitions, statem ents (2), (3), (4) and (5) of Theorem  (2.4.17) are equivalent.
P roof:
The only modifications to the proof of (2.4.17) th a t are necessary are for 
argum ents th a t require an element X  of dq to be a m ap X  : [0,1] —> g and not 
ju st a map X  : (0,1] —> g. Hence the proofs of (2) =>• (3) and (3) => (4) hold with 
the new definitions m utatis m utandis. We give the proof of (4) => (2).
P r o o f  o f  (4) => (2):
Let X , Y  £ d9. By assum ption,
adX(X)  +  ßdX{Y)  £ £ 0> Vo,/? £ R
i.e. dX(oiX -f- ß Y )  £ g0, whence a X  +  ß Y  £ dq and dq is a subspace of V l (9)- 
Further, [c/£(X), dX(Y)\  £ g0 by assum ption. Now,
[dX(X), dX(Y)] =  lim d$(t)[X(t) ,  y(t)] by definition of the product on g0,
=  dX([X,Y})
Then [X, Y] £ dq which is hence a subalgebra of V ^ g ) .
Let Z  £ ker dX. Then [dX{Z), dX(X)] =  0, VX £ dq.
Therefore 0 =  [dX(Z), dX(X)} -  dX([Z,X})
and so [Z, X] £ ker dX. Ker dX is clearly a subspace of dq and so is an ideal, 
establishing (4) => (2).
The proof of (4) => (5) of (2.4.17) holds w ith the new definitions (3.2.2) 
w ithout change.
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We give the proof of (5) => ( 2 ):
Let £ dq; then [X (t), Y(t)] is defined for t 6 (0,1] and [X, Y) 6 Vi{g). 
Thus if lim d4>[X(£), T (t)] exists, then [X, Y] will be in dq. To complete this
E X [ 0 , 1 ]
proof, the proof from this stage on of (5) => (2) in (2.4.17) holds w ith the new 
definitions (3.2.20).
This establishes (5) => (2) (done in the proof of (5) => (1)) and completes the 
proof of the theorem. ■
We now present the proposition promised in example (3.2.19):
Observe th a t, in the following lines, is in fact dq'>rK{V). In view of (2.4.21)
however, we economise on notation by writing simply dq+K.
P ro p o s itio n  3 .2 .23
Let d<3>(-,t) and d</>(-,t) denote the derivatives of the maps 4>, <f> defined in 
(2.3.2), or be freshly defined linear maps with the properties of derivatives of 
and (f) as given by (2.3.2).
Suppose th a t d(f){t) is polynomial in t, w ith highest positive order of t being 
K .  Let g0,L> dqL and dXi  denote respectively the re-naming of the sets <70, d9 and 
dX given by (3.2.20), corresponding to the Laurent m ap derivatives,
<**(•><) =  ^ 7 ^  of (2.3.2).
Let g0, dq+K, dX be given by (2.4.3), (2.4.4) and (2.4.5) respectively, relative to
the Laurent m ap derivatives, dT(*,£) =  •
Then, defining t h dqL =  { X |X (t)  =  t h Y ( t ), Y  G £ } ,  and similarly defining 
t h ker dXi,  we have, t h dqL = dq+K, t K ker dXi  = ker dX, dX(dq+h) = d X i(d qL) 
and dqL is a Lie algebra if and only if
[dq+K, dq+K] C dq+2K
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where d?+2A is the set given by (2.4.4) with Laurent map derivative, d\I/(-,tf) =  
d<i>(-,t)
t q  +  2 K  •
ker dXj_, is an ideal of dqL if and only if
[dg+A, ker dX] C ker dX(q+2K)
where dX(q+2K) is the contraction map for dq+2K.
R em ark 3 .2 .24 .
Because of negative powers of t in elements of dqL, we have th a t ddL and dq+h 
are not isomorphic, and hence dX(dq+R) and dXi(dqL) are not isomorphic, even 
though they are set-theoretically the same.
P r o o f  o f  (3 .2 .23 ):
t hdL = t R i Y \Y  e VUg),  Jim existsj
=  t K {P  JP G V l {q)i lim —— — — — exists and Y  is of lowest order t ~ h }
=  i K {Y \Y  € VL(g), Y (t) = x  € 'P(g) and lim exists }
= dq+K.
Similarly, t h ker dXj_, = ker dX.
T hat t K dqL = dq+h follows im mediately from the definitions of ddL and d?+A 
and th a t dX(dq+K) =  dX i(dqL) also follows directly from the definitions of dX and 
dXi .  Suppose th a t dqL is a Lie algebra. Then for I , F  G dg+A,
therefore
Y( t ) } _  Z{t)
I t K  ’ t K  J t K with Z  G dq+K;
[X(£), Y(t)\ =  t KZ(t) whence
[X, Y] G d9+K. Further,
d4(t)[X(t), Y(t)} d<f>(t)Z(t)
t q +  2 K  ~  ™  t q +  K  ’
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yielding [X, Y] £ dq+2h .
Suppose th a t dq+h is a Lie algebra, and [dq+h , dq+h] C dq+2K . 
Let X , Y  e d q+K. Then
m  no'
t K  ’  ^
^  w ith Z  6
Consequently lim 
<—>0
d(f)(t) X(t)t K »
r(0
Um M  t—►o tq+2K
and the limit exists, showing dqL to be a Lie algebra.
The proof of the conditions for Ker d%i to be an ideal of dqL is similar. ■
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C h a p ter  4: C on traction s o f  R ep resen ta tio n s  o f  Lie G roups.
§4.1 U sin g  th e  m eth o d  o f  orb its . C on tractin g  a seq u en ce o f  form s. 
C on tra ctin g  orb its.
In this chapter we endeavour to  extend theorems of the type of (1.6.6) and Dooley 
and Ricci (1985), Theorem 8.1 to the fully general case of showing how the repre­
sentations of the sequence of Lie groups $(Q , t )  for arb itrary  Q and general $  will 
in the limit become representations of Qo, the contracted Lie group. It would be 
too much to  expect exactly analogous results at this level of generality, although 
substantial progress has been made in this direction. These results will be modulo 
a mild connectivity condition on Q, and the requirem ent th a t dim Q = dim Qo, 
which is totally standard  for all treatm ents of Lie group contraction in existence as 
given by other authors (note th a t the second condition does not apply to Theorem  
(4.3.13)).
We give a pragm atic theorem  which provides one, simple test which indicates 
w hether all m atrix  elements or no m atrix  elements of a representation of the con­
trac ted  Lie group will be the limit of m atrix  elements of a sequence of isomorphic 
copies of the original Lie group. T hat is, a simple yes/no test which provides 
an “all or nothing” answer for the question of w hether there is one among the 
contraction of representations of the original Lie group th a t is equal to a given 
representation of the contracted Lie group.
We assume throughout C hapter 3 th a t the m ethod of orbits (see §1.3) “works” 
for Qo and “sufficiently m any” groups 4>(C/, t) in the sense th a t there is a sequence 
{ tn } C [0,1], t n —» 0 such th a t for each functional ß tn £ (d$(g,  £n))*, w ith ßo = 
lim ß trx, the particular representations of $ ( Q , t n) and Q0 constructed by the
t n  >0
m ethod of orbits for each ß tn and ßo will be irreducible.
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The underlying ideas of C hapter 2 and their subsequent development provide 
a very na tu ra l and quick framework for approaching the contraction of represen­
tations. The structure  of the theory naturally  encompasses the awkward fact th a t 
the stabiliser of ß0 will in general be of higher dimension than  the stabiliser of ßt 
for t £ (0,1]. Similarly the possibility of the dimension of the polarization for ß0 
being of higher dimension than  th a t of the polarisation for /?*,££ (0,1] is easily 
allowed for, and the criteria for deciding w hether a suitable polarization for ß0 
exists or not can be given in term s of conditions on either dq (g) C or dP(dq) (g) C.
Finally, suppose th a t the Hilbert spaces {'Htn ,'Ho} each carry an irreducible 
representation of each of the Lie groups {4>(£,£n), Go} respectively, constructed 
via the m ethod of orbits as alluded to  above. The approach to contractions of Lie 
groups developed in this work facilitates a remarkably simple proof of a powerful 
“B ootstrap” theorem  for the contraction of representations which states th a t if we 
can find ju st one sequence of elements {/*n ,/o}  w ith f tn 6 7Y*n , f o  € d i o  such 
th a t fo is non-zero and {/*n ,/o}  satisfies an appropriate “continuity” condition 
as n —> oo, then any operator Po  in the representation of Qq on Tio is the limit 
(in a precise sense to be described below) of a sequence of operators 7Ztn from 
the representation of $ ( G , t n) on 7-itn. This is ju st the sort of result which Saletan 
(1961) postulated  should exist. The B ootstrap Theorem  applies to a very wide 
class of Lie groups and to arb itrary  representations, and was to tally  unexpected 
at this level of generality (the only requirement on the Lie group is a connectivity 
condition). A further advantage of this theorem  is th a t, even though its statem ent 
is w ithin the context of the m ethod of orbits, it is largely independent of the 
m ethod of orbits, as we will see in §4.3.
The balance of section 4.3 is concerned with proving the existence of the 
sequence {/<n,/o}  as described above.
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A p p ly in g  th e  C on traction  P ro cess  and its  P h ilo so p h y  to  th e  M eth o d  
o f  O rb its.
In §1.3 we saw how co-adjoint orbits in the space of functionals g* formed 
the underpinnings and thread  along which the m ethod of orbits was developed. It 
behooves us then, to  study the contraction of funtionals in g* in detail.
Following this, the contractions of orbits and the contractions of polarizations 
(done in section 4.2) as defined in §1.3 will be drawn together in §4.3.
In C hapter 2, we saw how g was contracted to g0 by defining a m ap from CJ[0,1] 
onto g0. A similar approach works for the contraction of g* to  g$. First we must 
dualise
D efin itio n  4 .1 .1
Let the dual (d4>-1 )*(•, t) of the maps : d$(g , t )  —► g, be given by
the maps,
where ß  (E g* and X t 6 d$(g, t ) .
R em ark  (N o ta tio n )
As we did for d<L(-,t) at (2.4.12), we write (d4>-1 )*(•) for (d4>-1 )*(•, t) where 
it will not cause confusion.
From C hapter 2, we expect th a t the maps (c/4>_1)*(-, t) will provide an analogous 
m ap to dX , whose domain will be a space of curves on g* and whose range will be 
gQ. The following example confirms this.
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E x a m p le  4.1 .2
Let Q be a Lie subgroup of G L(n, R). Let ß  £ g*, be represented by the n x n  
m atrix  ß i j , such th a t ß  is the map,
ß - 9 ~ *  R
ß  : X  i—» Xi jß i j  (sum convention), 
where i G ^ i s a n n x n  m atrix.
We want to define a contraction of ß  associated to a given Lie group contrac­
tion:
Let the Laurent maps 4/(-,t) for a contraction be given by the example of 
Case (2.3.8).
Then the functional ( d $ ~ 1)*ß of d$(g, t )*  given by
(O» - 1 )•/?,*,) =
V ( € d $ ( £ , i ) ,  (4.1.3)
and
( d * - ' y ß  = {v T ) - \ t ) ß v T { t \
gives a sequence of functionals which in the limit may provide a functional ß0 on
g o -
If we naively try  to “contract” ß  by computing the limit, 
ßo =  l i m {t)ß^pT(t) (the limit is taken in M ( n  x n, R)) (4-1.4)
for arb itrary  ß , this limit won’t in general exist, and for all the lim its th a t do exist, 
not all of will be obtained.
The obvious solution is to take ß  £ C qg* [0,1] in the philosophy of C hapter 
2, and then (4.1.4) will exist provided ß  satisfies a system of homogeneous linear
equations in the variables —  ^ -  - , i = 0, • • •, ^. One might hope tha t by this
dt l
process, all elements of will be obtained. T hat this is not the case, is illustrated 
by the following example:
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E x am p le  4 .1 .5
In a special case of Example (4.1.2), namely the contraction of the de Sitter 
group (outlined in (2.3.10)) to the Poincare group P , we will see th a t for any 
ß  E C j»[0,l] such th a t (4.1.4) exists, the functional ß0 will always be trivial on 
the translation  subalgebra of the Poincare algebra, and hence the representation 
of the  Poincare group constructed by the m ethod of orbits from ßo will be trivial 
on the translation subgroup. This is a consequence of the fact th a t if we attem pt 
to define ßo on g0 in the following way:
T h a t is, only the endpoint of ß contributes to the value of ß0 on g0. As ß(t)  acts 
by inner product on <7 , we may take ß(t)  E g.
(ß0,dX{X))  =  lim ((d $ - 1 )*(/3(<), t), d$(X( t ) ,  t)) e  (4.1.6)
we then  have,
(ßo,dX(X))  =  Jim W \ X ( t ) )
— (ß (0 ),X (0 )).
Therefore (4.1.7)




Com puting the limit as t —» 0 in (4.1.7) per (4.1.4) we get
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By (4.1.3) ß0 is defined on g0 by
(ßo,dX(X)) = ü m ( d * X )  i j t t d Q - ' Y ß W i j
=  (dX(X))iM oVX 6 £
and is trivial on the translation subalgebra of p.
The translation subgroup T  is contained in the stabiliser of ß0 :
To see this take g0 £ V,
* = ( 5 l ) ’ r€R4;
the co-adjoint action of V  on ßo will limit to:
ßo 1-4 (g0 Y ß o g l ,
therefore (ffo’ T / W  =  ( S)
and so (dX(X)) , j a g ö 1)Tß o g J h  =
since the lower, left-hand subm atrix of dX( X)  is zero, thus proving the assertion.
Since the translations are isomorphic to R4, and ßQ integrates to a character 
po of the stabiliser of ßo, p0 will be trivial on the translations.
Let /o be an element of the Hilbert space of the unitary  representation of V  
constructed from ßo by the m ethod of orbits (1.3.37) for some polarization ho{ßo)- 
Then,
fo(h0go) = Po(ho)fo{go), V</0 £ V, Vh0 £ Vg0.
The representation of V  acts by the right regular representation on / 0. For r 0 £ T ,
fo(goTo) = fo(Tog0), To £ T
=  Po{ro)fo(go)
=  /o ( f l 'o ) .
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Thus the representation of V is trivial on the translation subgroup T , as asserted.■
C o n tra ctin g  a S eq u en ce o f  F u nctionals and C o n tractin g  C o-adjoin t 
O rb its.
The problem raised by Example (4.1.5) is overcome by an appeal to the phi­
losophy of the m ethods of C hapter 2.
Suppose we take
ß(t) = M , ~ 1 eC].[Q,\).(4.1.8)
In this case, when we com pute the limit (4.1.6) we obtain instead,
(ßo,dX(X)) = (t (0),V(0)> +  (7 (0 ),X (0 )), (4.1.9)
provided th a t the condition: (7(0), X (0)) =  0 holds.
In this case, the condition means tha t the Lorentz group is contained in the 
Kernel of ßQ.
This restriction on ß (t)  ensures th a t ßo is well-defined on g0 by (4.1.9). 
Talcing/?(<) =  ! ( _  tBt ^ mrJ ) ) ,
we have ft = ( T ) '
where B (0) =  0, T-r (0)Al =  Tt (0)A1 =  0 and ßo is no longer trivial on the 
translations.
We generalise (4.1.8) by the following lemma:
L em m a 4 .1 .10
For a contraction defined by (2.3.2), and for any functional ßo 6 5 there is
a curve 7 E C£?[0,1] such th a t
X(t)) =  (ßo,dX(X))
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C o n ven tion  4 .1 .11
In the note at Definition (2.4.6), we assumed without loss of generality, th a t 
Q was em bedded in E.  We adopt this convention here. Hence all functionals ß  on 
g can be represented with respect to the inner product on E , denoted (•, •).
P r o o f  o f  (4 .1 .10 ):
Let ß0 G £o be given. 3 Y0 G g0 such th a t (ß0, X 0) = (Y0, X 0), VX0 G g0. Let 
Y  G dq n  CJ°[0,1] 3 dX(Y)  = Y0. Then,
Inn ( d$ (Y ( t ) , t ) , d$ (X( t ) , t ) )  = (Y0,Xo) = {ßo,X0), VX € dq 3 dX{X)  =  X 0.
(4.1.12)
Let d4>T(-, t) denote the “transpose” of the map d$(-, t) (regarded as the restriction 
to  g of a linear map E  —> E)  w ith respect to  the inner product on E.  Then
( d * { Y { t ) \ d * ( X ( t ) ) )  =  (d*Td$(Y( t ) ) , X{ t ) ) .  (4.1.13)
By Lemma (4.1.8), the curve Z{t)  defined by
Z(t)  = d$(Y( t ) , t ) ,  t e (  0,1]
Z( 0) =  Kmd$(Y( t ) , t )
is in C |? [0 ,1] and hence d<&Td<&(Y(t)) = d<&T(Z(t))  is of the form where 
W  G C g3[0,1]. Defining (7( t ) ,X )  =  (W ( t ) ,X ) ,  VX G <7, the proof is complete. ■
By direct analogy to Definition (2.4.4), and in view of Lemma (4.1.10), we 
define a domain for the contraction of g* to g$ :
D efin itio n  4 .1 .14
Let d* denote the set of all curves of functionals ß(t)  G g* of the form
ß(t) = — 7 G CL [0,1] such that:
JL
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(a) lim(/9(£), X(t))  exists, VX 6 dq.
(b) There exists Y  6 dq for which
lim (d $ (y (t) ) , d$(X( t ) )  = Yim{ß(t),X(t)),  V X  e d q.
C o m m en ts  4 .1 .15
To complete the analogy with Lie algebra contraction, one would expect to  be 
the image of some linear map with domain (dq)*. The domain of the desired map 
is d* which is in 1-1 correspondence with a subspace of (dq)*, the correspondence 
being,
<1; — (igr
{ß e  £,}  — + {A^«  üm(  e
Herewith the foreshadowed definition:
D efin itio n  4 .1 .16
Let dX* denote the linear map,
dX*
dX* : ß I—y (d X ( Y ), • ),
where Y  £ dq corresponds to  ß  per Definition (4.1.14). Denote dX*(ß) also as ßo. 
We need to know th a t all elements of gJ can be obtained via dX*:
L em m a 4 .1 .17
The m ap dX* ’• d* gq is on to .
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P roof: Follows from the proof of (4.1.10).
In §1.3, we saw th a t a representation was determ ined by a co-adjoint orbit of Q 
through an element ß  of g*, hence we wish to define the contraction of orbits.
As expected from (4.1.16) and C hapter 2, the domain of the contraction m ap­
ping will be a co-adjoint orbit of V q through an element ß  of d*. Before seeing 
this, we need a lemma and the definition of this co-adjoint action.
L em m a 4 .1 .18
Let g E T>q and X  E dq. Then A d(^)X  E dq, and 
dX( Ad(g)X)  = Ad (X(g))dX(X).
Proof:
Let l9i denote inner autom orphism  by a group element g\ of Q, and let g,h  E 
T>q. Now,
Xp  o i pi9)(P(h))  = Xp( P( gr ' P ( h ) P ( g ) )
=  l l p ( P ( s ) )
by the homomorphism property of Xp.
Differentiating bo th  sides,
dXP o Ad (P(g))U = Ad (XP(P(g))) o dXPU, W  E dP(dq). 
i.e. dXP o dP( (Adg)X)  = Ad(XP(P(g)))  o dXP o dP( X)
by Proposition (2.5.65), where U = dP(X) .
Therefore dX(Ad{g)X)  = Ad(X(g))dX(X) ,  and Ad (g)X  E dq. ■
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L em m a 4 .1 .19
Let Ad* be the map
Ad* : V q - > £ { C qg. ( 0,1])
(Ad *(g)ß)(t) = Ad*(g(t))ß(t),
g G T>q, ß  G C |* (0 ,1], t G (0,1].
T h en  Ad*(T>g)(d*) c  d*.
Proof:
Since Ad*(g)ß is clearly of the fo rm ----- , 7  G C q+ [0,1], g G X>g, we only need
show th a t there is a Y  G dq such th a t,
lim (d$(F (*)), d$(X (*)) =  lim((Ad*(flf)/3)(0, * (* )), WX G dg. (4.1.19(a))
Let Z correspond to ß  as in (4.1.14).
The limit of the R.H.S. of (4.1.19(a)) exists and is equal to
(ßo,AdX(g)~1dX(X))  = (dX(Z ), A d ^ ( ^ ) '1d ^ (X ))
Since (AdX(g)~1)T dX(Z)  is in g0, we simply choose T  G dq such th a t
<i£(y) =  (Ad x ( gy 1)TdX(z) .  m
L em m a 4 .1 .20





= lim(ß(t), Ad g~\ t )X( t ) ) ,  € £ ,  € X>9, MX € d \
= lim(d$(F(<)), d$(Adg_1(t)A:(i)) by (4.1.14).
By Lemma (4.1.18), dX(AdgX)  = Ad3:(g)<£31(X). Hence
(dX*(Ad*(g)ß), dX( X))  = (dAda^jT1 )<££(*))
=  (dX\ß) ,  Ad( Xf g^ - ' dXi X) )  
=(Ad dX{X)),
establishing the lemma.
§4.2 C o n tractin g  P o lariza tion s and S tab ilisers o f  F u n ction a ls
As outlined in §4.1, our starting  point in contracting a sequence of represen­
tations of to  tha t of Go is to  let an element ß  E d* first be chosen. This
curve ß(t)  provides the “th read” whereby we link up the m ethod of orbits on each 
<L(C/,0 w ith the m ethod of orbits on Go- Obviously, we would like the m ethod of 
orbits to  work on each <$(£/,£) for t E (0,1], as well as on Go- For this to happen, 
we at least must have th a t each functional ß(t), t E (0,1] and functional dX*(ß) 
is integral. It is not always possible however, to choose a curve of forms ß( t ) such 
th a t ß(t)  is integral for each t E (0,1] and ßo = dX*(ß)  is integral. The following 
example illustrates this:
E xam p le  4 .2 .1
We consider the contraction of the m atrix  group 5 0 (3 )  to  M (2). The integral 
orbits of 5 0 (3 )  in so(3)* are the spheres of radius k = 0 ,1, 2, 3, • • •. The integral 
orbits of M (2) in ra(2)* are given w ith respect to a basis {ei, e2, e3) of m(2)*, with 
ß  E g* acting on g by the dot product defined by { e i,e 2,e 3} as an orthonorm al 
basis of g: They are the points m ei, m  E Z, and the cylinders with axis the 
ei-axis, of all non-zero radii, where
/  0 1 0\  /0 0 1\  /O 0 0\
C! =  - 1  0 0 ] , e2 =  ( 0 0 0 1 , e3 =  I 0 0 1 .
\  0 0 0 /  \ 0  0 0 /  \ 0  0 0 /
For this contraction, E  = R9 =  M (3 x 3, R). The Laurent maps are 
T (-0 ) : g h-> cp(t)g(f- 1 (*) with
( 1  0
<p(t) = 0 1  
\ 0  0
7(0Now d\ is given by curves /?, ß(t) = ----- , 7 E OL [0,1]. For ß(t)  to be integral for
t =
each t E (0,1], we must have ß(t)  on a sphere of integer radius. By continuity of
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/?, /3(0,1] must be contained in one sphere only. Each ß(t)  will therefore correspond 
to the same representation, depending on the choice of polarization.
To be assured of having ß(t)  correspond to  inequivalent representations for 
different f s  we are forced to  consider ß only on sequences {tn}, t n —> 0. Our 
u ltim ate aim is to prove theorems relating representations of Go (by the m ethod of 
orbits) to  representations of <&(G,tn) (by the m ethod of orbits), for some sequence 
t n —> 0. In order to study this limiting process we will need the machinery for the 
contraction of stabilisers and polarizations, the building blocks ((1.3.7), (1.3.9)) of 
the m ethod of orbits.
C on tra ctin g  S tab ilisers
We will now define the stabiliser of ß £ d* by the action of T>q on ß via Ad*, 
and show th a t its contraction is (Go)ß0 (see (1-3.6)).
D efin itio n  4 .2 .2
Let ß € d*; define the stabiliser of ß to  be the set (T>q)ß given by:
(V*)ß =  {g\g € V “, 3 VX € d \  lim ((A d*g(t)ß(t), -  (i) , X ( t  = 0}
=  {g\g G v \  d£*(Ad*(g)ß)  =  <££*(/?)}
P ro p o sitio n  4 .2 .3
X ( ( Vq)ß) = (Go)ß0 and hence the diagram  commutes,
( V ' h --------- 2------ - ($)/»„
Proof:
Let ßo E g$. By Lemma (4.1.17), there exists a ß E d* such th a t dX*(ß) = ß0.
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Let g £ (D 9)^. By Definition (4.2.2),
(ßo,dX( X))  =  lim (Ad *9{i)ß(i),
= lim(/3(<)i Ad3_1(t)X(<))
=  lim (d*(Y(t)),  d$(A d
for all X  £ dq, and Y  corresponding to ß as in Definition (4.1.14).
By Lemma (4.1.18),
{ßo,dX(X)) =  (/Jo,
= {Ad*(X(g
whence X(g) £ (Qo)ßo. Conversely if g0 £ (&o)ß0i 3g £ V q such tha t X(g) = g0 
and hence
(A>, dX(X)) = (Ad*(X(g))ßo, dX(X))  
i.e. (dX*(ß), dX(X)) = lim (A d*g(t)ß(t), X(t))
giving g0 £ X((Vq)ß) and X((Vq)ß) = (Qo)ßo 
and the diagram commutes. I
It is natu ral to ask whether (T>q)ß and P((Vq)ß) are both  Lie groups, and 
whether P((Vq)ß) is the stabiliser of some element of (dP(dq))*. To answer this 
question we need the following definition, derived from (4.1.16).
D efin it ion  4.2.4
Let dP* be the linear map
dP* :d* -> (dP{dq))*
(■JP’(ß),U) = E h 6 ) iww,(0)’ u>)
= (dX'(ß),dXp(U)),
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where ß(t) = by Definition (4.1.14), and {Uj}  are the coordinates of 
U E dP(dq) w ith respect to  the basis {XTm} of Proposition (2.5.8).
P ro p o s itio n  4 .2 .5
{T>q)ß is a Banach-Lie subgroup (1.2.8) of X>g, P ( ( V q)ß) is a (closed) Lie 
subgroup of P ( V *), and P ( ( V q)ß) = (P{Vq))dP*(ß).
Proof:
By Proposition (2.5.63), l q:q : Cg[0,1] —> is an isomorphism. If
P ( ( V q)ß) is already a Lie subgroup of P { V q) we have im m ediately by Proposition
(2.4.64) and Proposition (2.5.63) th a t ( P q)ß is a Banach-Lie group. To show tha t 
{Vq)ß is a Lie subgroup of V q, it is sufficient by (1.2.8) to show th a t the injection,
: . nT-q r^ q-q •
The proof th a t j  is an injection is entirely analoguous to the proof of Proposition
(2.5.64) ; hence it is only necessary to  show th a t P((T>q)ß) is a closed (hence Lie) 
subgroup of P { V q) :
Let Y  be the element of dq corresponding to ß as in definition (4.1.14), and 
let dP(Y) = V.
By Definition (4.2.2),
P ( ( W ) ß) = {P(g)\ G V \  dX*(Ad'(g)ß)  =
=  W s)|< 7  e  V ", Jim</?(<), Adg - \ t ) X ( t ) )  = (dX'(ß), dX(X)), VX  e  dq}
=  {u|u G P(Vi) ,  (dX*(ß), Ä p ( A d ( u - 1)C/)) =  (dX*(ß), dXP(U)},
W  G dP(dq)}
= {u|u G P ( V ) ,  Ad*(u)dP*(ß) =
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Since P( (Vq)ß) is the stabiliser in P{Vq) of dP*( ß ), it is closed and is hence a Lie
subgroup of P('Dq), establishing the proposition.
As we have defined a “dual” for the m ap d P , it is appropriate a t this point to 
define a “dual” for dXp  and show the m utual relationship of d P *, dX* and dX*p ;
L em m a 4 .2 .5 (a )
Let a  E dP*(d*)  w ith ß  E d* such th a t dP*(ß)  = a.  Let dXp  denote the map,
C om m en ts 4 .2 .6
As the objective is to  relate the m ethod of orbits for each pair t), ß(t))}
to the same on {t/o,A)}? we observe th a t for any g E P q w ith g( t ) E 
t E (0,1], we have g E { P q)ß by (4.2.2).
To clarify the relationship of Gß( t ) ,  t £ (0,1] to  (V q)ß and Qß0, we give the following 
illustration:
dX*P : d P * ( £ )  gl
d X p : a  I—► (■) ;
then the following diagram commutes:
(note th a t dP*(d*)  C (d P (d ?))*.)
P roof: Im m ediate from (4.1.14), (4.2.4) and (4.2.5).
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E xam p le  4 .2 .7
For the contraction example of (4.2.1), let
/  0 1 0 \  /  0 0 l \  / 0  0 0 \
w i  =  I — 1 0 0 I , w 2 =  I 0 0 0 I , tu3 =  I 0 0 l )
\  o o o /  V “ 1 0 ° /  \ °  - 1 o /
so th a t {ici,u>2, ^ 3} is an orthonorm al basis of so(3) w ith inner product (•, •).
Let ß{t) =  — r G R, acting on so(3) w ith respect to this inner product.
Let Y  G d1 corresponding to ß by (4.1.14) be Y(t )  — r t w 3.
By (4.1.16) (dX*(ß), X 0) = ( d X ( Y ) , X 0), VX0 G m(2) and d £ (y )  -  re 3.T h en
£/*(<) =
Gßo =
12 G 5 0 (2 )
t G R
Z>1 =  {<7 |seC >o(3) [0,l], 9(0) =  ( J  J ) ,  Ä 6 5 0 (2 )} , 
£  =  { X |X e C j a(s)[0,1], X ( 0 ) =  O JV 5  £ . 0(2)},
Go =
R T  
0 1 R  G 5 0 (2 ) , T G R 2 5
9 0 =
5  r
0 0 5  G so(2), r G R :
Now,
(ßQ,dX{X))  = \im{ß(t),  X( t ) )  
= {rw3, X (  0)),
provided (w^, X (0)) =  0, which is assured by X  being in d1. (If this is not the 
case, we can choose A d*g(t)ß(t) in place of ß(t),  for any g € V 1).
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Then using (2.5.4) to compute (T>1)ß ,
i p l )ß =  [g \g e  C^[0,1], #(0) =  e, Vtf(t) ^  G Span {W71,U73}} ,
in the notation of (1.4.7).
And the subgroup V 1 Pi {g\g(t) £ Qß(t),t £ (0,1]} equals
{g\d  e  CJ[0,1], flf(0) =  e, Wg(t)
t-o
Span {1^ 3} I . The relationship between
these two groups is an illustration of the general case th a t for ( g , X i, - • • , X q) £ 
P ( ( V ' ) ß) and • • t Yq) £ P ( V 1 n  {g\g(t) £ £ (0,1]}), the dif­
ference between the two elements is frequently only in their nilpotent factors, 
(e, X i, • • •, Xq)  and (e, Yi, • • •, Yq). This is made more precise by the following 
lemma:
L em m a 4 .2 .8
Let ß(t)  = as in (4.1.14); then ( V q ) ß  C {g g £ V q, gf(0) £ £ 7 (o)}-
Proof:
Now g £ ( P q)ß if and only if
lim i ( 7 (i), A d g - \ t ) X ( t ) )  = \ i m ± ( - , ( t ) ,  V I e f .
T hat is, if and only if,
£  ( ? )  ( P ?" 0 (0), ^ ( A d g - l ( t ) X ( t ) ) t=0)
i = 0  '  '
= E ( ? )  (7(,-i)(o), x«(o)>, v ie (4.2.9)
Let X  £ C q[0,1] w ith X ^ ( 0 )  = 0 ,  i = 0, • • •, q — 1; then  by (2.4.4), X  £ dq. 
Then (4.2.9) reduces to
(7(0), Ad<7-1(0)X ^(0)) =  (7(0), .*<«>(0))
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and the result follows because X ^ (0 )  is arbitrary.
In order to discuss the contraction of polarizations, we need to define the Lie 
algebra of (T>q ) ß ,  by analogy to definition (4.2.2).
D efin itio n  4 .2 .10
Let ß E d*; define the stabiliser of ß in dq to be (dq)ß where
(dq)ß =  {X\ G d \  (dX'(ß),=  0, VF G
L em m a 4 .2 .11
(dq)ß is the Lie algebra of (T>q)ß.
Proof:
By Proposition (2.5.42), l q:q((Vq)ß) = which has Lie algebra
where a is the Lie algebra of P((Vq)ß). If we show that a =  dP((dq)ß), then 
employing (by (2.5.42)) the fact that,
d l q:q : C j[0,l] [0,1]
di^( v ) ( t )  = £
J = 0
is a Lie algebra homomorphism, this will establish that (d9)ß is the Lie algebra of 
This follows immediately:
From (4.2.5), P { ( V q ) ß )  =  ( P { P >q) ) d P * ( ß )■> and from (4.2.10),
(<&*(ß), dX{[X,Y])) =  0 if and only if (dX*(ß), dXP[P{X), P(Y)}) = 0. 
Then by (4.2.4) and (4.2.10), er =  dP((dq)ß), and this completes the proof. ■
C orollary 4 .2 .12
dP((dq)ß) is the Lie algebra of P( (Vq)ß).
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The following lemma is useful for determ ining from ß,  w hether dX*(ß)  will be 
integral or not (in the sense of (1.3.7)).
L em m a 4 .2 .13
Let ß E d*. ßo = dX*(ß)  is integrable to a character po of Qßo if and only if:
(a) d P* (ß ) is integrable to  a character pp of (P('Dq))dPm(ß)  ^
and
(b) Ker X P fl (P ( V q))dP*(ß) C Ker pp .
Proof:
Follows im mediately from the fact tha t
Qo = P ( V q) / Ke rXP. ■
C o n tra ctin g  P o la riza tio n s
In the m ethod of orbits (§1.3), an irreducible unitary  representation is deter­
m ined by the co-adjoint orbit of Q through ß  £ g* and a polarization for ß.  We 
need to understand how polarizations contract in order to relate representations 
of <L(t/,t) to those of Q0.
Let ß  G d*. We will define an infinite dimensional polarization for as a 
subalgebra of d?((g)C, and then show th a t the contraction of this polarization gives 
a polarization for ß0 = dX*(ß).
D efin itio n  4 .2 .14
A subalgebra h(ß)  C dq (g)C will be called a p o la r iza tio n  for ß , if it satisfies 
the following conditions:
(i) lim (ß(t),  [W(t),  Z ( t ) ]) =  0, V W, Z  6 h(ß)
(ii) h(ß)  is stable under Ad ((V q)ß), and h(ß)  D {dq)ß
(iii) h(ß)  +  h(ß)  is a subalgebra of dq ® C
(iv) h(ß)  is maximal w ith respect to  property (i).
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R em ark  4 .2 .15
The inner product on E  is extended by linearity to Ü7(g)C, and Ad is similarly 
extended to g ® C.
D efin itio n  4 .2 .16
Let h(ßo) denote the subalgebra of g0 <g) C : h(ßo) = dX(h(ß))
P ro p o sitio n  4 .2 .1 7
dX(h{ß)) = h(ßo) is a polarization for ß0 and dP(h(ß)) is a polarization for 
dP*(ß), thus implying that the following diagram commutes,
h ( ß ) -------- ------- ►
dP(h(ß))
Proof:
(i) Let Wo,Z0 € h(ß0). Then 3W,Z  € B d3L(W) = = Z0 by
(4.2.16), and {ß0,[W0, Z 0]) =  \\m(ß{t),[W{t),Z(t)\)  =  0 by (4.2.14)(i).
(ii) Ad ({Vq)n)h{ß) C h(ß) by (4.2.14)(ii).
Therefore Ad(X((Vq)ß))dX(h(ß)) C dX(h(ß)) by (4.1.18)
i.e. Ad (Qo)h(ßo) C h(ß0). By (4.2.14)(ii) (dq)ß C h(ß) 
therefore 9 ß 0 = ^ ( ( d 9)ß) — dX(h(ß)) = h(ßo).
(hi) Now dX(h(ß) +  h(ß)) =  h(ß0) + h(ß0).
Since dX is a homomorphism, h(ß0) +  R(ßo) is a subalgebra of g0 (8) C by 
(4.2.14) (iii)
(iv) Let h/(ßo) be another algebra with Ji(ßo) D h(ßo), and satisfying,
(/?o,[W-',Z']) = 0, V W 2 , Z ' G i ' ( Ä ) .
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Then dX o)) D hiß)  and for any W, Z in dX 1(h!(ßo)),
o =  ( A  M*(W),dX{z)))
Since /z.(/3) is maximal with respect to (4.2.14)(i),
dX-1(h'(ß0)) = h(ß) 
whence h!(ßo)=h(ßo)
and h(ßo) is maximally isotropic. Hence h(ßo) is a polarization for ho­
using the notation of Definition (4.1.14) we have that
(dP*(ß),U) = (dXP(dPY) ,  dXP(U)),
and
Yim(ß(t),[W(t),Z(t)}) = (dXP(dPY) ,dXp[dPW,dPZ ])
= 0, V W ,Z  e h ( ß )
Hence dP(h(ß))  is isotropic with respect to dP*(ß).
It follows directly from Definition (4.2.14)(ii)(iii) and the fact that dP is a 
homomorphism that dP(h(ß)) is stable under Ad(P (Vq)p) and that dP(h(ß)) D 
dP(dq)ß) where by Corollary (4.2.12) and Lemma (4.2.5(a)), dP((dq)ß) is the Lie 
algebra of the stabiliser of dP*(ß). Also dP(h(ß)) -f dP(h(ß))  is a subalgebra of 
dP(dp)®  C.
Suppose that hf (dP*(ß)) D dP(h(ß)) and that (dP*(ß),[U,V]) = 0, WU,V 6 
ti(dP*{ß)). Let h!(ß) = dP-\h!(dP*(ß))) .  Then for all W, Z in £'(/?),




Since by assum ption //(/3) D /?.(/?) we must have dP(h/ (ß))  = dP(h(ß) )
i.e. h ' ( dP*(/?)) =  dP(h(ß)) ,  so tha t d P ( h ( ß )) is maximally isotropic w ith respect
to dP*( ß ), making dP(h(ß) )  a polarization for dP*(ß).  ■
R em ark  4 .2 .18
Let ß £ d*, w ith ß(t)  =  Somewhat analogously to Lemma (4.2.8), the 
endpoints of elements of h(ß)  are on an isotropic subspace for 7(0). Letting W, Z  G 
h(ß)i  this follows from (4.2.14(i)) because it is necessary th a t (7(0), [W(0), z(0)]) =  
0 in order for the limit in (4.2.14) (i)) to  exist.
R em ark  4 .2 .19
From h(ß),  a polarization h(ß0) can be constructed. The pair {ß( t ) ,h(ß( t ) ) }  
determines a representation of for each t, while {ßo,h(ßo)}  determines a
representation of Qq. This representation of Go is associated directly w ith h(ß)  
and ß , bu t there is no im m ediate connection with the h ( ß ( t y s. This leads us to 
make the following condition on h(ß),  in view of the analogy provided by (4.2.6):
C o n d itio n  4 .2 .20
We require h(ß)  of Definition (4.2.14) to satisfy the additional condition: 
h(ß) D { Z \ Z  e  dq ® C, Z(t )  G h(ß( t)))}
S u m m ary 4 .2 .21
We have seen how, given a sequence of representations “labelled’'’ by ß(t) ,  t G 
(0,1] we have the associated, “contracted” functional ßo G g^. The curve ß(t)  
has a stabiliser { P q)p w ith respect to the co-adjoint action of T>q on /3, and the 
contraction of (V q)ß is Gß0, the stabiliser of ßQ. Gß0 is also the image by Xp  
of the finite-dimensional group, P((Vq)ß), the stabiliser of dP*(ß).  Associated 
w ith the curve ß(t)  and its stabiliser (T>q)ß , is a polarization h(ß)  which is a
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subalgebra of dq (g) C; the contraction of h(ß)  (extended to complex algebras) is 
a polarization h(ß0) for ß0 and Qß0. The image by dXp  of dP(h(ß) )  (a finite­
dimensional polarization for dP*( ß ) and P((Dq)ß), is also equal to h(ßo). The 
question of w hether ß0 is integral or not can be determ ined entirely by conditions 
on P ( ( W ) ß).
Thus the sequence of representations “labelled” by {ß(t) ,  h(ß(t)) ,  t E (0,1]} 
determines, by the m ethod of orbits, a representation “labelled” by {ßo,h(ßo)}  
which we assume (see §4.1) to be irreducible. We axe now interested in seeing how 
operators of representations for ß(t)  approach operators of the representation for
A>.
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§4.3 T h eorem s C o n n ectin g  th e  M eth o d  o f O rb its on  th e  S eq u en ce o f  
Isom orp h ic  Lie G roups w ith  th e  M eth o d  o f  O rb its on th e  C on tracted  
Lie G roup
Let ß  € d* and let {tn} C [0,1] be a sequence t n —> 0 such th a t ß ( t n) is integral 
for each t n. Assume th a t the condition of Lemma (4.2.13) holds, and ßo is integral. 
In §3.2 we saw how a sequence of representations “labelled” by {ß(t ) ,  h(ß(t))}  
determ ine a representation “labelled” by {ß0, h(ßo)}. In this section our aim 
is to  find the conditions under which a given operator TZo of a representation 
of Go labelled by {ßo , h(ßo)} is the limit of a sequence of operators Qn of the 
representation of <&((}, t n) labelled by {/3(fn), h{ß{tn))}-
In the example of section 2.3 we also saw how Cq0,i] was a C°°-bundle over 
[0,1]. This is true in full generality, when Dim Q =  Dim and this fact will be 
useful in w hat follows.
P ro p o s itio n  4.3 .1
Suppose Dim Q0 =  Dim Q. Then,
(a) Q[0)i] is a C°°-manifold with boundary (1.1.1(a)) w ith C°° projection map 
r [o,i] : ^[o,i] —■* [0? 1]•> and,
(b) Qo and the <!>(£,£) are closed submanifolds of £/[o,i]-
P roof:
Let (Ao, Xo, ^ l ) be a canonical (1.1.32) chart at eo in Qq where Afo is the open 
subset of Rn which is the image of the domain of the coordinate chart yo at eo- 
Let A1 denote the coordinates of a  point w ith respect to this chart. Similarly, let 
(A/*, X?^1) be a canonical chart at e in Q.
We will proceed by first defining a chart in £/[o,i] at eo- From this chart, a 
family of charts of £[o,i] will be constructed, which cover all of Qq. The rest of 
£[o,i] will be covered by m apping a coordinate covering of Q onto £[o,i] yia the 
m ap 4>.
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R estrict the chart xo so that its domain coincides w ith the domain of the 
local cross-section map 0 \ Q0 — P(T>q)/ Ker Xp  —> P ( V q) of (1.1.40(a)). Choose 
a canonical chart at 1 € P (V q). W ith respect to the two coordinate charts the 
m apping 0 appears as its derivative, d6. We write d6 in m atrix  form as 6 J^ 1.
Let 0(t) be the C°° curve of linear maps 0(t) : R n —> R ”',
J =  0
J!
If there is no t in (0,1] such th a t 6{t) is invertible, add a term  ---- -—- ----------, so
th a t it is.
Since det is polynomial in £, and non-zero for some t , it must be non­
zero for all t in (0,e), for some e > 0. We w rite 0(t) as an implied sum: 0(t)(A) =
----- —---- . Viewing the image of 6(t) as in define an n-param eter family of C°°
t /  •
curves by
g(X,t) = x _1 o6>(^)(Al ), t e [ 0 , e).
(By the definition of canonical coordinates in Q and T q(Q), the domain of Xo can 
be further restricted so tha t 0(t)Afo ^  -A/" for t small enough.)
Then, w ith respect to these coordinates,
X o g ( \ \ t )  = 6( t ) ( \ ‘)
and therefore,
V V o < ?(A ',0 )|(=0 = Ö'/j'iV.
By the definition of the exponential mapping, Exp, of T q(Q) given in (2.5.8), the 
coordinates of P(g(A1)) are and hence P(g(A2)) G P ( V q) whence g(A1) G
V q.
Note th a t for each t G (0, e), the maps g(-, t ) provide a chart on Q :
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Define this chart to be Xi — (#(<)) 1 0 X ’ Xi 1S a local homemorphism and is 
C ^ -re la te d  to  x because Xi o x -1 (ad) — (^ (0 )_1(a;l) and (^(^))—1 (^*) has Jacobian
a rank n.
The family of curves {^(A1,*)} now provides a chart at eo on Q[o,i] given by
the map,
(4.3.2)
For t =  0, (4.3.2) gives a chart on Qo. For each t E (0, e) it gives a chart on 4>(C/, t). 
The m ap (4.3.2) is clearly 1-1. We will generate a family of these charts so th a t Qo 
is covered. The topology of Q[o,\] will be generated by these charts (and the charts 
for Q(o,\] t°  he defined below), and it will be seen th a t this topology is compatible 
with the topology already defined for Q(o,i]-
In order to construct a chart of Q[o,\] at go E Qo, let g\ E T>q be a C°° curve 
such th a t £(<7i ) =  <7o- Now consider, as before, the n-param eter family of C°° 
curves, ^1(t)^(AI, t), t E [0, e). As before, the maps gi(t)gQ, t) provide a chart on 
Q for each t E (0, e) by the properties of the product on Q, and X(g\g(Afo)) is a 
neighbourhood of g0 in Qo-
The family of curves {g \ (•)#(A1, •)} again provides a chart of Q[o,\) at g0 given 
by the map,
The composition of overlapping charts for the points specified by s =  t =  0 is C°° 
by the C°°-differentiability of left translation by go- For s =  t ^  0, the composition
(4.3.3)
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of charts is the map,
( M )  >-> W ) )  1 0 x(#i which is C°°.
(See Appendix A .l for a clearer proof using results which appear la ter in the
To cover the balance of G[o,i] with C°°-related charts, we provide a covering 
° f G(o,i] w ith charts. To do this, take a covering of Q w ith charts (.A/2 , X h  z i)- Each 
chart generates a chart for G(o,i] covering the set,
these charts are C°°-related to  each other and to the charts (4.3.2) and (4.3.3).
To see th a t Go and 4>(C/,r) are submanifolds of G[o,\] merely take t  = 0 or 
t  =  r  in (4.3.2), (4.3.3) or (4.3.4). They are clearly closed. The projection map
R em ark  4 .3 .5
Our aim is to show th a t for any operator 7Zq in the image of the representation 
of Qo constructed by the m ethod of orbits from {ßo-,h(ßo)j ■, ^ -0  is the lim it in some 
sense of operators l ^n in the representation of 4>(C/,£n) constructed by the m ethod 
of orbits from {ß ( t n ), h(ß( tn))}. A m ajor step on the way to  fulfilling this aim,
thesis.)
and the chart is given by
(4.3.4)
^[o.i] : £[0 ,1] [0,1] is 7T[0,i] : (g, t )  >-> *
and is C °°.
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is the proof of the “B ootstrap” proposition described in §4.1. But first we need 
some notation and definitions.
N o ta tio n  4 .3 .6
In view of (4.2.1), we m ust restrict ourselves to considering representations of 
for a sequence {tn}, to subsume all possible examples (there are cases for 
which this restriction is unnecessary, such as the contraction of simply connected, 
nilpotent Lie groups). It will simplify notation if, in the sequel, t  takes values 
in the set {tn ,0} only. W ith  this convention {Gt}  will denote the Lie groups 
{<$(£/,t n) , Go}; C ^ °  will denote the C ° °  maps from Gt to C; and {H t } will denote 
the Hilbert spaces {'H t n , Ho}-
Given a sequence of elements f t of Ht-, where Ht  is constructed by the m ethod 
of orbits ((1.3.27) and (1.3.26)), we need a meaningful concept for the convergence 
of {/*} to  fo- To achieve this, we must regard every element f t  of Ht  as a map 
from to C:
L em m a 4 .3 .7
The unitary  representation of G , Ind C 2(G-,G2 i H -2 constructed by the
m ethod of orbits (1.3.37) is equivalent to  a subrepresentation of Ind C 2( G , G i ,  p) 
as given by (1.3.26). Further, the isomorphism is an isom etry of Hilbert spaces.
Proof:
By (1.3.36) and (1.3.37), Ind C 2(G-,G2 -> 7^ -2 Tg]) 1S a closed, invariant subspace 
o f £ 2( £ ,£ 2, H  ) given by (1.3.38(a)). The result now follows from (1.3.38(a)).■
C on ven tion  4 .3 .8
In view of (4.3.7), if 77 : G —> 14(H)  is a representation of G constructed by the 
m ethod of orbits, we will now regard all elements /  of H  as functions f  : G —* C.
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The following definition of convergence for sequences {/*} is the intuitively
acceptable one.
D efin itio n  4 .3 .9
Let TZ-t : Qt —► U(7it) be unitary representations of constructed by the 
m ethod of orbits ((1.3.36), (1.3.37) and (4.3.7)). Let { f t} be a sequence of elements 
ft  £ 'Ht• We say th a t {/*} is ^ -c o n t in u o u s  if
l im /,($(</((), *)) = fo(X(g)),
for all g in V q.
Before stating the “B ootstrap” proposition promised in §4.1, we give the “mild 
connectivity condition” on Q also m entioned therein.
D efin itio n  4 .3 .10
Let Q be a Lie group, and suppose th a t one of the conditions of Theorem 
(2.5.24) holds, with respect to a fixed Laurent map 4/ (2.3.2). Let £(T>q) denote 
the subgroup of Q given by £{T>q) = {<7(0)|<? £ T>q}. Then we say th a t Q is V q-
co n n ected  if,
v < / e £ ,  3 ( f >  : [0,1] —> G ,
continuous, such tha t </>(0) £ £(Vq) and ^(1) =  g.
E xam p le  4 .3 .11
If Q is connected, then Q is I )9-connected, since every connected manifold is 
path-connected (1.1.36 (a)). Suppose th a t Q is finitely connected (1.1.36(d)). If 
the intersection of £{Vq) with each connected component (1.1.36(d)) is non-empty, 
then  Q is X>g-connected.
The maximal Z>g-connected subset of Q, is the connected component (1.1.36 
(b)) of £{Vq), which is open in Q. The following lemma shows th a t X>g-connectivity 
is a minor restriction on Q as far as contractions of Lie groups are concerned:
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L em m a 4 .3 .12
For a fixed Laurent map T (2.3.2): Let V q and X  correspond by (2.3.6) and 
(2.3.7) to the Lie group satisfying any condition of Theorem  (2.5.24).
Let be the connected component (see (1.1.36(c))) of S(T>q) in Q, w ith T>\ 
corresponding by (2.3.6) and (2.3.7) to the Lie group Q\.
T h en , V \  =  V q and hence X{V\ )  =  X ( V q).
Proof:
Let g E T>\. Then lim exists, where g E [0,1]. Hence g E T>9,
and V \  C V q. Letting g E V q, then lim $(g(t) ,  t) exists and g(0) E £ ( V q), whence
</[0, 1] is contained in the connected component of £{T>q) in Q, viz. Q\.
Hence g E V \ , V \  = V q and X{V\ )  = X ( V q). ■
We now state  the “B ootstrap” theorem announced in §4.1 on limiting m atrix 
elements of representations of Q to m atrix  elements of representations of Qq:
T h eo rem  4 .3 .13  ( “B o o ts tr a p ” T h eorem )
Suppose th a t Q is Z>9-connected, and let [Qtf  be the sequence of Lie groups 
(4.3.6). Let 7Zt : Gt U(fHt ) be a unitary representation, constructed by the 
m ethod of orbits ((1.3.36), (1.3.37), (4.3.7)), for each Qt .
T h en , for any fo E Tfo, there exists a V q-continuous sequence { f t } ,  f t  £ 
such th a t
Ho (X(g) ) f0(X(h))  =  J im fc« (* (sW ))/« (* (* W ))
for all g,h E V q,
i f  and on ly  if
there exists a sequence of X^-continuous elements {f t } ,  f t  E 'Ht w ith / 0 ^  0.
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Proof:
Consider the unitary, irreducible representation TZt' : Gt' U.{Tit') and the 
subset Ti[?  ^ of Tit> given by,
wjr' = { f \ f  e  H f  3 3 {/,}, /< e  H u  Vi
w ith { f t } I )9-continuous, and f t> =  /} .
(T hat is, each element of T i ^   ^ is the restriction of a V q-continuous sequence.) 
We assert th a t Ti^F  ^ is an invariant subspace of Tit' :
Let / ,  /  G Ti\, ' w ith corresponding P 9-continuous sequences {f t } ,  {/*}. 
Then a /  +  ß f  G Ti[T \  Vo, ß  G C since the sequence { a f t  +  ß f t }  has a f t  +  ß ft ' — 
a f  +  b f. Hence Ti\T * is a subspace of Tit' •
To show th a t T i ^   ^ is an invariant subspace of Tit>, let /  G T i ^  \  By (4.3.7) 
Gt' acts on /  by the right regular representation. Then we m ust show th a t the 
map
/(•  9t') : Gt' C is in Ti[? )
for each gt> G Gt' • To do this, we need only find a V q-continuous sequence 
{ f t } ,  f t  e  Tit, w ith  f t ' {' ) = f ( -gt ' )  :
Let { f t } ,  f t  £ 'Ht be the V q-continuous sequence such th a t f t> =  / .  The 
desired sequence {/*} will be given by
/<(•) = MV«
where
gt = $(g(t) , t) ,  t ±  0 
go =  Jim ${g(t), t)  = X(g)
for some g G V q. We now find this element of V q. If t1 = 0, choose g G T)q with 
%(g) = go- If t1 ^  0, consider , t' )  G G- Since G is T>q-connected, there
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exists a ip G Cg[0,1] w ith ^>(0) G S { V q) and ^ (1 ) =  4>- 1 (<7*', t')- Let g G V q with 
<7(0) — ”0(0). Then the points ^[0,1] and , t ' )  are in the same connected
component (1.1.36 (d)). Since the requirem ents for g to be in T>q involve only <7(0) 
and the first q derivatives of g at t =  0, it is possible to  choose a g G T>q with 
<j(0) € S ( V q) and g(t') = ^ ~ 1(gt>,t').
W ith  g now chosen, it is clear th a t the sequence {/*} has /* G 'Ht, because Qt 
acts on f t G 77* invariantly by the right regular representation (4.3.7). T hat { f t } 
is T>q-continuous, follows from the V q-continuity of { f t } ,  the group structure of 
V q, and <7 being an element of V q.
Since /*/(•) =  /(•  <7*/),  this shows th a t 77), ; is an invariant subspace of 77*'.
Now let {/*} be the D 9-continuous sequence of the statem ent of the theorem, 
with /o 7^  0. By the definition of ^ -c o n tin u ity  there must be a r  such tha t
f t  7^  0, Wt < T.
As we are interested only in what happens as t —> 0, we can assume without 
loss of generality th a t /* ^  0, Vt.
Since f t ^  0, V7, then 77), ’ is non-trivial for each t. By the irreducibility 
of 7Zt : Qt 7/(77*) and the invariance of the subspace 77) , we must have
H (T ) =  H i, V*.
Let /o G 77o, then there must exist for / 0, a V q-continuous sequence {/*}, f t  G
H t .
For any g ,h  G P 9 we have
Ko(X(g)) fo(X(h))  = Ihn f t($(h( t )g( t ) ) )
by X)9-continuity and the definition of 77o,
=  l im H ,($ (9 ( i) ) ) / ,($ ( /i( i) ) )  
by the definition of 77.*;
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as asserted in the statem ent of the theorem. The converse of the statem ent is
immediate.
C o m m en ts 4 .3 .14
Observe th a t the B ootstrap Theorem  (4.3.13) holds largely independently of 
the m ethod of orbits. Only the following aspects of the m ethod of orbits are used:
(a) Elements f t £ 7it are functions on Gt into C (or any fixed vector space, Vt),
(b) 7Zt acts by the right regular representation on elements of l~Ct,
(c) 7Zt : Gt —► U(7it) is irreducible.
Thus, Theorem (4.3.13) would hold for representations 7Zt : Gt —► U{7it) 
satisfying (a)(b)(c) only, with no recourse to the m ethod of orbits. The m ethod 
of orbits however, does provide a coherent procedure for choosing the sequence of 
irreducible representations 1Zt : Gt Vt, based on a choice of ß £ d* only
(modulo some freedom in the choice of polarization h(ß)). We naturally  wish to 
fulfil the conditions of the Bootstrap Theorem (4.3.13) and find a V q-continuous 
sequence {/*},/* £ 'Ht with /o ^  0. One approach, is to use the theory developed 
so far for the contraction of g* and polarizations to seek a V q-continuous sequence 
{ft}  determ ined by a C°°function on G[o,i]. We can in fact (this is somewhat more 
fundam ental), give conditions on a C°° curve of C°° functions on G to supply an 
appropriate sequence. Our task then, is to find w hat restrictions m ust be placed on 
a C°° function F : C / x ( 0 , l ] —> C i n  order to provide the V q-continuous sequence 
{ft} ,  ft € 'Ht, Vt, with f 0 ±  0.
We call F a “seed function” if it satisfies these restrictions:
D efin itio n  4 .3 .14
A C°° map F : G x (0,1] —» C is called a seed  fu n ction  if it satisfies the 
following conditions:
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(i) liirif_,o {X$(g(t)))J F  o <3> l (<fr(g(1;), t)) exists, for any C°° vector field X  on 
£[o,i] 5 for any positive integer J ,  and for all g £ T>q.
(ii) F ( g ~ 1g1, t )  = pt(g)F(gu t ) , t  ± 0 Mg 6 Qß{t), Vgq £ £  where pt : Qß{t) -> T is 
a character of Gß(t) with derivative ß ( t ) (c.f. the m ethod of orbits).
(hi) X z F(g , t )  = 0, VZ £ h(ß{t)),  t ±  0, \/g £ £  (see (1.3.11)).
(iv) lim F(g(t) ,  t) = po(X(g)), Vg £ (T>q)ß , where po is a character of Qßo with
derivative ßo.
(v ) lim F (s(i)< /i(i)) =  ((Jim  F( g( t ) , <)) Vg 6 { V 9)ß, Vg, € D 5
(iv) lim V w (Z (,))F o  $ - 1($ (s(f)> 0 ) =  0, VZ 6 /*(/?), Vg 6 X>9 (see (1.3.11)).
While these conditions in F  are certainly cumbersome, nonetheless they are 
almost necessary and sufficient in ensuring the existence of a T^-continuous se­
quence of C°° functions {/*}:
P ro p o sitio n  4 .3 .15
If a seed function F  exists, then a sequence of V q-continuous maps {/*}, f t  £ 
7it w ith /o 7^  0 exists, and each f t is C °°.
If a sequence of 2)g-continuous maps {/*}, f t  £ Tit exists, w ith /o ^  0, which 
extends to a C°° function F  on £[0)i], then F  o 4> is a seed function.
Proof:
Let F  be a seed function. Taking J  — 0 in (4.3.14 (i)), and using the form 
of the coordinate charts (4.3.2) on G[ofi]-,F o 4>_1 has a unique extension to a 
continuous map F  on all of £[o,i] by standard  m etric space theory (e.g. Copson 
(1968, §65)). For any g0 £ £ 0, let (A, f) be the coordinates of a chart at g0 in
£[o,i] as given in (4.3.1). Take J  — 1, and choose the vector fields =
d \ r
d F  o $ -1





taking partial integrals of —— and using the uniqueness of the extension of F o4> 1
O y
to F , we conclude th a t F is differentiable on Cq0,i]- Proceeding by induction, F is 
C°° on G[o,i]- Now define a sequence {f t } by /*(•) =  F(-,t). By (4.3.14(h) & (iii)) 
ft t ±  0. By (4.3.14 (v)),
fo(X(g)X(gi)) = fo(X(g))fo(X{gi))> Vg G ( P 3),?, V *  G P 3 
=  M £ (sO )/o (£ (tfi)) by (4.3.14(iv)).
Therefore fo(h0g0) = po(h0)fo(go), Vh0 G Gß0, V^o G £o by (4.2.3).
By (4.3.14(i) & (vi)), (2.5.69) and the group properties of P 9,
V*e(z) / o P ( r i )  =  0, VZ G £(/?), Vgf G P 3,
whence by (4.2.17), V z 0fo(go) =  0, VZ0 G h(ßo), V#0 G £o- Therefore f 0 G 
7f0-{/<} is P 9-continuous because it is the restriction of a C°° m ap F  on G[o,i]- /o 
is non-zero by (4.3.14 (iv)).
Conversely, let {ft},  ft G Tit be a P 9-continuous sequence of maps with 
/ o  /  0 which extends to a C°° map F on ^[o,i]- Then (4.3.14 (i)(ii)(iii)(iv)) are 
immediately satisfied. Let g G ( P 9)/?, g\ G P 9, then
lim F o $(g{t)gi  (t)) =  F(X(g)X(gl ))
=  / o ( % ) % ) )
=  P o ( X ( g ) ) f o ( X ( g i ) )
=  f o ( X { g ) ) f o ( X { g i ) )
=  F ( 2 ( 5 ))F(3e(S l))
=  lim F  o $(</(*)). l im F o $ (f f i ( t ) ) ,
so tha t (4.3.14 (v)) is fulfilled.
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By the definition of the /^-derivative (1.3.11), and (2.5.69), and by the group 
property of V q,
lim V d$(z(t))F  o $($(*)) exists, VZ G £(/?), Mg G P 9, 
and is equal to V  dX( z )  F(X(g) )  = V dx { Z)  /o(£(fiO), which is zero, satisfying (4.3.14
(vi)).
Consequently F  o $  is a seed function as asserted. I
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§5.1 C on traction s o f  G eneralised  C h aracters o f  Irred u cib le  U n ita ry  R ep ­
resen ta tio n s
In this section, we use the explicit, universal formula ((1.3.46), (1.3.47)) of the 
generalised character (1.3.43) of a representation 71 to show th a t, if Qt (Vt) has 
an irreducible unitary  representation 7Zt and a generalised character Xnt giyen 
by the formulas (1.3.46) and (1.3.47), then in the notation of (1.3.46), for any 
appropriate sequence of functions f t € C£°(gt(0)) we have
= XKo(/o)- (5.1.1)
We prove the above result for a slightly more general case than  Q compact and 
connected or exponential (1.1.72), w ith some rather special conditions on the co- 
adjoint orbits £lt . It appears very likely th a t (5.1.1) can be proved for a much 
wider class of Lie groups, and one shall endeavour to solve this problem in future 
publications.
The first step in proving (5.1.1) is to  show how the inner integral in (1.3.46) 
may be meaningfully contracted. This will clarify the process of contracting both 
integrals together, as the procedure for contracting the second integral is a local 
application of the m ethod of contracting the inner integral.
In order to state  the required proposition neatly, we need the following corol­
lary of (4.3.1):
C orollary  5.1 .2
Let <7[0,i] =  (J d $ (g , t )  (J gQ and suppose th a t dim g =  d i m g 0.
”  ’ *e(o,i]
Then, g ^  is a C°°-vector bundle (1.4.12) which is vector bundle isomorphic 
(1.4.13) t o £ X [0,1].
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Proof:
Using the notation of (4.3.1), let [0,e) be such that det(#(£)) ^  0, Vt £ [0, e). 
Define g[oi€) 1° be
£[o,«) =  U  d $ ( g , t ) U g 0.
<6 (0,«)
By the proof of (4.3.1) we have the map
£[o,e) “ * £  x [0, e)
(_^.Q (0(t)A ),t) h > (A,t), t G (0,e),A G R", 
( lm j^ ( 0 ( t ) A ) ,O ) ~ ( A ,O ) ,  A g R",
whence, with topology on <7[o,e) induced by this map, gro,t) is vector bundle iso­
morphic to g x [0,e), and hence ^[0 ,1] is vector bundle isomorphic to g x [0,1].
The following notation will be useful:
N o ta tio n  5 .1 .3
9[q i](0) will denote an open subset of #[o,i] such that gt fl <7fo,i](0) is a neigh­
bourhood of 0 on which the exponential mapping for gt , Vt, is a diffeomorphism. 
Such a neighbourhood always exists by (5.1.2) and the relationship, exp^t 
$(exp^(X), t), VX G g (see (1.1.45)).
Herewith the proposition for contracting the inner integral in the formula 
(1.3.46) for the generalised character.
P ro p o s itio n  5 .1 .4
Let /  be an element of CJ°(<7[0 ^(0)) with Pu given for arbitrary Lie algebras 
by (1.3.47). Then,
lim /  el(Ad*(4>(5(f))d4>*/3(<)’Xt)/(X t )(Pw(Xf))"1dX< 
t ~*° J jh
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= /  e,'<Ad' ^ ' * ”>/(Xo)(Pw(X o))-1dXo, (5-1-5)J Qn
for all ß  E d* and g £ D ?.
Proof:
The proof consists of rewriting the integral on the left hand side of (5.1.5) so 
th a t the variable and domain of integration are independent of t enabling the limit 
t —* 0 to  be taken. This is achieved by making a certain, ^-dependent change of 
variables in the integral.
Let 0(t) be given by the proof of (4.3.1). Then we make the ^-dependent 
change of param eters in (5.1.5) by,
9t — + R"
X t = d$(t)0(t)  A, t e [  0 ,e), A G FT, 
and the determ inant of the Jacobian is
d \ =  mmti.
Then we have, for t G [0, e),
' *WW *- ßM ,x , ) f (X t ) (Pu(X t ) y i dXt
J  R "
(5.1.4(a))
As the integration is Lebesgue and the region of integration com pact, the Lebesgue 
dom inated convergence theorem  applies and we may take the limit of bo th  sides 




lim dQ{t)0(t)\  — A,
lim 
t —-o




lim (Ad* <&(g(t))d<&* ß(t), d$(t)6(t)A) =  (Ad*goßo, A) 
lim f  ß(-t'l’x ''>f ( X t)(Pu ( X t ) ) - 1 d X t
J Q.
C o m m en ts  5 .1 .5 (a)
In order to  establish (5.1.1) we will need to prove some technical propositions. 
In Proposition (4.3.1) we showed th a t £/[o,i] was a C °°-manifold w ith boundary. 
We can give a similar result for the co-adjoint orbits of the Qt , w ith reasonable 
conditions connecting the co-adjoint orbits for each t :
N o ta t io n  5 .1 .5 (b )
„ = f (d$_1 )*/?(*), * e (0, l]
^  X dX*(ß), t = o
q _f  t),t 6 (0,1]
y ‘ \3;(X>''), 1 =  0
12« =  Ad *£«(/?«), and
O[0,i] =  U  12«.
P ro p o s it io n  5.1.6
Suppose th a t the following conditions hold, connecting the fV s: 
(i) d im £ =  d im £0
establishing the proposition.
Let ß £ d* with
« € [ 0 , 1]
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(ii) d im g ^ j) =  dim g ßa
(iii) g j 0 = d X { X \ X  e d q, X ( t ) e g m , < 6 (0 ,1 ]} .
T h en ,
(a) Q[0|i] is a C'°°-manifold with boundary, and has a C°° projection map tt[o,i] •
t i [ o , i ]  - >  [ 0 , 1]
(b) Q0 and t i t are closed submanifolds of
Proof:
We will choose special bases of gt and define a chart on Q[0,i] w ith respect 
to these, using the exponential map on Qt. The proof is somewhat similar to the 
proof of (4.3.1).
By (iii) 3Y l E dq, with Y l(t) E 9 ß(t) such th a t d X { Y l) is a basis of ^ /?o, and 
the vectors {d4>(Yl(f))} are linearly independent for all t in [0, e] for some e >  0, 
by the proof of (2.4.17(5)).
By (ii), {Y*(t)} must be a basis of 9ß(t)i f°r  ^ £ [0, e].
For convenience, we may take e = 1 w ithout loss of generality.
Again, using the argum ent of the proof of (2.4.17(5)), the basis { T l( t ) |  may 
be extended so th a t d X { Y l) is a basis of g0 and {Yl(£)} is a basis of g for t E (0,1]. 
The Y l can always be chosen as C°° functions of t.
We adopt the convention th a t Y a(t) (w ith a greek index) refers to any element 
of this extended basis, while (Y l(f)} refers to m  elements in the complement of 
the set of those vectors which form a basis of gß(t) f° r  ^ £ (0,1]. The basis {Ya (f)} 
is ordered w ith the sub-basis (Y*(£)} first.
We now define a C°° sequence of linear maps 0(t) : g0 —> g th a t enables us to 
view f t[0>i] as a subset of g Define the maps,
0 (0  : go g
0(t) : d X ( Y a) -> Y a(t), t E [0,1]. (5.1.7)
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W ith respect to a fixed basis {Xa } of g and basis {dX(Ya)} of gQ, if Y a(t) = 
6ar,( t ) X 1l, we can choose the { F a } as C°°-functions on [0,1], so th a t 6ar,(t) is C°° 
on [0,1] and is invertible for each t E (0,1], and is the m atrix  of the linear map 
0(t) w ith respect to  these bases. By choosing special bases
{d$ (* )F a (t)} of and {dX(Ya)} of £0,
we can obtain a convenient, concrete realisation of Q[o,i] •
Now,
\ im(Ad*g(t)ß(t),Ya(t)) =  lim (Ad mg(t)ß(t), 0(t)dX{Ya ))
= \im(0*(t)Ad*g(t)ß(t), d X (Y Q)),
and we define Q't to  be:
ß't =  (fl*(0Ad*(ff)|9(0,0, < e (0 ,i ]
=  { ( J ^ e *(<)A d*(5(f ))^ (<)>°) I 9 6 X>?},
with Qj0 ^ £l't . Define the 1 — 1 and onto map,
te[ o,i]
Ö  : ^ [ 0 ,1 ]  ^ [ o , i ]
e ( y t ~(d<s>-\t)yo(o*)-\ t )(yt)
X 7o h-> 7o
5.1.7(a)
We will show th a t fij0 ^ is a C°° manifold w ith boundary and then  induce the 
topology of O[0>1] via the m ap 0 .
We now give a chart on fij0 ^ at ß0 :
Let P : Rn —» Rn be the natura l projection onto the copy of Rm given by 
{(^i, ^ 2 , . . . ,  a;m, 0 , . . . ,  0) I E R}, and let Afo be a neighbourhood of 0 in Rn 
such th a t the set (Aa F a(£) | t E [0,1], A E A q}, is contained in the domain on
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which exp is a diffeomorphism, and such th a t the set {A^Yq* I A £ -A/o} bears the 
same relationship to exp0 . Recalling our index convention, the chart x is given by,
(0 * (l)A d * (ex p (V rC t)))^* ),* ) «  (A',<), t £  ( 0 ,1] ,(A ',0) €  Vo,
( lim0*(<)Ad*(exp(A, r i(0 )M 0 >  0) ( A‘, 0 ), (A', 0) 6 V 0 (5 .1.7( 6))
This chart is a 1 — 1 map onto [0, 1] x P(Ao) by the choice of the {!"*} and by the 
fact th a t
lim Ad* (exp(XiY i(t)))ß(t )  = Ad*(exp0(A ld X ( Y l)))ß0.
To obtain  a covering of 12 j0 ^ by charts, let 70 G 12o w ith Ad*(go)ßo = 70 and 
X(g ) =  go with g G T>q, and g C°°.
A chart at 70 is given by,
(0*(s)Ad*(ff(a)exp(A'y*(s)))/J(s),s) h-> (A*,s), 3 e (0,1],(A',Q) 6 V 0,
(lim  0*(s)Ad*(3(s )e x p (A 'y '(s )) /3(s), 0) «  (A‘, 0 ), (A ',0) 6  V 0. (5.1.7(c))
a —*-0
A chart x 2 in fhe neighbourhood of 7* G OJ is simply given by,
(0*(s)Ad*(#exp(AlYAl(>)))/?(s),s) ^
for s G (t — 6, t -f <5),(Al,0) G Ao, w ith <$ a fixed, positive num ber in (0, t), where 
A d*($(g , t ) )ß t = -n , for g G Q.
Let x 3 be a chart at another point of corresponding to the element g 1 of 
V q which is C°° as for Define the maps 0(t),
0(t) : g~* g
9{t) : 1—► 0ar' ( t ) X 1'.
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Then,
Xi °X 3 =  Ö \ t )  ° e x p  \ g  1(t)g1(t )exp(XlY l(t))).  (5.1.8)
Now each of the curves g -1 (t), gi(t),  exp(XlY l(t)) is in V q so 
g~1{t)gi{t)  exp(Aiy i(t)) is in T)q, and is in the domain of the canonical chart. 
Then,
g~l { t )g i { t ) e xp ( \ lY l{t)) =  e x p X A(t)
for some X \  £ dq, where ,XA(£) is a C°° function of (A, t).
Re-writing (5.1.8),
Xi ° x 7 J(Al^) = ^_1(0^ aW
-  ( d $ ( < ) ^ ) ) - 1(d $ ( 0 X A(0 )  (5.1.8(a))
By Lemma (3.1.8) and the fact th a t lim d<5>(t)0{t) =  7, \ i  °X 7 1 ls a ^ °°  funcfi°n
of (Al , t )  (see also the proof of (5.1.9(a))). The proofs th a t other pairs of charts 
are C°°-related, are similar. Hence Dj0 jj, with topology induced by its charts, is 
a C°°-manifold with boundary, whence D[0,i] is a C°°-manifold w ith boundary. 
Define the projection map,
*■[0,1] : «[0,1] [°» !]
*■[0,1] : (7u t )  i-> t
which is the map (A*,£) t with respect to any of the above coordinate charts, 
and is clearly C °°.
T hat Do and D* are closed submanifolds of D[0,i] follows imm ediately by fixing 
t or s in any of the charts X>XnX25 ^ us establishing the proposition. ■
At the beginning of this section, we rem arked th a t to prove (5.1.1) involves 
contracting the inner and outer integrals in the formula (1.3.46). To give a theorem  
limiting integrals on D*, we will need a technical lemma on the existence of a chart 
which is effectively global on D[01],
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L em m a 5 .1 .9
Suppose th a t conditions (5.1.6(i)(ii)(iii)) are fulfilled, so th a t ^ [0 ,1] is a C°°- 
manifold w ith boundary, and th a t (iv) Q is compact and connected, exponen­
t i a l ^ .1.72), or has a canonical chart covering a dense subset of Q.
T h en ,
there is a dense, open subset U of ^ [ 0 ,1] on which a C°° chart is globally 
defined.
Proof:
We first find a covering of Q0 and then  extend this to  f^ 0,i] • We extend the 
range of the coordinate chart (5.1.7(b)):
Let
i ( t )  : Rn —> R7? be the map 
SM(t) : x a I—y 0Qri( t ) xv
with 0aT1(t) given in the proof of (5.1.6).
Now, as we will see in Lemma (5.1.9(a)), defines a generalised Saletan
contraction of g whose domain is the same as th a t of dX.
Let Af  be a maximal neighbourhood of 0 in g on which exp is a diffeomorphism. 
Then exp(W ) is dense in Q. W ith  respect to  the basis {X a } of g , let Af2 =  {a: | 
x G Rn, x QX a £ Af}.  Then, for
(A7,0) E ^m (0*^2, we have AlW(£) € Af, t e  (0,1];
and defining
ÖMX(0)V 2 = {lim (rM\t)x(t)\xed\ =  0,1] c V 2},
the modified version of (5.1.7(b)) is the m ap
X : (0*(t) Ad* (exp(XlY l( t ) ) )ß( t ) , t )  i-* ( A E  (0,1], (A, 0) E 0 ^ ( t ) A f 2 
X  : (lim 6'*(t)Ad*(exp(AW l(t) ) )^ ( t) ,0 )  >-» (A*,0),(A,0) € 0 ^ (0 )W 2
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The notation “ÖM1(0)A/2” is intended to  convey the fact th a t the neighbourhoods 
geometrically deform to 6 ^  (0)Af2 as t —* 0.
Let P be given by the proof of (5.1.6). Now
lim #*(tf)Ad*(exp(A*y*(£)))/?(£) =  Ad*(exp0( Y d X ( Y l)) )ß0,
and x will be 1 — 1 and onto the set |^J ( P ( ^ /1(^)A/2), 0? an<^  a candidate for a
<e[o,i]
chart, if exp0 is a diffeomorphism on the domain
{A%dX(Ya ) I A0 G ^ ( 0 ) ^ 2} -  { dX( X)  I X  G d \ X [ 0,1] C .V}
and 0 ^ ( 0 ) X 2 is open in Rn . T hat Ö~^(ti)Af2 is open in IRn , will follow (by Lemma 
(5.1.9(b)) if Afo =  { dX ( X)  | X  G d9, X [0 ,1] C Af} is open in g0.
Now (2.5.46), w ith the m ap Xi and neighbourhood Af\ as given there, shows 
th a t X i(-^i) is open in C r^ . a . Using the fact th a t X q:q and X  are continuous open 
maps onto their images (see (2.5.63) and (2.5.30), and using Qo =  T>q/ k e r X ) ,  this 
establishes th a t Afo is open in g0.
It follows from (2.5.69) w ith exp0 given by exp0 = X p  o Exp o d X ß 1 and the 
form of Exp given by (2.5.8), th a t exp0 is a diffeomorphism on all of Afo-
The proof th a t x is C °°-related to  the other charts of (5.1.6) am ounts to re­
verifying th a t the m ap given by (5.1.8(a)) is C°° on the set Afo X [0,1], with Afo 
in this case defined in the proof of (5.1.6).
Let U = x ~ 1(K | J  (P (# m W ^ 2 ) , 0 )-C e rta in ly  x _1((P (0 m M ^ 2 ),O ) is dense
<G[0,1]
in £lt for t ^  0; as using (5.1.7(a)) and identifying ^ w ith fi[0)1],
X ~ 1{{^{^M1(t)Af2), t ) )  = Ad*(expt od$( t ) (Af ) )ß t 
and expf od$(t)(Af)  is dense in Qt because exp(Af)  is dense in Q. By the results of
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Lemma (5.1.9(b)),
X -1((P(ö'm1(0)^2),0)) =  {Ad*(exp0(A’^ (r ')))/?o  | (A',0) 6 « tf(0 )V2}
= Ad,'(exp0(Aio))^o-
Let {Xj j }  be the basis of tq(g) given at (2.5.11(a)).
Then defining,
N q =  I X 0j\ 0} 6 e xp -1 (AT), \ n  e R, I  > 0},
Exp(A/"g) is dense in T q(G) (with Exp given by (2.5.8)). Using (2.5.69)
Xp o Exp(A/^) = exp0 odXp(j\fq)
= exp0(JVo)
whence exp0(A/o) is dense in Go and hence Ad*(exp0(A/o))/?o is dense in £2o- Then 
hi is dense in and this completes the proof. I
We now show that the maps 6 (t ) define a generalised Saletan contraction of g :
L em m a 5 .1 .9 (a )
Let 6m : Rn —> Rn be given by the proof of (4.1.9) with respect to a fixed 
basis {Xa } of g. Then, letting
= {xaX a I x G C^n[0,1], lim exists},
and letting g0 denote the Saletan contraction (1.5.1) generated by $m , we have
and g0 isomorphic to g0.
P roof:
We first show that d? — dq :
Now for X(t)  = x a( t )XQ, lim 6~j^(t)x(t) exists if and only if lim 6~1(t)X(t)  exists. 
Let X  e ~d\
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Now in the notation of the proof of (5.1.6),
dX(Ya ) = lim d $ ( t ) Y a(t)
= Wmd<f>(t)o9(t)(Xa)
by the definition of 0 in the proof of (5.1.6).
Then lim d$(t)  o 9(t)(Z),  exists, VZ G g.
Now,
d$( t ) (X( t ) )  = (d$(t)  o 9(t)) o (0_1(*).Y(f))
and therefore lim d$( t ) (X( t ) )  exists and so ~£ C dq.
Now let X  G dq. We have,
9 ~ \ t ) X ( t )  = 0 - \ t )  O d $ - \ t )  o d$( t )X( t )
= (d $ (t) O d ( t ) ) - 1 o d<f>(t)X(t)
Now w ithout loss of generality, we may view g as a subspace of E  (see (2.4.6)). 
Further, the inverse map is continuous on GL(E,R) ,  so if d$(t)  o 9(t) can be 
extended to an invertible map E  —> E,  for t G [0,1], then as
lim d$(t)  o 9{t) exists,
lim(<I>(£) o 9{t))~l will exist.
We now show tha t d$(t)  o 9(t) can always be so extended:
Let dim g =  n, dim E  = N,  and let f  be a map
f  : [0,1] x Rn -> R n
continuous in its first argum ent and linear in its second argum ent w ith £(t) injective 
for t G [0,1]. Representing ^(f) as an iVxA^ m atrix , £(t) has first n columns of rank
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n. Given the m atrix £(0), choose N  — n column vectors rfi such th a t the columns of 
£(0) together with the vectors {rf} ,  form a linearly independent set. Let { ^ (t)}  be 
N  — n continuous curves of column vectors on [0,1] such th a t . Form the
m atrix  £ | rj(t) consisting of the first n columns being the columns of £(£) and last 
N  — n columns being the column vectors {rji(t)}. By definition, det(£ | g(0)) ^  0 
and by the continuity of det and £ | 77, det(£ | r](t)) ^  0 for t G [0, e) for some e >  0. 
We may take e = 1, again w ithout loss of generality. Then £ | rj(t) is in G L ( E , R ) 
for t G [0,1]. Expressing d<&(t) o 9(t) in m atrix  form, this procedure establishes 
th a t d$(t)  o 9(t) can be extended as asserted.
Hence
lim #_ 1 (£)X(£) exists as \ im(d$(t)  o # ( £ ) ) _ 1  exists and
lim d$( t )X( t )  exists. Then = dq.
We now give the isomorphism of g0 and g0 :
Let (d<L o 9)° =  lim d $ (t)  o 9{t). Now, for the usual contraction,
[X0 ,Fo] =  lim d$(*)[0(*)X , 9{t)Y],
where X 0 = lim o 9(t)X,
Y0 = lim d$(t)  o 6(t)Y, VX, F G j ,
while, for Saletan contraction (1.5.1),
[ X , Y ]0 =
Therefore,
[x0 ,Y0]0 = [(<*$ o eyx, (d0  o 0 ) ° r ] o
-  lim (d$(t)  o $(t)) o 6~l (t)[e{t)X, 9(t)Y]
=  ( #  o 0 )° [J ,L ]o , whence
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(d4> o 0)° : gQ —> g0 is the required homomorphism. (d4> o 6)° is clearly 1 — 1 and 
onto for contractions where dim g = d i m g 0. This completes the proof. I
The following lemma completes the proof of (5.1.9):
L em m a 5 .1 .9 (b )
Let the m ap dX  be given by dX : dq —> g0, dX : X  t—>• H m #(t)X (f), and the
m ap (d<$ o 0)° : gQ —* gQ by the proof of (5.1.9(a)). Then the following diagram 
commutes:
j  q dX ~d  -------- go
I  I (d$>oG)°
P roof:
Now for X  £ dq,
dX ( X)  = lim d<f>(t)X(t)
=  lim (d$( t )  o 0(t)) o 9~l ( t ) X( t )
=  (d $  o 0)° o dX(X) .  m
N o ta tio n  5 .1 .9 (c )
From the proof of (5.1.6) we may conveniently regard Q[0,i] as a subset of 
Let || • || be a fixed norm  on g$.
Equipped with a chart which is almost global on we give a proof of
(5.1.1). In the following theorem , we assume th a t the universal character formula 
((1.3.46), (1.3.47), (1.3.50)) applies:
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T h eo rem  5 .1 .10
Suppose th a t conditions (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) of Lemma (5.1.9) are satisfied 
by Q and the contraction process. Let (C,ZV, A) be the chart of (5.1.9) and suppose 
fu rther th a t f^[o,i] satisfies the condition,
||C- 1 ('M)II >  j  =  l , . . . , m  (5.1.10(a))
for some constants M j  > 0, and t E (0,1].
T h en , for any fe CJ°(<7[M](0)),
]|m X x.C f) =  X*0( / ) ,  as in (5.1.1).
R em ark s (5 .1 .1 0 (b ))
In all examples of contraction, even if the are compact for t E (0,1], the 
Qt deform to an unbounded $70 as t ~ > 0. The unboundedness of 170 corresponds 
directly to the unboundedness of ^ ^ ( 0 ) ,  as can be seen from the definition of the 
chart (C,£/, A) in (5.1.9), and originates from the existence of a nilpotent ideal 
of g0 on which exp0 is unbounded. It is always possible, as we shall see in the 
example below, to choose the special subset {T a } C dq as in (5.1.6) so th a t a 
minimal num ber of the coordinates {A-7} are unbounded. W hat (5.1.10(a)) says 
is th a t w ith respect to  these unbounded coordinates, the “divergence” of A2[o,i] 
happens at a certain minimal rate. N otw ithstanding the restriction (5.1.10(a)), 
we here recover the corresponding result already obtained for the cases covered by 
Dooley and Gaudry (1986) and Dooley and Ricci (1985).
P r o o f  o f  (5 .1 .10 ):
Now,
* « , ( / ) =  [  [  ei<°-x '> /(X «)(PW(V « ))-1c!X(dM(( a (), (5.1.11)
JS}t d  g t
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from (1.3.46) and (1.3.47). We re-write the above integrand in coordinates given 
by the chart (5.1.9), denoted (C,7/,A*).
fit is the Kirillov measure on £ lt given by (1.3.35),
1
ßt = T—T7ÜJ A • • ■ AcJ
( f ) !
where m  is the dimension of the f l t and lj is the 2-form given also by (1.3.35).
Using the notation of Proposition (5.1.6), the expression for the 2-form lj on 
£lt a t A d*(gt)ßt, Qt £ Gt, is, w ith respect to  the chart (C,Z7, A*),
«Ad-(„)A ( ^ 7 ,  ^ 7 )  =  (Ad ‘( g M M m w w m Y j m
=  (Ad •(g)ß(t ) , {Yt( t ) ,Yj (t)}), 
where gt = $(g, t ) .
=  <Ad %g)ßmW)(Y?)A*)(Y})])
=  ( ^ ( t ) A d * ( ^ ( 0 ,ö - 1(<)[ö(t)(yi°),ö(*)(^?)])
where 9(t) is given by (5.1.7), Yi(t)  by the proof of (4.1.6) w ith Y"-0 =  dX(Y{).
Observe th a t the expression 0-1 (£)[#(£)( Y/3), 0(<)(Y^)] defines the generalised 
Saletan contraction (see Lemmas (5.1.9(a)) and (5.1.9(b))) associated to d$(£), 
and
Inn e - ' i t m t X Y ^ e W Y ? ) }  = [Y? ,Y°]  0 
while lim 6*(t)Ad*(g(t))ß(t )  = Ad*(go)ßo
for g e  V q. W rite rjij(t) = 0~1(t)[0(t)(Yl°) ,0( t ) (YJ°)}, and 77^ (0 ) =  l im ^ - ^ ) .
The expression for the Kirillov measure on Glt in coordinate form is,
=  ^ 4 - e '1 ",m(Ö*(<)Ad*(exp(A,r ‘(<)))/?(<),)jili2(<)) x •••
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x (0*( t )Ad*(exp( \ lY l(t ) ))ß(t ) , rnm_lim( t ) ) d \ 1 • • • d \ m for t E (0,1]
and
Vo(y)  = lim /it(A').
We give here an inequality for /i*, to  be used in a later application of the 
Lebesgue dom inated convergence theorem.
W ith  respect to the norm (5.1.9(c)) on and a norm  || • ||0 on g0, we have
M * ’ )l < /v||Ö‘ (()A d’ (exp(A 'y!(<)))/J(<)ll“ x
X6il '"im||f/i1i2(*)||0 • • • ||'/.m- l ira(<)||o d V - ' - d V *
for t E (0,1] and some positive constant K.
In order to ta,ke the limit t —* 0 in (5.1.11), we re-write it in coordinate form: 
We make the following convenient abbreviations:
ß d ( y , t )  = 6*( t ) A d * ( e x p ( y Y l(t)))ß(t )  for t E (0,1], and 
Ä ,(A \0) =  H m Ä ,(A \0
r,(t) =  e""’m||r/,'1,'2(<)||o • • • (*)||o-
The inner integeral in (5.1.11) is a C°° function on r^[0,i] > which we abbreviate 
using (5.1.4(a)):
eW 'V’A 'O f t d m m o c P u i M w m o ) - 1
dd$( t )0( t )  c
sc d(
(5.1.12)
F (A \0) =  lim F(A \t).
Then,
*«,(/)  =
r k i  /  (ßt ( \  \<),
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=  ( a ) ?  JRrn « » i 1 «>v, (W  , t y — ( ß e ( \ \ t), Vil,i2(<)) x • • •
• • • x (ße(X\  t), (5.1.13)
where ^ ö “ 1(t)A/,2(^) *s ^he characteristic set function of Q~^  (t)N2 -
Observe th a t if we take the limit inside the integral of (5.1.13), the resulting 
integral over Rm will give ( / ) .
We need an application of the Lebesgue dom inated convergence theorem, in 
order to be able to take the limit, lim Xnt ( f )  inside the integral (5.1.13) thus
establishing th a t lim x ^ t ( / )  =  X ■*,(/)•
To find a function which dominates the integrand, we have
\F{y {ß0(y ,t),T)iui2(t)) ■ ■ ■ (ß»(y
< A '|.F (A \i) | • ||0#(A*',t)||“  • |jj(<)|
<  A '|A (A ',i) | • ||/3e(A*,<)||“  • ( max \r)(t)\)
< € [ 0 , 1]
By the Paley-W iener Theorem (1.1.89), applied to (5.1.12), for any N  =  0 ,1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ,  
there exists Kjy > 0 such th a t
\ F ( y , t ) \ < K N(i + \\ße( \ \ t ) \ \ ) - N ,
as the integrand in (5.1.12) is a continuous function of t on the compact interval 
[0,1], and /  is of compact support. Then,
\F(X\t)\  < K n+^ (  1 +  ||A (A <,0 l l ) “ (w+^ )
< ^ + ,n /? ,(A i, o r » - ( i  +  i i A ( v ,o i i ) - N
Therefore \F (\' (ße(X'
< i ( l  +  ||/?<,(A*,<)||)-w,
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for some positive constant L.




Then the integrand of (5.1.13) is dom inated by the function L(1 +  M j \ \ i \ ) ~ N 
(as the integral is a function globally defined on Rm, but zero on the complement 
of 6 ^ ( t ) A f 2 for t £ [0,1]) which is integrable over Rn. This completes the proof.H
E xam p le  5 .1 .14
To dem onstrate how the special condition (5.1.10(a)) is fulfilled in practice, we 
consider the contraction of the generalised character formula for the case 5 0 (3 )  —» 
M (2). In this example, we identify the elements of so(3)* with vectors v x w ,  v , w  E 
R3, acting on so(3)
(v x w , X )  = ( v , X w )
w here X  E 5 0 (3 )  is represented  as a 3 X 3 m atrix  and  (•,•) is th e  usual inner 
p rod u c t on R3.
The co-adjoint action of 5 0 (3 )  is given by
Ad*(5)(i> x w) = ( S ~ 1v) x ( S ~ 1w)
and the contraction of 5 0 (3 )  to  M (2) is given by Example (4.2.1). In order to 
give ü [0)i] explicitly in coordinate form (5.1.9), we need to  choose the { E a } and 
hence generate 6(t) :
Take
E 3(t) =  wi ,  Y 2(t) = w2t, Y 3(t) = w3t 
where {wi}  is the basis of 5o(3) in (4.2.7).
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Let {ei} be the basis of m (2) given by (4.2.1). W ith  respect to  these bases,
1 0 \  / l  °
m  =i  t , =  t
0 t )  \ 0  t
We choose the sequence of functionals
/?(<) =  (0, J , 0) =  j ( 0, 0 , 1) x (1, 0, 0).
The curve of vectors Y( t )  = rtw 2 satisfies (4.1.14) and so ß  £ d*
Then fi( = |  t j  50(3) (o, pO),  t e  (0, 1].
As t varies from 1 to 0, £lt deforms from a sphere of radius r, to  “cigars” which 
become longer as t —> 0, lim iting to  a cylinder of radius r  w ith axis the ei-axis.
t
The stabiliser of (0, - ,0 )  ls the group of rotations in the e ^ - p la n e .
Then the chart of (5.1.9) is:
1 0
t I e<A' u’3+ a 3U,'>(0, 0) ■ + (Ai, A3, t)
0 t 1 1
1 0
lim I t I e<A' ”’3+,A3't’‘>(0, 0) I—* (Aj, A3, 0)
<~ °  ' 0  t 1 1
for (Ai, A3, t ) in the domain given by
y j \ \  +  t2A3 < 7T, Ai ^  0, i € [0,1],
Here e A^lW3+<A3U;i^  is the exponential power series of the m atrix  (X\w3 -f tA3^ 1). 
This power series can be com puted explicitly, so th a t the chart of (5.1.9) becomes,
C \ U  -> R2+1
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C : r COS y/Aj +  t 2 A3
, ~Al = • sin \/A? +  £2Ao
v ^ f + ^ f  V 1 3 ,
V t )
/  A3 sin \
(Ai, A3, t)
for Aj +  ^Ajj <  7T, Ax ^  0, £ € [0,1].
Observe th a t as t varies from 1 to  0, the set C(U D £2<) deforms from an open disk 
of radius 7r, through elliptical disks of increasing m ajor axis lengths on the A3-axis 
to  a “s trip ” , — tv < A i  < 7r, with the A3-axis removed from all these figures.
In order to prove an inequality of the form (5.1.10(a)), it is more convenient 
to take two overlapping charts on f^ 0,i] and to compute the limit in (5.1.13) by 
using a C°° partition  of unity on f^ 0,i]- 
The first chart is given by,
Ci : Wi -> R2+1
Ci : r
(  A3 sin \
cos y j \ \  -f t 2 A|
— Aj sin ^ / a ^ -H 2 A |
(^1> ^3 1 t)
\ / A?+*2 A3
t
for t e  [0,1], e2 < A2 +  t 2 \ \  <  ( tv —  e)2,
for some e >  0. We now “ro tate  this chart by f  about the ei-axis” , giving:
C2 :U2 -> R2+1
/  A3 sin y j A2 +  *2 A| \
V xi + <2Aj
— Ai sin -^/A2 +  t 2 A2 
— COS y j \ \  + t 2 A3
V t J
(Ai, A3, t)
for t G [0 ,1 ], e2 <  A2 +  t2A3 < (n — e)2.
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By choosing e small enough, these two charts over ^[0,1] completely. 
Now
iicr1(V)ii +  3^xi + t2\ \ ) sin2 cos2
>
>
(  +  ^3 • 2
Va? + *2 a2 sm
sin e




||C -1( A , i ) | |> ! ^ | A J |, i  =  1,3 (5 .1.14(a))
To construct a C°° p artition  of unity, let 77 be a positive real num ber so small th a t 
the Cl still cover f2[0,i] w ith e replaced by e +  77. Let /  be a C°° function on the 
region
{(Ai, A3,t)  I e2 <  Aj +  t 2 A2 <  {tt — e)2, t G [0,1]} 
which is non-zero on the region
{ ( ^ 1  ? A3 , 0  I ( e +  7? ) 2 <  A2 T t 2 A2 < ( 7T - e - 7 7 ) 2, t G [0, 1]},
and zero on the region
|( A i , A3, t) e2 <  A2 +  t 2 A2 < (e -f 771)
(tt -  e -  77!)2 < A2 +  t 2 A3 < (?r -  e)2, t G (0, 1]},
w ith 0 <  772 <77 and such th a t /(A i,A 3, 0) approaches zero as A3 —> ±00. 
Define the C°° functions f i  on f2[0,i] by
f i  = f  °Ci on Hi 
f i  = 0 elsewhere.
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A C°° partition  of unity is given by the functions,
= h + h
The following lemma is useful at this point:
L em m a 5 .1 .15
Let {Wa } be a cover of fb0)i], w ith each Wa homeomorphic to a neighbour­
hood of zero in the half space
R(m+1)+ = {Ol,. . • ,3m+l) I xm+1 > 0}
and let { f a} be a corresponding C°° partition  of unity. Then { /a |fi } is a C°° 
partition  of unity for the cover {Wa D } of £lt.
P roof:
Let A't =  {a  I W a Dü, ^  0}.
We claim th a t { f a a € A't ] is a C°° partition  of unity for £lt .
(i) Each f a is C°° on Qt and is zero outside of W a fl O*.
(ii) The requirement 0 <  fa \Q <  1 on Q,t is immediately satisfied.
(iii) Now, for 7* E fb ,
1 =
a  a
= E  / “U M .
c€A 't





x * ,(/) =U Fi(X\X i ,t)ICeiiUiro,)(X1,X>p^(X1,Xa, t ) d \1dXl
Com puting the limit inside the above integrals, we obtain  X-r0 (/)•  We may then ap­
ply the Lebesgue dom inated convergence theorem  using (5.1.14(a)). The functions 
F{ do not impede our finding a dom inating function, as they satisfy Fi(\, t ) E [0,1]. 
Then for this particular contraction of 5 0 (3 )  to M (2) w ith ß{t) =  (0, j ,  0) we have 
shown th a t lim x Re ( / )  =  X*0 (/)•
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§5.2 C on traction s o f  In fin itesim al C haracters
In proposition (1.3.63), we saw th a t for any Lie group Q,  if it had a unitary 
irreducible representation 7Z (constructed by the m ethod of orbits) w ith generalised 
character X n  (1.3.46); then the infinitesimal character (1.3.58) could be expressed 
as a homomorphism from the polynomials on g* invariant under the co-adjoint 
action of Q (denoted V j ( g * ) ) ,  to the complex numbers. Further, this expression 
for the infinitesimal character had an explicit form: Let be the co-adjoint orbit 
associated to  7Z by (1.3.38). Then the infinitesimal character A^ is given by:
Aq : V ^ g J )  -> C
Aq : p  I—> p ( ß ) ,  for any ß  6  0 . (5.2.1)
This is a particularly simple and convenient form of the infinitesimal character, 
and our task in this section is to develop the theory to  contract a homomorphism 
of the type (5.2.1) by a well-defined process, and to show th a t this process gives 
all possible maps of the style of (5.2.1) for the contracted Lie group Qq w ith Lie 
algebra g 0 .
The point is th a t it is not currently known w hether the infinitesimal char­
acter (1.3.58) can be given in the form (1.3.63) for unitary  representations of 
a r b i t r a r y  Lie groups. In particular it is certainly not known whether (1.3.63) 
holds for general contractions of semisimple Lie groups because it is not yet known 
w hether a generalised character exists in the form (1.3.46) for unitary  represen­
tations 1Z of such Lie groups, and this condition is a pre-requisite of Proposition 
(1.3.63). We will show in (5.2.9) and (5.2.10), th a t the formula (5.2.1) can be 
meaningfully contracted to a formula of the same type (and th a t all possible maps 
Aft0 : ^ l i d o )  “ * C are obtained), and this will lend weight to  the conjecture th a t 
(5.2.1) is universal for arb itrary  unitary  representations of arb itrary  Lie groups. 
This result leads to a theorem  (Theorem  (5.2.12)) lim iting the infinitesimal char­
acters X - R t i t  7^  0 corresponding to unitary representations 7Zt : Gt —> U ( ' H t )  (see
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(4.3.5) & (4.3.6)) to the infinitesimal character A^0 corresponding to  the unitary 
representation 7Z0 : Qq —> U('Ho). Theorem (5.2.12) prom pts the irresistible conjec­
tu re  th a t very straightforward conditions exist to  fulfil the “B ootstrap” Theorem 
(4.3.13) as (5.2.12) holds w ith no special conditions on the limiting process.
The first step in this programme is to show how the invariant polynomials 
on g* may be contracted to those on and how all such polynomials on g$ 
may be obtained. This requires th a t we contract arb itrary  polynomials on g* to 
polynomials on gJ :
C o n tra ctin g  P o ly n om ia ls  (5.2.2)
The conclusions to be drawn about contracting polynomials on g* are analogous 
to the results of Example (4.1.5) for the contraction of linear functionals on g , as 
expected:
Let p be a polynomial on g*, p : g* —> C, and let ß  6 d*. By (4.1.14) and (4.1.16),
l i m ^ " 1 )*/?(*) =  d X \ ß ) .
Not surprisingly (in view of (4.1.5)), if one tries to compute the lim it,
lim p  o d $ * ( ( d $ ~ l )* ß(t))
to  obtain a value p0(d%*(ß)) where p0 is a polynomial on gg, this limit won’t in 
general exist, since
lim p o d<&*((d$ 1)*ß(t))  =  limp(/?(£)),
and ß  has the form ß(t)  =  ~ ~  5 7 £ Cy. [0,1].
In keeping then, with the philosophy of C hapter 2 and the results of §4.1, the 
by now standard  way of circumventing this difficulty is to construct a scenario
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in which the polynomials on g* will be contracted by defining a m apping whose 
domain will be a space of suitably differentiable curves of polynomials on g* and 
whose image will be the polynomials on
In order to define the domain of this map we need some notation:
C on ven tion  5 .2 .3
By (2.3.2), we have d$( t )  = where d(f) is a m ap d<f> : [0,1] x g —► E.
Following Convention (4.1.11) (which implies th a t g is a subspace of E),  this may 
be extended to a map d(f> : [0,1] X E  —+ E , linear on E.  Similarly, if p is a polynomial 
on g*, p has an extension to a polynomial p : E  —> C.
We give the domain of the contraction m apping for the polynomials on g* :
D efin itio n  5 .2 .4
Let V n(g*) denote the linear space of all polynomials p : g* —» C for any Lie 
algebra g , and let Convention (5.2.3) apply to V n(g*) and d$.
Let Sv * denote the subspace of C^,n^ .^ [0 ,1],
Sp* — {p  I P £ [0,1], lim p(t) o d ^ * ( t ) X ß  exists for all X e  € E}.
We now define the contraction mapping:
D efin itio n  5 .2 .5
Let the con traction  m ap p in g  for polynomials be denoted by the linear map 
dX-p. : S p .-> V n(g’i ), given by,
d £ v . ( p ) ( d X \ ß ) )  = l im p ( « ) o d $ * ( 0 ( ( ^ _1)*/?(<))-
=  j!m p(f)(/?(i)), V ß € d *
(Remark: To see th a t the range of dX-p* is contained in 'Pn(gq), note th a t as
p £ Sp* and ß £ d*, the above equation defines a function on g0. By the form of
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the limit; lim p(t)(ß(t)) = l i m dXp>*(p) will be a polynomial on gjj, an(^
the image of d!p* is contained in V n(gq)).
It is im portant th a t all polynomials on g$ can be obtained by the contraction 
process in order th a t the infinitesimal character for Q0 may be defined on this 
domain. W ith  a very mild condition on the map d$,  this is always the case:
P ro p o s itio n  5 .2 .6
Suppose th a t the m ap d4>-1 is extendable to a Cq map, d$~ l : [0,1] x E —> E , 
linear on E. Then the contraction m apping dXp* is onto its image V n(gQ).
R em ark  5 .2 .7
If d$  is given by d<&(t) = (?7-1(t),t) where U is a C°° map U : [0,1] x E  —> 
E  linear on E  w ith 17(0) singular, then  d4>_1 wTill be extendable as above, by 
(2.6.7). A contraction w ith respect to in this form is clearly still very general, 
encompassing Saletan contractions (2.4.6), for example.
P r o o f  o f  (5 .2 .6 ):
Let po be any polynomial on gq, and let p be its extension to  a polynomial on 
all of E. As dQ-1 is extendable to a C q map d4>-1 : [0,1] x E  —> E , let p{t) denote 
the curve of polynomials p(t) = p o (d<I>-1 )*(t). It is an element of 0,1]
and \ imp(t)od$*(t)XE  clearly exists and hence p G d?v *. Com puting dXp*(p); let 
ß G d*, then
dXp>*(p) = lim p(t)(ß(t))
=  liimpo(<i$-1 )*(i)(0(t))
=  p(lim ((i$-1)*(<)(/J(<))
= p0(dX*m
by (4.1.14) and (4.1.16). Hence the map dXp*(p) is onto. ■
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We now show how all invariant polynomials on may be obtained by the con­
traction process:
C on tra ctin g  Invariant P o ly n o m ia ls
We will show th a t the invariant polynomials on gg are the image by the 
contraction m apping of a subspace of d?v +. We first define this domain:
D efin itio n  5 .2 .8
Let d*L, denote the linear subspace of d l .  given by
äv- = {p I p € dv-> J|™P(<)(A d*9(<)/8(<)) =  lim p(t)(/?(t)),
V j e f ,  V/3 e d * } .
L em m a 5 .2 .9
Suppose tha t the map d $ ~ l is extendable to a C q map d $ ~ l : [0,1] x E  —> E , 
linear on E.  Then in the notation of (1.3.62),
dXv.(d«,.)  = V?(gl).
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P roof:
Let po be an invariant polynomial on gJ, and let p E d?v + be as given in the 
proof (5.2.6). Then, for any g E V q, ß E d*,
limpO)(Ad*</(t)/?(<)) =  Jim p o )*(«)(Ad*j((<)/3(<))
=  lim p (A d * $ (< ,(i))(d $ -1)*/3(i))
= p(limAd*$(3(<))(<i$-1)^(<))
=  p(Ad*Xby (4.1.20), 
=  p0(Ad*2(jr)dX*(^))
= Po( d X \ ß ) )
= \ im p ({ d $ -1y ( t ) ( ß m
= Jjm ?(<)(/?(<))•
Then p E d|>* by (5.2.8), proving the lemma. M
“ h i
C on tra ctin g  In fin itesim al C h aracters
We first give a proposition relating homomorphisms,
A„, :? £ (< » (£ ,* ) * ) - C
to homomorphisms, A^0 : V%(gq) —> C, where the form of the homomorphism is 
given by (1.3.63). In the following proposition, the domain of A^t for t ^  0 has 
been expanded to the algebra V n(d$(g,t)*) :
P ro p o s itio n  5 .2 .10
Let ß  E d*, and let £lt be the co-adjoint orbit of <L(C/,t) through (d<L-1 )*/?(£), 
w ith Q0 the co-adjoint orbit of C/o through d.£*(ß). Suppose th a t the map d<L-1 is 
extendable to a C q map d<$-1 : [0,1] x E  —» E : linear on E.  Then, in the notation 
of (1.3.63),
AQ0(dXp*(p)) = lim Asit (p(t) o d$*(t)), Vp E d^>..
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P roof:
Let p E d!L*, then
“  r x
An, (p(t) o d $ ' ( t ) )  =  p (t) o )*/9(t)).
By (5.2.4) and (5.2.8),
lim Ant (p(t) o d$*(t))  = lim p(t) o d$*( t ) ( (d$ 1)*ß(t))
= dXv . (p)(dX*(ß))
(on using (4.1.14) and (4.1.16) also) 
=  Aft0 (dXv *(p)),
establishing the proposition. ■
In Proposition (5.2.10) the functions Ant for t 0 have been extended to  the 
algebra V n(d$(g,  £)*), however they only coincide w ith the infinitesimal characters 
\ j i t of (1.3.58) (for representations 7Zt : &t (4.3.6) corresponding to orbits
fit as in (1.3.38)) when their domain is restricted to V j ( d ^ ( g , t ) * ) .
Consequently, in order to give a theorem  showing A^0 as a  limit of the An t 
in a similar sense to  (5.2.10), we need to show th a t C q curves on Vj (g*)  contract 
by (5.2.5) to elements of 'Pj (^q) :
P ro p o s itio n  5 .2 .11
dXv(&. n c* .(j. )|0,i]) c
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P roof:
Let ß  £ d*q, and p £ dqv . D 0,1]. Then,
limp o d $ * (A d * $ (p (t))(d $ -1) * ^ ) )
=  lim p o d<L*((d<I>-1 )*(Ad*p(t)/?(t)))
= J^np(Ad*p(t)^(^))
=  } im p(^(0 )
= dXv .(p)(dX*(ß)).
If we can now show tha t
lim p o d ^ * ( Ad * ^ ( g ( t ) ) ( d ^ ~ 1y ß(t))  =  dXv . (p) (Ad*X(g)dX*(ß))
then dXj>* (p) will be invariant and the proof will be complete. The proof is 
simplified by using a concrete realisation of functionals on gt : By Convention 
(4.1.11) we may regard each gt as a subspace of E , Vt. Elements of g* may be 
represented by the inner product of an element of gt w ith all vectors in gt .
Now cM> is a C°° map d4> : [0,1] x g —> E , linear on g. We first extend d $  to  a 
C°° m ap : [0,1] x E  —» E , linear on E.  Our aim is to next extend the domain 
of the m ap A d$(#,£), p £ £  to a continuous map Ad : £[0,i] x E  —+ E,  linear on 
E.
Now Ad : Q x g —» g is a linear map on g and can be extended to a C°° map 
Ad : G x E  —> E  linear on E.  Then d ^ o A d ( g )  is a linear map d $ o A d (p ) : E  —> E,  
Vp £ G, and for X t £ d$(g , t )  it is an extension of the m ap Ad$ ( g , t )  : d$(g , t )  —> 
d<I>(p,t), since d$( t )  o Ad(p) =  Ad4>(p,£) on d$(g, t ) .  In this way, the map
Ad : $ (£ , t) x E  -> E,  Ad : ($ (p , t ) , X E ) ^  d$( t )  o A d g X E ,
g £ £ , X E £ E  extends to  a C°° map,
Ad : ^ i ]  x E  —► E,  Ad : ($ (p , t), X E) y-+ d$( t )  o A d g X E
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g € £ , X E G E.
Now ^(0 ,1] is certainly dense in £[0,i], so Ad has a continuous unique extension 
to a m ap,
Ad : £[o,i] X E - + E
which agrees with the usual definition of Ad on g t : Ad : Qt x gt “ * 9t-> Vtf. (An 
alternative way of obtaining this result is to  apply the manifold structure  of £[o,i] 
as given in the proof of (4.3.1).) W ith the existence of this extension of Ad, we 
have the result,
lim A d $ ( g ( t ) ) X E =  Ad(lim  $ ( g ( t ) ) ) X E 
= Ad( X( g ) ) XE .
Now let (■, •) be the inner product on E,  and let Y  G dq correspond to ß  as in 
(4.1.14).
Let A t  denote the transpose of any linear m ap A  : E  —> E  with respect to 
this inner product.
Then
lim p o d $ \ k < r $ ( g { t ) ) ( d $ - l y ß ( t ) )
= l im p o d $ r ((Ad$(ff(t)))Td$(r ( i ) ) )
=  dXv . (p) ( (kdX(g) )T dX{Y))
= dXv .(p)kd*Xg{ß,VS €
as we wished to show. This establishes the proposition. ■
We now give the theorem  corresponding to Proposition (5.2.10), for infinitesimal 
characters proper:
T h eo rem  5 .2 .12
Let ß  G d* w ith Q,t specified by (5.2.10) Wt. Let : Vj (g*)  —> Z ( g t) be the 
isomorphism of (1.3.62).
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Given unitary  representations 7Zt : Gt —> U(7it),  V7, corresponding to fit in 
the sense of (1.3.38); suppose th a t each 7Zt has a generalised character given by
X n t
T h en ,
A *.(fo(«iX p.(p))) =  jim A*, (£ ,(p(f)o  (»*(*))),
Vp e d?v. n j[o, l],
where A^t is given by (1.3.58), Vt.
P ro o f :  Follows immediately from (5.2.10) and (5.2.11). Observe th a t, in view of 
(5.2.11), the condition th a t cM>-1 be extendable to E , is not necessary. f l
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§6 A p p en d ix
§ A .l
In the proof of (4.3.1) it is shown how two overlapping charts defined at 
points of g0 in Qy0 ,i] are C ^-re la ted . This can put more clearly by the following 
argument:
Let (X25A 2 ) and (X35A 3 ) be overlapping charts corresponding to  elements 
^2 , ^ 3  of V q as in (4.3.3). Then
x 3 0 x 2_ 1 ( A ,t )  =  (O(t)y1 o x(93\i)g2(t)g(yt))
= W ) ) “ 1 ° e x p - l ( g - \ t ) g 2(t)g{\, t)) .
Now g2 ',g3 ->g £ and (g^1 g2 g)[Q, 1] is in the domain of exp - 1  . Therefore, by 
(2.5.69), there is an X \  £ dq such th a t e x p X ^ t)  =  g-z1 ( tyg^^g^X, t) and X ^(t) 
is a C°° function of A, as well as a C°° function of t £ [0, e). Then
X2 °Xi (A, i )  =  (ö(<))_ 1^ a(«)
= (d$( t )o0( t )-\(<)).
Now X \ ( t )  is a C°° function of t, so d $ ( t )X \( t )  extends to  a C°° function of (A,t) 
by (3.1.8). T hat (d4>(t) 0 # (t) ) - 1  extends to a C°° function of t, follows from the 
proof of Lemma (5.1.9(a)).
Then x 2 0 Xi is a C°° function of (A, t). ■
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§A.2
Owing to Lemma (5.1.9(a)) and Lemma (5.1.9(b)) we have the following, 
much-improved version of Theorem (2.4.17):
T h eo rem  A .2.1
Suppose th a t dim # =  d im g0.
The following statem ents are equivalent
(1) d P(dq) is a subalgebra of V q(g).
(2) dq is a Lie algebra.
(3) s q is a Lie algebra w ith bracket as in Definition (2.4.13).
(4) gQ is a Lie algebra with bracket induced unambiguously as in Definition 
(2.4.13) from any two curves in sq with endpoints on two elements of g0.
(5) There is a set of n sections S t G s q which for t G [0, e) (for some 0 <  e < 1) 
form a basis of the fibres of g^Q ^ over each f, and of #0; and if d'L(t) has 
m atrix  u(t)  with respect to these bases and a basis {A;} of g, then
lim u(*)}C^pu -1 (t)y*u- 1 (t)S exists.
R n
Proof:
The proof of (1) =>• (2) => (3) is given the proof of (2.4.17). By (5.1.9(a)), 
(5.1.9(b)), (1.5.1) and Corollary (2.4.8), g0 is a Lie algebra if and only if dq is a 
Lie algebra, establishing (2) (4). The proof of (4) => (5) and (5) =$■ (1) is also
given in the proof of Theorem (2.4.17). The proof will be completed by showing 
(3) => (2) :
Let X , Y  € d \  w ith U = d $ sX ,  V  = d $ sY. Now a U  + ß V  6 sß, and since 
d<&3 is 1 — 1 and linear, a X  -f ß Y  € dq.
Now [Cf, V] E f ,  and so d $ ~ l [U,V] G dq. But by (2.4.13)
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= d o d^id^uit), <f$_1y(i)]
= [X,Y}(t),  for t € (0,1].
Taking the limit t —» 0, we have
d^;1[u,v}(t) = [x,Y](t),  for t e  [o,i],
and [X, Y] £ dq as required. B
The corresponding theorem  for the global case is awkward and unenlightening, 
and to spare the reader any unpleasantness we give a slightly neater, albeit less 
extensive theorem  than  (2.5.30):
T h eo rem  A .2.1
Suppose th a t dP(dq) is a Lie algebra, P(T>q) a group, P { V q) is connected, 
and Ker3üp is generated by a nucleus of Exp(KercL£p).
Then:
V q is a Banach-Lie group and a Banach-Lie subgroup (1.2.8) of the Banach- 
Lie group Cg[0,1].
P ( V q) is a closed, analytic subgroup of T q{Q)\
Qo is a Lie group with manifold structure inherited from P { V q) by Xp);
S q is a Banach-Lie group;
X, <&s,P and e are C ^-F rechet homomorphisms;
Xp  is an analytic homomorphism; 
and the following diagram  commutes:
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P { V q)
Proof:
By the first section of the proof of Theorem (2.5.69), E xp (dP(dq)) C P { V q). 
Since P { V q) is connected, and is a subgroup of T q(Q), it must be the connected 
Lie subgroup of T q(Q) with Lie algebra dP(dq).
By Theorem (A .2.1) and Theorem  (2.4.17), KerdXp  is an ideal of dP(dq).
By the assum ption of the theorem, Ker3fp must be the norm al Lie subgroup 
of P ( V q) w ith Lie algebra Ker dXp.  The theorem  now follows by an application of 
Theorem (2.5.24) and Theorem (2.5.30). ■
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§8 In d ex  to  N o ta tio n  and S u b jects
In this index, subjects are listed in alphabetical order. Symbols from for­
eign alphabets are listed in alphabetical order according to their English spelling. 
M athem atical symbols are listed in the miscellaneous section.
A















B ootstrap  Theorem 4.3.13
Bracket 1.1.21
A 5.1.5(b)
B ( X , Y ) 1.1.73
c
canonical coordinates 1.1.32
C artan  decomposition 1.1.74
C art an involution 1.1.67(a)
C artan  involution of Q 1.1.67(a)
C artan  involution of a Lie algebra 1.1.75(a)




C°°  cross-section 1.1.19
C°°  functions 1. 1.1




C ° ° -m anifold 1. 1.1
C °°-m anifold w ith  boundary 1.1.1(a)
C °°-re la ted 1. 1.1
C ° ° ( G , G i , K i ) 1.3.4
C ° ° ( G , G ß , p - , h { ß ) ) 1.3.12
C ° ° ( G , G l , 1 l  2 f g \ ) 1.3.19
co-adjoint rep resen ta tion 1.1.48
cocom pact n ilradical 1.1.70
com pact Lie algebra 1.1.73
com pact support 1.3.45
com pact sym m etric pair 1.1.67(a)
connected com ponent 1.1.36(d)
connected com ponent of Q\ in Q 1.1.36(b)
con trac ted  Lie algebra 1.5.1
contraction  of g 1.5.1
contraction  of Q 2.3.5
contraction  m apping 2.3.7
convolution 1.3.52
covariant derivative 1.4.4
L 'T : X ; 2.5.35
C qg \ 0,1] 2.3.2ff
C urren t A lgebra 2.4.22
X 2.3.7
X  p 2.5.22




de S itte r  groups §2.1
diffeom orphism 1. 1.11
differential form 1.1.58
differential j-fo rm 1.1.59
dim ension 1.1.9
discrete series 1.3.49
dom ain of the  con trac tion  m apping 2.3.7
dual 1.1.47










































exponential Lie group 1.1.72
exponential map (manifolds) 1.4.9
exponential mapping 1.1.29






F i ( X j ,  X k) 2.5.4
Frechet C°°  homomorphism 1.2.9
Frechet C°°  manifold 1.2.5
Frechet-C fc, Frechet-C00 1.2.4
Frechet diffeomorphism 1.2.9
Frechet-differentiable 1.2.2









generalised (global) Saletan contraction 2.4.6
generalised I-W contraction 1.5.7
generalised Saletan contraction 1.5.1
geodesic 1.4.8











£ ( o , i i 2.4.1
go 2.4.3
~GJ 2.5.12
g o o 2.5.12








homomorphism of Lie algebras 
h(ß) (finite dimensions) 














invariant C°° vector field 




















































local C°° homomorphism 1.1.13














minimal parabolic subgroup 1.3.48

















positive roots with respect to C+ 1.1.75(g)

























<?-jet of /  1.4.20











root of g with respect to hp 1.1.75(d)













Special chart in T q(Q) 2.5.3ff









5 0 (3 ,2 , R) 2.3.10
s q 2.4.2
^ k e r 2.4.17
^ k e r 2.4.24





tangent vector (for Banach manifold) 1.2.11
trace class 1.3.43
T ( G ) 1.1.18
T , ( G ) , T g 1.1.16
r p *  
m 1.1.54
T i ( G ) 1.4.15
T* { G) 2.5.1
Ü 2.5.37




























u A v 1.1.56
dx11 A • • • dxlj 1.1.57
J m  11-61
Q-! « AT 1.1.70





(V, . . . ,V>)  2.5.3
2.5.5ff
||U|| 2.5.38
ll(V, W )||i 2.5.41
{A}, 2.6.13
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(0, 1]", [0, 1]" 
( V  X W , X)
3 . 2.1
5 . 1.14
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